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Abstract

In recent years, the ‘right to the city’ has emerged as a key concept and practice amongst both

academics and social movements around which to organise a response to the crisis of Fordist

production and political representation. In Spain this response has taken to the streets, with

millions of people coming together and shouting ‘They don’trepresent us!’.

As a key site of both neoliberal urban governance and political insurgency, Barcelona provides

a powerful site through which to examine the relationships between urban social movements,

urban governance and struggles around the right to the city.In this thesis I build a (partial and

provisional) genealogy of the right to the city, examining the relevance of those struggles that

have emerged inside and against neoliberal governmentality since the early 1980s in an effort

to assemble the right to the city through the material combination of struggles around urban

production and citizenship rights.

To do this, I return to the relation between genesis and management as an uneven dialectic in

the production of rights; drawing on and building new connections between post-colonial stud-

ies, autonomous marxist debates, critical studies of citizenship and urban studies to investigate

how strangers, outsiders and the governed challenge European capitalism from inside and assert

a different imagination of contemporary urban life.

I also explore my own role in these dynamics. In contrast to anunderstanding of academic

knowledge as analytical and objective representation, my position as both a militant and a re-

searcher provides the ground upon which I analyse social movements as a factory of concepts

and practices capable of assembling an instituent politicsagainst neoliberal governmentality.
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but look I told him I don’t know why but I sounded annoyed but you know I really

can’t stand any more I really mean it that we’re still stuck here with this bullshit still with

this bullshit about winning or losing and it seems to me that it’s always really been our big

misfortune that every time we’ve thought the thing that mattered was basically just winning

or losing when instead the things we’ve really done have never had anything to do with

winning or losing it’s clear that here we’ve already lost everything and not just in the last

five minutes but the fact is that I think and a lot like me think so too that deep down we’ve

never had not only have we never had any notion or desire to winbut not even any notion

that there was anything to be won anywhere and then you know ifI really think about it

now to me the word winning seems exactly like dying

Nanni Balestrini,The Unseen(2012)

For me when there is no connection between life and politics,well, there is no politics.

I mean for my experience, and from my point of view, for me voting is not politics. Politics

is all the people that make it possible; those who sets up the tables for voting, who are

forced to go and vote, who register themselves to vote. And this is what was at stake in the

meetings of those years. In the direct action you would organise the process to organise the

direct action, something that was not visible. The visible thing was the demo, the action.

But what is behind is what is generating an experience of otherness, and therefore politics

is not longer a merely personal question. The issue is how to make this last. This is what I

don’t know. We were not capable of finding a collective space beyond the activist spaces.

How to build a collective space in everyday life, how to live collectively everyday. This is

what we were not capable of doing.

Interview with Nuria Vila, 2nd of February 2011
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘No nos representan’(‘They don’t represent us!’) has been shouted by hundreds ofthousands

of people on the streets of Barcelona since the mass demonstrations of the 15th of May 2011

(henceforth referred to as the 15M mobilisations). However, this phrase may be translated as

‘Nobody represents us’ since it refers to the impossibilityof representing the population in the

institutional politics of the culture of the democratic transition in Spain. This enunciation has

been the core not only of the Spanish movements since 2011, but of the uprisings all over the

world in the last few years.

This thesis is immersed in that context. It is an attempt to talk to, and in between, these

struggles, understanding them both as a social insurgency for emancipation and as a collective

attempt to escape the contemporary global crisis of neoliberalism. This means engaging with

social insurgencies not only as affirmative forms of social mobilisation, but also as gestures of

transformation that affect the insurgent social body itself.

For this reason, I have tried to build just one of the multiplegenealogies that can help us to

situate and comprehend a collection of fragmented and diverse pasts in the continuous forging of

contemporary struggles. The challenge is that of inhabiting the tension between form and gesture

as a concrete point where struggles are generated. The attention moves from the analysis of

forms to the incarnated investigation of the modes of production of social practices and concepts,

since these mobilisations do not only aim to produce social change in the future, but proliferate

by permanently changing themselves.

Everything started by taking the square, repeating this egyptian gesture of Tahrir of

which we didn’t know so much. (Cuji and Fatimatta, 2011, unpaginated)

This sentence talks about the way in which any repetition is always instituting something new

in the very happening of translation towards another body. Every translation from one place

13



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 14

to another enacts a rupture both for the practice and for the social body it invests. By copying

and repeating, the insurgent - literally uprising and taking body - social body modifies its own

forms of being, but at the same time the events proliferate only by becoming something else,

similar but different gestures in permanent metamorphosis. This process of proliferation through

metamorphoses affirms the failure of afull body, the impossibility of a full emancipation of the

integercitizen to be achieved. In the crisis of representation, there is not any horizon of universal

citizenship, there is not any citizen characterised by a complete fulfilment of his rights; only

the continuous production of a fragmented and collective project of emancipation, a complex

genesis of disorganic connections among different insurgencies that, by translating from one

place to another, from one time to another, are capable of creating new worlds, of producing

rights.

Tahrir, Puerta del Sol, Plaça Catalunya, Zuccotti Park. Obviously there are continuities

among these recent events; for example, the political memories inscribed in the use of space.

But most of all there are gaps, jumps, differences among them. Discontinuities that do not break

up the connections between one point and another, but institute complexities, differences and

richnesses as a basis to strengthen the potency and the possibilities of this global insurgency. In

this sense my aim here is not to produce any comprehensive - full and plain - history of the 15M

movements in Spain. I do not want to produce any ‘history’ capable of ‘explaining’ the present.

My terms are other, unknown to the reader, but meaningful to me after years of work on this

project.Numax, Ocaña, Ajoblanco, insumisos, Cine Princesa, Tàpies, Iglesia del Pi, Plaça dels

Angelsand many others. Different and diverse streams of social organisation that still contribute

to the contemporary becoming of social mobilisations.

There are a number of dynamics which are useful in order to understand the emergence of

the 15M mobilisations, and yet left outside of this research. They range from the consequences

of the European and North American economic collapse and thecrisis of neoliberal government-

ality in the Western Countries, to the appraisal of a global digital culture and the social uprisings

on the Southern shores of the Mediterranean sea, in the Southern states of the European Union,

in Iceland, in the United States. But I focus here on a specificstream of narrative; the discon-

tinuous expansion of urban social movements in the last few decades, as one of the significant

elements to engage with the events we are experiencing in the15M mobilisations. Elements that

are meaningful not to explain but to pose questions about theproduction of politics on the streets

of contemporary Barcelona.

In this sense the outcome of this thesis does not aim to be simply one of many genealogies,

but to produce ausefuldiagram to engage with grassroots pasts that compose the collective

act of ‘assembling politics’ in Barcelona. How did different experiences constitute both the

possible imagination and the material crafting of a different way ofdoingpolitics on the streets of
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Barcelona today? To answer this question, I look for the connections and distances, the trenches

and bridges, the elements of continuity and ruptures in the proliferation of urban movements,

with the aim of thinking about the possibilities and the limits of a mobilised society that is trying

- in the present continuous tense - to assemble a radical democratic experiment in Barcelona.

Theory

Before defining the conceptual and empirical dimensions of my narrative, I need to introduce

a question around the methods that determined my way of researching through out the whole

thesis (Chapter 3).

In contrast to an understanding of academic knowledge as objective representation of social

conflicts, my situated experience as a militant and a researcher is the double point of departure to

analyse the expression of social movements as social factory of alternative subjectivities. Bey-

ond the role of an objective researcher that inhabits the comfortable position of human sciences

in order to analyse a sort of ‘natural history’ of society, there is the need to immerse oneself and

participate in the complex production of a radical questioning of modernity. It is an urgency of

our time. It is an urgency imposed by the most dramatic crisisof modern capitalism. But, most

of all, it is an urgency imposed by the consequences of this crisis on the everyday life of the

people.

Starting from here, I questioned my role not only in analysing but also in empowering the

autonomous expressions of those who are not represented - or, perhaps,los que no somos repres-

entados- in the modern definition of civil society. Can a militant approach to the production of

knowledge enable an emancipating expression of the (un)governed, the (immanent) strangers,

the (internal) outsiders? Urban social movements from below, I argue, materially reinvented

politics in Barcelona. They did not only contest Barcelona’s model of governance, but also in-

stituted new ways of imagining and practicing rights in urban space. In order to participate to this

collective empowering therefore, my aim has been to analysethe crafting of social movements

and the assembling of their politics as a process of social production.

Investigating the production of practices and conceptsin the happening of social struggles, a

tension emerges between the political function of representation - the goal of which, I argue, is to

instruct and legitimise policies of control - and the emergence of autonomous expressions - that

imagine and institute new forms of social emancipation frombelow - thus calling for a deeper

analysis of the wider conflict between governmentality and insurgencies in contemporary society

(Chapter 2). This is proposed here as a conflict between the governance of social production

and the dynamics of social cooperation. Command versus cooperation, governants versus the
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governed, control versus autonomy; these are the grounds toanalyse a dis-symmetric dialectic

between the production and management of society.

To examine these issues I draw upon and build bridges betweendifferent bodies of literature

that have examined these debates from different perspectives. I look at the opposition between

the subsumption of life and social cooperation in production (as proposed by the autonomous

marxist debates); at the institutional dynamics between civil and political society (as proposed

by post-colonial studies); and at the dialectic between status and acts both inside and outside

the juridical dimension of citizenship (as proposed by critical citizenship studies). From here,

I analyse the way in which these conflictive dynamics developin the particular assemblage

of contemporary urban capitalism, confronting the production of space as an engine of social

production, and the struggle for the right to the city as a collective practice for the regulation

of social production and distribution. In the clash betweenurban governmentality and urban

insurgencies, the right to the city emerges as a collective act of assembling; capable of instituting

an immanent and antagonistic organisation of urban cooperation and urban lifein andagainst

the contemporary governance of social production.

Empirics

In the recent transformation of the capitalistic dynamics of urban Europe, Barcelona is proposed

as significant both for understanding the reconfiguration ofgovernance in an era of neoliberal

inter-urban competition, and for analysing the radical politics emerging in the margins of urban

life. My original contribution focuses on those pasts that,since the 1980s, rose up in Barcelona

against the ruling understanding of citizenship, and signalled the relevance of urban space to

contemporary mobilisations.

In Chapter 4, having examined new forms of control, governance and the abstraction of

social cooperation emerging around the 1992Olympic Gamesin Barcelona, I analyse the appro-

priation of time and space and the emergence of new bodies andobjects in radical autonomous,

feminist and counter-cultural politics as social practices that both constituted the framework for,

and expressed the limits of, the democratic and neoliberal governance of the 1980s - focusing

on the emergence of new fields of political expression, new experiences of political organisation

and new experiments of political production in the context of the crisis of representative politics.

In Chapter 5 I turn to the conscientious objection and the squatting movements, the insti-

tutional critique of arts and the actions of colonial migrants in the public spaces of the city to

focus attention on those practices that moved an insurgent politics from an individual, external

and imperceptible political action at the margins, towardsa collective, instituent and invasive
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experience that re-configured the possibility of affirmative politics beyond the crisis of the early

1990s.

Building on this, in Chapter 6 I focus on two experiments thatexpressed and articulated in

affirmative and institutive terms the double crisis of neoliberal European governance: examining

the relationships between civil society and institutions of the state (with a focus on the experience

of theMuseum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona1999-2001), and between the civil society of

the represented, and the governed of political society (with an examination of the occupation of

churches bysin papelesin 2001). These examples demonstrate a set of practices thatdeterm-

ined both the emergence of a different discourse towards thestate, and a deep problematisation

of the practices of institutional management and of the organisation of political movements; set-

ting out a new understanding of the relationship between state and society, public and private,

insiders and outsiders and configuring the production of thecity as a collectiveoeuvrebased on

cooperation, difference and translation.

Finally, in Chapter 7, I examine how the clash between civistgovernmentality and the in-

surgencies mobilising around the right to the city over the last decade have served to provide

for a new way of doing politics. Here, I analyse the rationaleof the civist ordinance introduced

in Barcelona in 2005, and opposition to the ordinance that has been capable of building a new

politics where performance, prefiguration and autonomy emerge as spatialized enactments of a

collective practice ofassemblingpolitics in urban space.

The right to the city and the assembling of politics in the 15M

The object of my research is therefore the collective assembling of politics outside representa-

tion, command and control. That is, affirmatively, to participate as a militant researcher in the

social assembling of politics as a collective project of expression, cooperation and autonomy.

This involves the questioning of the modes of research in order not to reproduce an objective

representation, but to affirm instead a practice of empowering of the governed, strangers and

outsiders - as ungovernable, immanent aliens, hidden insiders. Second, this goal calls for a prac-

tice of theoretical research capable of bridging between different literatures and of composing

different streams of analysis in order to depict the dialectic between command and cooperation.

In the emergence of a new mode of social production, the assembling of the right to the city,

I argue, conjugates the struggles for the rights of production - as regulation of urban cooperation

- and the mobilisations for the rights of citizenship - as thegovernment of access to rights. In

this sense, this thesis aims to analyse the social production of words and deeds, enunciations

and spaces, practices and concepts that participate in the proliferation by metamorphoses of the

struggles for the right to the city, posing problems to modify and expand these practices.



Developing this, I proposeperformative, prefigurativeand autonomousas attributive ad-

jectives of this social production.Performativeis the enunciation that appropriates the city by

gathering people in assemblies.Prefigurativeis the space constituted as inhabitable by the prac-

tice of assembling differences. Finally this social and spatial assembling of politics is a practice

of autonomy,since it aims to self-define norms of regulation both for the modes of appropriation

and for the practices of inhabitation of urban space. This triple specification of the right to the

city allows me an original perspective on one of the most important developments of the 15M

mobilisations and to engage with these movements not by analysing the ‘logic of ideas’ (idea-

logy) that sustains them, but helping to assemble the ‘logics of doing’ (techno-logies) that craft

contemporary mobilisations.



Part I

Theory
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Chapter 2

The city over the void

If you choose to believe me, good. Now I will tell you how Octavia, the spider-web

city, is made. There is a precipice between two steep mountains: the city is over the

void, bound to the two crests with ropes and chains and catwalks. You walk on the

little wooden ties, careful not to set your foot in the open spaces, or you cling to the

hempen strands. Below there is nothing for hundreds and hundreds of feet: a few

clouds glide past; farther down you can glimpse the chasm’s bed. (Calvino, 1997,

61)

2.1 A dis-symmetric dialectic

The goal of this thesis is to analyse the practices and concepts produced by social movements

in the struggle for the right to the city. My aim in this chapter is to frame this social production

of the right to the city in the concrete configuration of a general conflict over the organisation

of social production. The conflict investigated here is thatbetween insurgencies (Negri, 1999)

and governmentality (Foucault, 2007) as counterpoised forces in the organisation of productive

relations in social activity and, more generally, the relations of force in social life.

At the point where social practices are expressions of a set of social relations of power,

Foucault defines the relation between society and power as asymmetric (Foucault, 1998). This

asymmetry is between, on the one hand, the productive force of society and, on the other the

‘managing’ role of power. The activity of power is «first of all management and economy

there where free men do not manage but produce. Power is in itsessence re-productive, since

it manages what already exists, while the potency of men has the capacity of producing new

things» (Revel, 2011, unpaginated commenting on Foucault,1998, cf. Revel, 2003)

20
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The genesis [of society] is on the side of freedom. Management is on the side of

Power. Never the one without the other, but also dis-symmetry between one and the

other. And here all the difficulties lie. (Revel, 2011, unpaginated, my translation)

The dialectical conflict between cooperation in productionand command over it, and therefore

between labour and capital (Marx, 1980), is a particular one. The latter is defined as a force

of abstraction, in terms of both the opportunistic interestof the individual capitalist and the

abstract one of the collective capitalist (Harvey, 2010). Cooperation in production, in contrast,

is a materialistic force: an embodied pole produced not through the abstract recognition of the

consciousness of class, but as the concrete composition of aset of memories, stories, practices

and struggles (Negri, 1999).

«Subjective labour opposed to objective labour, living labour opposed to dead labour» (Tronti,

1966, 212 my translation). This is the dialectical and irreducible antagonism between labour,

as collective human activity, and capital, as force of abstraction and objectification or, seen the

other way around, between capital as abstracting force of human labour and workers as a subject

that resists this abstraction - that affirm themselves as non-capital from a collective experience

of subalternity, exploitation and alienation (Negri, 1991).

Citizenship is a specific and relevant field in terms of this dialectical tension, since, in the

definition and realisation of the rights of citizenship two forces clash: a set of practices of

emancipation and a force of discipline, the interaction of which continually reconfigures the

rights and duties of those who participate in the social process of production, i.e. in society.

Beyond the sociological definition of citizenship as a relationship between the individual and

the state (the ‘full and equal membership in a political community’ of TH Marshall, 1950, as

utopian and teleological end of history; Isin and Turner, 2002, Mezzadra, 2002, Brodie, 2008)

it is important to stress this dimension of citizenship as a field of social tensions over the or-

ganisation of social production configured through practices of conflict, imposition, subversion

and negotiation. To the extent that the state represents a particular class interest as a general in-

terest of the Nation, citizenship is not only an institutionalised meditation between classes but a

permanent space of the imposition of power and the emergenceof insurgencies (Gramsci, 1996).

In the context of the failure of the project of industrial full citizenship (Marshall, 1950,

Turner, 1997, Mezzadra, 2002, Brodie, 2008, Isin and Turner, 2002), citizenship - as a regulator

of the social activities of production - needs to be questioned beyond the formal framework of the

Constitution, analysing this not only as textual elaboration but as material composition of «the

effective relationships of the social forces in the politico-military moment» (Gramsci, 1975b,

1666 my translation). The difference between ordinary people and legislators is not about the
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possibility of each of these groups to make laws - since everyone establishes rules of living and

behaving - but about the legitimacy in their making of laws. AGramsci puts it:

This second group [legislators] not only formulate directives which will become

a norm of conduct for the others, but at the same time creates the instruments by

means of which the directives themselves will be ‘imposed’,and by means of which

it will verify their execution. (Gramsci, 1996, 265-266)

This tension between a society of ordinary people and state power is a crucial starting point

from which to analyse the governmental function of citizenship and the permanent crisis of

this dispositif of governance, a dispositif which is contested and subverted by those subjects on

the margins of society (those who areforeclosedin the narrative of social production, Spivak,

1999, and excluded from the rights of full citizenship, Boutang, 1998) - those that I will refer to

as internal outsiders, immanent strangers or the un/governed inhabitants of society (Isin, 2002,

Chatterjee, 2004, Papadopoulos et al., 2008).

In this Chapter, I analyse debates that help us to understandthe complexity of this dis-

symmetrical relationship. A complex contrast between governmentality and insurgencies emerges,

in which the social production of practices and concepts by social movements is situated. On

the one hand, governmentality as practice of limitation through control (Negri, 1999, 2) and, on

the other, insurgencies as richness of the possible throughthe production of rights (Gorz, 1997).

The tension between these two dimension can be grasped on an objective level:

The relationship that juridical theory (and through it the constituted arrangement)

wants to impose on constituent power works in the direction of neutralisation, mys-

tification, or, really, the attribution of senselessness. (Negri, 1999, 10)

However, following Negri, it will also be necessary to conceptualise the subjective dimension of

this tension, as a dimension of production not only of formalrights, but of social practices and

concepts to think and organise social life:

In contrast, the paradigm of the constituent power is that ofa force that bursts apart,

breaks, interrupts, unhinges any preexisting equilibriumand any possible continu-

ity. Constituent power is tied to the notion of democracy as absolute power. (Negri,

1999, 11)

Here it is useful to identify three dimensions of the tensionbetween governmentality and insur-

gencies. First, the negotiation of the rights of citizenship in the context of the tension between

cooperation - as source of social production - and command - as abstraction of social produc-

tion into products for the market (Chakrabarty, 2000, Hardtand Negri, 2009, Nowotny, 2009b).
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Second, the institutional dimension of citizenship in the conflict between the political and civil

dynamics of society and the tools through which social production is disciplined (Gramsci,

1975a, Hardt, 1995, Chatterjee, 2004, Puwar, 2004). Third, the contraposition between acts

and status as conflict around the juridical and discursive determination of citizenship and its

legitimacy (Isin, 2002, Foucault, 2007, Mezzadra, 2002).

I analyse these dimensions transversally rather than vertically, looking at both the way in

which a rationale of governing - in production, institutional organisation and subjectivation - is

imposed, and the way in which insurgencies attack the unity of these structural, infrastructural

and superstructural dimensions to break apart the privileges they guarantee.

Afterwards I focus on the space of the city as concrete loci ofthe conflict around the rights

of citizenship and the right to the city as the name of a collective practice of insurgency in the

productive space of the city.

2.2 Governmentality

In order to focus on citizenship as a concrete dimension of this contrast, it is useful here to define

the function of citizenship in the governing of production,considering citizenship as a tool for

the deployment of governmentality: a dispositif (Foucault, 1980).

Governmentality needs to be understood as a «heterogeneousensemble» (Foucault, 1991,

79) of discourses, institutions, regulatory decisions, laws, administrative measures, and philo-

sophical, moral and philanthropic propositions «which serve to found, justify and provide reas-

ons and principles for these ways of doing things» (Foucault, 1991, 79). Governmentality refers

to an assemblage of «procedures for representing and intervening» in social space (Miller and

Rose, 1990, 7) .

Below I look at the way in which contemporary governmentality is assembled. I do so by,

first, examining the production of tools to abstract social production in urban space. Second, I

discuss the assemblage of a differentiated labour market todiscipline social cooperation. And

finally, I deal with the emergence of a new understanding of citizenship in the context of the

crisis of a homogenous conception of modernity. In this sense, citizenship is the instrumental

vertebration of my analysis; looking at its limits in the Fordist exception, at its outsides in the

implosion of the colony, and at its collapse in the affirmation of a heterogeneous and uneven

modernity.
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2.2.1 Abstraction or the command of capital over life

After the Second World War, the proposal of social citizenship theoretically underpinned Keyne-

sian policies, as policies for progressive and universal inclusion of the population in social rights

against the inequalities produced by the capitalist market(Tronti, 1972, Turner, 2003, Vincent,

2002, Aglietta, 1979). At stake was the emergence of a socialsystem where classes would

cooperate within the Fordist mode of production (Mezzadra,2002). Industrial citizenship con-

stituted therefore the utopian horizon for the political struggle of workers - organised through

parties and represented in political institutions (Chatterjee, 2004; cf. Turner, 2003). The mech-

anism of representation - capable of constituting the Nation state as the homogeneous image of

civil society - supposedly entitled the people to a definitive social contract of unconditional and

universal rights (Marshall, 1950, Turner, 1997; cf. Negri,1999), where patriotism guaranteed

political stability (Vincent, 2002).

In the Hegelian sense, «civil society is primarily a societyof labour», the site of modern

economy (Hardt, 1995, 29), in the sense that modern citizenship has always been related to

the governance of the relations of production, dealing with«work in general and the capitalist

division of labour in particular» (Gilroy, 1991, 319). The exchange between rights and duties

formed the basis for social and industrial citizenship, founded on the virtuous cooperation of

social classes in production and consumption and the recognition of the Nation state as the only

legitimate space for political negotiation (Aglietta, 1998, 1979, Neilson and Rossiter, 2008).

The Fordist mode of regulation can be understood as a particular and partial territory: a specific

regulation for the provision of social rights achieved by industrial workers in the North Atlantic

territory after and thanks to the struggles of industrial unionism (Gambino, 1996).

The fragilities and the ambiguities of this utopian model were brought into relief via the

explosion of the social conflict of the 1960s. The alliance between unions, parties and the state

constituted a dispositif for the marginalization of non-industrial workers from representative

politics (Tronti, 1972; cf. De Lorenzis et al., 2008, Simoncini, 2010); and therefore for the

foreclosure of those subjects unable to fit in the equation between civil society, Nation and state,

from the narrative of society (Guha, 1997, Spivak, 1999).

[The] refusal [by the social movements of the 1970s] is not simply a refusal to

work, but a refusal to translate their social struggles intoa set of demands addressed

towards the redistributive capacities of the welfare state. (Papadopoulos et al., 2008,

60)

As argued by Neilson and Rossiter (2008, 59), the investigation of the alternative political posi-

tionalities which existed in, and were submerged under, Fordist Regulation is crucial in order to

understand the struggles for social rights today, since Fordism was an exception both spatially
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and historically in post-war Europe and only recognised a section of the population (industrial

workers) as legitimate citizens.

In the crisis of Fordism, the involvement of internal outsiders in the processes of produc-

tion marked a contractual shift in labour relations throughthe legal (re)institution - and social

generalisation - of informality and precarity. In the outsourcing of industrial production to non-

unionised firms and shadow economies, marginal figures of thelabour market returned to prom-

inence: part-time work and home-labour, different forms ofapprenticeships in small firms, and

temporary jobs for young migrants and student workers (Balestrini, 2012, De Lorenzis et al.,

2008, Borio et al., 2002, Bianchi and Caminiti, 2007; cf. Sassen, 1996).

According to Thoburn (2003), at stake was the development ofcapitalist relations beyond

the regulatory framework of the industrial system. Capitalism, in order to maintain its pace of

accumulation, needed to expand its base of control to society as a whole, andproduction, circu-

lation and reproductionneeded to be expanded and specified in capitalistic governance. Even if

the analysis of the individual enterprise or worker indicates the fragmentation of contemporary

production, «at the level of social capital we see a continuity of circulation as the expansion and

maintenance of value, where social capital operates like a ‘ramified factory system’» (Thoburn,

2003, 78).

It is neither the direct human labour [the worker] performs,nor the time during

which he works, but rather the appropriation of his own general productive power,

his understanding of nature and his mastery of it by virtue ofhis presence as a social

body - it is, in a word, the development of the social individual which appears as

the great foundation-stone of production and of wealth. (Marx, 1973, 705)

According to Negri (1988), at stake here was the affirmation of a social factory where the rela-

tionship between the social individual and the production of wealth emerged as the foundation-

stone of a new mode of exploitation. In the urban space of Europe, after the crisis of the in-

dustrial paradigm of production, the capitalistic organisation of labour developed the ability of

commanding not only the cooperation of labour in the factory(Marx, 1980), but of disciplining

cooperation in the time and space of social life as a whole (Negri, 1988, 2003, Virno, 2004,

Chakrabarty, 2000).

Capital needs to control life in a manner which echoes its disciplining of labour in the fact-

ory1. In an era when embodied capitalism and precarisation is a tool of governance of labour that

1In this process, the chronological sequence between formaland real subsumption enters into crisis when we con-
sider that the synchronic accumulation of relative and absolute surplus-value defines the functioning of contemporary
capitalist exploitation. «At first capital subordinates labour on the basis of the technical conditions within which la-
bour has been carried on up to that point in history. It does not therefore directly change the mode of production. The
production of surplus value in the form we have so far considered, by means of the simple extension of the working
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affects the living experience of the body, the contemporaryparadigms of exploitation and ab-

straction concretely affect urban life and inhabitants, exploiting the continuum of everyday life

in terms of time and space (Neilson and Rossiter, 2008, Precarias a la deriva, 2004) and the con-

crete implications of the «unmediated command [of capital]over subjectivity itself» (Lazzarato,

1996, 134, Negri, 2003).

Following Lazzarato (2004, 2009) I conceptualise the enlargement of capital’s command not

as inclusion of these emerging spheres of production in the mode of organisation of industrial

labour, but as attempts to translate the command of capital into spheres of production organised

according to other regimes of power. In the urban model of production, abstraction, as extraction

of labour from its concrete forms2, no longer deals with the summation of industrial, standard-

ised parcels of labour, but needs to translate (or integrate, following Guattari, 2005) qualitatively

different social forms of production - such as attention, care, experience - into the homogeneous

language of exchange value.

Operating within this relationship between cooperation insocial life and abstraction of ex-

change value, the accumulation of global capital develops through processes of translation of

specific life-worlds into the global language of capital, integrating the internal hierarchies of

each social sphere of production and abstracting each specific logic of exploitation into the gen-

eral logic of profit (Mezzadra, 2006).

As such, a new model for the exploitation of labour beyond thehegemonic industrial social

contract emerges. «The mass worker was yielding to the ‘socialised worker’ as the mechanisms

of capitalist valorisation were beginning to extend throughout all of society, preparing the trans-

ition to a post-Fordist economic regime characterised by highly flexible systems of production,

the end of full employment, and a growing reliance on ‘immaterial’ (analytic and communica-

tional) labour» (Henninger and Negri, 2005, 159).

Immaterial labor in its various guises (informational, affective, communicative, and

cultural) tends toward being spread through out the entire work force and through

out all labouring tasks as a component, larger or smaller, ofall labouring processes.

(Hardt, 1999, 97)

day, appeared therefore independently of any change in the mode of production itself» (Marx, 1980, 425); «we also
[in ch. 10, above] saw that, at first, the subjection of labourto capital was only a formal result of the fact that the
worker, instead of working for himself, works for, and consequently under, the capitalist. Through [the development
of means of increasing productivity], the command of capital develops into a requirement for carrying on the labour
process itself, into a real condition of production» (Marx,1980, 448); «a specifically capitalist mode of production,
a mode of production which, along with its methods, means andconditions, arises and develops spontaneously on
the basis of the formal subsumption of labour under capital.This formal subsumption is then replaced by a real
subsumption» (Marx, 1980, 645).

2Following the marxist definition of abstract labour as commodity for exchange disembodied from social relations
(Marx, 1980, Lunghini, 1996; cf. previous footnote on subsumption as submission of social relations to the authority
of capital).
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To conclude, the space of production subsumed in the relations of authority of capital is not the

factory anymore but the social relations of urban life, and the time subsumed in production is not

anymore waged labour but life-time itself where the existential conditions of urban inhabitants

beyond labour are the object of a governance that aims to commodify social cooperation in the

city (Negri, 2003, Morini and Fumagalli, 2010).

2.2.2 The segmented governance of society

Let us now turn to the second dimension of the tension betweengovernmentality and insur-

gencies I introduced at the outset of this chapter: the institutional dimension of citizenship with

regard to the relation between civil and political society.As seen before, Marshall’s discourse on

citizenship rests upon the position from where he spoke: theGolden Age of Industrial Post-war

Europe (Hobsbawm, 1994, Mezzadra, 2002). However, as Gramsci (1975a) proposed, citizen-

ship is a situated relationship between society and the state .

In fact, whilst the Marshallian discourse of citizenship participated in the construction of a

social democratic Europe after the Great Depression, a hidden position of citizenship continued

to exist: that of non-members. Indeed, national membershipas the condition for accessing

rights determined citizenship as an ‘exclusive and selective’ right of one population based on

differentiation from and discrimination against another population (Isin, 2002, Mellino, 2009,

Balibar, 1998).

According to Anderson (1991), the Nation is an imagined homogenous community, a space

constructed upon a spiritual commonality among an anonymous population, in a limited territ-

ory, and guaranteed by the Enlightened destruction of «the legitimacy of the divinely-ordained,

hierarchical dynastic realm» (1991, 7). The Nation affirmeda novel ontology for sovereignty:

the People (Foucault, 2007, Chatterjee, 1998). The homogeneity of members guarantees the

loyalty of the population to the national institutions (Anderson, 1991, 1998, Chatterjee, 2005,

1998) and therefore the possibility of governing social conflicts.

However, only by imagining the Nation through the universalcategories of modern thought –

Nation, citizens, community - is it possible to compose the population as a limited aggregation of

integer individuals, in the sense that their identity can represented as ‘one’ and whole (Chatterjee,

2005, cf. Anderson, 1991, 1998). The loyal belonging to and the homogeneity of the Nation as

imagined community only exist in utopia. «The real time-space of modern life is heterogeneous,

unevenly dense» (Chatterjee, 2005, 53). This is the memory of the colonies where the division

of labour and rights developed according to race and caste, resulting in a modern translation of

theadagio‘divide et impera’.
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However the crisis of Fordist citizenship also marks a pointof transition in which the emer-

gence of forms of governing typically associated with the colony begin to emerge inside Europe,

specifically with regard to the proliferation of differentiated statuses of subject-hood:

Colonial expansion resulted in a hierarchical fragmentation of legal systems which

established and naturalised the distinction between citizens and subjects. In a sim-

ilar way, the discontents within the European legal space reflect an inner method of

government which reproduces a hierarchical fragmentationof the legal subjectivit-

ies of community members. (Rigo, 2005, 5)

To the extent that the crisis of Fordist citizenship affirmedthe critical collapse of a historical and

spatial exception, the expansion of colonial citizenship is the collapse of the historical teleology

of modernity via the heterogeneous fragmentation of the present (Chatterjee, 2005). The prolif-

eration of the colonial model in urban Europe constitutes the implosion of a mode of exploitation

imposed by Europe on the colonies turned back on the everydaylife of the metropolitan space

(Mellino, 2009, Balibar, 2004).

It does not arrive cataclysmically and unannounced from elsewhere, but rather ori-

ginates from within, and flourishes and proliferates in the very body that has nur-

tured it through its own degeneracy. [...] a body so irreversibly and irreconcilably

moribund that it can no longer accomplish its most elementary vocation, namely, to

merely sustain its own vitality. (De Genova, 2010, 414)

Under these conditions, the Fordist conception of modern, national citizenship gives way to the

assemblage of heterogenous dispositifs of control and the provision of privileges that character-

ise the contemporary metropolitan spaces of Europe, and to the governance of the multiple scal-

arity of globalisation (Sassen, 1994, 2006). I term this phenomenon assegmentation,looking at

the implosion of colonial governance not as terminal crisis, but on the contrary asfragmentation

and proliferationof its rationale in the governance of urban Europe.

In this proliferation of the post-colonial regime of regulation in urban Europe, borders «do

not apply according to spatial criteria but according to the‘qualities of persons’» (Rigo, 2005,

12) and personal status follows the subjects «wherever theyhappen to be» (Rigo, 2005, 12).

«Instead of all citizens enjoying a unified bundle of citizenship rights, we have a shifting polit-

ical landscape in which heterogeneous populations claim diverse rights and benefits associated

with citizenship» (Ong, 2006, 500) and in which growing invisible populations demand rights

from outside the borders of institutional representation (Sassen, 2002). Borders emerge as «an

ensemble of heterogeneous discursive and non-discursive practices, and regimes of truth and

conduct» (Mitchell, 1992, 245) in the re-territorialisation of colonial models within the space of
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Keynesian Welfare National System (Legg, 2007, Foucault, 2007), becoming the tool for ren-

dering «legal space discontinuous and allow[ing] for sovereignty to be shared by different public

and private actors» (Rigo, 2005, 17).

The fragmentation of the imagined body of the Nation, the overlapping of different legal

spatialities over the same territory and the different scales of place have been stressed as major

innovations in the scalarity of citizenship as a dispositiffor governing in Schengen Europe (Fer-

guson et al., 2002, Rigo, 2007), thus translating the dispositifs of segmentation of the colony

to the metropolitan space (Petti, 2007; cf Mezzadra, 2004) where legal statuses operate not

only macro-politically, but also micro-politically on a heterogeneous population (Mezzadra and

Neilson, 2008).

The proliferation of borders emerges as a method for the segmentation of the territory and

the population, and for the multiplication of the labour regimes. «While in theory political rights

depend on membership in a nation-state, in practice, new entitlements are being realised through

situated mobilisations and claims in milieus of globalisedcontingency» (Ong, 2006, 499).

This contingency of rights produces a graduated or variegated citizenship (Ong, 2006),

where different segments of the population are subjected toa different regime of social and polit-

ical rights: a segmented citizenship capable of governing both population and social production

- via the constitution of specific regimes of power that work through status, fear, menace - and

managing exploitation and abstraction according to the specific set of forces of each segment of

the labour market. Boutang (1998) refers to these as exogenous labour markets: complex and

variable spaces characterised by the intertwining of different legal and economic rationales of

contracts. A regime of organisation of labour in which deportation (De Genova et al., 2010) and

precarisation (Neilson and Rossiter, 2008) constitute themechanism of a mode of governance

that deals with life in itself.

In this context, hierarchies and precarisation are significant not only for organising migrant

labour, but in segmenting the labour markets of the post-Fordist and post-colonial metropolis

more generally. The proliferation of borders goes hand in hand with the multiplication of labour

regimes and the analysis of borders can be used as a method to discover the lines of segmentation

acting on the living social body as a tool of governance (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008). Different

labour regimes are indeed internal to the same economic space but organised through diversified

legal procedures (Boutang, 2007, 35); allowing for the production of hierarchies of status (Borjas

et al., 1991, Chiswick, 1988) and internal oppositions among the governed, in the attempt of

breaking apart the possibility of common struggles of homogeneous agencies as unitarian forces.
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2.2.3 The crisis of the illusionary coherence of modernity

Under the Fordist exception, homogeneity functions as the pillar of the loyalty of the population

to the mode of production of the modern Nation. Industrial full citizenship constituted the

manifesto of a utopian Nation-system as a coherent and resolved mode of production, within

which the role of the state was to guarantee the rational management of those resources inscribed

in the Nation: the life of its population and the resources ofthe territory (Foucault, 2007, Elden,

2007, Crampton and Elden, 2007, Huxley, 2007).

However, the implosion of colonies in the metropolitan space configured heterogeneity and

segmentation as generalised modes of governance in the precarisation of urban life in Europe.

Non-Fordist and post-colonial labour markets in urban Europe express today a complex collec-

tion of different positionalities that break apart any ideaof a universal and utopian extension of

citizenship.

We can say that the relation between labour and citizenship has ceased to produce in

Western countries the materiality of what T.H. Marshall (1950) called the ‘status of

citizenship’. [. . . ] Consequently, the subjective positions of both citizens and work-

ers need to be rethought outside the dyadic structure of citizen-worker. (Neilson

and Rossiter, 2008, 59)

I use the term ‘internal outsides’, then, in order to refer tothe positions from which to analyse the

functioning of the contemporary governance of production (and therefore citizenship) in terms

of partialities, segregation and exploitation. The crisisof the homogeneity of the Nation and

the emergence of a heterogenous, fragmented and non-integer social body composed of multiple

and contrasting belongings makes institutional representation an illusion.

Indeed representation via institutional politics, as the attempt to reduce the complexity of so-

cial life to a scheme of loyalties, is not a possible mechanism of political participation for those

who do not belong to a dominant position. The casual workers not represented by unions, the

non-legal inhabitants not represented by parties, as well as the gender minorities excluded from

the patriarchal organisation of society, are positions which are intertwined in the singular exper-

ience of the precarious inhabitants of the city (Gill and Pratt, 2008, Neilson and Rossiter, 2008,

Lorey, 2006). The representation of the citizen as aninteger (Chatterjee, 1998) is impossible

because their expression is multiple and situated. Given the impossibility of representing these

positions, their relation with the state is principally built upon the enforcement of a concrete

set of relations of power: a relationship in which the state exercises its discursive and coercive

power over society not through a civil mediation of representation but through the imposition of

a relation of pure force (Gramsci, 1996).
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I want to stress here the regimes of truth that sustain the productive dimensions of the post-

Fordist and post-colonial mode of governance.Neoliberal subjectivationanddominancein this

sense configure the discourse of governmentality after the end of the Fordist stability and the

implosion and proliferation of the colonial model of governance within contemporary urban

Europe.

There are two dimensions worth mentioning here in terms of the way in which subjection

and dominance operate with regard to contemporary governance. First, the possibility of alien-

ating social life is based on the ability of segmenting statuses and implementing different modes

of exploitation according to the rights of a given singular segment. In this senseneoliberal sub-

jectivationintervenes on the social body of urban production as a discourse of truth to legitimise

the segmentation of the social body and the proliferation oflabour regimes.

The end of social solidarity, national homogeneity and institutional representation permits

the affirmation of a logic of fragmented competition among individuals through the production

of citizens as ‘entrepreneurs of themselves’ in the urbanagon(Foucault, 2007) The interest of

private actors rules over the use of public resources, determining the protection of the logic of

profit as the goal of public policy. This is the logic of the Ordo-liberal debate of the 1950s

in Germany and Austria, which aimed at the development of social governance based on the

competition of unequalneoliberal citizens(Foucault, 2008, Mezzadra, 2002, Hayek, 1996), thus

moving «from an anthropology of exchange to one of competition» (Read, 2009, 28). The

freedom ofhomo œconomicus- the self-entrepreneur - requires the support of policies that do

not compensate the ‘inequalities’ produced by the market, but, instead, forge the material basis

for the freedom of the entrepreneur - obeying the principle of ‘equal inequality’ for all (Lemke,

2002). This is «a ‘formal play’ of inequalities that must be instituted and constantly nourished

and maintained» (Lazzarato, 2009, 116).

This approach to citizenship therefore proposes a shift: personal rights are linked with indi-

vidual obligations towards the productive forces regulated by the market, from welfare to work-

fare (Kymlicka and Norman, 1994, Powell, 2002). Neoliberalcitizenship is not oriented towards

the reduction of the function of the state but rather towardsthe continual subjection of the state

to the regulatory function of the market (Read, 2009). The goal therefore is not to reinvigorate

the logic of laissez-fairebut to instrumentalise the state for the protection of the market. This

is the engine of today’s society: a competitive model among unequals capable of producing

stable hierarchies and regulating social production according to the rule of the market. «Sole

individuals localised in the power grids of the market» (Papadopoulos, 2011, 442).

Second, the possibility of abstraction rests upon the ability to force cooperation through com-

modified relationships. Following the collapse of the modelof homogeneous coherence under

the Nation as persuasive power of social cohesion - hegemony(Gramsci, 1975a) - the colonial
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mechanism of ‘dominance without hegemony’ is generalised within the space of the metropolis

(Guha, 1997, Hall et al., 1996, Balibar, 1994). While the normative subjectivation of citizens

as entrepreneurs in permanent and unequal competition makes possible the implementation of a

dependence on social cooperation in the market,dominancesubjugates and controls life. Social

relations are channeled into commodified dynamics of interaction within which the living labour

of social cooperation can be abstracted.

Within such a context, the relationship between the state and society shifts beyond the capa-

city of discursive persuasion and negotiation, towards theaffirmation of a logic of pure power,

disguised as rational power of the techniques of governance- technocracy(Lemke, 1990); a

technocratic efficiency of policies under which citizens might relate to each other only through

the state, the market and generally those apparata of dominance that manage resources, or viol-

ence. A technocratic efficiency that substitutes any instance of representation and finally veils a

merely coercive power - the legitimacy of which is not rootedin thedemos, but in thetechnes-

that hierarchises society in the name oftechnicalskills andlegal statuses.

If the relation between the civil and the political can be conceptualised as a mirror of the ten-

sion between hegemony and dominance (Gramsci, 1996) - here dominance is the hidden yet ex-

clusive logic of power, where the policyseemsto resolve social conflict, not through persuasive

action over the population (a democratic persuasion), but rather through its technical efficiency

in terms of segmentation and hierarchisation (Hall et al., 1996). These technical policies indeed

are concretely defined by a set of power relations determinedby neoliberalism. In this context,

the rationale of governance is to resolve conflicts in specific situations, without questioning the

general framework of social inequalities. Hierarchies arestrengthened and sustained in order

to maintain the stability of the market and to guarantee competition, as well as to ensure the

reproduction of situated privileges with regard to certainsubjects. There is no possible regula-

tion, in Aglietta’s terms (1979), but only localised mediations among forces and the generalised

dominance of a normative subjectivation which is capable ofdisciplining social behaviours with

the aim of allowing capital to rule over life.

2.3 Insurgencies

Against this attempt to impose power as mechanism for the reproduction of privilege, we need

to consider the ‘ancient and venerable’ question ofconstituent power(Terranova, 2002, Negri,

1999), and to analyse the permanent social antagonism and insurgencies that struggle to produce

common rights. Constituent power is in constant tension with constituted power, where the

counterposition is between the transference of power from the people to the Nation state - to

guarantee the reproduction of this pact – and the concept of the multitude - as heterogeneous
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and permanently acting society against the crystallisation of privileges and the state (Negri,

1999, Virno, 2004). Constituent power is articulated on twolevels. Objectively, at stake is

theproductionof constitutional norms and institutional forms - the texts, the enunciations - but

subjectively, there are thoseactorsthat produce such norms - as agencies, memories, stories and

desires that act collectively with the aim of regulating communal living (cf. Negri, 1999 with

Gramsci, 1975a, Hall et al., 1996, Guha, 1997).

How to grasp this living force in the tension between constituent and constituted power?

My focus will move transversally across a series of subjectsand actors in order to read the

permanent intertwining between constituted forces and a permanent insurgency of social bodies:

an insurgency - in the most literal sense of up-rising and taking body - against constituted power

that opens up the established contract of citizenship and affirms a conflict between justice and

law (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 37).

In the first part of this chapter, which dealt with the analysis of neoliberal governmentality,

I moved from production to subjectivation, via the analysisof the institutional fragmentation

of the urban population as proliferation of the colonial model. Here, I will rather move the

other way around starting from the alter-subjectivations of urban inhabitants in the crisis of the

illusionary coherence of European modernity, and analysing the possibility of political acts from

the internal outsides of the metropolis, to affirm the emergence of an autonomous and alternative

organisation of social production in the contemporary lifeof the city.

Immanent strangers, internal outsiders and the un/governed have been the terms I collec-

ted from different streams of literature in order to talk about the appropriation of urban space

and the inhabitation of difference, rising up from the margins against the neoliberal mode of

dominance and subjectivation. Although in this section these terms are presented separately,

in the following chapters I have intertwined them, in recognition of the fact that, in the life of

the city, these categories are impossible to untangle and these agents are always constructed

as a transversal composition of complex positionalities inwhich outsider-ness, strangers-ness

and un/governability constituted the ground both to contrast neoliberal governmentality, and to

affirm a collective project of alter-subjectivation and emancipation.

2.3.1 Acts of citizenship

In a context in which neoliberal governmentality produces afragmented society of individuals

in permanent competition and in a purely relationship of dominance with the state, I look here at

the production of transversal alliances among those subjects that cannot be represented. This is

my starting point for the analysis of the possibility of politics from the position of the subaltern

through acts capable of escaping the normative subjectivation of neoliberalism.
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To do this, it is necessary to shift our theoretical attention to the production of power relations

and practices of resistance and revolt in those social fieldswhich are typically not understood

as political. Here Papadopoulos, Stephenson and Tsianos (2008) propose the notion of ‘imper-

ceptible politics’ as a social and political engagement where agents are situated at the level of

everyday life.

Imperceptible politics attempts to address the proliferating emergence of enunciations as

‘rumours’ (Guha, 1994, Yang, 1987, Barthes, 1989) - where «actants without legitimacy can

insert themselves into the political field, changing the architecture of the discourses in play»

(Stephenson and Papadopoulos, 2006, 438). Imperceptible politics is defined as «the everyday

strategy which allows us to move and to act below the over-coding regime of representation»

(Papadopoulos et al., 2008, 76). Acting from and within everyday life, the politics of the outside

does not demand the recognition of subaltern agencies, but rather aims to act politically for a

transversal transformation of social dynamics in everydaylife, beyond representational politics.

Such concerns are echoed in the work of Egin Isin. Isin’s concept of ‘acts of citizenship’

unfolds citizenship beyond the scheme of institutional representation, situating it as a «dialo-

gical principle» that always «involves otherness» (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 19; cf. Balibar and

Wallerstein, 1991).

Acts of citizenship should be understood in themselves as unique and distinct from

citizenship practices in the sense they are also actively answerable events, where

the latter are institutional accumulated processes. (Isinand Nielsen, 2008, 10)

Acts of citizenship are always constitutive of something new, breaking away from the fixed

social contract and involving the other in the production ofalternative regulative frameworks for

social life. Acts of citizenship are ruptures at the level ofhabits, they are mechanisms that open

new possibilities. The demanding of rights and the imposition of obligations is embodied in the

act, in the emotions and the expression of the acts, «[They] are the actual moments that shift

established practices, status and order» (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 10).

Reframed as an act, citizenship emerges in the contested territory of negotiation, conflict

and cooperation. It can be defined as a form of permanent collective bargaining that involves a

‘becoming-activist’ of those subjects that take partand take a sidein the existing set of social

relations (Isin, 2008), inhabiting social relations of power and acting immanently to change the

balance.

The concept of acts of citizenship thus leads to a rather sharp break with current

citizenship studies in that it stretches the field well beyond the dominant liberal tra-

jectory that dwells on a linear formal and legal language of status, rights, obligation,

justice and order. [...] Acts of citizenship may be cultivated by or may transgress
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practices and formal entitlement, as they emerge from the paradox between univer-

sal inclusion in the language of right and cosmopolitanism,on the one hand, and

the inevitable exclusion in the language of community and particularity on the other.

(Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 11)

Theorising acts of citizenship, Isin continues, implies the investigation of those ethical, cultural,

embodied and social practices that «institute ways of beingpolitical» (Isin and Nielsen, 2008,

2) in the permanent production of cracks in the social order.

At stake is the crisis of the Western conception of citizenship - as an ontological condition

of the citizen - where acts of citizenship disrupt the linearity of this concept through a series

of disordering acts (Singer in Isin and Nielsen, 2008). Actsof citizenship are brought into

being by those subjects that act, «refusing, resisting or subverting the orientations, strategies

and technologies in which they find themselves implicated and the solidaristic, agonistic and

alienating relationship in which they are caught.» (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 38).

Building on Isin and Neilsen, here I therefore understand acts of citizenship in terms of ‘be-

coming’ (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987): the ‘becoming actor’of subjects, but also the becoming

of acts themselves, i.e. the making and the consequences of acts as events that compose and

transform society and its inhabitants.

To act means to set something in motion, to begin not just something new but oneself

as the being endowed with the capacity to act. [...] ‘to act’ always means to enact

the unexpected, unpredictable and the unknown. (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, 27)

The space of contemporary democracies appears therefore increasingly empty. Following Arendt,

«the most the citizen can hope is to be represented» (Arendt quoted in Bonner, 2008, 205). But,

she reminds us, neither acts nor opinions can be delegated and represented. Delegation, rather,

operates at the level of representing only interests.

Focusing on deeds and words thus determines an alternative conception of thepolis, as public

realm, and of politics, and a different definition of citizenship emerges: a dynamic collection of

those performative acts embodied by a mobilised society. But who is the protagonist of these acts

of citizenship? For Isin (2002), the challenge is to construct a genealogy of immanent strangers

and the internal outsiders, those that, even if inhabiting the same political space, are reduced to

alterity, excluded, or rather foreclosed, from the civil definition of society and left outside the

juridical framework of citizenship (cf. Rediker and Linebaugh, 2001). They are immanent and

internal since they participate in the same social organisation as do recognised citizens, but they

areoutsidersor strangers, since they do not enjoy the same rights as the rest of the population.
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In this research, these two categories will permanently intertwine in the analysis of the pro-

liferation of those collective social bodies that enact rupturing events and construct the city as a

space of multiplicities, differences, innovative compositions and social change (Isin, 2002).

2.3.2 The politics of the un/governed

Developing further the concept of citizenship discussed above, I conceptualise acts of citizenship

as disruptive interventions in the public realm which are capable of transforming the parameters

of formal citizenship and of instituting new relations in a community. Such acts are rather

unpredictable, because they happen where politics is not supposed to arise, with languages that

are not supposed to be spoken, embodied by immanent strangers and internal outsiders that are

not entitled ontologically to the rights of citizenship. The research practices (cf. Chapter 3) and

categories of the thinkers around subaltern studies are useful here in terms of engaging with this

social acting. I therefore start here from the politics of the un/governed, a politics developed

from outside thecivitas, outside the equivalence between state, civil society and Nation.

Chatterjee’s notion of ‘political society’ (2004) refers to a political actor outside the rep-

resentative democratic model but internal to the dynamics of social production, excluded from

civil society but governed by the state (Guha, 1997, Chatterjee, 1998, 2004, 2005). In the im-

possibility of representation, Chatterjee affirms, the excluded populations intervene in the polit-

ical space from outside citizenship, and the challenge is toconsider the temporary and unstable

possibilities of speaking for the un/governed, conditioned but not fully determined by the hetero-

determination of the native produced by European institutional languages (Chatterjee, 2004).

Given that the native and the subaltern have been consideredas unable to speak autonom-

ously - trapped in the impossibility of configuring their ownlanguage beyond the euro-centric

determination of their subaltern position (Spivak, 1988),Chatterjee proposes a possible es-

cape route in the concrete configuration of experiences of non-civil confrontation and political

clashes. For Chatterjee, indeed, both the reduction of the subaltern to a pre-modern positionality,

and the imposition of a romantic and euro-centric understanding of the political expression of

the subaltern, do not completely constrain the expressive force of political society (Chatterjee,

2004). Precisely because the un/governed is not incorporated within the representative regime of

civil society, an excessive dimension emerges which holds forth the possibility of a temporary

heterogeneous time-space of expression and acting in whichthey are capable of affecting the

concrete configuration of the political relations of society - before the re-affirmation of a civil

(and foreclosing) logic of institutional representation.

This immanent and contingent space of politics is embodied,incarnated in those agencies

that redefine in an antagonistic way their relationship to the state. If civil society appears as
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(re)presented on a ‘neutered’ and neutral body - the masculine and white ‘(no)body’ (Puwar,

2004, Grosz, 1999), the invasion of public space is the political intervention of an immanent

but different body in the constituted and ‘neutered’ space of citizenship, a fundamental act that

allows the speaking of the un/governed, of the political society.

What Puwar calls ‘space invaders’ embody belonging as an actthat disrupts institutional

order. In this sense, Puwar (2004) proposes two positions useful for this research. First is the

position of gender. With regard to the industrial and patriarchal production of the dichotomy

between the political-public and the intimate-private space (Benjamin, 1997) patriarchal consti-

tuted power contained women in an ‘internal outside’ of society, foreclosing them from enjoy-

ing public-political freedom. However, where Arendt (Bonner, 2008, 203) recognises the public

realm as the realm of responsibility and freedom - and the private as realm of necessity, Pateman

(1988) points out the constitutive and artificial construction of this impossibility of politics in

the private space, and the imposed subalternity of gender produced via the foreclosure of women

from theagora.

In this sense, feminist citizenship configures a critique ofcitizenship counterpoising a novel

and antagonistic conception of the act of citizenship as a rupture of the public-private division,

an invasion of theagora. Feminist citizenship is the active destruction of the conception of the

citizen as individuals participating in a predetermined and ontological social contract (Pateman,

1988). It is the affirmation of an act of citizenship that breaks apart the frontiers of intimacy

and politicise the space of everyday life. In this acting, new political space can be found which

is capable of contrasting the liberal and individualistic understanding of citizenship as public,

where women can participate «as women in a context of civil equality and active citizenship»

(Pateman quoted in Mouffe, 1995, 322).

Second, Puwar (2004) analyses and intertwines this gender dimension with the racial pro-

duction of the social contract, stressing the importance ofthe body as a signifier for an efficient

norm of privation and domination in the configuration of a positivist definition of thematurityof

European power in opposition to the natural - savage - dimension of the colonised and racialized

body, aliens in the belly (Scott et al., 1979) of Europe: immanent strangers (Isin, 2002).

The function of this racial contract is parallel to the one ofthe gender division of public

and private realms. While the latter imposes an artificial separation between private and public

space, the racial contract implies and imposes a segmentation of citizenship and a differentiation

of rights. The historical linearity from the natural to the historical, and from the savage to the

political affirms a teleological convergence of all societies towards industrial full citizenship

(Marshall, 1950, Mezzadra, 2002). This teleology is not only utopian - in the literal sense -

it is also the artificial construction of a flow of history imposed to guarantee the permanent

subordination of, and the possibility of governing, racialized immanent strangers.
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In the implosion of the racial contract of the colony (Dubois, 1898, James, 1992, Boutang,

1998) and its proliferation in the metropolis (Gilroy, 1990, 1991, Boutang, 2006, De Genova,

2010), this practice and conception of citizenship makes explicit the link between the formal

rights of citizenship and the material conditions of labour. The act of citizenship of imman-

ent strangers, as act of public invasion, explodes the somatic homogeneity of the Nation and

denounces the racial segmentation of citizenship as a tool to segment labour rights and govern

production.

From these two position we can therefore argued that embodied citizenship, the expression

of the un/governed and the possibility of engaging with otherness, are the material conditions for

thinking politics in the impossibility of a homogenous and unitarian form of social organisation

constructed around fixed articulations.

2.3.3 Autonomous cooperation against subsumption

The acting insurgencies of the un/governed against juridical citizenship confront, ‘from outside

and below’ (Arendt, 1944, 2007), the governance of society and of social production. In con-

trast to the operation of citizenship as a tool for the deployment of a rationale of governance,

the ‘social acting’ of the un/governed configures a conflict which affirms an alternative social

organisation of production.

Autonomy - as the independent production of norms - is the ground of antagonism for the

definition of alternative modes of production and distribution of social wealth (Negri, 1999). In

the expansion of production from labour to life, the struggle for the rights of citizenship therefore

becomes a significant space to affirm a different regulation of social relations of production via

the transformation of social relations of power (cf. Gramsci, 1975a).

As already noted, the subsumption of life by capitalism operates through dispositifs of dif-

ferential inclusion (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008) that reduce human activities to abstract labour.

Contemporary capitalism accumulatesboth by extending the spaces for its extraction of value

(formal subsumption)and intensifying its force of extraction (real subsumption). In this process

of complex and intertwined subsumption, the dialectic between labour and capital is determined

by the qualitative difference between the abstracting force of capital and the situated position of

workers as subjects that resist this abstraction.

Subjective versus objective labour. Workers against capital, or better workers, women, queer,

black, latinos, and a long etcetera of internal outsiders, immanent strangers that participate in

social production versus the attempt by capital to command production, to dominate cooperation,

to govern society, to abstract life (Negri, 1991, Tronti, 1972). Through neoliberal subjectivation,

contemporary capitalism recombines and exploits not only the immateriality of cognitive labour
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but also the materiality of everyday life: not only the general intellect – linguistic and cognitive

skills - but also the «abilities [of workers], [their] social relations, their capacities to affect and

relate to other bodies, their potentialities» (Papadopoulos et al., 2008, 224). In the blurring

of the separation between the spheres of production and reproduction, capital deals with the

commodification of life through the inclusion in the processof production of a continuum of

relations, skills and sensibilities (Precarias a la deriva, 2004).

This dis-symmetric dialectic between the objective and subjective dimension of produc-

tion is the dynamic in which the agencies of the internal outsiders, immanent strangers and the

un/governed act to affirm an autonomous organisation in the present time of social (re)production

(cf. Negri, 2003). As previously seen, the invasion of politics operated by these situated agen-

cies develops through their permanent becoming: becoming citizens, becoming active, being

political (Isin and Nielsen, 2008, Isin, 2008).

In opposition to the politics of the crowds (Canetti, 1978),‘packs’ is a useful term for un-

derstanding the functioning of outside politics. While thecrowd crystallises - as small rigid

groups that lead and structure the crowd – and reminds us of the functioning of identity polit-

ics, packs never appear as a project of uniformity and fixity,but always as projects in which

social transformations happen in the immanence of change. For Canetti (1978) packs cannot

grow until they engage in a process of metamorphosis, opening themselves to social life, ne-

gotiating their own positions in a complex environment, andchanging their internal structures,

through the inclusion of external (material and symbolic) elements in the institution of a new,

open space. Packs, therefore, can survive only by transforming themselves and inventing so-

cial commonalities, cooperating for the production of a novel society - a commonoeuvre- and,

eventually, translating their own constitutive mobility as social movementsinto a generalised

political mobility of societyas a whole (Sanchez Cedillo, 2009, Negri, 1980).

This distinction allows us to stress how autonomy is not onlyantagonistic but also immanent.

The destituent-constituent tension at stake in antagonismagainst the state emerges as a tension

that institutes new forms of social organisation. The problem of instituting therefore is a crucial

one as the destituent power addresses not only the hegemony of the state, but also its forms of

functioning.

Despite the apparent conceptual opposition, destitution as destituent powerwould

thus yield the outlines of an instituent activity, which is emancipatorily different

from the institutional apparatuses that limit the field of the possible [i.e. the state]

and which, incidentally, perhaps cannot be grasped with – here largely omitted –

conceptualisations ofconstitution.(Nowotny, 2009b, 215)
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The space of instituent practices therefore cannot be read as consequent to the constituent power,

but inherent (Nowotny, 2009a). If institution is defined as a collective form of organisation that

responds to a social desire - as opposed to instinct as the individual response to a need (Deleuze,

2004) - instituent agencies are the ones that aim to bring into being autonomous modes of social

organisation of production that resist the abstraction of use values into commodities (Nowotny,

2009a, Raunig, 2009b, Balibar, 2002).

To analyse the dis-symmetric dialectic between governmentality and insurgencies is there-

fore to analyse those social practices that forge new institutions. But, in order to make concrete

this analysis, it is necessary to situate the analysis in a specific context. For this research, my

focus therefore narrows on the dialectic between governmentality and insurgencies in the social

production of the city; where the space of instituent practices can be grasped in the assembling

of a myriad of struggles for the right to the city.

2.4 Why urban space?

As part of the collapse of Fordist governmentality and the reconfiguration of insurgencies beyond

the Fordist mode of social regulation, the force of abstraction of capital moved from the time-

space of waged labour to the complexity of social life as a whole. In contrast to this expansion

and intensification of capitalist abstraction, practices both of resistance and autonomy emerged

in urban everyday life.

In the conflict between subsumption and emancipation, I stressed the complexity of the

conflict between social genesis and government focusing on three different levels. Firstly, the

relevance of regimes of truth in the contrast between neoliberal subjectivation and dominance,

and the related emergence of acts of citizenship (sections 2.2.3 and 2.3.1). Secondly, the function

of status in segmenting populations and the emergence of politics outside civil representation

(sections 2.2.2 and 2.3.2). And, finally, the contrast between command and autonomy in the

expansion of production in social life (sections 2.2.1 and 2.3.3). The struggle for the rights of

citizenship is crucial for understanding the way in which relations of power are imposed over

the relation of production - the relationship between governance and genesis (Foucault, 1998).

In the expansion and specification of capitalist subsumption over the sphere of social life,

the space of the city becomes a privileged point of view for the examination of this relationship

- in the sense that the rights of citizenship can be re-articulated as the concrete relations of

power that organise social relations of production in the city. In the shift beyond the regulatory

framework of industrial and Fordist capitalism and in the emergence of the colony in the belly of

the metropolis, the space of the Nation, as regulator of production, has been substituted by the

global market, i.e. the flexible organisation of urban competition under neoliberal globalisation.
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The city, «a work in which all citizens participate» (Mitchell, 2003, 17), has become a crucial

field for social production and for the abstraction of values. The urban is here conceptualised as

a permanent and participative process of construction, creation and invention, and it is invested

by the capitalist attempt to transform theoeuvre- the use-value of urban life into a commodity,

an exchange value for the market. «[The] city itself [becomes a commodity], in a world where

consumerism, tourism, cultural and knowledge-based industries have become major aspects of

the urban political economy.» (Harvey, 2007, 27).

Within these dynamics of valorisation, urban regions and global cities increasingly become

a pole of attraction for flows of migration, and a machine of difference (Isin, 2002) and segment-

ation (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008). The global competitionamong these poles of production

becomes the new principle for affirming belonging and discipline and for modulating rights of

citizenship as forms of governance over social production (Soja, 2000, Gordon, 1999, Sassen,

1994).

In order to properly situate this conflict in urban space a triple dynamic of urban life needs

to be presented. First, the political dynamic of the city as apublic realm of relations of power.

Second the dynamic of the urban as a space of human activity - of relations of production - and,

third, the specific dialectic between these two.

The first of these dynamics relates to the way in which:

The polis [...] is the organisation of people as it arises out of actingand speaking

together, and its true space lies between people living together for this purpose [...]

the space of appearance where I appear to others and others appear to me (Arendt

inBonner, 2008, 203)

According to Bonner (2008), the space of the city is a space configured as political in that

everybody enjoys political freedom - i.e. can participate in and be responsible for the governance

of the city. Challenging this approach from the perspectiveoutlined above, I argue that the space

of thepolisas political space is, in fact, configured in the tension between those who are included

and enjoy political freedom and the unrecognised who are marginalised but invade the space of

the citybeing political - acting citizenship(Isin, 2002, Isin and Nielsen, 2008). The tension is

therefore between the rules of convivence that are established - the textual codification of an

ontological right of citizenship attached to the free-man -and the constituent force of invasion

of immanent strangers, internal outsiders and the un/governed, the aim of which is to re/write

the constitution from outside the framework of civil mediation. For the governed, the outsiders

and the strangers, the society of the city is determined onlyby ‘political’ relations of power (in

Gramsci, 1975a, and Chatterjee’s, 2004, terms).
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The second dynamic refers to the way in which this tension between governor and governed,

between constituted and constituent, is maintained on the side of power to guarantee the gov-

ernability of urban life as a social process of production. As proposed by Benjamin, in marxist

terms (Benjamin, 1969), the city is a commodity or, rather,appearsas ‘an immense collection

of commodities’ (Marx, 1980). The struggle for the rightto the cityis a struggle that engages

with what is underneath this appearance. Urban space, in itsappearance as a public relation

among citizens is (almost) always mediated by commodities.But underneath lies a conflict-

ive relationship between social value - in its double form asuse and exchange value - and the

source of this social value, i.e. socially necessary labour-time (Harvey, 2010, Marx, 1980). In

this sense, I conceptualise the city in terms of the urban translation of the complex system of

subsumption proposed above. On the one hand, capital includes new spheres of life under its

control - reducing human life to the chains of dead labour i.e. to the mechanisms of abstraction

of ‘absolute’ surplus-value. On the other hand, capital specifies the mechanisms of abstraction

of ‘relative’ surplus-value to the different segments of social production - determining different

statuses to abstract each life-world according to a specificmechanism of life-commodification

(cf. Lazzarato, 2004).

In the scheme I propose, the first dynamic includes new dimensions of social life in capitalist

circulation -extendingthe power of capital; the second intensifies the mechanisms of abstraction

- specifyingthe practices of exploitation over singular segments of social cooperation.

The third dynamic I want to stress relates to the way in which this double tension between

extension and specification can be read according to anotherpolarity between objective and

subjective dimensions; the objective polarity of expansion/inclusion, and the subjective resist-

ance and transgression against specification/intensification. The objective polarity deals with the

transformations of the modes of exploitation of social spaces (Section 2.5.1) while the subject-

ive tension addresses the conflict between capital and urbaninhabitants (Section 2.5.2). Urban

space and urban life appear as new continents both of production and political struggle (Gil-

roy, 1990, 1991, Gorz, 1997) when urban struggles become «singular historical expressions of

a general and complex process: here class struggle and urbanproblems get strictly intertwined

and the new social contradictions develop in everyday life»(Castells and de Solis, 1997, 13, my

translation; cf. Castells, 1985).

The dialectic between relations of production and relations of power is articulated around the

dis-symmetry between genesis and governance - between the attempt to use the value of the city

by its inhabitants for social cooperation, and the attempt by capital to realise the exchange value

inscribed in urban life in the global market. Or, the other way around, the complex process of

subsumption is in conflict with a collective project of emancipation that aims to resist abstraction

and produce autonomy in social production.
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2.5 The right to the city

2.5.1 The city as machine of production

Beyond analysing the logic of the contemporary urban mode ofsocial production and its relev-

ance for this research, it is useful to recollect and summarise here those models that investigate

the functioning of the city as a machine of production. Such models, indeed, provide an oppor-

tunity to think through the process of the expansion/intensification of production in the field of

social life, i.e. the social factory(Negri, 1988), in the specific context of the urban space. In

this sense, some of the debates around the city as a machine ofproduction are useful in terms

of the relevance of ’place as a commodity’ (Harvey, 2001), aswell as the relations of produc-

tion inscribed in urban life, beyond the time and space of waged labour and the factory. In this

sense, I review the local growth machine of Harvey Molotch (1976), the entrepreneurial city of

David Harvey (2001), the revanchist city of Neil Smith (1996), as well as Saskia Sassen’s (2001)

global city. Finally, the idea of the neoliberal city as a broader analysis of the functioning of the

contemporary city will be depicted.

The starting point for Molotch (1976) is the recognition of urban space (especially land) as a

commodity the use of which is determined by «an aggregate of land-based interests» (Molotch,

1976, 310). These interests are forged not only by commercial but also by psychological and

sentimental terms: a set of social variables that include the morals, the aims and the feelings

of the community. «Place is not only a basis for carrying on life but an object from which

to derive wealth» (Rodgers, 2009, 8). The fundamental conflict over the commodification of

urban places is, for Molotch, around the dialectic between use and exchange value - in the sense

that the value of the space for the community is reconfigured as a value in the market. In this

dialectic of production between use and exchange, Molotch identifies a crisis of the mechanism

of representational politics, because political interests are marked by economic interests and

politicians are increasingly «businessmen and, among businessmen, the more parochial sort»

(Molotch, 1976, 313).

Since the fiscal crisis of the 1970s, private enterprises have participated in the management of

the city with increasingly less institutional mediation (MacLeod, 2002, Peck and Tickell, 2002),

defining priorities, planning and policies directly in accordance with private interests. Following

the collapse of the redistributive function of the Keynesian Welfare National System, public

resources were invested to produce flagship projects to attract foreign investments, giving birth

to an entrepreneurial city (Harvey, 2001). This model of city governance was based upon the

assumption of capital-risk by the public sector and upon therenovated importance of place - as a

commodity to sell - over the complexity of territory, where private investments intervened in the

city as they would with any other process of production (Harvey, 2001). Culture, image, civic
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public life become therefore a form of social capital for theconstitution of an urban commodity

in a market of global competition, where the local specificity of urban spaces makes possible

the territorialisation of the process of production and themobilisation of ’local advantage’ in the

competition between urban regions.

Beyond the affirmation of a new material logic (private interest) and the emergence of a

new agency in the governance of the city (the private sector), it is important here to investigate

how this logic of governance is discursively legitimised - i.e. the regime of truth that sustains

it. In this sense Florida’s creative class and the notion of the ‘three Ts’ (technology, talent,

tolerance) can be understood as a discourse on the process ofproduction of the urban commodity

(Florida, 2002, 2004). Florida’s discourse of the ‘creative city’ is, moreover, characterised by a

depoliticising use of econometrics in a manner which forecloses critical understandings of the

political dynamics of the city.

The neoliberal city, then, can be understood as a machine of production, a factory that or-

ganises the social cooperation of urban life; a social factory that abstracts the time and the space

of life under the global language of capital. This is achieved via a mode of governance, imposed

through the material constitution of urban space accordingto private interests, the affirmation of

private agencies as decision makers in institutional politics, and finally the construction of a dis-

course that aims to guarantee the stability of this model. The linearity of this discourse has been

contested and disarticulated by critical thinkers and social movements, putting social conflict

back into the depiction of urban dynamics. In this sense, Smith (1996) stressed the revanchist

dimension of the urban project of the 1980s against minorities and subalterns, when neoliberal

forces imposed a regime of discrimination in the provision of social services and the dismantling

of the welfare system.

The neoliberal strategy generalises and globalises the principle of individual interest, and

urban space emerges as a hinge in the affirmation of this mode of production on the global scale.

This is determined by three intertwining dynamics (Sassen,1994, 2001). First, the specificity

of place as a commodity in the global market. Here urban spaceemerges as the place where

the local economies, the material chains of globalisation,can be abstracted. Second, the global

city reshapes the urban labour market, configuring it as a segmented regime and allowing the

implementation of tiers and borders on the singular bodies of urban inhabitants. Third, the

global city emerges as a place where globalisation can be modulated and where space operates as

a translator of neoliberal logic in the complex scalarity of globalisation, becoming the material

and semiotic hinge of neoliberal governmentality.

In this process of localisation, segmentation and abstraction, the neoliberal city emerges as a

space where the political dimension is deconstructed and inwhich the technocratic legitimacy of

policies is affirmed, according to Swyngedouw, through theannulment of dissensus(2008). Un-
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der the entrepreneurial management of the creative city, minorities and subalterns are rendered

invisible through the discursive production of an undefinedagency - the creative class - within

which the fragmentations and conflicts inside the potency ofurban production are foreclosed

(De Nicola and Vercellone, 2007).

A relation of force and annulment in which neoliberalism hasbeen capable of affirming

the «right to be alone» and the «right of free passage» (Mitchell, 2005, 85) as the two coupled

limits in the determination of an individualist andpurely atomic(Mitchell, 2005, 77) conception

of citizenship. Privacy and civic un-politicised engagement have become the poles of social

interaction where floating bubbles and buffer zones are the vertebral articulation of urban space

(Mitchell, 2005).

In the affirmation of this individualistic and production-related definition of citizenship, the

role of civil politics as institutional mediation of conflicts comes to an end and a purely ‘political’

relation between state and society is imposed, where conflict and negotiations can happen only

in specified positions and on the basis of pure relations of force (Guha, 1997, Hall et al., 1996).

The attempt is to empty any collective space of politics in the city by the generalisation of

the fragmented and precarised individual, while the command of capital expands its ability of

control over cooperation across the whole of social life.

In opposition to this project of dominance and subjection, the right to the city emerged

since the 1970s as a collective project of emancipation frombelow, through practices of the

appropriation of urban space and the inhabitation of difference.

2.5.2 The roots of the right to the city

The right to the city as political claim has been increasingly present both in recent theoretical

debates and in urban movements globally. Contemporary movements for social justice in major

American cities, and particularly in the Latino communities, moved from the campaigns against

the Patriot Act of 2006 to mixed platforms for organising migrants and the urban poor on social

and spatial justice.

David Harvey has opened a dialogue with these movements, on the one hand providing a

theoretical and historical background – by linking the right to the city to his works on social

justice and urban space (cf. Harvey, 1973, 2003) - but also intertwining different local and

(sometimes) hidden histories of urban movements advancingthe right to the city from the 1970s

to the present day (Harvey, 2007).

During the 1970s, and with the decline of the workers movements, urban social movements

appeared as precarious and fragile collectivities in the political field - a collectivity defending

a common right of use over urban wealth. This should be understood as the emergence of a
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new wave of social movements that would recognise themselves first of all as ‘urban’ (Castells,

1985).

Focusing here on British examples, the impossibility of being recognised as full citizens has

been identified as the trigger of the revolts of black communities in London and in the rest of

the country in the latter part of the 1970s and in the beginning of the 1980s. Black movements

challenged the spatiality of the city and the segregation and segmentation of citizenship as a

means for the refusal of the capitalistic organisation of labour.

Black expressive cultures [. . . ] have articulated a political and philosophical cri-

tique of work and productivism [as a] critique of work in general and the capitalist

division of labour in particular [aiming to] work less, consume better and reintegrate

culture with everyday life. (Gilroy, 1991, 319)

The organisation of anti-racist movements developed around communitarian questions of social

access to services: education, social services, cultural recognition and the need to gain a degree

of control over the processes which shape day to day experience. This development determined

the forms of organisation of anti-racist urban social movements such as Rock against Racism

and in the mobilisations of the Grunwick strike, and more generally in the wave of urban social

movements of the 1970s and the 1980s in Britain (Wilson, 1997, Hall et al., 1975, Gilroy, 1991).

This has also been the case in Barcelona, where the conflicts around transport, gender and

health, as well as subcultural and countercultural expression can be identified as the triggers of

new ways of doing politics for rights of social production inthe city (cf. Chapter 4).

In this dialogue between theory and practice and between contemporary and older move-

ments, the right to the city emerges as «far more than the individual liberty to access urban

resources: it is a right to change ourselves by changing the city. It is, moreover, a common

rather than an individual right since this transformation inevitably depends upon the exercise of

a collective power to reshape the processes of urbanisation. The freedom to make and remake

our cities and ourselves is, I want to argue, one of the most precious yet most neglected of our

human rights» (Harvey, 2007, 23).

However, in order to affirm the right to the city, it is necessary to intervene also in the

economic dynamics of the city. The right to the city is reduced to a rhetorical and ineffective

statement, if urban social movements do not arrest the accumulation of capital by dispossession

and the abstraction of urban life into the logic of capital. The right to the city must, as such,

achieve democratic control over the economy of the city and «over the production and utilisation

of the surplus» emerging from urban life (Harvey, 2007, 37).
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2.5.3 Appropriation, inhabitation and autonomy

Having analysed the configuration of neoliberal governmentality in contemporary urban space,

I want to focus on the processes of resistance and invention that happen in the city today as

laboratories in the creation of a political project of emancipation. The right to the city as «a cry

and a demand. . . a transformed and renewed right to urban life» (Lefebvre, 1996, 158).

In order to analyse the right to the city as antagonistic process versus the abstraction of

urban life by capital, I begin by reviewing two dimensions ofthis antagonism. The first is the

dimension ofappropriation, conceptualised as acts against the privatisation of the management

of urban space. The second dimension is that ofinhabitation, understood as acts against the

alienation of urban space from those who enact it. Afterwards the resistance against subsumption

will be addressed in terms of the concrete production ofautonomy.

For Mitchell (Mitchell, 2003; cf. Lefebvre, 1996), the right to the city is a collective practice

that challenges the transformation of socialoeuvre- the city - into a commodified product.

However, claiming the right to the city implies that it is necessary to face the ambiguity of

rights as a space of social conflict (Mitchell, 2003). If, on the one hand, Mitchell stresses the

skepticism of Marx on rights as organising principle, he affirms that «rights remain efficacious

only to the degree they are backed by power. . . rights are at once means of organising power,

means of contesting power, and means of adjudicating power»(Mitchell, 2003, 22).

The right to the city is in this sense a constituent power, in that it aims to constitute a so-

cial contract for a new community outside and against capitalist relations of production. When

capital works by abstracting social labour and abstractingthe social dynamics of urban space,

«a revolution that does not produce a new space . . . has not changed life itself but has merely

changed ideological superstructures, institutions of political apparatuses» (Lefebvre, 1991, 54).

The increasing coincidence of the regimes of segmentation and segregation of neoliberal gov-

ernance has meant the violent enclosure of urban space and the expulsion of urban inhabitants.

However it has also triggered the flourishing of radical and antagonistic uses of the city to resist

this bordering of urban life.

The three levels of the analysis of governmentality discussed above can be analysed now

from the perspective of urban insurgencies for the right to the city. The conflict betweenap-

propriation and privatisation opposes the open use of the city asoeuvreto the exclusive right

of domain and disposal of the urban as property of a commodity(Lefebvre, 1991, Mitchell,

2003). Furthermore, the regime of truth of neoliberal subjectivation and dominance is contested

through the materialinhabitationof the city as alter-subjectivation and translation between dif-

ferences (Lefebvre, 1996, Isin, 2002). Finally the subsumption of life as exchange value in the

chains of global capital is contested in the production of spheres of performative and prefigur-
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ativeautonomyin the organisation of social production. Below I elaborateon these elements of

urban insurgencies.

The appropriation of life-worlds

Here I want to analyse the antagonistic dimension of the right to the city with regard to the

conflict between appropriation and privatisation. I am concerned with the appropriation of urban

space from the margins, thus challenging the private management of urban space and citizenship

as a dispositif to govern the distribution of wealth.

In this conflict, the production of life-worlds becomes a field of struggle (Chakrabarty, 2000)

where an affirmative appropriation of spaces challenges a practice of segmentation and expul-

sion. Appropriation concerns access to the rights of citizenship. Ethnic and racial divisions in the

discursive affirmation of the Nation as well as the invisibilisation of the discriminatory dynamics

around gender and racial minorities (Puwar, 2004, Lister, 2003) marked the concrete limits, or

rather produced tiers, in the production of the citizen, unveiling the illusion and contesting the

homogeneity of the Nation in the metropolitan space.

In the ambiguity and contradictions of a process in which subaltern agents live between

being outsiders and becoming insiders (Puwar, 2004), the political appropriation of urban space

is determined by the generation of alternative life-worldsthat aim to gain legitimacy in the

configuration of the city both in institutional and spatial terms - without being sublimated under

the universal logic of capital (Chakrabarty, 2000).

My understanding of the practice of appropriation against abstraction can be summarised in

three terms: alliance, translation and instituent practice.

First, in the practice of appropriation, alliance cannot beunderstood in the terms of a political

project of fixed articulation. It is not the reduction of the «different experiences of precarious-

ness into a singular form with a unitary cause», like the concept of class served for the social

movements of industrial workers (Gill and Pratt, 2008; cf. Lorey, 2006, Raunig, 2010b, Mezza-

dra, 2010). As feminists and post-colonial scholars have argued, one problem with the concept

of class is the fact that it homogenised differences. In contrast, alliance is conceptualised here

as a practice for a non-ideological interaction among the uneven and scattered positions of the

immanent strangers, internal outsiders and the un/governed.

Second, a significant category of analysis comes from translational studies: the concept of

‘homolingual address of translation’. Mezzadra transplants the critical vision of Sakai (Sakai,

1997, Sakai and Solomon, 2006, Sakai, 2006) from the political critique of linguistics to the

broader analysis of the global dynamics of capital. Mezzadra uses the concept of the homo-

lingual address of translation to refer to the force of integration, assimilation and abstraction
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that allows contemporary capitalism to reduce the multiplicity of life-worlds and societies to the

global language of value (Sakai, 1997, 71; cf. Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008, Mezzadra, 2010).

In opposition to the homolingual address of capital, heterolingual translations bring into be-

ing ways of doing and conceptualising politics through contingent alliances, and the ability of

translation among themselves and towards the instituted power.

Third, this process should not be understood in terms of an ideological dimension, but as

an institutional project or, more accurately, a set of instituent practices (Raunig, 2009b, Sanc-

hez Cedillo, 2009). The political project of appropriationthrough instituting does not reduce the

complexity of social life to an ideological unity for defining a programme. Rather, the instituent

practice deals with the configuration of a diagram of cooperation for inventing new practices;

a synchronic process of invention, where differences are conjugated in a specific process of the

collective production of new forms of organisation (Salvini, 2008).

Inhabiting difference, politicising precarity

The possibility of thinking the right to the city as antagonistic practice of inhabitation against ali-

enation rests upon the presumption that «human beings [thatproduce theoeuvre, human beings

in the city] are at the disposal of others, that we are alreadyrelational, and that dependency is

not a socially variant feature of our lives, but a precondition» (Butler in Grvzinic and Reitsamer,

2008, 139; Butler, 2006a). Inhabitation is a condition of human life both in generating society

and in governing it.

Here I propose cooperation as the practice that resist the alienation of life and institute pre-

carity as political inhabitation of an individualised position of subalternity. The capacities of

metamorphosis and networking, as elements of cooperation,become political acts to invent new

formations in opposition to and in negotiation with, but notinside, the hierarchical spaces of

neoliberal governmentality. This political field involves«the production of a different type of

politics, where the capacity to connect and disconnect is used productively as a kind of degree

zero to which it is important to return and relate to» (Terranova, 2002, 7; cf. Lorey, 2006, 2011).

Precarity therefore emerges as a position from where to act politically: intervening in soci-

ety, constituting novel rights in the field of citizenship (Isin, 2002, Neilson and Rossiter, 2008).

Recombination and cooperation can be seen as mechanisms of translation of vulnerability and

relationality, as positions of precarity, into political acts of and by the precarians. At this ‘degree

zero’, understood not as a origin but as a degree of full potentiality, the weakness of the indi-

vidual can become a shared fragility and the ‘incalculable relations’ of human beings in the city

(Butler in Grvzinic and Reitsamer, 2008, Butler, 2006a) can become a practice of escaping the

social contract in force.
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Though precarity itself is not new, there has been a generalisation of the marginal regimes

of industrial capitalism as a dominant culture of capitalist exploitation in contemporary produc-

tion. The exploitation of statuses and vulnerability have been analysed especially from feminist

and post-colonial perspectives. Morini (2007), for example, proposes gender as a dispositif of

segmentation and analyses a ‘becoming-woman’ of labour:

It can be maintained that the figure of social precariousnesstoday is woman [and

that the emerging] pliable, hyper-flexible [worker] draws on the baggage of the

female experience. (Morini, 2007, 43)

In this generalisation of a mode of exploitation typically experienced by women (Fortunati and

Fleming, 1995, Federici, 1999, Barbagallo and Federici, 2012), the space of bargaining shifts

from the public to the private space and therefore from the political and conflictive context

of society to the intimacy and the individuality of every singular life: labour is contracted,

bargained over and fixed on a singular basis «fostering the denial of any social corporeality or

of any corporeality of ‘class’» (Morini, 2007, 44).

If under Regulationist Fordism, terms like mass, stabilityand regulation were dominant,

in our precarious present terms such as «finitude, dependency and vulnerability» (Butler in

Grvzinic and Reitsamer, 2008, 135) become the pillars for the regulation of labour. «We can

think of this as a new form of bio-power, and also as a way of managing a population by keep-

ing its status permanently precarious» (Butler in Grvzinicand Reitsamer, 2008, 138). In this

context, the modes of expression of the un/governed are useful since they are always tempor-

ary, fragile and constituted on the basis of a mutual supportrather than political representation

(Guha, 1994). The legitimacy of these social institutions is temporary and based on the active

involvement of social groups in political life, not on theirstable representation in fixed institu-

tions. Through invention, the un/governed can take back, although partially and temporarily, the

ability of expression and participate as an agency in the governing of society (cf. Spivak, 1988,

Chakrabarty, 2002, 1998).

Precarity emerges as a possible, unstable and contradictory heterolingual translation in Europe

of the position of the un/governed whose only possibility for demanding rights is outside the

game of representation, through cooperation, as inhabitation of difference and alliance through

fragility against governmentality.

Autonomy as prefigurative performance of space

Through the appropriation of space as a practice of allianceand composition against abstraction,

and the inhabitation of difference as a way of making the composition of fragilities a ground to

politicise the continuous experience of precarity, the struggle for the right to the city emerges
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as a process of permanent transformation of the social definition of citizenship and of its role in

regulating production.

Via the production of practices and discourses to confront new dimensions of capitalist ex-

ploitation in urban production, the right to the city emerges as a prefigurative and performative

mode of appropriation of the chains of production and consumption - i.e the cycle of social repro-

duction in the city. What have been the social practices and discourse which have been capable

of modifying the social norms of urban space and of introducing new institutional protocols,

new social behaviours and new collective entitlements for the social organisation of production

and consumption?

The definition of prefigurative space as a dimension of the immanence of the right to the

city borrows its meaning from the idea of prefigurative politics - as those practices that «create

and sustain within the live practice of the movement, relationships and political forms that ‘pre-

figured’ and embodied the desired society» (Breines, 1980, 6). The aim is to re-inscribe politics

in the continuous experience of everyday life and understand its relationship to the space of

the state, where the latter is conceptualised as part of a complex socio-institutional assemblage

(Stephenson and Papadopoulos, 2006).

In this sense, the instituent question emerges as crucial. The institutional formation forged

by these social movements has a hybrid dimension since they escape the fixity of instituted

structures and it has a monstrous dimension since they invade the space of capital: ‘Monster

institutions’ as «politicisation (and metamorphosis) of life», as a «monstrous intrusion of the un-

suitable into history» (Universidad Nomada, 2009, 238). Monstrosity refers to the pre-modern

or non-politicalappearanceof such institutions, as they are perceived in the frame of Modern

politics, and to the possibility of accelerating and accumulating «a density and a series of pos-

sibilities for intellectual creativity and collective political action that will contribute to inventing

another politics» (Sanchez Cedillo, 2009, 227; cf. Carmonaet al., 2008, Raunig, 2009b, Raunig

and Ray, 2009).

Referring to the contribution of Negri (1980), Cedillo (2009) affirms the need to engage with

a collective and political production of institutions, a ‘communist production’ (Negri, 1980) of

institutions, by which he means the centrality of producinginstitutionality from the social in a

manner which is capable of constructing an independent and alternative projectuality to affirm

the possible autonomy of social cooperation and to escape the individual self-valorisation of

neoliberal governance.

Beyond the capacity of co-option and the reduction of difference to norm on the side of

power, and the practices of resistance of the un/governed, there is another level of social change

we need to consider: invasion and attack from the outside. The space of conflict is never to

be considered as a clash from exclusion, but a porous membrane between the dominant and the
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subaltern. For this reason it is necessary to link the prefigurativity of spaces to the performativity

of enunciations in order to analyse the immanent social change produced by the struggles for the

right to the city. The textual and spatial production of the ‘society to come’ lies in thepresent

continuous, not in the future.

When protesters in Seattle chanted ‘this is what democracy looks like’, they meant

to be taken literally. In the best tradition of direct action, they not only confronted a

certain form of power, exposing its mechanisms and attempting literally to stop it in

its tracks: they did it in a way which demonstrated why the kind of social relations

on which it is based were unnecessary. (Graeber, 2004, 84)

The production of enunciations which characterised the beginning of the 2000s in the form of

the global movements against neoliberalism became a wider social process of production during

the crisis of the global war, when streets and squares emerged as spaces where collective acts and

enunciations were taking place. It was, using the category of Rossi-Landi (1983), the appraisal

of a phenomena of common-speaking: a common act of collective speaking where enunciation

is defined by the social function it involves, because of how it operates in a social environment

(Foucault, 1972a).

Enunciations are always determined in the relation betweenthe social praxis of linguistics

and its semiotics (Foucault, 2002), between an expression and the attempt of changing a social

configuration of power (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987). Enunciations are machinic and social,

because their functioning depends on specific aesthetic frameworks, technological contexts, lin-

guistic assets, configurations of power, legitimacy and so on (Marazzi, 2002, Marazzi et al.,

2008, Raunig, 2009c). Enunciation functions and operates in a social environment. But what is

their operativity? Their performativity? Their ability tochange the world? «Within speech act

theory, a performative is that discursive practice that enacts or produces that which it names»

(Butler, 1993, 13). According to Butler, the linguistic performativity of gender defines the social

production of a subaltern positionality ofwomenin the configuration of a patriarchal organisa-

tion of society.

On the other side of this definition, however, there is the function of language in producing

a new world. What are the collective enunciations operated by subaltern agents? What are the

linguistic and material expressions coming from politicalsociety capable ofgive themselvesthe

right of citizenship? Is it possible to think the right to thecity, the right to inhabit urban space,

as a collective act capable of defining the norms of urban sociality – by questioning the relation

between truth and power – and therefore the legitimacy and the procedures of governing? Is

it possible to think about performative enunciations as a political field of emancipation and the

production of an alternative world?
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Virno (2003) introduces the practice of common speaking in the post-Fordist analytical

frame as a productive dimension in theoeuvre(Lefebvre, 1991). By producing a language,

collectivities produce a new way of organising social life (Foucault, 1972b,a). However, this

constituent move is problematic, since when life is the engine of social production the ethical

demand for a good life becomes immediately a demand relatingto the rights of social produc-

tion, thus rupturing the limit between ethics and politics (Virno, 1995, 2003). At stake here is the

connection between words and deeds as the basic elements in the contemporary mode of social

production: the performative materiality of words and the prefigurative enunciation of deeds.

We can return here to Arendt’s formulation, already quoted above,

the polis [...] is the organisation of people as it arises out of actingand speaking

together, and its true space lies between people living together for this purpose [...]

the space of appearance where I appear to others and others appear to me (Arendt

in Bonner, 2008, 203)

The city is a space produced in the combination of acts and enunciations, of appearance and

relations, of cooperation and governance, and the right to the city is a collective attempt of

radical democratisation of urban space and its social functioning in the name and in the practice

of a project of social emancipation of the un/governed.

Assembling the right to the city

In this chapter, I have analysed the functioning of the dis-symmetric dialectic between insurgen-

cies and governmentality as a clash between the production of society and its management.

I started from the latter, focusing on the complexity of governmental rationality - stressing

the relevance of citizenship as a dispositif for the organisation of production. First, I analysed the

crisis of the Fordist mode of regulation and the emergence ofa new mode of production where

the exploitation of capital moves from waged labour to life and from the space of the factory

to society as whole. Second, I looked at the function of status segmentation in governing this

mode of production and the implosion of the colonial logic asa general mode of governance for

contemporary European urban labour markets. Finally, I focused on the crisis of the discursive

legitimacy of modernity and the collapse of the principles of homogeneity and representation in

the emergence of a governmentality based on competition andinequality.

On the other hand, I have examined a different range of studies that focused on the con-

stituent power of insurgencies in redefining social equilibriums. First, immanent strangers and

internal outsiders have been proposed as a name to reframe citizenship not only as a discourse

and a status, but as a practice of rupture and difference. Second the politics of the un/governed
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allowed me to translate to the metropolitan space not only the colonial model of governance but

also the possibility of political organisation in a pure political relationship with the state. Third,

the analysis of insurgencies enabled me to demonstrate social practices as affirmative agent in

the dis-symmetric dialectic between production and control.

From here, I proposed urban space as a crucial site of analysis in which it is possible to grasp

the complexity of the contemporary conflict between governance and social life, in the expansion

of production from labour to life and in the territorialisation of citizenship on the social body of

the city. The right to the city, in the dialectic of urban production, has been proposed as both

a concept and a set of practices to analyse syncretically a range of insurgencies that oppose the

abstraction of urban space by appropriation and inhabitation, prefiguring and performing another

urban life based on the autonomous management of urban wealth.

In my analysis I have proposed new bridges between existing bodies of literature, devel-

oping between these different perspectives debates and theoretical insights that concern shared

questions.

The construction of a multi-layered analysis of urban governmentality and constituent power

from below allows me to propose the right to the city as a collective practice of assembling -

introducing prefiguration, performance and autonomy as novel and structural elements to think

the struggle for the right to the city in immanent and antagonistic terms. The right to the city as

immanent and antagonistic acts in the clash between the affirmation of a collective disposal of

use-values, as alter-subjectivation in urban life, and theattempt to abstract it as exchange value

for the global market.

I propose hereassembling politicsas a term to summarise the complex production of prac-

tices and concepts that constitute and institute the struggle for the right to the city. The per-

formative and prefigurative dimensions of the right to the city configure autonomy as a space of

assembling, in the double meaning of the verb - putting a machine together and gathering people

for an assembly. In this concept of assembling, the dynamicsof crafting and speaking mix,

becoming an intertwined way of doing and expressing politics. Performativeis the enunciation

that constitutes the appropriation by assembling people.Prefigurativeis the space that inhabita-

tion institutes by assembling different worlds, codes, objects. Autonomous is the possibility of

appropriating a space in which the norms are enunciated fromthose that inhabit a space.

When we think about what it means to assemble in a crowd, a growing crowd, and

what it means to move through public space in a way that contests the distinction

between public and private, we see some ways that bodies in their plurality lay

claim to the public, find and produce the public through seizing and reconfiguring

the matter of material environments; at the same time, thosematerial environments
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are part of the action, and they themselves act when they become the support for

action. [...] The material environment is actively reconfigured and re-functioned, to

use the Brechtian term. And our ideas of action then, need to be rethought. (Butler,

2011, unpaginated)

I move here from the noun to the verb of Deleuze and Guattari’sproposal (1987) of assemblage.

Social movements emerge indeed as a practice of encounter and composition, of translation and

invention. Following Raunig (2010b), social movements can be considered as the machinic

organisation of composition and movement.

Raising the question of the mode of composition and its connection to movement

means to me to focus on the specificsocialcomposition and recomposition ofsocial

movements. Contrary to every empirical definition of ‘classsituation’, I want to

describe social composition explicitly not as a state, but as a movement. (Raunig,

2010b, 92)

This machinic understanding ofsocialcomposition andsocialmovements asserts the configura-

tion of the assembling politics as a framework to analyse theconceptual and practical inventions

generated by social movements. In this sense a ‘becoming-minor’ is opposed to the majorit-

arian address of classical representative politics (cf.G comme gauchein Deleuze and Parnet

(1997)). There where theinteger citizen(Chatterjee, 1998) and the neutered body (Grosz, 1999)

are thetoposfor citizenship as normalisation and governance, the ‘becoming-minor’ affirms the

revolutionary attempt of a political organisation of the city through the practical composition of

differences and invention of translational organisations.

To focus on assembling therefore means to analyse the composition of spaces and voices

into a process of autonomy, cooperation and emancipation. How to analyse the effects of those

practices and discourses that do not happen inside the representative institutions but in the living

entrails of the urban production? In order to answer this question, I start my methodological

chapter from the crisis of representation as a goal for research and a critical understanding of

militant research as a practice to investigate struggles for the right to the city.



Chapter 3

A critical approach to militant research

What is the role of research in investigating a social situation? How can researchers participate

in empowering the autonomous expressions of those who are not represented in civil society?

Can a militant approach to the production of knowledge permit an emancipatory engagement

with the most famous and direct formulation of this question: Can the subaltern speak?

With such questions in mind, this research aims to trace the way in which, over the last thirty

years, urban social movements have materially reinvented political practices in Barcelona, and

how this reinvention not only contested Barcelona’s model of governance but also instituted new

ways of imagining and practicing rights in urban space - crafting both modes of organisation and

conceptual categories.

In Chapter 2 I analysed this dynamic of social change from twodifferent points of view.

First, I examined the dissymmetric dialectic between governmentality and insurgencies - look-

ing at the opposition between the subsumption of life and theautonomy of production, the

institutional dynamics between civil and political societies, and the dialectic between status and

acts in defining the juridical dimension of citizenship. From there, second, I analysed the way in

which this conflictive dynamic develops in the particular assemblage of contemporary capitalism

in urban space, confronting the production of space - as economic propeller of social production

- and the struggle for the right to the city - as collective practice for the definition of new modes

of social production and distribution.

Here I want to stress another tension which emerges in the attempt to investigate the practices

and concepts that ‘come into being’ in the happening of social struggles. Between the political

function of representation and the emergence of autonomousexpressions, my aim is to analyse

the social production of words and deeds, enunciations and spaces. I engage with the recent

past of urban social movements in Barcelona to pose problemsin and for the contemporary

assembling of politics as both a theoretical and practical effort.

56
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To articulate the past historically does not mean to recognise it ‘the way it really

was’ (Ranke). It means to seize hold of a memory as it flashes upat a moment of

danger. (Benjamin, 1999b, 247)

In his 6th Thesis on History, Benjamin engages with a double-edged problem which is relevant

to the structure of this chapter. Whilst he underlines the need for a critique of any homogen-

eous representation of the past, he also reflects upon the political function of the production of

knowledge as a situated recognition of the past inscribed inthe dynamics of a specific present.

In this double setting of the methodological problem, a range of questions emerge: how to

analyse social production as a material doing and not as a fixed image? And, if the image under

study is not fixed, what does it mean to research the recent past of a process that is still in-

movement? What is the function of the knowledge I am producing in these movements? What

is its function in the political imagination and realisation of contemporary struggles?

In order to address these questions, I first review the critique of a representative approach to

the analysis of social movements (Thrift, 2007, Lazzarato,2003) and propose a critical approach

to this social functioning of politics exploring the recentdebate on critique understood a collect-

ive and social practice (Foucault, 1997, Butler, 2006b). Second, I engage with problems arising

from my own research practice, focusing on composition, situation and translation as structural

questions from my research practice. Third, recounting my experience, I seek to reflect upon

the potentialities and limits of using a militant ethic in academic research and, vice-versa, of

thinking academic research as a contribution to militant practices.

3.1 Representation? Expression!

What does it mean to investigate the material functioning ofsocial movements, moving beyond

the analysis of discourses and practices, and addressing the social functioning and the public

enactment of such discourses and practices? First of all, according to Foucault (1972a), this

means not just renouncing the possibility of representation, but also engaging in a radical critique

of representation and a materialist analysis of the dynamics of expression.

This antagonism between representation and expression is the companion of another crucial

antagonism that underpins this work: the antagonism between governmentality and insurgen-

cies. The common cipher that these two antagonisms affirm is the crisis of homogeneity as

disciplining force to govern modernity (Chatterjee, 2005). However this tension is not (only)

relevant in terms of addressing the crisis of representation as a conceptual category of modern-

ity. It is something that affects the methods of research, calling for a critique of representation

as a goal of research, and of the idea of objectivity as an ethical principle of the researcher.
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Representation is conversely founded on the subject-work paradigm. In this paradigm

the images, the signs and the statements have the function ofrepresenting the ob-

ject, the world, whereas in the paradigm of the event, images, signs and statements

contribute to allowing the world to happen. Images, signs and statements do not

represent something, but rather create possible worlds. (Lazzarato, 2003, unpagin-

ated)

Moving from the analysis of objective representations to engagement with situated expressions,

researching modes of expression as transformative events involves a double assumption. Here I

refer to the notion that the function of expression is not that of ‘representing’ reality. Rather, its

function is that ofaffectingsociety - transforming it and participating in the creationof a space

where life is organised differently (Thrift, 2007, Corsaniand Lazzarato, 2008). In this direction,

my engagement with the new modes of expressions emerging in Barcelona in the late 1970s

– such as the countercultural milieu or the autonomous practices ofasociaciones de vecinos–

defines a starting point to build a genealogy, or possibly a diagram, of the material culture of

those urban social movements that constituted the right to the city as a territory of struggle in

the present historical moment.

From this point of view, the discourses of these movements donot constitute «the majestic-

ally unfolding manifestation of a thinking knowing speaking subject [. . . ] It is a space of ex-

teriority in which a network of distinct sites is deployed» (Foucault, 1972a, 60). Exteriority,

however, is a porous membrane between enunciations - that circulate in the field of meanings -

and reality - as a society underneath this surface -: an indetermination of boundaries and per-

meability among spaces and speech. This social production of enunciations is not just a linguistic

event that abstracts and represents reality on a semiotic level. Language, words and speech affect

reality and the circulation of meanings, and this dynamic ofcirculation affects the production

and functioning of enunciations (Austin, 1961, Rossi-Landi, 1983, Virno, 1995, 2003).Actsin

space and in language are distinct in terms of their characteristics and functioning, but they are

part of the same reality and participate together inassemblingurban social life.

Researching acts of expression involves exploring the indetermination of these boundaries

between discourses and practices, between enunciations and acts and eventually between exper-

iments and experiences - and how they are composed in the production of new worlds (Raunig,

2010a). The analysis of acts of expression as the production of worlds engages not only with the

emergence of new languages, codes or enunciations, but alsowith the displacement of such pro-

duction outside the classical realms of politics (Williams, 1985, Stephenson and Papadopoulos,

2006, 2007).
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The challenge is then to approach urban social movements notas abstracted representations

of social conflicts - ideological discourses about reality -but as productive social machines that

intervene in reality in order to institute new ways of organising urban life (Vercauteren et al.,

2007, Raunig, 2010b). This productive ability is not only a linguistic production that organises

pre-existing social meanings on the level of discourse. It is a process of production that works

through the experimental and experiential becoming of a specific way of assembling social life

(Deleuze and Guattari, 2004, Papadopoulos et al., 2008).

In this sense, it is important to move beyond the level of representation because urban social

movements are crucial actors in the social production of thecity as collectiveoeuvre(Lefebvre,

1991). They are collective acts that speak out in order to configure new rules, new relationships,

new worlds in urban life. How can one grasp the way in which they transform the world, without

falling into a representational approach? I propose to address this question investigating acts as

practices of critique. According to Foucault (1997), critique – as a practice that emerges in the

crisis of the transcendental authority of pastoral sovereignty – allows political acts to move from

the general negation of government to an instituting and constituting assertion.

Critique is the movement by which the subject gives himself the right [...] to ques-

tion truth on its effects of power and question power on its discourses of truth.

(Foucault, 1997, 32).

How not to be governed like that, by that, in the name of those principles, with such

and such an objective in mind and by means of such procedures,not like that, not

for that, not by them?(Foucault, 1997, 28)

The practice of critique is not an external judgement but a gesture that challenges the procedures

of governing from a critical inside (Butler, 2006b, Adorno, 1981, Williams, 1985), opening the

space for the constitution of norms and institutions for anewcommunity and taking back the

ability of constituting rights (Raunig, 2009c). The practice of critique situates the achievement

of liberty as a practical effort, where the protagonists arethose who seek their own emancipation.

There is no true word that is not at the same time a praxis; thus, to speak a true word

is to transform the world. (Freire, 1970, 45)

Critique produces a new world by constituting an operative analysis of the rules in force and

configuring a new way of organising social life (Deleuze, 2004, Raunig, 2009a, Sanchez Cedillo,

2009), engaging with institutions in the molecular terms ofthe assemblage, rather than through

the molar conception of the apparatus. The practice of critique of social movements, I propose,

is an instituent practice of invention that participates inthe mobilisation of society for a radical

change of urban life (Sanchez Cedillo, 2009, Delgado, 2007b, Negri, 1980).
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3.2 What the hell is militant research?!

I engaged in this research as a militant researcher and in doing so I analysed two sets of problems:

the goal and ethics in the practice of a militant researcher.

In contemporary debates, militant research is understood as aproblem-posing engagement

with the production of knowledge (Freire, 1970, Ultrared, 2009, Vercauteren et al., 2007). Mil-

itant research starts from questioning both how capitalistrelations affect the way in which we

produce knowledge (Borio et al., 2002, Conti et al., 2007, Roggero, 2011) and the way in which

our own production of knowledge can affect the political practices we enact against capital-

ist exploitation (Situaciones, 2006). Militant research is therefore a committed and collective

production ofcommon notions(common analytical tools and practices) for and by a political

collectivity, that allows us to produce knowledge that is useful for struggles in terms not only

of analysis, but also of organising (Malo de Molina, 2006, 2007). Militant research is an ethic

situated in a set of relations of power.

It is important here to locate the practices and ethics of militant research in a subterranean

stream of political understandings of the production of knowledge; if only to escape a possible

tendency to reduce militant research to a politicisation ofrecent methodologies of research such

as action and participative research (Malo de Molina, 2007). Although an archeology of these

approaches to research is not the goal of this chapter, the identification of a set of possible points

of departure in the dawn of modernity can be useful to show therelevance of the production of

knowledge in the historical conflict between capital and itsdiscontents.

First, in the Italian 15th century (Salvini and Sanchez Cedillo, 2011), the conflict around

the statuses of knowledge, labour and citizenship in the artistic workshops of the Rinascimento

produced an investigation of the production of knowledge asa process in relation to accessing

privileges and power (around the status of mechanical arts,Rossi, 2002).

Second, trespassing from the world of sciences and techniques to the margins of European

history and colonisation, other bodies and other territories emerge to chart the production of

knowledge as a force of social change, as political practice. In Mexico, Malinche, Cortes’s

translator during the Spanish Conquest, expressed the force of a voice capable of inventing and

of inhabiting a third space, empowering herself by producing knowledge against the subjugation

of gender and race produced by the process of colonisation (Candelaria, 1980, Haraway, 2006,

Nevarez, 2004, Harris, 2005). Another possible set of examples here relate to the practices and

knowledges of witches as paradigm of a practice of resistance and escape in and against the

so-called primitive accumulation of capitalism (Federici, 2004).

Third, the 18th and 19th centuries marked a turning point in the production of knowledge as a

radical innovative act in the institution and appropriation of rights. This is the historical moment
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in which the production of knowledge is recognised as a spacenot only for the reproduction of

power but also for the constituent convergence of insurgencies. During the Enlightenment in

France, the Encyclopaedic movement attempted to break apart the daily hierarchies constituted

through the ideological configuration of knowledge as power(Foucault, 1980), engaging in an

enquiry of workshops and attacking the separation between the liberal and mechanical arts –

therefore affirming the political legitimacy of artisans and workers as producers of the world

(d’Alembert and Rex, 1995, Rossi, 2002).

Finally another significant example is the production of inquiries and theories in the 19th

century British industrial revolution. In the conjunctionof materialism and secularism, socialist

thinkers and socialist movements inhabited economic and social knowledges as fields for the

political struggle of the proletariat, to affirm the proletariat as an autonomous political agent.

The production of knowledge became a practice of social conflict with regard to both the critical

analysis of capital as social relationship in scientific socialism, and the militant investigations of

the material conditions of the working classes (Engels, 1887, 1987, Marx, 1993). These inquiries

into the conditions of the working class explicitly refusedthe neutrality of social researchers.

Furthermore they not only had a political aim, they participated in a political process as tools for

agitation and organisation (Malo de Molina, 2006, cf. Piskur, 2011).

After depicting a possible and subterranean stream of militant research, some questions need

to be addressed to define the frame of my own research and the points of reference I used in order

to challenge the problems emerging in my own practice. Giventhe lack of any official history,

I investigated a set of practices of knowledge production toproblematise the relation between

representation and expression in my own trajectory. First,my attention focuses here on the role

of the militant researcher as a producer of categories and knowledge useful for the organisation

of struggles. Second, I concentrate on the problems linked to this form of autonomous expression

looking at the way in which I not only take side but also take part in the political production of

knowledge by social movements.

3.3 «Knowledge into production», or the artist as a militant re-

searcher

The first question I want to analyse is the function of the militant researcher as a producer. In this

sense, to analyse the politicisation of knowledge as a process of production, it is worth looking

at the function of knowledge in the emergence of the mass movements in the aftermath of the

Great War. In the 1920s and the 1930s, at the dawn of the age in which knowledge became an
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integral part of industrial production (Benjamin, 2008), the question of a political production of

knowledge became intertwined with the question of devices and tools for political research.

For in the immediate world, everything is to be discerned, for him who can discern

it, and centrally and simply, without either dissection into science or digestion into

art, but with the whole of consciousness, seeking to perceive it as it stands: so that

the aspect of a street in sunlight can roar in the heart of itself as a symphony, perhaps

as no symphony can: and all of the consciousness is shifted from the imagined,

the revisive, to the effort to perceive simply the cruel radiance of what is. That is

why the camera seems to me, next to unassisted and weaponlessconsciousness, the

central instrument of our time; and is why in turn I feel such rage at its misuse:

which has spread so nearly universal a corruption of sight that I know of less than

a dozen alive whose eyes I can trust even so much as my own. (Agee and Evans,

2001, 9)

Agee’s words are inserted in a wider and profound debate on the production of knowledge

during the Great Depression when in the programmes of the NewDeal, the use of knowledge

production became a space of political intervention in the crisis, i.e. using cameras and tape-

recorders as tools to record the everyday life of the crisis and ‘give it back’ to the people as a

set of usable materials through which think social conflictsand organise social struggles (Kidd,

2004, Mangione, 1972; and my interviews with Ribalta and Exposito).

These practices and devices permitted the production of a multiplicity of narratives and made

possible to hear voices never recorded before, grasping thedaily life of the cotton plantations and

the memories of the last surviving slaves in the Southern states, or the conditions of the working

class in the factories of the East coast of the United States of America. A set of knowledges and

practices that made it possible to think radical political action in the aftermath of the Second

World War, as emerging the recorded voices of the slaves talked to the civil rights movement

of black communities, breaking apart the traditional exclusion of the illiterate (Yetman, 1967,

Rosenzweig and Melosh, 1990). In another direction, the diaries of these investigations inspired

the imagination of the post-war generation both in writing an embodied critique of the everyday

life of industrialism, in the Beat Generation, and in producing new forms of political organising

within social movements (Botkin, 1948, Agee and Evans, 2001, Hirsch, 2003).

In post-revolutionary Russia, the debate among political artists touched a similar chord. The

Productivist practices – engaging with the slogans of ‘art to the kolkhoz’ and ‘art into pro-

duction’ - built a radical pedagogy through art, not to raiseclass consciousness, but to situate

knowledge within the process of production, sharing practices and tools of knowledge produc-

tion as autonomous modes to create new worlds (Exposito, 2010, Buchloh, 1984, Vilensky,
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2010). We can think here, for example, of thecine-train that traveled through the union to allow

the circulation of practices, involving people in shootingmovies, writing newspapers, crafting

posters, discussing politics for organising the kolkhoz (Allen et al., 2003, Raunig, 2010a; and

my interviews with Marcelo Exposito and Jorge Ribalta).

In the context of Italian fascism, Gramsci outlined the space of culture and everyday life as a

political field of autonomy for the subaltern classes (Gramsci, 1975b, Guha, 2011, Smith, 2010).

The analysis of the ideologies of ordinary life -the philosophy of praxis- made it possible to

address new political fields outside the representational space of the authoritarian state and to do

politics within and against the Fascist dictatorship.

These practices of research unsettled the position of powerof the intellectual as ‘ideological

architect of the proletarian revolution’, opening a debateon the function of the author as mech-

anical part, among others, in the material doing of the revolution (Benjamin, 1971). This is the

case of Brechtian epic theatre,1 the function of which is to break up ‘entertainment’ and think

public life as a political space. By cutting and pasting the space of narrative, the author «brings

[action] to a stop, and thus obliges the spectator to take a position toward the action, obliges the

actor to adopt an attitude toward his role» (Benjamin, 1971,90).

[Actors] are not brought closer to the spectator, but distanced from him. He per-

ceives them as real situations, not, as with the naturalist theatre, with self-satisfaction,

but with astonishment. Thus the epic theatre does not reproduce situations, rather it

uncovers them. The discovery of situations is accomplishedby means of the inter-

ruption of the action. Only here the interruption does not have the character of fear

and pity, but has an organising function. (Benjamin, 1971, 90)

During my fieldwork, I encountered these debates as part of the daily practice of urban social

movements; in the counter-cultures in the late 1970s or in the global networks of radical artistic

critique of the 1980s, as well as in the institutional practices of critique of the 1990s. Engaging

with fanzines, performances, relations, projects and objects was not simply a case of analysing

the truthful exteriority of these life-worlds, but about touching upon the porous membranes

through which I could glimpse the production of life within these movements, in the attempt

to engage myself with them in a procedural and productionistsense (Holmes, 2012, Vilensky,

2010). In this sense, the debates of the 1930s are immanent and inherent to the discussion

and production of Barcelona’s social movements. They intervene in the construction of life, in

the configuration of spaces and enunciations as practices ofautonomous expression (Benjamin,

1999b, 2008, Raunig and Ray, 2009).

1Compare the epic theatre of Bertolt Brecht to the experiences of the Theatre Workshop organised by Joan Little-
wood – or the Russian experiments of Tretyakov. (Cedric Price, 2007; Exposito 2010)
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3.4 The ethics of the militant researcher

This politically-committed production of knowledge also needs to be related and compared as a

critical practice to the broader movement of Action Research (AR).

AR emerged as a useful method to deal with the concrete functioning of social processes:

a «form of self-reflective enquiry undertaken by participants in social situations in order to im-

prove the rationality and justice of their own practices, their understanding of these practices,

and the situations in which the practices are carried out» (Carr and Kemmis, 1986, 162)2. AR

insists that researchers should take sides in a given political context, intervening and commit-

ting to a set of social dynamics and hence participating not only in the analysis but also in the

transformation of social practices. McTaggart’s definition of AR is useful here, as he defines

AR not as «a ‘method’ or a ‘procedure’ for research, but a series ofcommitmentsto observe and

problematise through practice a series of principles for conducting social enquiry» (McTaggart,

1996, 248 my emphasis). However, when using AR for investigating social movements, the re-

searcher must be aware that the process of the production of knowledge is embedded in a series

of power relations.

Every engagement with the processes of social organisationis necessarily a situated and

political practice (Malo de Molina, 2006). An ethic and not only a positionality has to be con-

sidered: not only taking a side, but also taking part in the social conflicts and intervening in

the intrinsic dynamics of power related to the process of knowledge production. The practice

of militant research is part of a social process of autonomous production of knowledge and the

participation of the militant researcher needs to be problematised.

Three questions emerged in my research process and three memories of militant debates

about the production of knowledge were useful for me in dealing with these problems. First,

how to refuse the objective discourse according to which social movements are an ideological

representationof real social conflicts. Second how to produce research without falling into

the romantic trap of an identitarian defence of their practices. Third a question about my own

engagement with these spaces: what is the relation of power that knowledge institutes between

the researcher and the mobilised society?

In relation to the first question, I return to the contraposition between class consciousness

and class composition as proposed by Italian autonomous marxists in the 1960s. Does class

conflict depend on an abstracted logic of ideas in order to be political? Can social practices

escape from the assumption of (and submission within) a preconfigured ideological framework?

2Lewin (Lewin, 1948) formalised AR as a process of research where different agents are directly involved in the
definition of topics and the research design, and for then considering collectively the findings of that research both
for evaluation and for defining new steps of research (Kemmisand McTaggart, 1988 – though the origin of AR is
contested, McKernan, 1991).
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In dealing with the second question, I encountered the debate within second wave and Italian

feminisms on the role of experience in the production of knowledge. Does knowledge exist

outside a situation? What is the role of the self - as situatedin a set of relations of force - in

determining the production of knowledge as an emancipatorypractice? Finally, my engagement

with the third question draws on the Subaltern Studies Groupand their work on the possibility of

autonomous expression, work which helped me to think modes of problematizing my position

of power in the production of knowledge. Can heterolingual practices of translation help us in

imagining a possible practice of autonomous expression?

3.4.1 Class consciousness and class composition

By taking Italian autonomous marxism (operaismo) as a starting point, I affirm in my research

the partiality of my analysis and of the way in which this research aims to affect reality. For

operaismo, militant research is about not only taking sides but also taking part in alliance

with social movements and against the process of the abstraction of life – against capital. In

Quaderni Rossi, following Marx’s enquiry, the aim was to usesociological techniques to or-

ganise struggles (Wagner, 1987, Alquati, 1975, Panzieri, 1973). Hereknowledge is directly

understood as a practice of political organisation(Conti et al., 2007, Wright, 2002).

This approach to militant research is captured by the term ‘collaborative research’[con-

ricerca]. Collaborative research was both a form of critical analysis and a programmatic activity

of the workers involved in the struggles, contributing to a project of emancipation understood as

an autonomous project. Collaborative research operated through enquiry as a process of invest-

igation developed by workers through political practices -like leafleting for surveys, political

meetings and pickets for discussion and development - inside the factories. The gathering of

information and the development of the enquiry was, in the first instance, a process for sharing

experiences and articulating alliances.

Conricerca (collaborative research) transformed scientific and sociological instruments into

practices of political struggle. Enquiry and self-education allowed tacit proletarian knowledge

to become independent from the capitalist process of production (Bianchi and Caminiti, 2007)

affirming an autonomous language for subaltern voices. Out of these practices, anomalous

struggles emerged – in relation to, for example, factory contamination, education, housing,

wages, and transport. These struggles often operated outside the traditional unions and parties,

prefiguring the space of struggle and research inhabited by urban social movements during the

1970s (Negri, 2007, Wright, 2002, Castells, 1985).

In this practice of research,class composition– a less well known concept which appears

in the Grundrisse(Marx, 1973, Negri, 1991) and that resulted extremely productive for the
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aim of this research – emerged as a crucial category through which to criticise the ideological

determinism of the concept of class consciousness (Tronti,1972, Borio et al., 2002) and to

imagine a different understanding of political construction, materially accomplished by putting

together different elements and dealing with the consequences of the encounter.

Class composition called into question the material culture of the factories rather than philo-

sophical references to the position of the individual in thedialectic of History. The concept of

class composition was of immediate use with regard to political organisation (Turchetto, 2001,

Wright, 2011). The struggles of autonomous collectives opened transversal alliances between

different categories of workers and citizens inside and outside the factory (Alquati, 1975, Pan-

zieri, 1973).

However this composition was not only technically determined but politically produced

(Tronti, 1972). The analysis of struggles in terms of composition involves not only the re-

cognition of the objective determination of the modes of organisation of labour - in accordance

with skills, machines, relationships - but also the political constitution of a specific class - that is

the subjective composition of those who inhabit the relationship of exploitation against capital,

their experiences, their memories and their will of power (Tronti, 1972, Negri, 1991, 1999).

Beyond the objective analysis of exploitation,political composition addressed memories

and practices as subjective points of departure from which to organise struggles (Borio et al.,

2002). Operaismo, in this sense, called for a practice of research – a method – that refused

any independency of theory from situation. It is, thus, a political method for the production of

concepts in and for political struggles (Mezzadra, 2009).

I tried to respond to this principle both investigating the conceptual tension and the political

processes of Barcelona while looking at the same time at the technical configuration of social

tensions and at the subjective forces assembling these struggles.

3.4.2 Starting from the self as a practice to situate knowledge

The feminist critique of 1960s and 1970s radically engaged with the conception of knowledge

production as a specific, partial and militant practice. According to the feminist critique which

emerged inside autonomous social movements, understanding knowledge as situated practice

does not only mean to take sides or take part in a molar contraposition of classes, but also to

analyse and actinsidethe specific composition of class (Dalla Costa and James, 1972, Malo de

Molina, 2006).

Stepping beyond a merely objective and technical understanding of class, in order to engage

with the political composition of class, it is not enough forthe militant researcher to break the

frontier between herself and the object of research and takesides with the subaltern to produce
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knowledge from there. Militant research is about being aware of the political composition of

the class as a specific setting of power relations both outside and inside the class itself, and an

attempt to intervene in this composition. Affirming the autonomy and legitimacy of the gender

question inside the power relations of militant groups, feminist movements constituted gender

as a conflict within social movements themselves (Dalla Costa and James, 1972).

According to feminist critique, the emancipatory project of the working class movement

was reproducing, also in its radical currents, patriarchalrelationships of power. It was silencing

the specificity of women in the process of exploitation and ignoring any political critique of

patriarchy, either by homogenising women under the position of the worker in the industrial

conflict against capital (universalising her) or by forgetting the questions of reproduction and

excluding women’s autonomy from the emancipatory project of the working class (foreclosing

her outside capitalism) (Fortunati and Fleming, 1995, cf. Barbagallo, n.d.).

How to translate this refusal of working class homogeneity into a practice of emancipation?

The discursive practices of organisation and the production of knowledge resulted in the form-

ation of a crucial territory for analysing and intervening against this reinforcement of women’s

subalternity (Malo de Molina, 2006).

The militant production of knowledge indeed was itself embedded in a set of practices of

discrimination that confined the voice of women to a subaltern position. The effort therefore

was to constitute a practice capable of producing surfaces of emergence (Foucault, 1972a) where

these silenced relationships of exploitation could appear. Its goal was to find one’s own voice to

destroy these relationships by constituting another spaceof autonomy (Wilson, 1997).

Within and through consciousness-raising groups the experiences of everyday life were in-

scribed back into the space of political conflict and the struggle for emancipation.The personal

became political, forging a space where the concrete composition of experiences produced a

common and autonomous understanding of the relations of power. The production of know-

ledge became therefore not only a point of departure for questioning categories and producing

analysis, but most of all a position from which to become a collective voice and speak out

against the patriarchal habits of the working class and fromwhich to organise struggles (Gutier-

rez Rodriguez, 2006, Malo de Molina, 2006).

Learning from the production of knowledge in the feminist movements, Malo underlines the

function of militant research in «dissolv[ing] the asymmetrical relationship between researchers

and researched» (2006, unpaginated; cf. Gutierrez Rodriguez, 2006), constituting this empower-

ing practice as the ground for collective organisation. This critique also facilitated my awareness

of the dangers of a romantic approach to urban social movements and of the importance of being

political (Isin, 2002) towards urban social movements themselves. In this shift of perspective,
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militant research needs to engage with social movements as systems of power relations and

production, of rules and protocols - inscribed in society.

To problematise these dynamics not only implies dealing with the molecular dimension of

organisations, and analysing the informal institutional routines internal to social movements

(Carmona et al., 2008), but alsoparticipating in them as social ecologies (Guattari, 2005, 1984).

Social movements are a factory, not a theatre (Vercauteren et al., 2007, Raunig, 2010b,a). They

do not representreal social problems according to anideological script. Social movements

are factories immersed in society, they produce spaces, enunciations, dispositifs and norms,

discourses and practices, routines and experiments that act in social reality with all their contra-

dictions, their limits, their ability of innovation and their own conservative vices.

3.4.3 Can the subaltern translate?

Militant research, as proposed by Colectivo Situaciones (2006), is a practice that aims to es-

tablish «a positive connection with subaltern, dispersed,and hidden knowledges, and [to pro-

duce] a body of practical knowledges of counter power. . . establishing compositions that endow

with potency the quests and elements of alternative sociability» (2006, unpaginated). Similarly,

Italian operaismoposed the question of the possibility of an autonomous and political expres-

sion capable of addressing ideology on a material level, while the feminist approach affirmed

the crucial role of experience and situation in this materialist understanding of the production of

knowledge.

The post-colonial optic helps us to situate another crucialquestion: the political materiality

of language, or the possibility of speaking as condition forthe production of autonomous ex-

pressions. This debate calls into question language as a concrete dispositif in the constitution of

those power relations that structure the everyday of urban life.

Language is social labour, inscribed in a permanent tensionwith social life. It affects reality

by producing the linguistic dimension of social life, and itis affected by reality, by the semi-

otic organisation of meaning and by the pragmatic hierarchisation of the subjects that attempt to

speak (Austin, 1975, Mey, 1993 cf. Bazzanella, 2005). The possibility of autonomous practices

of expression is always situated on this semiotic and pragmatic edge between subjugation and

emancipation, in the permanent conflict between control andautonomy. In this sense, the pro-

duction of knowledge is first of all a political action (Freire, 1970). Pedagogy and knowledge

are practices either of liberation or of domestication, eitherby and forthe oppressed, or against

her (Shor et al., 1993).

The task of the dialogical teacher in an interdisciplinary team working on the them-

atic universe revealed by their investigation is to ‘re-present’ [in Spanish:devolver,
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‘to give back’] that universe to the people from whom she or hefirst received it -and

‘re-present’ it [‘give it back’] not as a lecture, but as a problem (Freire, 1970, 15).

The practice of radical pedagogy is a ‘problem-posing method’ in a permanent and dialogic

production of knowledge (Torres, 1993) where militant research should proceed by constituting

spaces of dialogue and making a collection of singular narratives into a collective narrative. The

researcher needs to situate singular narrations in a collective field to overcome an individualistic

analysis of reality, identifying the problematic nodes of each narration as insights into a common

social reality and composing them in a comprehensive framework (Freire, 1970).

Speaking is neither a moment of transfer and transmission, nor of narration and depositing.

On the contrary, practices of expression exist when they institute social relations between a col-

lective critical perception of reality and a set of power relations in which expressions intervene

(Ultrared, 2009). The possibility of speaking is always related to the positions of those who

speak. A position defined through the violent implementation of a linguistic and formal discip-

line composed of statuses, authority, legitimacy, where knowledge - as linguistic pragmatic of

power - either subjugates the subaltern or represents them according to ideology (Spivak, 1988).

In the attempt to find an escape from the trap of discourse as representation, the militant

researcher can appear here as a character similar to the heterolingual translator of Sakai and

Solomon (2006). This similitude allows us to – at least partially - overcome the sense (and

affirmation) of impossibility of Spivak’s analysis (Spivak, 1988). For Sakai (1997, 2006), the

dominant univocal notion of translation invokes an understanding of «the addresser adopt[ing]

the position representative of a putatively homogeneous language community, and enunciat[ing]

to addressees who are also representative of a homogeneous language community» (2006, 74).

The subaltern seems unable to speak, in a situation in which the relation of power determined

by the process of translation is always considered as univocal, constituted by an absolute dom-

inance of the ideological modern discourse. In contrast, the heterolingual translator can defy

this absolute dominance, becoming a living and political agency that participates in a mutual

interaction. The heterolingual translator takes active part in a dialogue and in a social conflict,

producing a permanent negotiation among memories, practices and discourses that contribute to

the assembly of a common space in an uneven modernity (Bhabha, 2004). I tried to inhabit this

position.

A militant practice

In sum, social movements can be interpreted as machines orientated towards escape from capit-

alist capture by instituting alternative autonomous social expressions - in terms of enunciations
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and spaces. Here I engage with the functioning of collectivepractices of expression trying to

avoid a representative narrative around them, and aiming tochart the complexity of the autonom-

ous production of both knowledge and action by posing problems in relation to these issues.

My practice aims to investigate modernity as crisis. Renouncing the conception of a crisis

that closes the homogeneous time of modernity, I consider modernity as a conflictive and hetero-

genous space, in which the possibility of a critical approach does not emerge from a refusal of

modernity – and the imagination of something after it. My critical approach is, rather, a practice

of inhabitation and appropriation in the fractured space ofmodernity. A practice that contributes

to a collective affirmation of modernity as something uneven, ambiguous, conflictive. A space

of crisis, where the configuration of rights and privileges is determined by the assemblage of

tensions, conflicts and negotiations.

In this framework, during the research process, the boundaries between research and prac-

tice, objects and subjects, production and circulation of knowledge, between militant research

and academic valorisation have been eroded, allowing this fenced frontier to become more and

more porous. Moth-eaten by permanent doubts about the limits I should not cross, about the

elements I could smuggle through the border between the academia and militancy, and about

the question as to what extent the social practices I was investigating could become an object of

abstraction for academic valorisation, I have tried to investigate these limits as an apprentice.

Borrowing from James Agee, I would inscribe this piece of work in the range of the «curious,

obscene, terrifying, and unfathomably mysterious» (Agee and Evans, 2001, 11) attempts of

producing knowledge smuggling between these dangerous borders. In order to approach these

issues, I will recount my own practice of research contrasting this experience with the ethics of

militant research and inscribing it critically in the conditions of the academy.

The position of the militant researcher is always ambiguous: «a character made out of ques-

tions, not saturated by ideological meanings and models of the world» (Situaciones, 2006, unpa-

ginated). «The goal [then] is neither to politicise nor intellectualise the social practices» (Situa-

ciones, 2006, unpaginated), but to investigate the alternative sociability that emerges within and

through struggles and that immanently modifies the structure of power relations in everyday

life. In the context of the academic world, militant research aims to escape the mechanisms

of abstraction not by avoiding the responsibility of this ambiguous position but engaging with

«funding, supervision, language requirements, bureaucratic red tape, empty conferences and

protocol» (Situaciones, 2006, unpaginated) as non-neutral and political elements.

My practice has not only to do with analysing social movements as factories of problems and

questions, as producers of critique and expressions. It also seeks to reconfigure those questions

and pose them back in the processes of organisation today. This is the escape route I could
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imagine in my attempt to not represent the right to the city asa coherent discourse over new

emerging rights.

However, this militant approach to the production of knowledge needs to be composed

within one’s own position in academia. That is, in relation to a territory constituted by a spe-

cific set of relations of power that articulate both the way inwhich knowledge is produced – i.e.

how meanings circulate and methods and concepts can be transformed – and the mechanisms

of valorisation of the academy – where knowledge participates in the global circuit of cognitive

production.

This tension has been for me a permanent element of reflection, characterised by the attempt

to compose the possibility of thinking militant practices of research on the edge of the academic

production of knowledge. In this regard, I present here someelements through which problem-

atise the process of research and the way in which I fixed this process into a written text – the

product. In order to address the issue of the process, I look at the transformation of my own

practices throughout the development of my Ph.D. Second, I focus on the writing of the thesis -

as a product in a mechanism of valorisation.

I need nonetheless to introduce myself and to situate my practice of militant research in a

broader militant experience. I have been active in autonomous social movements since the late

1990s, both in militant organising and researching: first inzapatist support groups, and later in

the network of Italian social centres focusing especially on migrants’ and precarians’ struggles

around housing and cultural production. I have been participating in the militant research net-

work of the Italian and SpanishNomad Universities, and in London I have participated in union

organising of migrants in 2006-2007.

Over the last few years, my political and academic activities have increasingly overlapped:

actively participating in social movements that reinvent the social contract of citizenship outside

Fordism, whilst - at the same time - studying the metamorphoses of political practices emerging

in European post-colonial urban space. As a political activist, I am participating in networks

for housing rights in the Spanish state, and in projects of militant research on the dynamics of

subalternity in Barcelona, and in the network ofUniversidad NomadaandFundación de los

Comunes. These projects rethink practices for political rights andemancipation from outside

the classical terms of citizenship and aim to reinvent radical, collective and pragmatic appropri-

ations and inhabitations of the city. All this means participating, first, in the self-organisation of

production through cooperatives, autonomous education, and autonomous enterprises; second,

in the constitution of autonomous practices of unionism fordefending labour, social and civil

rights; and, third, the invention of new places for instituting networks of mutual support and pro-

duction - understood as new forms of welfare from below with regard to health, culture, housing

and so on.
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3.4.4 Research as a process

At the end of this journey, I would define my experience of doctoral research as anapprentice-

ship. Let’s start from the beginning. Indeed, to analyse the evolution in my own process of

research I have to return to the first draft of my methodology.Something I wrote before having

any precise idea of what a Ph.D. would involve.

The original idea was to organise the research in three cycles. Quoting from my first draft of

methods:first, the gathering of face-to-face interviews with key participants in the movements

I recognised as crucial. Second, the idea is to draw cartographies and gather materials for

an archive in order to contextualise the collective narration and reconstruct the continuous

experience of these social mobilisations. Finally, in the third cycle of the research my aim is

to select relevant material on specific problems and to construct specific focus groups for open

discussions and collective problematisation of these issues.

However researching turned out to be a craft rather than an Art: a mestiere(Salvini and

Sanchez Cedillo, 2011). A space constituted in the materialforging of connections, relation-

ships, doubts, distances or proximities. A space of trust where the logic of ideas and plans has to

deal with the concrete mood of people, their life, their stories. Furthermore, and unfortunately

for my quite florid imagination, the practice of research takes time and one of the important

outcomes of this research has been learning the limit of my possibilities, as well as what one can

ask from the interlocutor without over-stepping the mark. Finally I realised that the academic

practice of abstraction and reflection is not particularly interesting for a lot of people, but that

possibilities for opening a common space of discussion and reflection arise if one renounces

the codes of presumed authority of academic research and engage in a space of cooperative

production of knowledge.

In other words, my original plan fell apart as soon as I started my first cycle of research: the

interviews.

Quoting from the first version of my methods,these singular narratives had been planned to

enable me to recover subaltern accounts. The lack of objectivity of personal stories will have to

be taken into account not as a scientific limitation but as crucial element of oral history in which

narration and expression are constitutive dimension in thesignification of present time. These

emerging subaltern pasts constitute memories of difference, incompatible with the linearity of

History: they will not participate to reaffirm to historicallinearity, but participate as constitutive

part in contemporary social conflicts.

However, the ideal constitution of this space as a collection of differences did not consider

the ‘misleading’ force of those desires and questions proposed by the interviewees. My inter-

locutors were involved in those social movements I was addressing. They did not let me impose
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any hypothesis they considered inappropriate without fighting back and putting on the table the

contradictions they observed. Since the aim of my research was to investigate the contemporary

social movements through their past, I looked for significant people that participated actively

in various moments, and that were still active. This allowedme to meet with people that could

contribute both to defining the dynamics of this genealogy, and also to analysing the emerging

movements and question my own approach to them. Starting from the role of autonomous move-

ments, migrant struggles, and radical artistic practices,I choose a first set of interlocutors which

later led me to the rest of the groups and the interviewees. (See Table 3.1)

Table 3.1: List of Interviewees

1. Eva

Fernandez

Former President of theFederacion de

Asociaciones de Vecinos (FAVB)in

Barcelona. She has been participating

in thePartido Socialista Unitario de

Catalunyasince the early 1970s. She

has been a protagonist of the

collaboration betweenasociaciones de

vecinosandMiles de Viviendas

Analysed the late 1970s and

early 1980s. Talked about the

relationship between

neighbourhood movements and

the emerging autonomous

movements of the 1990s,

focusing especially on the

mobilisations of thecivismo.

2. Ivan Miro Activist in the neighbour of Sants. He

has been participating in social

movements since the early 1990s as a

prominent figure of theokupa

movement and later theEuromayday

mobilisations and the struggles against

civismo.

Analysed the autonomous

movements of the 1990s, and

the relationships between social

movements and mobilised

society.

3. Tomas

Herreros

Activist and sociologist. He has been

participating in social movements

since the late 1980s as a prominent

figure of theokupamovement and

later the global movements and the

Euromaydaymobilisations.

Analysed the crisis of the

extreme left and the cycle of

okupación, global movements

and theEuromaydaynetwork.
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List of

interviewees

Background Areas of discussion

4. Jordi Bonet Activist, sociologist and former

president of theFederation of

asociaciones de vecinosin Barcelona.

He has been participating in social

movements since the late 1980s in the

insumisión(MiliKK ), theokupa

movement and later theEuromayday

mobilisations and the struggles against

civismo.

Analysed the crisis of the

extreme left and the cycle of

okupación, global movements

and theEuromaydaynetwork.

Analysed thecivismo

mobilisations.

5. Jaume

Assens

Activist and lawyer. He has been

participating in social movements

since the late 1980s in theinsumisión,

theokupamovement and later the

Euromaydaymobilisations and the

struggles againstcivismo.

Analysed the crisis of the

extreme left and the cycle of

okupación, global movements

and theEuromaydaynetwork.

Analzyed thecivismo

mobilisations.

6. Joan Gual Activist and social researcher. He has

been participating in social movements

since theEuromaydaymobilisations

and the struggles againstcivismo.

Analysed theEuromayday

mobilisations and the struggles

againstcivismo.

7. Cristina

Bessa

Activist and law researcher. She has

been participating in social

movements since theencierrosof

2003, theEuromaydaymobilisations

and the struggles againstcivismo.

Analysed the migrants

mobilisations and the struggles

againstcivismo.

8. Clarisa

Velocci

Activist on women rights. She has

been participating in social

movements since the early 2000s, in

the struggles againstcivismoand for

the rights of sex-workers.

Analyze the migrants

mobilisations and the struggles

againstcivismo.
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List of

interviewees

Background Areas of discussion

9. Amarela

Varela

Activist and social researcher. She has

participated in social movements in

Mexico in support to the zapatist

movements, and in Barcelona since the

encierrosof 2001 and the struggles for

migrants rights in the 2000s.

Analysed the migrants

mobilisations.

10. Yidir

Ikabouren

He participated in the mobilisations

for transport workers rights in

Morocco in the late 1990s, and

participated in theencierrosof 2001.

Analysed the migrants

mobilisations.

11. Raquel

Garcia

Activist and film-maker. She has been

participating in social movements

since theencierrosof 2001, the

Euromaydaymobilisations and the

movement for migrants regularisation.

Analysed the migrants

mobilisations and the struggles

againstcivismo.

12. Ibrahar

Mohad

Activist. He was the spokes person of

the Pakistani community and the

encierros network in 2003 and spokes

person for thePapeles para todosfrom

2003 until 2010.

Analysed the migrants

mobilisations and the struggles

againstcivismo.

13. Marcelo

Exposito

Activist, theorist, curator and

film-maker. He has been a prominent

figure of theinsumisión(Movimiento

de Objeción de Conciencia) and of the

artists movements in the 1990s, and a

prominent figure inDirecta Action as

one of the Fine ArtsandLas Agencias

in theMuseum of Contemporary Art of

Barcelonafrom 1999 to 2003.

Analysed the crisis of the

extreme left andinsumisión,

institutional critique, global

movements and the

Euromaydaynetwork.
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List of

interviewees

Background Areas of discussion

14. Jorge

Ribalta

Photographer and curator. He has been

a prominent figure of the artists

movements of the 1990s and

responsible for the public events of the

Museum of Contemporary Art of

Barcelonafrom 1999 to 2006.

Analysed the crisis of the

extreme left and the cycle of

okupación, global movements

and theEuromaydaynetwork.

Analzyed thecivismo

mobilisations.

15. Ada

Colau

Journalist and activist. She

participated inLas Agenciasprojects,

and later inMiles de Viviendaand the

Euromaydaymobilisations. She has

been a prominent figure in the

relationship between autonomous

movements and theNeighbuors

Associationand one of the promoters

of VdeViviendaandPlataforma de

Afectados por la Hipoteca

Analysed the crisis of the cycle

of institutional critique, global

movements and the

Euromaydaynetwork. Analzyed

thecivismomobilisations and

the relationships between

autonomous and neighbourhood

movements.

16. Nuria

Vila

Anthropologist, journalist and activist.

She participated in theDirect Action

as one of the Fine ArtsandLas

Agenciasprojects, and later inMiles

de Viviendaand theEuromayday

mobilisations.

Analysed the crisis of the cycle

of institutional critique, global

movements and the

Euromaydaynetwork. Analzyed

thecivismomobilisations.

17. Daniel

Bombadilla

Media-activist. He participated in the

experiences ofIndymediain Mexico

and Barcelona, and in theEspai Obert,

theEuromaydaymobilisations and the

project ofEnMedio.

Analysed the global movments

and the mobilizaiton oncivismo.

18. David

Batlle

Geographer and film-maker. He has

been investigating the evolution of

Barcelona city centre and the

experiences of countercultures and

migration in Barcelona.

Analysed the transformation of

the city and the struggles of

migrants.
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List of

interviewees

Background Areas of discussion

My intention was not to listen to the narrative in order to extrapolate the meaning. Even if

during my field work I learned the importance of silence and ofa marginal position for the inter-

viewer, I did not want to deal with the interviewees simply assources of information. I always

proposed my own analyses, interpretations and doubts to spark discussion. In this practice the

dichotomy between representation and expression emerged as a clear object of research: both as

a political question in terms of my own engagement with social movements, and as a material

effort in reconsidering and reorganising my own practice ofresearch.

First, in the terms proposed by theoperaistaapproach, looking only at the technical com-

position of the social movements for the right to the city would have led me to cluster these in-

terviewees in three different groups – one of militant autonomous background (Eva Fernandez,

Ivan Miro, Tomas Herreros, Jordi Bonet, Jaume Assens, Joan Gual, Cristina Bessa), one com-

ing from migrant social movements (Clarisa Velocci, Amarela Varela, Yidir Ikabouren, Raquel

Garcia, Ibrahar Mohad) and finally a less homogeneous group emerging from the political en-

gagement of arts and media (Marcelo Exposito, Jorge Ribalta, Ada Colau, Nuria Vila, Daniel

Bombadilla, David Batlle).

I could have looked at how these three streams composed the emergence of new technical

problems for urban policy. ‘Representing’ these problems could have been a useful contribution

in terms of informing the social governance of Barcelona. However, his technical analysis would

have produced a quite static representation of Barcelona’ssocial questions. This method could

have affected – possibly very marginally – the evolution of urban policies in the city (Marshall,

2004, McNeill, 1999).

However, the functioning of social movements as expressivepolitical forces called for a

problem-posing practice of research. Investigating social movements as a factory and participat-

ing in this space of production, I had to map the links and the relationships of trust that composed

the possibility of thinking specific problems, of configuring the analysis and the critique, and of

imagining practices. As a result, my analysis was not producing solutions to the questions I was

posing or constituting a ground to integrate the political production of social movements into

urban policy. Rather, it permitted me to identify the dynamics of production of this space and to

participate in it actively, both producing a piece of work that could contribute to the collective

thinking and allowing me to be part of the pre-history of the 15M mobilisations. Social move-

ments and research as a process of production! And here the productionist debates of the 1930s

were very useful.
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Just to offer some examples - I return to this later - the role of a space like theCupula Venus

(an artistic venue in the centre of Barcelona) was crucial for the encounter between the emerging

feminist movements and the trans-sexual and trans-gender milieus. This encounter has been very

important both to radicalise the feminist practices of critique against the traditional politics of

parties and unions (inspiring a radical use of the body as tool for struggle) but also to politicise

the provocative practices of the counter-cultural community (in the sexual performances of 1977

Congress of Unions in Barcelona) (Joan Gual, Eva Fernandez). In the 1990s, as well, the link

between urban transformation, precarisation of life, and the productive reorganisation of the

city did not emerge from theoretical production around cognitive capitalism or the rise of the

network society, but from the encounter between djs, raversand a new generation of post-1989

militants coming from a period of depression and encountering the second generation of acid-

flower-power (Tomas Herreros).

Encountering this set of questions and desires, my researchabandoned its initial plan: quot-

ing myself, the idea of the interviews configuring a map to fill in; archiving as a practice to

collect evidence; and finally the call for workshops to discuss and interpret the meaning of this

history in the contemporary forging of social movements.

This research design was displaced by the practice of material researching since concrete

practice had to deal with the configuration of a concrete political space. The interview came to

be a space of analysis and discussion rather than of representational narrative and information.

Historical elements were mentioned and I assumed as my duty the task of finding out who a

given historical figure was, or what had been the role of a place or a group in a certain moment,

or I looked for a novel on these issues that could be suggestive for the interviewee, or I proposed

recordings of another interviewee as point of departure fora discussion. Interviews did not

provide information but lines of enquiry. (See List of Figures)

Second, conversations about the past occurring in the interviews continually called into ques-

tion the present both of my research and of social movements in Barcelona. With Eva Fernandez,

for example, the discussion about my method and focus of research intertwined with the way in

which the feminist movement questioned the production of knowledge in the 1970s, and how

the slogan of the ‘personal is political’ became a structuring principle for political action. In

the crisis of late 2010 (just before the Arab Spring and the insurgencies of the Spanish squares)

Fernandez and I discussed how this principle could be reinserted in the context of the economic

crisis and the silence of the streets.

[Looking the other way around] I ask myself if the political is personal. How is the

political dimension incarnated in my own body, no? This is animportant reflection

to me, because today, when I think of my own life and I look around me [. . . ] we
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are in a period of crisis. An economic and political crisis that gets in the flesh and

in the bones of all of us. (Eva Fernandez)

If the homogeneity of interviews and interviewees - coming from militant circles - emerged

as a limit of my research, I tried to explode the integrity andapparent homogeneity of this

space, instead of multiplying the objects of research looking for a non-militant approach to social

movements. I focused on the specific ecology of social movements that instituted the right to the

city as assemblage of innovative enunciations and non-representational spaces (Guattari, 2005).

Coincidently – but also due to the research’s permanent engagement with the present - this

cartography became relevant also to engage with the emergence of an important mobilisation of

Spanish society. Two questions structuring my work became increasingly important: on the one

hand inhabitation as a concrete affirmation of the right to the city, since the 15M movement used

the occupation of public space to reaffirm the practice of citizenship. Secondly the question of

the crisis of representation, since this emerging space of politics forged itself around the slogan:

‘Nobody represents us!’ (cf. Universidad Nomada, 2012).

This political explosion helped me work up the courage to investigate not the ecology of

social movements as a separated microcosm, but as one of the ecological systems producing the

public explosion of the 15th of May 2011. I started to investigate the separation between social

movements and mobilised society (Delgado, 2007b, Universidad Nomada, 2012) as a porous

membrane, developing a critical approach to the preconceived separation between internal and

external spaces in social movements, between analytical and political action of groups and finally

between the production of ideology and the production of social change.

This critique constituted the point of departure of an operative problematisation of social

movements as social machines and not just as ideological dispositifs. The feminist production

of knowledge as experiential practice situated in a specificconfiguration of power emerged as

a practical principle for my research. It allowed me to thinksocial movements as practices of

critique and social change without falling into a romantic understanding of struggles as sublime

representation of the revolution.

As a result, the structure of interviews became looser, redefining themselves as an analyt-

ical investigation of subjective positions. Dealing with personal narratives in terms of ruptures,

experiments and encounters rather than of continuities or development. An investigation of the

present rather than of the past, or better said, of the metamorphoses and the inventions of the

past that participated in instituting the present.

In front of the complex map of intensities that the interviews charted, I renounced the tempta-

tion to constrain these lines in a prefixed structure of meaning, an honest and precise history of

events. I chose not to collect quotes that would merely serveto fill the gaps and justify the prede-
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termined schema of my own research - the interviewee as native informant (Spivak, 1999) – but

I sought to understand the space of discussion as the place that could generate a collective space

of research. The interviews started to be analytical ratherthan descriptive and I thought the most

interesting thing could be to organise collective conversations with small groups of people as a

way to renounce my position of power and let the discussion flow beyond my control. I grasped

elements to reflect upon from these conversations and I came back to these collective spaces to

use my work as a contribution to a common production of knowledge. (See Table 3.2)

Table 3.2: List of group-discussions

Participants Topics

1. Ada Colau, Eva Fernandez The relationships between the

neighbourhood and the autonomous

movements in Barcelona

2. Marcelo Exposito, Nuria Vila The experience of the collaboration

between autonomous and artists

movements and theMuseum of

Contemporary Art of Barcelona

3. Tomas Herreros, Joan Gual The experience of the

anti-globalisation movements and the

issue of identity politics in urban

autonomous movements

4. Clarisa Velocci, Jaume Assens The critique of the civist ordinance

5. Victoria Sacco, Celeste Venica The space of theMuseum of

Contemporary Arts of Barcelonaand

theProgramme of Independent studies

With Eva Fernandez and Ada Colau we discussed the subjectivetransformation of the urban

movements in the late 1990s confronting two generations of locally-focused urban social move-

ments. With Clarissa Velocci and Jaume Assens we discussed the rationality of the civist or-

dinance. Out of these and other collective conversations (on the experience of theMuseum of

Contemporary Arts of Barcelonawith Marcelo Exposito and Nuria Vila, on the space of social

centres with Tomas Herreros and Joan Gual), the question became how to think this research as

process of problematic intervention in the present, ratherthan as a resolved narrative of the past.
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Researching as a process of production became for me an imperative to think my practice

as a productionist experiment. Where the conversation allowed the personal narrative to be

broken apart and to explode, organising work-groups and workshops permitted me to collect

and propose problems in a collective and material doing. My field-work has not been about

codifying memories, but investigating how memories have been and are circulating as ways of

doing. Collecting narratives, objects and elements was useful in order to problematise the mode

of production in which I participated.

One of these experiments has been a space of collaboration and reflection on the logic of

the civist ordinance in theCentre de Imatge Palau de La Virreina. I participated in a range of

seminars and workshops that involved different groups working on this topic both to reconstruct

a genealogy of the rationality of the governance of Barcelona since the 1970s and to build tools

of alliance between different actors in the city centre and of intervention – namely a board-game

on the functioning of the ordinance in the Raval (a project that finally was abandoned). The

presence of a differentiated set of actors, ranging from a museum (Centre de Imatge Palau de La

Virreina), to theFederacion de asociaciones de vecinos, to the sex-workers rights organisation

Generaand the diasporas of the social centreExit, meant this workshop constituted a moment

to inscribe transversality as practice of political composition and to think the role of institutional

analysis in a concrete way.

Table 3.3: Working-group on civist governmentality

Participants Topics

Palau de La Virreina Centre de la

Imatge, Asociacion Genera,

Observatorio Metropolitano

Barcelona, Federación de

Asociaciones de Vecinos de Barcelona,

Exit Social Centre

The effects of the civist ordinance, the

transformations of the city centre, the

practices of organisation of those

affected by the ordinance and

gentrification

Another productive space I constituted for this research has been the laboratory of audi-

ovisual militant research informally termedpostcul(Salvini, 2012). The laboratory started with

the intention of tackling the question of political organisation in the urban transformations affect-

ing everyday life in the inner city of Barcelona. What does itmeans to translate the categories

of post-colonial thought in the practices of organisation of a subaltern neighbourhood trapped in

the hurricane of valorisation and abstraction of space driven by post-colonial capitalism?

By building this space of production, we wanted to talk aboutthe crisis of representation

and the silencing of our voices. The post-colonial categories were useful in this attempt, but we
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needed to find tools to make this debate a dynamic production of alternative forms of expression.

Since language is a space of politics, the investigation anddisplacement of codes can be a move

to affirm a temporary autonomy. Borrowing from audio-visuallanguage, we learned together

to use cameras, make interviews, and we discussed the politics of the technical codes we were

using as well as the implication of the narratives we were employing and compared them with

the genealogy of the concepts we came to discuss. (See VideosV.1 and V.2)

When I speak as ‘we’, I think of the intertwining of differentnetworks and communities that

inhabit the neighbourhood of Raval: older or newer migrants, students, researchers, street work-

ers, transgender persons, and paupers. The group that came together in the laboratory proceeded

from these different territories but never became a representation of the networks or communities

(Salvini, 2012). This uncomfortable position in which everybody expresses collective voices but

no one is representative of any collective, shows us something typical of how militancy engages

with the complex assemblage of heterogeneous modernity. Noone represents anyone because

no one is an integer citizen (Chatterjee, 1998) capable of representing the will of an organisation,

community or network in the process of doing. However, the space of the laboratory became a

living composition among singular expressions that referred, evoked and connected collectives,

networks, and communities.

Table 3.4:Postcul,workshop on post-coloniality in the city centre

of Barcelona

Participants Topics/Products

David Batlle, Lucia Delgado,

Mamadou Diagne, Antonio Felices,

Sebastian Herrera, Raquel Muñoz,

Miriam Sol, Clarisa Velocci, and

myself

The rationality of post-colonial

governance in the city centre of

Barcelona. Specific focus on the issues

of labour and urban space.

Interviews, videos, archives at

www.postcul.net

What we shared in the end was a collective becoming of militancy. A concrete learning

process of how to produce organisation in the neighbourhood. It was not about understanding

the difference between concepts but about how to put these towork together with memories,

practices and the tools of expression of audiovisual language. The interviews and the editing of

the film became for me a way of understanding the practice of critique as entangled with political

intervention, challenging on a concrete level the conceptual questions around the tensions, in the

use of language, between autonomy and control (Guha, 1982, Spivak, 1988). (See Table 3.3)
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Concluding on the process of my research, the cycles I had initially conceived were re-

configured because militant research needs to address the production of knowledge, spaces and

enunciations not as an exercise that represents social reality but in the material production of a

collective political expression. Research cannot simply display the composition of the machine

of social movements or demonstrate their functioning. It isa matter of acknowledging the pro-

duction of knowledge as a relation of power, taking sides andtaking part. It is about participating

in producing new assemblages, intervening in urban relations of power and producing use-value

for the social struggles rather than exchange-value for theacademy.

3.4.5 The thesis as a product

As we have seen, throughout this research I have been concerned with the ethical and political

questions that arise in relation to the practice of militantresearch. However, I am not only a

militant researcher but also a Ph.D. student in the system ofacademic knowledge production. In

this sense, discussion of ‘the products’ of my research is for me an opportunity to investigate the

gap between the production of use-value and the production of exchange-value in the academy.

This means addressing the role of academic knowledge in the reproduction of hierarchies

of knowledge, and the complexity of engaging as a researcherin a social process of knowledge

production. The author as producer - or the researcher as a militant - needs both to question

how the process of valorisation of the product develops through mechanisms of abstraction and

individualisation and to act against the privatisation of asocial process of production.

The only way to make this production politically useful is tomaster the compet-

encies in the process of intellectual production which, according to the bourgeois

notion, constitutes their hierarchy [...]. When he experiences his solidarity with the

proletariat, the author as producer also experiences directly a solidarity with certain

other producers in whom earlier he was not much interested. (Benjamin, 1971, 92)

The challenge is to proceed through a method of ‘problem-posing’ and of a problem that creating

‘did not exist before’ (Vercauteren et al., 2007), rather than resolve existing problems. How do

we make concepts usable and not only intelligible for those who are not used to theoretical

discussions?

In the laboratorypostcul, I sought to use distribution as a moment to problematise therole

of the product as a commodity by publishing and circulating the materials (see Videos V.1 and

V.2 and www.postcul.net), and by opening public discussions. Distribution allowed us to think

the product as a process itself- a process of organisation toshare techniques, to build alliances,

and to experiment with new spaces for politics. In the academy, instead, the chain of abstraction

and valorisation is fast and simple. It works by commodifying the product (a film, a paper,
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a seminar) and individualising the author. For example, I published an article based on the

reflections which emerged from thepostcul laboratory. In a sense, the writing of this article

involved the translation of that experience into the academic code, allowing me to increase my

competitive edge in the market composed of my peers (Salvini, 2012).

In the case of the thesis as product, the matter is more complex. The crucial question con-

cerns the transformation of a political process into a written product - one that simplifies reality

in order to translate it into an abstract space of knowledge.

First, in my thesis the chronological structure deployed imposed a sort of teleological at-

mosphere in which the right to the city appears as the ultimate evolution of a political space

opened in the 1970s. This ‘structural’ image is a false representation of a process that is made

up of connections and encounters, where the right to the cityis composed as a set of practices

and as accumulation of material cultures. In the concrete emergence of the struggles for the

right to the city, there is no such thing as causal consequences. Instead we find the expressive

configuration of codes, the experiential affirmation of waysof doing, the experimental invention

of new organisational machines and spaces as moments that allow us to grasp singular elements

operative within the broader stream of events, and provide apartial interpretation of the complex

production of new ways of doing politics.

The lack of causal connections among the elements that compose the struggles for right to

the city is particularly clear when one analyses these social tensions in the recent years (com-

pare Chapter 4 and 5 with Chapter 6 and 7). As the first chaptersmove from insurgencies to

governmentality and back, recent pasts emerge as a ball of wool in which the dialectic between

governmentality and insurgencies is permanently knotted and intertwined. Once analysing this

bundle of dynamics, abstraction is far from easy and the textitself looses its desirable linear-

ity. Nonetheless, this uncomfortable position, when I was seeking a rational analysis, forced

me to look at the process I was analysing as dis-symmetrical dialectics and not as a dialogical

evolution.

Second, the right to the city is not the result of the 2003-2007 wave of urban social move-

ments (Chapter 7 and 8). In this sense I propose the assembling of the right to the city as the

focus of my thesis as a whole. Each act and concept that I depict and analyse adds layers, facets

and shades to the social assemblage namedthe right to the city. Faced with this complexity, I

would like this work to be read as a problem-posing effort that participates in a constituent pro-

cess and in a continuous present starting in the 1970s and that invades my everyday life. I invite

therefore the reader to engage with these stories as a livingcomposition of material processes

and never as a fixed articulation of discourses.

Third, I want to point out how this practice of research influenced my re-writing of the

methods and the literature review, where I tried to make explicit the production of concepts and
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acts as something thathappensin social movements, and not as something abstracted by the

researcher to describe and analyse as a sort of “natural history” of social mobilisation. For this

I looked at the historical context in which discussions and debates emerged and the function

they had in posing problems for the active participation of theory and methods of research in the

production of projects of emancipation.

Fourth, I have sought to avoid the crystallisation of the academic product, interpreting my

own position, as academic actor, as part of a social production of concepts: embedded in society,

and therefore possibly also in the tactics and strategies ofsocial movements. In this sense, both in

the text and in the practices of research, I acted considering that the configuration of knowledge

as power is not only instituted in the university monopoly ofknowledge. It is always a social

dis-symmetric dialectic in which, I hope, the social production of knowledge can involve an

autonomous empowering of the un/governed. In this sense, two elements need to be stressed by

way of concluding. This is neither a complete history of the social movements of Barcelona, nor

does it describe the functioning of each of them.

My aim is rather to produce a diagram of the collective practice ofassembling, looking at

how different experiences constitute both the possible conceptual imagination and the material

crafting of a different way of doing politics. I look for connections and bridges between theory

and practice, elements of continuity and ruptures in the development of social movements pro-

ducing a problem-posing narrative of the past with the aim ofcontributing to ways of thinking

the possibilities and the limits of contemporary social movements in Barcelona:

This is the foundation of the city: a net which serves as passage and as support. All

the rest, instead of rising up, is hung below: rope ladders, hammocks, houses made

like sacks, clothes hangers, terraces like gondolas, skinsof water, gas jets, spits,

baskets on strings, dumb-waiters, showers, trapezes and rings for children’s games,

cable cars, chandeliers, pots with trailing plants. (Calvino, 1997, 61)
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Chapter 4

Affirming the right of the city

In the context of the conflict between labour and capital in the 1970s, urban struggles affirmed an

ungovernable conflict, building forms of organisation capable of escaping the regime of control

associated with the decadent Francoist regime. In this chapter, I analyse the transformations of

society during the democratic transition, focusing on the dialectic between the insurgency of

new social dynamics in urban life and the affirmation of a governmentality capable of valorising

this social production of urban space.

In order to frame my analysis, I begin by examining the affirmation of Barcelona as a space

of autonomy at the end of the Francoist regime, before discussing those social movements which

affirmed an alternative possibility of subjectivation in urban life and, finally, addressing the

emergence of a neoliberal model of urban governance.

In the context of a decadent regime, autonomy was affirmed as political principle both in the

project of Catalan partial independency and from below through the appropriation of the factory

- as alienated time - and the occupation of the city - asoeuvre. In this explosion of politics,

new subjects, bodies and objects emerged and inhabited urban space, an explosion which is also

discussed here in relation to the feminist, transgender andcounter-cultural movements. In these

social mobilisations, experience became the site for experimenting with a new kind of politics

by forging words and deeds - enunciations and spaces.

Before they could build further, however, this mode of the social production of life and polit-

ics was captured by, on the one hand, a process of institutionalisation of the politics happening in

everyday life and, on the other, the commodification of the radical life-worlds emerging in those

years. Neoliberal citizenship, with theOlympic Gamesas a paradigmatic instance, emerged here

as a dispositif of governmentality based on the production of a ‘city brand’, managed accord-

ing to entrepreneurial principles that made possible the translation of urban life into a generic

commodity.

87
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4.1 The crisis of Fordist citizenship in Barcelona

First of all, it is important to situate the emergence of the social movements examined in this

thesis in the broader context of the modern history of Barcelona as an illusionary Nation without

a territory; Catalonia. This will also facilitate our understanding of the paradigmatic role of Bar-

celona in the inter-urban competition that emerged following the crisis of the industrial European

national system from the 1980s onwards.

The illusionary Modernity of Barcelona

In order to analyse the long-term rationality of governmentin Catalan political culture, the func-

tion of territory, identity and economics in defining the identity of Barcelona must first be out-

lined.

The governance of Paris in the 19th Century offers an interesting mirror for discovering

the image and the figuration of Barcelona’s identity since the Industrial Revolution (Benjamin,

1969). The urban planning of Barcelona in the 19th Century expressed the desire of the Catalan

bourgeoisie (conscious of the temporary impossibility of the national project at the level of the

Nation state) to affirm and display its social powerà la Parisienne. The realisation of nationalist

aspirations was transferred from the state to the Capital city. The rational planning of urban space

became a political project - where the social conflicts of capitalist society could be resolved by

the rationality of governance (Guallar, 2010).

In the mid-19th Century, Barcelona experienced cultural, economic and political growth

that linked, more or less permanently, industrial and bourgeois development with the nationalist

Catalan ideology. The urban space of Barcelona became at thesame time the capital and the

territory of the aspirational Nation. Barcelona might thusbe understood as a kind of ‘illusion-

ary city-state’, where the governance of urban space assumed great significance, not only in

administrative but in directly political and ideological terms (Villar, 1997, Delgado, 2007a).

The Plan Cerdà and the Universal Expo of 1888 represented theshop-window of this govern-

mental project: the cosmopolitan project of bourgeois urban space. This can be conceptualised

in terms of an artificial production of space mirroring the grandeur of Haussmann’s Paris and

seeking to affirm a rational modern space in which class conflict could be resolved by technical

means (Villar, 1997, Guallar, 2010). (See Figure 4.1)

However, this model reproduced a space of subalternity in the internal outsides of the city,

especially in the inner city. In this space social movementswere not simply subaltern to the

development of a new project for governing, to the top-down transformation of governmentality.

They generated radical politics - enacted by society, by proletarians – capable not only of escap-

ing the control of authority, modernity and rationality, but also of defining new political fields of
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Figure 4.1: Plan Cerdà, 1858 from the archives of the MUHBA (Guallar, 2010)
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conflict and negotiation, of transforming the everyday lifeof workers, and also of modifying the

assemblage of the local and Catalan institutions (Montalban, 1992).

After the sabotage and the workers revolts of the 1830s, and the struggles for the right to

free association and political assembly of the 1850s, a space for reform was opened, in which

trade unions rights were affirmed. Later on, in theSemana Tragica(Tragic Week) of 1909, an

urban strike took place challenging the reaffirmation of conservative politics, colonial wars and

the precarisation of proletarians’ lives. The strike met with bloody repression. This was the

apotheosis of a secular conflict (Montalban, 1985, Miro, 2007).

In those days the spectres of the Republic began to haunt Spain. The Tragic Week of 1909

can be recognised as the bloody, dramatic and temporary figuration of a dream that was shortly

realised during the Second Republic, when the prevailing forms of governmentality were pushed

towards a constitutional and institutional relationship with el poder popular. A space of political

organisation that survived in a clandestine andminor way through out 40 years of dictatorship.

From Franco’s regime to the democratic transition

The first decades of the Francoist period were in Barcelona and generally in Catalonia extremely

repressive. After the Civil War, Francoist governance developed a set of interconnected disposi-

tifs of authoritarian regulation.

First the control over the market dynamics of economic organisation through autarchy and

nationalisation, and through a strict control over the development of private enterprises. Second,

the deactivation of political organisations, not only by criminalisation, imprisonment and state

terror, but also by control and corruption, transforming local administrations into clientele-based

dispositifs which mediated access to the resources of the welfare state. Finally the repression of

cultural expression and organisation - especially over local languages and the forms of organisa-

tion of civil society - meant in Barcelona and Catalonia the repression of locally based projects.

This autarchic period imprisoned Spanish society within a strict system of political control over

social life that contained and delimited economic and cultural dynamism (Montalban, 1985,

Vilaros, 1998, Miro, 2007, Delgado, 2007a).

In the late 1950s the period of autarchic rule came to an end. Between 1954 and 1959 the

National Plan for Economic Stabilisationwas approved and the national bourgeoisie and the

military regime developed a form of cooperation in the name of the development of the market

economy and the management of the incoming flows of international capital. This marriage of

convenience triggered the industrial boom of Barcelona, Bilbao and Madrid and the second wave

of internal migrations from Andalusia, Extremadura and theAtlantic coast. (Delgado, 2007a,

Miro, 2007)
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In this framework, I propose to analyse Francoist citizenship as a deformed mirror of Mar-

shall’s post-war industrial citizenship. While the latteris based on duties and rights and the

former is constituted around discipline and privilege, they share a rigid understanding of what a

citizen is. In both cases the citizen is positioned as a subject whose identity is based on homo-

geneity and loyalty to the interests of the Nation. However,like in the rest of Europe, this model

of representation was unable to sustain the crisis of the Fordist mode of regulation as well as

the emancipatory conflict of the working class and of the creative-destructive impetus of capital

(Aglietta, 1979, 1998).

The democratic transition

The period of the Spanish democratic transition signals a phase of indetermination in the gov-

ernance of Barcelona. This indeterminacy related not only to the dismantling of the dictatorial

management of institutional power, but also to the organisation of a different structure of urban

production. Indeed, the political transition was the counterpart of a crisis in the economic gov-

ernance of the Francoist regime, determined by the inability of regulating both industrial conflict

and the emerging post-industrial modes of production.

While this conflictive model was similar to the mechanisms ofother European post-fordist

and neoliberal forms of restructuring, the democratic transition in Spain was somewhat anom-

alous. The mechanisms of negotiation for the new productivemodel involved at the same time

the reorganisation of the economic structure, the infrastructure of space and the superstructural

legitimacy of the state. The institutional indeterminacy which followed Franco’s death, the

global economic crisis of the 1970s and the infrastructuralbackwardness of Spain transformed

the democratic transition into an integral social reorganisation. The constitution of the neolib-

eral model of social organisation developed not through a civil mechanism of regulation at the

level of institutions -like in the rest of Europe, where the definition of new rules normed the

transition to the new mode of production- but in the simultaneous constitution of the structural,

superstructural and infrastructural dimensions of the newmode of production.

Social structures, in the marxian sense, were reformed through policies that intervened in the

reorganisation of the labour market - to capture social activity and urban life (via the interaction

of union struggles and culminating in the redefinition of thelabor laws in thePactos de La

Moncloa, 1985)(Montalban, 1985, Delgado, 2007a). The new superstructure of the state was

configured through the implementation of new enunciations -laws and rights- that constituted

local autonomies (1978), the new constitution (1979) and eventually stabilised their legitimacy

following the failure of the 1981 coup (Martinez, 2012). Finally, infrastructure was reorganised;

projecting a new urban and regional project for flexible accumulation through urbanisation that
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initiated a violent process of dispossession and appropriation over urban life during the bid to

host theOlympic Games(examined below) (Vilaros, 1998, Miro, 2007, Carmona, 2012).

On the other side of this process of governance, in the following sections I show how enunci-

ations and spaces from below, as insurgent practices, were productive dimensions of new forms

of social organisation where thecommon constitutionof urban space has beenthe engineof

social production - the production of city as aoeuvre(Lefebvre, 1996, 1991). Indeed, this has

been particularly relevant with regard to the urban life of Barcelona. Since the 1960s -and in step

with the regime at a national level- the Catalan bourgeoisiehave promoted the industrialisation

of the Catalan national economy (Delgado, 2007a) developing a partially autonomous relation

with international markets. After the establishment of theautonomous regional administration

in 1978, and through the constitution of public private partnerships as a pillar of social organ-

isation on a regional scale, Barcelona attempted to configure itself as a space of autonomous

rights where an independentright of the cityruled (Isin, 2002) and the city affirmed itself as an

urban machine capable of defining its own norms of regulationas distinct from the interests of

the Nation. This institutional, legal and productive frameserves as point of departure for the

analysis of the emergence of radical political practices inthe everyday life of Barcelona at the

end of the 1970s.

In the following pages of this chapter I focus on the acts of escape that permitted the contest-

ation of the Francoist regime and the configuration of a form of material autonomy of the city;

an autonomy of subjectivation as well as of production, in the realm of culture, symbols and in

the production of urban space - asoeuvreconstructed in the interaction of words and deeds. I

analyse the emergence of everyday life as a practice of appropriation of life in terms of time and

space, and how this process influenced the productive reconfiguration of the city introducing

new subjects and new objects in urban dynamics.

4.2 Other subjects

4.2.1 La toma- the appropriation of time

The starting point of my story is the appropriation of time inBarcelona’s factories during the

second half of the 1970s (Miro, 2007, Zegri and Peña, 2008). Out of many others, Numax is an

emblematic factory with regard to the analysis of autonomous movements.

Numax, on the edge of bankruptcy, was occupied and run by workers organised as an

autonomous union. In 1978 and 1979, the workers of Numax – together with the director Joa-

quin Jordà - produced a collective documentary as a practiceof research and critique both of the
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capitalist organisation of production and of the problems emerging in the self-management of

the factory. (See Figure 4.2 and Video V.3)

Figure 4.2: The declaration of intents of Numax’s workers inNumax Presenta...(Jorda, 1979)

Through the collective writing of a play, the workers recounted and criticised the crisis of

the factory as a farce: the bankruptcy and the subsequent corruption and speculation over the

factory permitted the unveiling of the commonality of interests between the Catalan bourgeoisie,

the Francoist regime and international investors. This alliance of elite interests were essential in

reconfiguring the labour market and the mode of production during the democratic transition.

In the capitalistic restructuring of the 1970s:

Everybody is calling for social peace, to allow Spanish capitalism to survive without

ruptures to the traumatic shift from the Francoist regime tothe bourgeois demo-

cracy. (Jorda, 1979, unpaginated)

In opposition to this mystification, the documentary analysed the questions emerging in the

everyday life of Numax, a factory «in which the goal is not to make profits, but to pay salaries»

(Jorda, 1979, unpaginated). The documentary should be understood as a form of enquiry which

operated via a material attempt to rethink political struggle as collective practice for a better life.

Ideals, institutions, capitals and markets are all analysed in the concrete. Radical theoretical

questions such as exploitation or responsibility are addressed in the daily self-management of

the factory.
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The occupation (and the documentary) does not make a claim onbehalf of, or demand rights

for, any of the given interlocutors. Rather this experienceinstitutes (in the etymological sense

of bringing-into-being, fromtithêmi) an experience of self-management as prefiguration of an

autonomous organisation of social production.

A long process in which we passed from controlling to managing the factory and in

which we have demonstrated to everybody and to ourselves that workers are some-

thing more, much more than a robot chained to a machine. The worker is capable

of thinking, coordinate, plan and lead. It has not been easy,we have been forced

to break up the mental schemes our heads have ever been filled with: obedience,

respect for private property, servilism, ignorance, individualism, mistrust in our

power. (Jorda, 1979, unpaginated)

The occupation of factories in the second half of the 1970s marked the affirmation of a scattered

network of local experiences, in opposition to the nationalstrategy of the traditional unions

which were invested in a politics of compromise with the objective of guaranteeing a smooth

transition to democracy.

From the late 1960s, thePartido Comunista Español(PCE, Spanish Communist Party) ad-

opted a strategy of isolating Francoism by creating a seriesof alliances (Montalban, 1985, Mar-

tinez, 2012). Meanwhile, another stream of the party, as well as part ofComisiones Obrerasand

other unions, focused on strengthening the local assemblies emerging out of the factories. This

assemblearismobegan to organise struggles on the basis of contingent instances of conflict, res-

onating with the emergence of similar experiences (calledautonomy) throughout Europe (Miro,

2007).

Together with the understanding of the assembly as the depositary of collective

legitimacy, the urgency of questioning the subjective composition emerged in the

movement. Was the working class self-sufficient to lead and act as protagonist in

this rupture? Was the factory the right context, was it the necessary and sufficient

framework to resolve the social antagonism? Was it necessary to push for the cre-

ation of newnucleiof self-institution with the aim of juxtaposing a new reading for

the emerging political and productive scenario? (Miro, 2007, 54)

In the attempt to construct a space of autonomous decision making, against the verticality of the

party and the economicism of union bargaining, the autonomous occupation of factories rein-

vented the practices of unionism through the constitution of a series of committees to deal with

health, pollution, education, the self management of occupied factories and so on. Escaping

from the ideological structure of parties and unions, the new social movements avoided codified
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political practices and discourses, reconfiguring the political not only as the appropriation of

time (waged labour) but also as the appropriation of space. Furthermore, the space of autonom-

ous struggles in Barcelona maintained a scattered structure of singular struggles in permanent

dialogue, thus avoiding verticality (cf. Archive ofLa Ciutat Invisible, Barcelona).

There’s notautonomiaas such. It is not like in Italy where the movement played

a big role. Here autonomous movement appeared as autonomousstruggles, in the

Harry-Walker, in Numax, in Scala and so on, but you cannot talk of it as one

thing. (Marc Dalmau in a conversation during my visit to the Archive ofLa Ciutat

Invisible)

The fragility of these experiences and the permanent experimentation at the level of practice

produced an interdependency between factories and urban social movements, bridging different

spheres of society and different fields of political struggle, and transforming the way of ‘speaking

politics’. In the words of Numax workers, it was not about representing a preconceived ideology,

but producing a situated expression.

We start to film this documentary, that aims to explain to every worker our exper-

ience: our achievements and our mistakes. For the former andlatter can be useful

for all of us in the long way that lies before us to abolish waged labour, until the

constitution of a society without exploiters and exploited, without bureaucracies and

bosses, in which everybody receives according to her needs.It’s a movie we have

made by ourselves [. . . ] of which we know the beginning but we ignore the end.

We don’t know if they will win, put us in the ocean of unemployed workers needed

by the process of capitalist restructuring, but even in thatcase, the lesson and the

experience of this struggle will not die. (Jorda, 1979, unpaginated)

It was in the neighbourhoods where this lesson was to spread out. TheComisiones de Barrio

enacted practices such as writing public letters, small street protests, traffic cuts, banners on

balconies, in order to find a voice for neighbourhood level activism, affirming it as a new form

of citizen activism.

Since the very first moment the articulation with the feminist and the trade-union

movement is strong: the big mobilisations of Vallés and Valle Llobregat paralyse

[not only the factory but also] the neighbourhood because there was a great connec-

tion between the neighbourhood, [or] thelucha popular, and the workers struggle.

I remember, when I was in secondary school, we would stop to support the SEAT

workers strike. There was no doubt: if they are on strike, we stop! If the harbour
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was on strike, the neighbourhood of Barceloneta was on strike. No shops, nothing:

everything was on strike. (Eva Fernandez) (See Figure 4.3)

Figure 4.3: The demonstration to support SEAT strike (Desacuerdos, 2003)

The need to produce alliances and dialogue and material solutions to concrete problems forced

social movements to broaden their focus beyond a labour-centred view, to invent new political

practices and networks capable of producing new enunciations.

A heterogeneous alliance among neighbours, Christian grassroots movements, ex-

treme left groups, technicians, economists, and it is a space of convergence because

of a concrete situation: it is the only space left for legal political action during the

Francoist regime. (Jordi Bonet)

I consider this battle over urban space as a conflict around the capitalist organisation ofthe

productionanddistributionof wealth (Lefebvre, 1991, 1996).

This was a struggle between the inhabitation of urban space and the abstraction of that space

as a capitalistic practice of subsumption of spheres of social life that were not exploited in the

Fordist mode of production. But it can also be understood in terms of a conflict over distribution:

over the forms in which common wealth is returned to the city not only through salaries, but also

through collective consumption and cultural identity, something crucial for the transformation

of social relations as a whole.
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The city, asoeuvre, affirmed itself as the principal site of this constituent process, allowing

new subjects and objects to populate urban space. Forms, bodies, places and languages became

at the same time the subjective and material gears of a new process of production and the agents

of a process of the appropriation of social production. The conflict between labour and capital

did not disappear with the emergence of urban social movements, but displaced itself from the

solitude of industrial production to the whole of capitalist social relations of the city: from the

factory to thebarrio.

4.2.2 El barrio - the appropriation of space

I want to begin my analysis of radical urban politics in Barcelona by examining the grassroots

neighbourhood movements of the 1970s. Here, as will be the case throughout this thesis, I will

not be concerned with describing or providing an overview ofthe movement. Rather, I will ex-

amine some elements of the movement in which the questions ofappropriation and inhabitation

can be interrogated in order to produce a useful diagram in terms of engaging with struggles for

the right to the city in the present context.

In 1978, in the neighbourhood of Torre Barò, a kind of slum area composed of informal

dwellings, localasociaciones de vecinosforcefully seized public buses that did not service the

neighbourhood due to the supposed steepness of the mountainupon which the neighbourhood

had been built (See Figure 4.4). Once they demonstrated thatthe bus could in fact reach to

the neighbourhood, they demanded a reorganisation of the public transport system. Out of this

experience, in Carmel and other slums, public transport wasself-organised by the community.

(See Figure 4.5)

Neighbourhood movements did not seek mediation by (or a negotiation with) the state. They

organised themselves throughde factopolitical action that involved self-organisation of educa-

tion and health, rights for informal housing, social struggles for urban services, supports for

elderly people and so on (Eva Fernandez). In this process, the experience of the everyday ques-

tioned the categories and concepts of traditional politics.

The gendered division of labour inside the movements, for example, was not addressed only

at the level of personal experience. The position of women and the collective questioning of the

habits of social movements proposed doubts and contradictions with regard to the ideologies,

the forms of organisation, and the chains of enunciations ofboth the parties and the clandestine

groups of the Francoist dictatorship.

For orthodox groups:

The factory workers are the engine [of social struggles]: the classical marxist scheme

is based on the struggles in the factories, led by men. Therefore, thelucha popu-
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Figure 4.4: The seized bus of Torre Barò (Archive ofCiutat Invisible)
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Figure 4.5: The slums of Barcelona in 1945 (MUHBA, 2010)
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lar is a second line. In a classical analysis, the latter merely focuses on what you

would call petty-bourgeois goals, and these are managed by women. This was the

typical couple [of militants] in the 1960s: the husband is a leader in the factory, and

the wife is in thebarrio, leading theasamblea de barrio, working on this and that,

making demands around traffic lights and so on. Because during the dictatorship,

you have to protect the union leader – while it is socially andpolitically acceptable

that a woman, because of her gender role, stops the traffic to demand a traffic light,

because kids have died there and so on. (Eva Fernandez)

The development of this everyday experience in the barrio constituted a different understanding

of how things should happen not only within capitalistic power relations, but also in terms of

the space of social movements. The appropriation of time andspace involved went beyond a

struggle against the capitalist exploitation of labour andthe precarious condition of life in the

slums. At stake was the production of new social subjects andobjects affected by this new

political experience.

If we are talking about practices [that are emerging], we cannot consider innovation

only in a formal way. In my experience, this is the contribution of the feminist

perspective. We wanted to be protagonists [as women], and many of the feminist

practices and critiques towards parties in that period camefrom the desire to be

protagonists of history, to be in the struggles in the first person, to be on the front

line, not feeling represented by somebody else, without anybody representing us.

(Eva Fernandez)

The ideologies and ethics of militancy went beyond configuring the practice of the militant in

the public domain of representative politics. In the configuration of politics as experience, mil-

itancy determined the redefinition of life as such, and therefore the problematisation of political

practices and also political analysis thus breaking up the classical division between politics and

intimacy, public and private.

We were coming from a period in which the first thing you learned was you could

end up being tortured – In clandestinity you couldn’t even know the [real] name of

your comrades, you couldn’t have a drink and talk about intimate problems, about

yourself and nobody would ask you about that – it was really hard. The mental

approach [you needed to think] about was what to do if tortured. [...] Thewatertight

compartments [of the organisation] forced you into loneliness. Our militant agenda

meant that - in the university for example – you couldn’t haveany relation with

normal people. (Eva Fernandez)
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In the same years, the student mobilisation - described as anti-political by the traditional left

to which Eva Fernandez belonged - was, in the first instance anexpression of refusal of parlia-

mentary politics and, secondly, a push towards the re-politicisation of the micro-histories and

micro-politics of everyday life - recalling much more the experience of the Republican period

than the clandestine discipline of the 1950s. By refusing the inscription of their life in the project

of National Development(1959), students sought to escape the structure of discipline, sanctions

and repression that appeared in the university from the late1950s (Carrillo-Linares, 2006). (See

Figure 4.6)

Figure 4.6: Police and students in the university, 1970s (Nazario, 2004)

We were in the Faculty of Law. Eleven in the morning, half pasteleven and someone

said: «There is gonna be a rumble in Economics and in other buildings» [. . . ]

Neither before nor afterwards have I seen such a euphoric andhappy atmosphere in

the university as on that day [. . . ] The opposition to Francoism was moving out of

the ghetto. . . And we were just simple and innocent students from a catholic and

petit bourgeois background. (Felipo, in Nazario, 2004, 21)

At the same time, lifestyles too became sites for strugglingagainst the regime through culture

and experience. Sexual and moral habits as well as underground cultural production and en-

vironmental concerns began to challenge the morality and the political rigidity not only of the
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regime but also of the clandestine opposition. (Boletin informativo1969 in Carrillo-Linares,

2006). Soon enough this generation felt trapped in the university - as much as they would have

in clandestine groups - and spread out in the city in search ofspaces to experiment on the edges

of sexuality, the arts and politics (Nazario, 2004). They moved to the Barri Xino, a space of

exception in the very centre of the Barcelona’s modernist planning.

As a result of its own history1 the Barri Xino was a place where experimental practices

would affect and be affected by the concrete relations of power of ordinary people and ordinary

culture and where, therefore, countercultures could intervene in and modify in real terms the

everyday of public spaces. Countercultures, both symbolically and spatially, emerged as margins

in the centre of Barcelona, attacking the rhetoric and the morality that underpinned the Francoist

regime. (See Figure 4.7)

The configuration of this porosity between different spheres of social life constituted the

trigger for a profound innovation in the forms of political organisation, as well as in the forms

of political language, concepts and fields of intervention.The emerging subjects could not be

represented within the framework of the traditional politics and they constituted anomalous and

autonomous forms of expression (Carmona, 2012).

1The radical history of the Xino/Raval has been studied extensively (Villar, 1997, Subirats et al., 2008). It was a
crucial site for resistance and organisation against the Franco regime and constituted the core of counter-cultural and
sexual freedom movements from the 1960s onwards. It is a place where migrants have congregated, from the rural-
urban exodus of the early 19th century to the current global movements of migration. Class struggle, popular and
counter-culture, as cultures of opposition, sexuality andmigration are the intertwined ciphers of the non-conventional
history of this neighbourhood.

Since the 19th century anticlericalism and class struggle in Barcelona have been connected, largely due to the role
of the church as the landlord of factories, houses and brothels in the Xino/Raval in the 19th Century. At the same
time the nuns in the convents – urban legends say – were competing in the labour market of the textile putting out
system that employed working class women, providing free labour based on notions of charity and therefore lowering
the wages of the latter. It has been argued that this was the reason working class women led the burning of convents
during theSemana Tragica[‘The Tragic Week’] of 1910.

A few decades later, in the early 1940s, waves of migration from rural Spain to Barcelona (as well as Bilbao
and Madrid) became ared migrationescaping the systematic political cleansing in the small centres by the regime:
the anonymity of urban space, and the Xino/Raval in particular, permitted therojos to survive, and the Xino/Raval
became a place to organise against the regime. Finally and more importantly, sexuality has always enveloped the
Xino/Raval.

It is possible to look at the role of sexuality in many little stories that populate the history of this barrio: for example,
the terrible story of Enriqueta Marti, a sex worker close to the high bourgeoisie, detained in 1912 and condemned for
allegedly kidnapping children for witchcraft rituals. A story full of mystery, contradictions and elements that allowus
to scratch the surface of Catalan modernity (Pierrot, 2006); or the diaries from the early 1900s of Vallmitjana (2003),
a rich journalist who hid in the streets of the Xino/Raval to reveal the everyday life of a young girl working the
streets of the barrio. Most famously, there is the Thief’s Journal in which Jean Genet (1973) recounts his adventures
between brothels, violence and love in the early 1930s.

Furthermore, it is also crucial to recognise the social and political role of sex workers in the Republic and the Civil
War, as well as the importance of the ‘immorality’ of the Xino/Raval in guaranteeing a degree of freedom during the
forty years of Francoist regime, when this barrio became a space of unusual freedom both sexually and politically.
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Figure 4.7: TheCafé Operaof Barcelona (Nazario, 2004)
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Sí, claro,the first thing is the fight for democracy and for the workers movement.

Any other thing will come as an addition. This means that whenwe will be free, we

will have freedom as women and so on. But then, in the women’s movements, we

started to say that it should not be like that. One thing is notinherent to the other.

And then the feminist struggles emerged. (Eva Fernandez)

After the end of the regime, the political parties and the unions launched a campaign for the

freedom of political prisoners. Women sought support for a campaign for amnesty with regard

to gendered offences (such as adultery or abortion), the importance of such a goal was not

recognised, however, within the traditional left.

Because during the [democratic] transition they were talking about amnesty for

political prisoners, people detained for political reasons, [. . . ] but they were not

bearing in mind that there were women in jail for reasons thatwere not political; but

for offences characteristic of women: for adultery [...] for abortion, or for helping

somebody to abort - not necessarily for economic reasons, because sometimes they

were women that were doing it in solidarity with a neighbour being conscious that

they could not have more children, no? (Eva Fernandez)

This politics of experience affirmed the body as a performative and prefigurative practice of

social transformation. It was performative in terms of constituting innovative political spaces

and languages, capable of breaking the teleological and hierarchical schemes of the workers

movement. It was prefigurative in terms of using the body as a political practice that constituted

freedom in immanent terms.

Here, where social transformation depends on the struggle against capital, against the church,

against the state, the liberation of the body is at the same time an instrument for conflict and a

field of self-determination. The tension between experience and territory is a tension between

body and space - at the point where difference emerges as a keyissue in terms of defining the

freedom of the emerging society. The lesson of experience, or the philosophy of praxis (Gramsci,

1975b), becomes a crucial dimension for thinking political organisation in the 1970s.

Beyond Numax, and workers’ struggles, orasociaciones de vecinos, this is possibly the

fil rouge that connects autonomous unionism and neighbourhood struggles with another site of

radical action in the urban politics of Barcelona: life itself. Everyday life is part of the perman-

ent political questioning of the militant. To start-from-the-self implies to break the separation

between the private and the political. The political speak-out of minorities permits experimenta-

tion with alternative forms of life, but also the reinvention of militancy itself through the material

experiences of the body.
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4.3 Other bodies

We are in the 1970s, abortion is forbidden and contraceptives as well. So there

are groups of women in the neighbourhood who were sharing information on con-

traception methods and even distributing contraceptives;in Spain in that moment

you could not go to the chemist to buy condoms. You had to go to shops called

goma y lavajes[rubbers and lotions] - something that does not exist anymore, but

once here, in the Barri Xino, in the Raval, there were [these]shops – so you were

obliged to come to very specific places connected with prostitution. You can under-

stand how radical it was for a group of women in a popular neighbourhood to do all

this. [. . . ] [In the Carmelo] one of the women was a gynaecologist, [. . . ] and they

discovered that in the local hospital there was an empty room, so they asked the

local doctor to have that room once a week for sharing information on methods of

contraception. I think that, in such a radical moment, the guy was sensitive to these

questions or he thought it was not very important. But that started to be always full,

you can imagine! [. . . ] And one day, it occurred to them to explain the practice

of self-examination [. . . ]. In a moment of public silence on sexuality, the women

of the Carmelo, an absolutely working-class neighbourhood, called a meeting for

explaining female anatomy – publicising it with posters in the streets! So the room

is full and they have to use the waiting room. And the gynaecologist using the va-

ginal speculum on herself went one by one explaining to all the women which were

the lips, the head of the uterus, how to look at it. . . And afterwards the local priest

wanted to excommunicate all of them. . . (Eva Fernandez)

This double dimension of performativity and prefiguration of the body made possible the alliance

between autonomous and feminist movements and countercultures, in the process affirming a

new political agency. The critique of traditional politicsis not only about contents, but about the

modes of organisation, which these emerging movements affirmed through their own political

composition and by inventing new modes of expression that implied a different organisation of

struggle.

Everyday was a show! You have to think that we are talking about Ocaña, and

Nazario, the Ramblas of the 1980s, theCupula Venus, theDiana – a generation of

people that lived militancy as fun. When just before militancy had been anguish,

heavy. A sacrifice. (Eva Fernandez) (See Figure 4.8)

In this fragment, we can perceive the affirmation of a new political space, but most of all a deep

rupture against the traditional political forms of clandestinity and militant discipline, through the
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Figure 4.8: The social activities of theSala Dianain the 1970s (Nazario, 2004)
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emergence of political action for sexual freedom and countercultural movements that demand

the recognition of immanent strangers and internal outsiders as full citizens. In the words ofEl

Pais:

Catalan homosexuals state that [the Law of Social Dangerousness] ‘marginalises,

refuses and condemns broad social sectors of the populationsuch as homosexuals,

women, young people, prostitutes and drugs consumers’. (Quinta, 1977)

The first (illegal) gay pride, which took place in the contextof the democratic transition, affirmed

this movement as an actor in public space. In the name of ‘sexual freedom and total amnesty’,

thousands of people marched for gay rights. The police responded with baton charges against

demonstrators. In democratic Barcelona, a debate began to open up transversally around the

possibility of political action in public space and the political legitimacy of the excluded.

‘Is this what Spanish democracy looks like?’ The Belgian guywas asking irritated,

without any reticence, while the police were shooting rubber bullets at the doors of

the Manila Hotel. [...] Public Authorities charged their own anger on homosexuals

that were realising one of the most beautiful demonstrationthat ever happened in the

Ramblas. [...] A scene of medieval, pitifulInquisición. All the repressed violence

[of Public Authorities] was projected on the homosexuals, now that it cannot be

channeled towards other elements protected by law. (FromInterviù magazine,in

Nazario, 2004, 104)

From here, the everyday practices of sexual minorities blossomed in urban public life, acting

as an affirmative provocation against the contradictions ofmainstream culture. Jose Perez de

Ocaña and Nazario, trans-gender artists and activists, organised performances via the occupation

of public space situating themselves on the border between art and political action for sexual

freedom (Nazario, 2004, Fernandez, 2004).

The interlocution with ‘ordinary culture’, in the sense proposed by Raymond Williams

(2011), was not posed in contrast to the modern discourse of the traditional bourgeois left, as

exotic or premodern. On the contrary, the margins of citizenship were the position from where

these counter-cultural movements sought to break the normsof public space and the canons of

artistic expression, thus allowing the subaltern to appearin the centre of the scene.

Since I moved to Barcelona I feel free, much more than when I was in my own

town. [. . . ] I love to go out cross-dressed because I like to provoke – the first show,

the first striptease was mine at theCatalan Theatre Workersmeeting – and then they

presented me as a member of the union, which I am not. But to be atransvestite,

would permit me to talk with people in the street and provoke them. It is something
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I liked to do since I was a kid. Society has fucked me over, but now that I have

overcome this thing that intellectuals call alienation, and the scale fell from my

eyes, I want to tell straight words to people in the street! Provoke them! (Ocaña in

Pons, 1978, unpaginated) (See Figure 4.9 and Video V.4)

Figure 4.9: The Ramblas according to Ocaña (Pons, 1978)

Here, provocation does not simply refer to an attack on moralism, but rather to a practice of

translation which aims to provoke a reaction in the interlocutor - and therefore to institute a

space where a process of contamination and constitution of ashared set of signs can emerge.

Ocaña’s character Macarena, a transsexual virgin that walks the streets of the sex-worker’s

district of Barcelona on the day of the Virgin Mary, translates the elements of traditional catholic

culture into the artistic sensibility of the transvestite countercultures, challenging the patriarchal

idiosyncrasies of ordinary people. This transposed paradesituated itself within ordinary culture

while and at the same time challenging it, proposing a genealogy of radical gay aesthetics that

drew from the sensuality of flamenco, in the migrant culture of Andalusia, and in the marginality

of those urban poor that follow the procession.

The singing of thecantaora -as Andalusian archetype - resonates with the social composi-

tion of the migrant urban poor, loyal to the traditional rituals of their land. Retaking the canons

of ordinary cultural understandings of beauty, trans-gender artists expressed their own difference

as an organic part of a political territory from below. Escaping from the moralism of rural Spain

to the metropolitan space, the proliferation of radical politics made possible the institution of

ways of modifying urban life. The politicisation of embodied experience affects both the habits

and the spatial configuration - or rather the ethics and the aesthetics - of urban life. (See Figure

4.10)

The interventions of Ocaña, Nazario and their friends were not judgmental: they were not

reducing their interlocutors to a folkloristic audience, nor were they understanding tradition and

voyeurism as a pre-modern expression. Rather, Ocaña was part of the immoralities and super-

stitions of ordinary culture and it was from this position that he acted. Performances constituted
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Figure 4.10: TheMacarena(Ocaña in Pons, 1978)

a space of dialogue starting from ordinary experiences and shared backgrounds. The proces-

sion excluded materially and symbolically the power of the church from the religious ritual as a

practice of ordinary culture. It instituted, from below, anautonomous political space which was

also transversal vis-a-vis the complexity of authoritarian, patriarchal or classist social relations

of power.

Like a butterfly, Ocaña moves from one register to another:

I was a child at school and [. . . ] the teacher signed me up for the Falange and I

couldn’t avoid it, because they would oblige me. . . and it wasvery funny because

they take you to the beach. But they never took me! And this wasthe reason for

which I got angry. After going there and singing their awful songs, I was waiting

for a summer to go to Cadiz beach. And then it was always the sonof the Mayor,

the son of the Concierge, the ones of the Councillors. The rest of us, since we were

the sons of builders, got nothing. (Ocaña in Pons, 1978, unpaginated)

In the filmRetrat Intermitent, which presents a series of interviews with Ocaña as well as record-

ing of some performances, art, poetry and politics as material dimensions of everyday life made

possible the enunciation of political discourse as a matterof experience. Ocaña’s recounting of

childhood sexual experimentation among the vines, or the dimension of class conflict in rural

Spain evident in funerals (in which the ceremonies of the rich involved three priests while those

of the poor only involved one), suggested a fresco made of contradictions, a Pasolinian space

where beauty is intertwined with subalternity and social conflict.

[In the village] they excluded me; they marginalised me, because I wasfino [trans.

delicate and sensitive]. [. . . ] I abandoned the school for going to collect olives, in

the mud, to see something different and then on the streets, they threw stones at

me. . . I felt like Mary Magdalen, ah! [...] So what can I tell you? I think workers

are divine, but they bugged me a lot too. (Ocaña in Pons, 1978,unpaginated)
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The position of Ocaña, following Joan Miquel Gual, «is a radical critique of the seriousness of

militancy, organisation and communist discipline. Militancy for Ocaña is about an interaction

with everyday life, about subversion of normality, about excitement and diversion. [. . . ] The

carpe diemas site of political subversion» (Joan Gual). The critique alluded to by Joan Gual in

the above quote was once again at work in 1977, when in Parc Guell radical unionism, demo-

cratic transition and countercultures met and clashed: «all of a sudden Ocaña jumps on the stage

and starts a schizo-striptease» (Joan Gual). The meeting inthe Parc Guell is the first radical

meeting of unionism after Franco’s death. A mix of discussion and concerts, where progressive

bands like King Crimson shared the stage with intellectualslike Chomsky and Cohen Bendit.

(See Figure 4.11)

Young people were readingMakoki, they would meet inZeleste, thePlateria’s one;

in the drugstores of Liceu and Paseo de Gràcia that closed in the early morning;

in La Enaguaor Pastís. They were militant groupuscules on the margin of the he-

gemonicPSUC [Partido Socialista Unitario de Catalunya], that looked down on

them: there weretrostkos, maoists, leninists, splits of splits. The ones ofAjoblanco

[a counter-cultural fanzine] against those ofEl Viejo Topo[a communist newspa-

per]. (El Periodico, 2007, 32)

Within this framework, the countercultural movement opened up a radical critique of militancy

beyond content or concepts: a critique of the languages and prejudices of traditional political

discourse and ultimately of militancy as lifestyle. This suggests the ways in which experience

affects, modifies and permits the reinvention of political practice and theory. «When [the liber-

tarian unions] understood our plan [to squat the stage for a striptease], they got very worried,

because they understood that we were the reallibertatarian [sic]» (Ocaña in Pons, 1978, unpa-

ginated). (See Figure 4.12)

Through these practices, gay activism moved from provocation in the public space to the

political affirmation of their specific subjectivity, by challenging both the moral and aesthetic

order of unionism and the typical political forms of organisation. Another example is theen-

cierro2 of Sant Miquel church (Nazario, 2004, Canals, 1978) to denounce the lack of rights of

expression and political action for the gay community during the democratic transition.

In this context, on the 25th of July of the same year, Ocaña andNazario were detained for

singing while cross-dressed on the Ramblas (Disco Express, 1978) and beaten by police during

their detention. Subsequently, Ocaña launched a campaign in newspapers such asEl Paisand

2An encierrois a lock-in. The occupation of churches occurred frequently in the Francoist period when churches
represented one of the few spaces for political action (together with embassies and foreign institutes) for the illegal
political movements. I will analyse in the following chapter the re-emergence of this practice in the early 2000s.
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Figure 4.11: The poster of theCGT Festivalin 1977 (Nazario, 2004)
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Figure 4.12: Ocaña’s striptease at theCGT Festival(Nazario, 2004)
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La Vanguardiaas well asDisco ExpressandCatalunya Expressin which a photograph of his

back, bruised by the police truncheons, was published.

The image of Ocaña’s back plays on the edges, using the body atthe same time as an ex-

pression of an aesthetic experiment, and a political statement: where the photo lives on the limit

between a classical sculpture and a journalistic scoop. Theperspective on his body resembled

the twisted back of Michelangelo’s David. But at the same time the injuries became a voyeur-

istic provocation for tabloid journalism. The body is at once a battleground and a playground.

One the one hand it is terrain for seeking new rights and affirming autonomy. On the other it is

a canvas for experimenting with the possibilities of aesthetics as political expression. At stake

here is the limit between form and content, not as neutral frontier, but as a porous membrane -

on the one hand a piece of art, on the other political expression. (See Figure 4.13)

Starting from Ocaña’s experience, photography translatedthis singular experience into an

aesthetic expression. However, once inserted in the campaign denouncing the homophobic prac-

tices of government, the artistic photo returns as a political experience. No longer the personal

experience of the artist, but a collective experience of thegay community. In Ocaña’s naïve

style, «la peau est ce qu’il y a de plus profond en l’homme» (Valery, 1934, 31). The first gaze at

the skin is the deepest one: in times of democracy the police beat people for being homosexual.

Following on from this discussion of the photograph and its circulation, I now turn to the

investigation of how the mode of production of objects - photographs, spaces, etc - is relevant to

understanding the shift in political practices of the 1970sand how this cycle between experiences

and expressions configure a layer for understanding the emergence of a new form of political

organisation and conceptualisation.

4.4 Other objects

Dissidence was no longer simply a matter of political consciousness or the organisa-

tion of revolutionary programmes, the strength of the emerging forms of dissidence

started from the personal point of view. The revolution in everyday life meant to

look for a new horizon of passions, desires, and motivations. (Carmona, 2012, 175)

From the late 1970s many groups began to establish bars, small bookshops and publishing

houses which served as a way of generating an income, thus making possible spaces of rel-

ative autonomy vis-a-vis wage labour. As a refusal of wage labour, these experiences were the

‘line of flight’ for those that wanted to affirm an autonomous mode of production, constituted at

the same time by a new language to contest the capitalistic organisation of labour and by pre-

figurative practices for inventing another world. The production of this new political space was
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Figure 4.13: Ocaña’s back after being arrested (Disco Express, 1978)
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configuring a new urban reality which pointed towards the emergence of Barcelona as a city of

difference, culture and radical art.

The most radical contribution to the redefinition of practices comes in my opinion

from [the link between] feminism [and countercultures] – and for this we take play-

ful elements in demonstrations, where we would participatewith colours, creatures,

theatralising the space – our spaces were more playful because through these spaces

we could build intimate territories of resistance. And thiswas going along a lot with

the gay movement.

[...]

There was both a formal encounter between organisations, like theCoordinadora

Feminista, theFAG(Front Alliberament Gay), theFEGAC. There were many formal

collaborations, but also an informal connection. My feeling is that – maybe it has

something to do with age - in that period relations were very open. And the Ramblas

were the core of it. You would not make any appointment [for the night], you would

just go to the Ramblas – [. . . ] and meet people there. There were [alternative]

spaces, like the Cupula Venus, like today you can have a placeor a bar where a

group of people meet. And I would say that, without being a social centre, in that

moment those spaces in many ways would act as [current socialcentres]. (Eva

Fernandez)

The spaces referred to by Fernandez in the above quote were spaces of political expression

which surpassed the limits of both politics and the radical arts, thus constituting one of the

‘laboratories’ in terms of the configuration of the movements of ‘escape’. Discotheques, cafes,

art galleries as well as the street, become spaces for the development of artistic and political

practices. Following Spivak’s critique with regard to the impossibility of speaking from the

position of the subaltern (1988), it is perhaps possible to recognise here a new material (fragile

and permanently vanishing) language of politics outside the framework of classical political

organisation.

[Since 1969,] there is an inflection and a radicalisation of awhole range of dis-

cursive practices [in the field of arts], along with a radicalisation of the Francoist

regime and of its opponents, the workers and the student movements. In this panor-

ama a set of radical -de factodemocratic or pre-democratic (if not revolutionary) -

practices flourish. [Practices] that we cannot consider less relevant simply because

they were fragile and apparently ‘defeated’ [in the following years]. (Exposito, in

Desacuerdos, 2003, 119)
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This process reached a turning point in Pamplona in 1972 whenradical artists organised a set

of seminars, performances and urban interventions to open anew battlefield against the regime.

Pamplona also signalled an important expression of this newgeneration, emerging from the

French May and in the global revolution of 1968. A «republic of radicals [...] an ensemble

of mutual fecundations between politics and aesthetics» (Exposito in Desacuerdos, 2003, 117).

(See Figure 4.14)

Of particular interest for this research is the production of fanzines in Barcelona. In the

early 1970s, fanzines emerged as a public space for an open debate around radical politics in

terms of gender, sexuality, urbanism and a space of networking among urban social movements

in Barcelona. The public space of the fanzines also brought debates taking place in Barcelona

into dialogue with those occurring elsewhere in Europe.

The forms of organisation introduced by fanzines, performances and audiovisual practices

are interesting not only because of their content, but most importantly in terms of their innov-

ations at the level of format, as a revolution in the organisation of political production. The

process of production and distribution inAjoblanco, El rrolo enmascarado, Comunicacióor in

early documentaries such asVideo-Nou, Numax Presenta. . ., and so on, resonated with a gen-

eralised process of experimentation in the forms of the organisation of labour, moving cultural

production beyond the limits of the bourgeois paradigms.

‘Contamination, aggregation, collective and interdisciplinary production’ (Exposito in De-

sacuerdos, 2003) were the keywords of a mode of working basedon cooperation that forged the

new space for cultural production in Barcelona.

I don’t like to talk about myself, because everybody could have been in my place on

the editorial board ofAjoblanco. Ajoblanco, since the beginning, had been thought

of as a collective project. And collectives tend to be anonymous. [. . . ] We had a

way of living. A style partly reproduced in the aesthetics ofAjoblanco, because the

typeface, the design or the magazine itself is still a rebel material in terms of what

we liked to express. (Toni Puig, in Nazario, 2004, 55)

Ajoblanco, a countercultural fanzine launched in the stream of the ‘rebel wave of 1968’, was

edited collectively in the mid 1970s. Three collectives shared the editing, each one developing

one issue or extras for the magazine and generating spin-offs on different themes, using the

collective production of the fanzine in order to avoid ‘the devastating nihilism’ of that period

(Nazario, 2004). The fanzine and magazine scene was a space of communication in which

different groups converged, forging a dialectic of articulation radically different from that which

characterised the political line of unions and parties: ‘a living dialogue in permanent evolution’

(Nazario, 2004). (See Figure 4.15)
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Figure 4.14:Pensamiento Navarro, the presentation of the Pamplona meeting in June, 1972
(Desacuerdos, 2003)
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Figure 4.15: Marx and marxisms according toAjoblanco,March 1976
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Libertarianism, cooperativism, together with ecologists, collectives for anti-authoritarian

education, groups for social health, anti-psychiatric groups, groups for alternat-

ive therapies, radical feminists, free women, humanist urbanism, communes, street

artists, political prisoners, all together. (Nazario, 2004, 104)

In Ajoblanco, for example, local experiments in psychiatric social services were discussed in

relation to the proposals of Basaglia from Italy3. (See Figure 4.16)

In that period many Italian intellectuals were coming to theItalian Institute [of

Culture]. The experience of Basaglia was very important, Basaglia himself and

his assistants were coming very often to give conferences. And also many film-

makers, like Marco Ferreri, Cavani, the Taviani brothers, everybody [...] It was a

very important cultural milieu. (Eva Fernandez)

The discussions on ‘total institutions’ prompted by Foucault in the early 1970s, the debate

between the Italian anti-psychiatric movement and the schizo-analytic approach in France, as

well as the feminist practices and the black movements in theUnited States were translated into

Spanish cultural and political spaces not in the political journals of the communist parties, for

instanceEl Viejo Topo, but through the alternative fanzines of countercultural movements. (See

Figure 4.17 and 4.18)

Crucially, the production of the anti-psychiatric discourse in Italy, as well as the institutional

critique associated with the schizo-analytic movement in France, radically challenged the central

categories of orthodox marxism, exploding the political field beyond its traditional borders4.

The local translation of these international debates (Ajoblanco) is visible in terms of the

general critique by social movements (not only in Barcelona) of the representativetotal insti-

tutionsof politics and in the affirmation of the emerging movement dynamics not simply as a

novel representation of the ‘core’ question of class in the factory, but rather as happening of

production outside the factory, in society. Those at the margins of society, situated ‘outside of

representation’ were raising their voice from outside the Fordist factory and as producers of the

3Franco Basaglia is the leader of anti-psychiatric movementin Italy and director of the first open mental health
institution in Gorizia. As I discovered in our interview when I asked her about the connection between countercultures
and the anti-psychiatric movements, Eva Fernandez translated the articles of Basaglia when he came to the Italian
Institute of Culture.

4Since the experiments in Gorizia (Italy) in 1961, the relation of exploitation in the asylum is the starting point
for the shift from the slogan «labour is therapeutic» to «freedom is therapeutic». In the meantime, the schizo-
analytic movement questioned the model of psychoanalytic representation affirming that consciousness is not the
representation of the Oedipal fixed scheme, but a factory at work (Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, Vercauteren et al.,
2007). Oedipus, in this scheme is a mechanism of homogeneousand homogenising repression of multiplicity of
singularities.
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Figure 4.16:Ajoblanco’s issue onAntipsiquiatria,March 1978
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Figure 4.17: Feminist fanzines (Desacuerdos, 2003)
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Figure 4.18: The covers ofViejo topoin 1978

oeuvre. In so doing, they opened spaces of contamination and circulation with regard to this new

understanding of politics.

In the circulation of words, objects and experiences, the body of social movements became

a trans-dividual territory composed of connections, contaminations and differences that do not

operate through pre-codified languages, but configure theirown cycles of proliferation and repro-

duction. Images, music, travelling, drugs becameloci for forging new languages and practices

of political expression. Indeed, the configuration of thesenetworks seems to have proliferated

more through the replication of actions and aesthetics thanthrough the development of a com-

mon programme.

This is the case ofVideo-Nou(see Figure 4.19 and Video V.5), a project of collective radical

pedagogy in which

members [. . . ] came from journalism, sociology, teaching, photography, architec-

ture, arts, design – and later from urbanism, anti-psychiatry, scenic arts. Explor-

ing different fields for applying to video: social, artistic, documentary, education,

professional. After a while, the activity ofVideo-Noufocused on bidirectional,

participatory and horizontal communication, producing videos together with the
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people involved and disseminating it immediately in its owncontext – what we

calledvideo-intervention.(Desacuerdos, 2005, 169)

Figure 4.19:Video-Nouproductions, (Desacuerdos, 2003)

Through the proliferation of new forms of aesthetic expression new themes began to be ad-

dressed and the experiential language of drawing, performances and sexuality permeated the

space of politics. Countercultural groups, authors and producers were inscribing art pieces as

political tools in the material and symbolic assemblage of their own present. As underlined by

the research groupDesacuerdos(Desacuerdos, 2003, 2005; cf.Museum of Contemporary Arts

of Barcelonain Chapter 6), in this context not only was the product relevant but the modes of

‘production, exhibition or distribution’ as a whole.

A mutual contagion happened between a conception of design framed in the histor-

ical vanguards and the utopian project of a social transformation [that would occur

in the intertwining of] the revolution of the uses and the forms of everyday life,

the epistemological innovation coming from semiotics and mass communication

studies and eventually artistic practices. (Exposito, in Desacuerdos, 2003, 119)
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However, the chaotic circulation of these aesthetic, ethical and political enunciation was not

addressed as important in the debates of social movements during those years.

I don’t remember any debate, out of the more connected circuits like Ajoblancoor

critical psychiatry itself, which discussed these questions. Even if, thinking about it

now in terms of aesthetics and of the forms of the Movement, many elements were

there as well as a certain critique of psychiatry from the feminist point of view, or

in the critique of social control. (Eva Fernandez)

Magazines likeCaladona, or the ones of the Movement, had a lot of things on the

body-poems, drawings. A very strong embodied claim, for example in the lesbian

[magazines] with photos of naked women embraced – and then the Infogayand all

the journals of the gay movement had a much more explicit aesthetic – but after-

wards in the feminist movement there has not been any analysis of this aesthetic

dimension. (Eva Fernandez)

This last remark of Eva Fernandez proposes a crucial question in investigating the production of

those years. An important fracture was taking place, since the attention of social movements fo-

cused on the contents of production, while artists started to concentrate principally on the modes

of production. The contagion among the two started to slow done due to the institutionalisation

of politics and the advent of neoliberalism as a patron of radical art.

In the 1970s, and as discussed throughout the above, urban social movements escaped the

constitutive framework of the workers movements - that aimed to obtain institutional represent-

ation in the state - affirming new practices and new goals in a new productive context (Castells,

1985): the emergence of the city as a growth machine.

Beyond the affirmation of workers rights tied to wage labour,new fields of struggle were

constituted: collective consumption (i.e. renewal of the forms of management of production and

distribution of commodities and services against the command of capital); cultural identity (the

affirmation of multiple mechanisms of belonging and of the right to difference as a democratic

practice of subjectivation from below); and finally autonomous political organisation, that is the

refusal of the forms of hierarchical organisation of institutional representation (Castells, 1985).

Here we can draw on Gilroy’s analysis of British urban socialmovements in the 1970s

and the 1980s. The autonomy of social movements from the relations of industrial production

should not be conceptualised, Gilroy argues, as a renunciation of the task of contesting relations

of productiontout-court. On the contrary, it affirms that «the re-appropriation of production

[cannot be] pursued independently of the transformation ofcapitalist social relations as a whole»

(Gilroy, 1991, 320).
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Today it can be difficult to think social change as possible future. But for us [in

the 1970s], there was a revolution to be done – and radical choices had been done

in the name of it: on motherhood for example, or deeply questioning the couple,

depending upon the imminence [of revolution]. (Eva Fernandez)

The next section moves from the analysis of the productivityand the innovative nature of social

movements in the 1970s and 1980s to a discussion of transformations at the level of governance

and forms of production in Barcelona. Below I examine a number of features of this transform-

ation, including; the process of valorisation (the production of the brand, the organisation of

production) the entrepreneurial management of the city, and the commodification of urban life

itself.

4.5 Neoliberal citizen

Ubi solitudinem faciunt, pacem appellant (Tacit)[They madeloneliness, and called

it peace]

The 1980s represented a shift in the relationship between countercultures, autonomous move-

ments and the governance of Barcelona. At stake in this shift, I argue, was an explosion of

freedom which led to a double process of capture and reinvention with regard to both autonom-

ous and artistic practices. In September 1983 Jose Perez de Ocaña died as a consequence of

burns inflicted in one of his performances. Nazario and his friends – in the words of Nazario

(2004) – were upset with him, because the best of their days were still to come. «Ocaña died,

Nazario never came», remembered Marcelo Exposito, talkingabout the relationship between the

radical arts of the 1980s and the countercultural big names of the 1970s.

Two contingent movements defined the limits of this period. First the closure of the political

experimentation of the 1970s. Second, the development of a neoliberal project for the city.

I investigate this second element through three different levels of transformation. First, the

constitution of the market as the main regulator of Barcelona’s urban policies; second, and as

a consequence, the rise of the ‘entrepreneurial city’ as thenew model for the management of

production; and finally thebecoming genericof the city as process of abstraction of urban life

into a commodity.

It is a matter here of recognising how, at the end of the 1970s,a new understanding of urban

production emerged in different contexts. In the fiscal crisis of the late 1970s, the regulation of

the institutional framework, the dynamics of the market, and the governance of everyday life -

according to urban growth machine theory - conjoined to determine the mode of organisation of

social production.
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At the heart of this, is the way in which urban production in the early 1980s was character-

ised by a dynamic of conflict and conjugation between two machines: a machine of immanent

transformation of the city, where difference proliferatedas a newsocial capitalof urban life -

as proposed in the above pages - and a machine of abstraction,that attempted to translate this

flourishing of difference into the global language of capitalist valorisation. Having explored the

former above, below I examine the dynamics of the latter in greater detail.

4.5.1 The Neoliberal city and the emergence of theBarcelona model.

Who would have imagined that the nightmare of a city prostrated to capitalistic

interests in urban space would become a reality but not because of the brutality of a

fascist regime, but because of democratic legitimacy? (Delgado, 2007a, 134)

The configuration of the nationalism, rationalism and vanguardism of the 19th Century as crucial

dimensions of the governance of the city returned to prominence as the centre piece of the

Catalan political project following the collapse of the dictatorship. This involved the promotion

of a new cosmopolitanism of Barcelona and a Catalan political identity in the context of the

emerging global (and post-state) model of competition between urban regions (Harvey, 2009,

Gordon, 1999).

Barcelona became a model for the invention of a neoliberal governmentality for urban space,

developing between fiscal crisis and economic globalisation. There are a number of different

issues at stake here. First, the renewal of an urban nationalist project for Catalonia affirmed

Barcelona as an autonomous entity in the emerging global competition of urban regions (Gordon,

1999). Second, the reinvention of the economic Vanguardismof Barcelona under the post-

Fordist mode of production was underpinned by the commodification of culture and life-style.

Finally, urban transformation was used as a tool for the command over urban cooperation.

As already mentioned, during the last phase of Francoism, access to political institutions

permitted the Catalan bourgeoisie to reaffirm its local power in exchange for supporting the re-

gime (Delgado, 2007a, Montalban, 1992). The urban speculation of the 1960s and the 1970s

can be understood as the beginning of a process of flexible accumulation by dispossession and

urbanisation, in Harvey’s terms, that proceeded by evicting informal housing and speculating on

the production of new urban assets for the city (concretely,low quality housing for the working

class) (Harvey, 1973, Smith, 1996). Urban planning in the 1960s indeed follows the 19th Cen-

tury urban strategy, the opening of boulevards in the city centre and the disciplining of urban

life.

After the first municipal election in 1978, neighbourhood movements were recognised at an

institutional level. A set of ‘local plans’ (planes populares) proposed an alternative to the new
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urban development, claiming the right of residents to ‘stayput’, the maintenance of the histor-

ical structure of urban space and finally increases in publicinvestment in, and the community

management of, local services (Castro, n.d.).

These developments were supported by an advocacy coalitionin which local networks and

independent professionals allied themselves. This democratic local management was charac-

terised by a professional alliance between the Catalan technocracy, previously involved in the

Francoist administration, and the radical professionals of the anti-Francoist movements in the

common attempt of producing Barcelona’s renaissance afterthe Francoist regime5. However

this system collapsed under the twin pressures of the fiscal crisis of the 1970s and the emerging

neoliberalisation of global competition between cities inthe 1980s.

The Branded-city

The tension between institutional representation and the protagonism of social movements (Miro,

2007, Carmona, 2012) is crucial in order to understand both the crisis and the reinvention of rad-

ical politics in the 1980s. Urban planning was the theatre ofthis conflict.

At this time,asociaciones de vecinosdemanded the reorganisation of spaces, services, urban

uses and institutional representation according to participatory plans. TheAyuntamiento(City

Council) aimed towards the renewal of space, as a productiveasset, and the use of urban policies

to attract international capital. ThePartido Socialista(Socialist Party) was in local government

during this period and adopted a strategy which sought to develop a new layer of civil servants

by integrating social movements’ cadres into public administration. In this sense, the strategy

sought to translate thelucha popularinto the institutions of local government and administration.

(See Figure 4.20)

Some of the interviewees consider this as a process of co-option, but Ada Colau reads it

differently, stressing a double dimension of this process:«It was not just co-option but the

emptying of neighbourhood movements and transferring them[to the local institutions]». As

Eva Fernandez observes,

Parties - during the democratic transition and before - are just little groups of act-

ivists: PSOE[Partido Socialista Obrero Español] does not have a social base, nor

doesPCC [Partido Comunista Catalan], maybe just thePSUC [. . . ] When the

5In this shift, urban space is understood as a laboratory. Thepraxis of planning takes the place of «the ambitious
technological planning, affirming the need for fragmentaryinterventions, small and medium actions that strategically
recompose urban space using architectonic tools» (Montaner, 2003, 207). Public governance acts as a leader of
urban development (Borja, 1975, Borja and Muxi, 2004). The response of urban movements to urban plans is not
univocal: sometimes local networks reproduce clientele and privileges (in the Barrio Xino for example), sometimes
the campaigns are participative and horizontal (Barceloneta, Torre Barò, Carmel) (Busquets, 2004, Castro, n.d.).
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Figure 4.20: The Socialist Mayor Maragall and Socialist Prime Minister Gonzales for the Bar-
celona Model
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first elections come, parties need to find leaders, and so theyco-opt people from

the neighbourhood movement, but this is not the only reason [for integrating the

asociaciones de vecinos]. This is also due to the theory they [as parties] are pro-

ducing. . . For example, the position of Pep Martinez Barceló, leader ofBandera

Roja, developed after entering theAyuntamientoand that spread out quite quickly.

[He was saying] that neighbourhood movements are not necessary. ‘We are ruling

now, and we know what needs to be done’. (Eva Fernandez)

The rationale of thePartido Socialistafollowed a coherent argument: ‘We rule urban politics,

we can solve the instability of the labour market and reorganise the social capitals of urban

production’. Social transformation of everyday life, in terms of urban rights or identity claims,

were not treated as a political issue from this perspective.Rather, they were positioned as ad-

ministrative problems. For Pep Martinez Barceló, ideologist of Barcelona’sPartido Socialista,

the tension between neighbourhood movements and theAyuntamientohad to be solved through

local cultural projects, like the Youth centres and the Borough centres, run by theAyuntamiento.

Once we arrived there, we asked ourselves [. . . ] ‘How can we articulate repres-

entative democracy with grassroots democracy?’ [. . . ]Ayuntamientosare organ-

isations of citizens, neighbourhoods and cities through elected representatives [. . . ]

We need to legitimateAyuntamientos. If urban movements have been the school

of democracy,Ayuntamientoswill be the place in which to make real their de-

mands.(Martinez Barcelo, 1998, 40)

The strategy was to transfer militants from the grassroots to the institutions, emptying the com-

munities of their leaders and dissolving political networks in the neighbourhoods. This forced

urban movements to bifurcate, becoming either a part of institutional politics or civil society

groups participating in the administrative management of the city at a local level.

The representatives are the ones elected [. . . ] andasociaciones de vecinosneeded to

find a new place for themselves. [. . . ]Ayuntamientoswere making them marginal:

we cannot have any doubt about the importance ofasociaciones de vecinos, as far

as they represent a collective of associated citizens, organised and directed, capable

of organising social and cultural activities. (Martinez Barcelo, 1998, 43)

In the meantime, the utopias of the 1970s were forced to confront the impact of neoliberal

globalisation and the global fiscal crisis of urban space (Smith, 1996). «When they arrived at

theAyuntamiento, they found that there were no resources – in the end, the result is they had no

money to do anything» (Eva Fernandez).
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The lack of public resources was one of the causes that provoked the neoliberal shift in terms

of local administration. More importantly for the present investigation, however, it provoked a

fracture between the mirage of the democratic city of the 1970s and the reality of the city in the

1980s. «It is really problematic for them to deal with socialmovements that are permanently

asking for schools and for what they are fighting for. That’s why this defusing [of neighbourhood

movements] happens» (Ivan Miro). In Montalban’s words, it is the affirmation of ‘possibilism’

as an ideology of the new political bureaucrats.

He had been Maoist, then Taoist, and eventually he took the side for himself. He has

been one of the last utopians to surrender: from May of 1968, until June of 1985.

Precisely on the 12th. He organised a dinner-party in a fish restaurant in the Central

Market of Paris to communicate to us his shift to possibilism– and you know that

radical possibilism starts with the interests of oneself. (Montalban, 1995, 28-29)

During Maragall’s leadership of the city (1982-1997) the goal was to put Barcelona on the in-

ternational map, allowing the city to compete among European cities independent of national

dynamics (Montalban, 1985). Following Gordon’s scheme (1999), the production of the city

brand was articulated in four fields. Firstly, the hierarchical dimension was addressed by Bar-

celona’s hosting of theOlympic Gamesof 1992 competing directly with Sevilla (Universal Expo

1992), Madrid and other emerging European cities. Secondly, «the pattern of (horizontal) spe-

cialisation/differentiation of activities and place products» (Gordon, 1999, 1003) was achieved

through the commodification of culture. Thirdly, the functional division of labour was addressed

by a system of public-private partnerships and precarisation. Finally, «the role of more particu-

laristic networks among subsets of cities» can be recognised in the development of the alliance

between theAyuntamientoand the network of the Catalan bourgeoisie. Even so, as Harvey

argues

Barcelona’s initial success appears headed deep into the first contradiction. As op-

portunities to pocket monopoly rents galore present themselves on the basis of the

collective symbolic capital of Barcelona as a city (property prices have skyrocketed

as the Royal Institute of British Architects awards the whole city its medal for ar-

chitectural accomplishments), so their irresistible luredraws more and more homo-

genising multinational commodification in its wake. The later phases of waterfront

development look exactly like every other in the western world, the stupefying con-

gestion of the traffic leads to pressures to put boulevards through parts of the old

city, multinational stores replace local shops, gentrification removes long-term res-

idential populations and destroys older urban fabric, and Barcelona loses some of
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its marks of distinction. There are even unsubtle signs of Disneyfication. (Harvey,

2009, 104)

The Entrepreneurial-City

Having defined the neoliberal project for the city in the context of globalisation as a project

reconfiguring the nationalistic project in the new assemblage of public and private actors, it is

necessary to analyse which mode of production allowed this new (id)entity to compete globally.

As proposed by Harvey, «the rise of Barcelona to prominence within the European system of

cities [...] has [...] been based on its steady amassing of symbolic capital and its accumulating

marks of distinction» (2009, 104).

Since the late 1970s, and as argued above, the explosion of freedom took place alongside the

explosion of difference. The street, thecafé cantante, neighbourhood festivals, fanzines, comics

had been the most expressive and powerful moments of a molecular and deep transformation

of urban culture as well as in the reorganisation of social services, in the definition of relations

of gender in political collectives, in the understanding, experiencing and experimenting on the

body, on the politics of intimacy – and so on.

The beginning of the 1980s however marked a rupture in this connection between cultural

practices and political commitment. Underground artists,counter-cultural communities and in-

dependent galleries were included within the neoliberal process of valorisation which sought to

brand Barcelona as a space of culture, difference and freedom. On the other hand, they were

expelled from politics via the emergence of the institutional offices which was positioned as the

only place for doing politics.

Using the evolution of the Raval neighbourhood as a paradigm, it is possible to recognise

how the countercultural, migrant and transgendered milieus of the 1970s got involved in a gen-

eralised process of ‘self-entrepreneurialisation’. Thismade possible the valorisation of cultural

production in the emerging global market of culture and art (Deutsche and Ryan, 1984, Blanco

et al., 2001, Desacuerdos, 2005, cf. my interviews with Marcelo Exposito and Jorge Ribalta).

Cultural practices and arts played a crucial role – as supposedly independent and autonomous

processes – in the commodification of life. Not only in the commodification of the individual

artist, but also in the commodification of common forms of speech and sets of social behaviours.

In the sense that culture is not an individual language, but acommon act of collective speak-

ing, the commodification of urban culture attained a social body, rather than an individual one.

At stake in this process of exploitation was the ‘continuousexperience’ (Stephenson and Papado-

poulos, 2006) of the everyday life of a society, its territory, its aesthetics, its languages: a process

of abstraction and expropriation to the detriment of an impoverished community.
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Earlier I discussed the politics of Pep Martinez as a paradigmatic ‘citizen’ with regard to de-

velopments in public administration and local government.Similarly, the counter cultural artist

Mariscal is the paradigmatic ‘citizen’ in this new machine of urban production. The former ex-

presses the abolition of ‘outside politics’ and the permanent regulation of representative demo-

cracy. The latter, the embedding of cultural production in the economic process of accumula-

tion: a normalisation that proposed a fruitful commodification of these life worlds, attacking

their autonomy by subordinating it to the rule of exchange value.

[if we look at countercultures] I think it is useful to focus on their ambivalent con-

figuration. We can do a retrospective and politicising analysis of the transgender

and gay movement and all that – but it is also true that the dominant processes have

been of integration [and they have been crucial] in the becoming postmodern or

post-Fordist of Barcelona. The other night [in a private view for a retrospective ex-

hibition on countercultures] they told me: ‘In the 1980s we were rich, they paid us

loads of money, everything we wanted was published, we were in charge of all the

public graphic campaigns. All of us were rich like Mariscal!’.(Marcelo Exposito)

The process of neoliberal democratisation reconfigured therole of those political experiences

that refused this double capture. These radical practices in the field of arts and politics were

either challenging from a marginal position the aestheticsof representative politics - where par-

ticipation and political commitment is reduced to the parliament, elections and so on – or enga-

ging critically in the depoliticised space of neoliberal artistic practices – where, in the absence

of a society in mobilisation, money becomes the measure of artistic value.

The process of entrepreneurialisation, proposed by Harvey, is a form of flexible accumula-

tion by dispossession that proceeds through the mechanismsof urbanisation. The commodifica-

tion of urban life activated a series of different machines producing a double line ofalienation

(through the reduction of living labour to the homogeneity of the commodity) andexploitation

(through the precarisation of the access to the common wealth of the city for its inhabitants). A

double movement that allowed the subsumption of life and theabstraction of living labour into

a commodity: the city.

The Generic-city

The reinvention of Barcelona as commodity-space is based onthe selling of a specific urban ex-

perience. Neoliberalism acts by transforming urban space into a generic city, where the identity

of the city is translated in to the language of capital, abstracted from social relations, in order to

be easily consumable. «Sometimes an old, singular city, like Barcelona, by oversimplifying its

identity, turns Generic. It becomes transparent, like a logo» (Koolhaas, 1995, 1301).
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In this becoming, cultural and social assets are the most important dimensions for the accu-

mulation of symbolic capital for the ‘brand’. In the everyday life of the city, the vividness of

cultural life, the freedom of sexual behaviours, and the body as experience provided the most

valuable objects for valorisation through segmentation, subsumption and abstraction.

Individual ‘moments’ are spaced far apart to create a tranceof almost unnoticeable

aesthetic experiences: the colour variations in the fluorescent lighting of an office

building just before sunset, the subtleties of the slightlydifferent whites of an illu-

minated sign at night. Like Japanese food, the sensations can be reconstituted and

intensified in the mind, or not – they may simply be ignored. (There’s a choice.)

This pervasive lack of urgency and insistence acts like a potent drug; it induces a

hallucination of the normal. (Koolhaas, 1995, 1301)

Koolhaas’s Manifesto of a Generic City serves here as a guideline to read the process in Bar-

celona, since «the great originality of the Generic City is simply to abandon what doesn’t work –

what has outlived its use – to break up the blacktop of idealism with the jackhammers of realism

and to accept whatever grows in its place» (Koolhaas, 1995, 1299) being at the same time prim-

ordial and futuristic. The project of inscribing Barcelonaas an autonomous actor in the global

market by selling urban experiences called for the configuring of a new place in the very site of

the history of the city - atabula rasa.The appraisal of the Raval as a new name for the Xino is

the clearest realisation of this process.

In the early 1980s the Xino was re-developed by themodernandcivil socialist administration

to democratisethe Barrio after the dictatorship, dissolving its lustful past and returning to its

preindustrial name of Raval: a rationalist and hygienisingstrategy that followed the principles

of Haussmannisation attempting to transform a derelict neighbourhood into a «neighbourhood

for everybody» (David Batlle).

Indeed, this could have been the slogan of the urban planner Oriol Buigas (theAyuntami-

ento’s Director of Urban Plans and Projects in Barcelona from 1980 to 1984) in his attempts to

reaffirm the bourgeois rationality of city planning in accordance with the modernist vocation of

Barcelona (Resina, 2008). This was a process of regeneration whose goal was none other than

anembellissement stratégique[strategic beautification]:

The real aim of Haussmann’s works was the securing of the cityagainst civil war.

[. . . ] The breadth of the streets was to make the erection of barricades impossible,

and new streets were to provide the shortest route between the barracks and the

working-class areas. (Benjamin, 1969, 175)

Just as in Haussmann’s time, the inner city is once again paradigmatic of this project of regen-

eration. The first project to open La Rambla del Raval was presented in the early 1850s, just
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after the February Revolution of Paris, when Cerdá proposedhis Plan according to Hausman-

nian principles of urban planning (Magrinya, 2009, Guallar, 2010), but it has been realised only

as part of the regeneration for theOlympic Gamesof 1992. «Why not transform Sarriá [the rich

neighbourhood on the top of the hills] into a place where everybody can live? Why the Raval?»

David Batlle asked, recalling the debate of the 1980s on thestrategic beautificationof the city

centre - an inner city of urban poor and informal economies since the 19th Century. (See Figure

4.21)

Figure 4.21: The transformation of the Rambla del Raval and the campaignBarcelona Posa’t
Guapa

The intervention in the inner city (and particularly in the Raval) - accompanied by many

others in other sectors of the city - reconfigured the space ofthe city centre in accordance to the

development of the tourist model for the entrepreneurial city: an autonomous machine capable

of competing directly on the global market.

In the late 1980s, in the Barrio Gotico streets were reformed, new squares opened and the

public-private partnershipBarcelona Posa’t Guapa(Barcelona, make-up yourself) renewed the

facades of old buildings. The space was gentrified and the urban poor expelled due to increasing

prices. In the same period, in the Raval the intervention wasintensive but less successful. In

the north, theUniversity, theCentre for Contemporary Culture of Barcelonaand theMuseum

of Contemporary Art of Barcelona, signalled the co-option of countercultures and the opening

of galleries and private enterprises for the cultural sector, and constituted a successful force of

gentrification. In the southern part, the interlocutor of the urban planners were the urban poor,

prostitutes, drug addicts and petty criminals. The intervention operated in an hygienising way -

opening a boulevard (Rambla del Raval), a few squares and recently the Filmoteca de Catalunya

(Film Institute) - and through the building of new housing projects, was to attract the middle

class to the neighbourhood alongside a new police station and new social services.
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But, we must remember that these institutional, productiveand infrastructural transforma-

tions of Barcelona in the middle of the 1980s were also the result of innovative social mobil-

isations in the life of the factories and neighbourhoods as well as in the new bodies and objects

flowing in the city in the 1970s. Following the crisis of Fordism and industrial production, the

frontier of production was displaced in the subsumption of life-styles, culture, and innovation,

including social life itself, under the dynamics of capitalistic production (Castells, 1985, Castells

and de Solis, 1997, Lefebvre, 1991, 1996).

4.5.2 Olympic Games1992

Following this transformation, the bid and organisation oftheOlympic Gamesemerge as paradig-

matic for understanding the emerging rationality of governance that reconfigured Barcelona in

the early 1980s in order to exploit and abstract a new commodity - urban experience - and to

compete as an autonomous entity in the emerging global competition of urban region. Indeed,

the affirmation of Barcelona as a commodity was achieved through three processes. First the de-

velopment of an economic system of production based on culture and creative clusters. Second

through a system of management of labour based on precarisation and public-private partner-

ships. And, third, by the redevelopment of urban space, where theOlympic Gamesmeant the

restructuring of industrial zones, the implementation of new clusters for creative economies, and

the displacement of the poor population from the centre of the city.

In relation to the first, Mariscal’s evolution is emblematic(see Figure 4.22). This artist

- icon of the counterculture of the 1970s - produced the logo and the graphic design of the

campaign to host the Olympics as well as many of the symbols tobe introduced in the streets of

Barcelona to re-signify the public space for theOlympic Games. Culture became a dispositif for

the new governance of the city, operating as a vehicle for discourses and practices that redefine

citizenship.

Barcelona is like this. No matter how much [from the movements we] try to depict

it as a right-wing and reactionary city, it is still a social-democratic one. A city

whose transformations depend exactly on the ability of incorporating dynamics like

countercultures: while power disarticulatesasociaciones de vecinos, it ferments the

postmodern incorporation of counterculturestilemas(stylistic elements). There is

no problem in doing all this. That’s why design and Mariscal are the apotheosis of

Barcelona in the 1980s. (Marcelo Exposito)

Second, the new model of citizenship was based on the participation of the citizen in the valor-

isation of Barcelona. The city is an urban brand in the globalmarket, and the citizen has to work
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Figure 4.22: Mariscal andCobi
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to guarantee the success of this brand. Sixty thousand people worked for free in the organisa-

tion of theOlympic Games, principally organised through third sector associations, representing

both the shift from the political to the economic function ofcitizenship, and the affirmation of

precarity as pillars of urban production. The Olympic citizen is not politically but economically

committed to the wealth of the city, contributing with her free labour – and not with her polit-

ical involvement – to the development of the public sphere. This new model of participation

rejected every practice of critique, affirming an asymmetrybetween institutional representation

and social participation, where the process of decision making was subordinated to the logic of

economic efficiency - and opinions to interests. For Montalban the mobilisation of the city in the

production of the event is not only total but also totalitarian and this is the dominant rationality

of the new city and over the new citizen. As described by the experience of Montalban’s fictional

character Carvalho,

Carvalho decided to use a succedaneum of metaphysical suicide [. . . ] He emptied

a room, sealed it firmly with himself inside, without any other connection with his

past or future than a fridge filled with common, imaginative and perishable food,

and a ham as last alimentary eternal resource. (Montalban, 1995, 35)

The goal of Carvalho - as a rebel in the city - is to survive without participating in theOlympic

Games. Montalban describes the Olympic mega-event as «an extra-sportive binge the final res-

ults of which are urban and media businesses» (Montalban, 1995, 35). But the border between

labour and citizenship has been splintered and Carvalho is evicted by secret services and obliged

to work for free. Blurring the difference between free labour and political participation, the

difference between commodity (labour force) and social life blurs as well (Montalban, 1992).

Within this process, citizenship becomes a tool for segmenting public space (who parti-

cipates and who does not) and for organising the labour market. Precarity is instituted as the

hegemonic and normative dispositif for the governance of labour and fragility and vulnerability

become the norm, through free internships and outsourcing.

1992 was going to be the apotheosis, the enrolling of our country - but it was clear

that the fat cows, the parties of the 1980s had come to an end. What happened in

1992? First there is people that starts to wake up ... In Barcelona for example,

this is when the conflict aroundcivismo[cf. Chapter 7] starts. Do you know that

the Olympic Gamesin Barcelona are installed, built upon the voluntary labourof

thousands of people? A lot of people, and this is very interesting, because the

mechanism of symbolic consensus is concretely a material artefact to incorporate

and regulate flexible labour into the regime of gratuity and precarisation (Marcelo

Exposito)
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Third, the Barcelona’s brand emerging from the Olympics is the shop-window that forecloses

the contradictions and inequalities proliferating in the back-rooms of the city. Urban space is

reconfigured in the name ofOlympic Games. It is possible to recognise here the evolution of the

same process of accumulation by dispossession which commences in the 1960s. The production

of urban space, culture and gentrification recycled Haussmann’s ‘strategic beautification’ of 19th

Century Paris.

The Olympic Games[..] opened up huge opportunities to garner monopoly rents

(Samaranch, President of the International Olympic Committee, just happened to

have large real estate interests in Barcelona) (Harvey, 2009, 104)

History repeats itself, but not as a farce. Theartist of demolition(as Haussmann liked to describe

himself according to Benjamin, 1969) still rules urban space. Regeneration and gentrification

enable the valorisation of space through the abuse of power.

Towards the right to the city

TheOlympic Gamesput Barcelona on the map. However,

The collective symbolic capital that Barcelona has accumulated depends upon val-

ues of authenticity, uniqueness and particular non-replicable qualities. Such marks

of local distinction are hard to accumulate without raisingthe issue of local em-

powerment, even of popular and oppositional movements. At that point, of course,

the guardians of collective symbolic and cultural capital (the museums, the univer-

sities, the class of benefactors, and the state apparatus) typically close their doors

and insist upon keeping the riffraff out (though in Barcelona the Museum of Mod-

ern [sic, it should be Contemporary] Art, unlike most institutions ofits kind, has

remained amazingly and constructively open to popular sensibilities). And if that

fails, then the state can step in with anything from something like the ‘decency

committee’ set up by Mayor Giuliani to monitor cultural taste in New York City to

outright police repression. (Harvey, 2009, 105)

I propose here to read this period as a turning point in capital’s battle to dominate and exploit the

forms of life inhabiting Barcelona’s streets. The space of the city became the engine of social

production and therefore the battlefield for rights.

Since the 1970s, the appropriation of time and space as well as the inhabitation of the city by

different bodies constituted the urban space of Barcelona as a machine of difference, where cul-

tural and symbolic production was configured around the living and collective cooperation and
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creativity of urban life. However, the overlapping of politics and life went hand in hand with the

overlapping of production and life. Heterogeneity and differences as social practices of altern-

ative subjectivation became crucial processes also in the constitution of the urban as machine of

production.The right of the city- as autonomous affirmation against national governance - was

challenged by the emergence ofthe right to the cityas right of access to the wealth produced in

the city.

In the context of the Olympic city, an apparatus of governance was affirmed in the metro-

politan space against these modes of alter-subjectivation. First, a regime of government that

segmented and produced hierarchies across the plane of urban life. Second, a mechanism of co-

dification of social practices that disciplined social behaviours in order to valorise social cooper-

ation. The attempt of the neoliberal strategy was to abstract urban life, subsuming the collective

processes of life-world production and translating them into the neoliberal competition among

urban regions (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008, Chakrabarty, 2000).

This double implementation - segmentation and hierarchisation - of a typical dispositif of

the colonies operated to govern «the constitutive heterogeneity of contemporary global capital»

(Mellino, 2009, 88): the life of the city as machine of difference (Isin, 2002).

It is a matter of determining which segments of the population are to benefit most

from the collective symbolic capital to which everyone has,in their own distinctive

ways, contributed both now and in the past. Why let the monopoly rent attached to

that symbolic capital be captured only by the multinationals or by a small powerful

segment of the local bourgeoisie? (Harvey, 2009, 105)

At stake at this time in Barcelona was the production of a new mode of subjectivation - the

homogeneous and univocal representation of the new Olympiccitizen - and the affirmation of a

logic of dominance of capital over the social cooperation ofthe city.

A soft [and new] subject, the citizen. A subject with its own political practices

like voluntarism, experienced by tens of thousand of peoplethat work for free [. . . ]

for the profit of urban capital; [. . . ]. TheOlympic Gamesrepresented the closing

moment of the process of decomposition of classes, which began in the capitalist

restructuring and the democratic transition. (Ivan Miro)

The institutional discourse of the Barcelona brand emergestherefore as the mask of a violent

silencing of the other pasts of the city: stories, neighbourhoods, faces of the recent past that

could not be translated into the new Olympic brand produced to sell the city.

However the dominance over the subaltern was not a politicalhegemony. The invention of

political practices happening in the back-rooms of the cityis crucial in terms of understanding
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the gathering together of those political forces, immanentstrangers, internal outsiders and the

un/governed excluded once again from citizenship, but contesting the neoliberal rationality of

urban governance since the 1980s, affirming an alternative model of urban production in the

name of the right to the city.

This is the focus of the next chapters, in which I analyse the forging of the right to the

city as it has been emerging in the last few months in the squares of Barcelona. As a starting

point, though, I choose to inhabit the fragmentation and thedepression that followed the crisis

of radical politics and the affirmation of neoliberal governmentality in the 1980s.

In that moment, you would experience all that as a general betrayal – and this is still

true, because the same person that was on your side in the struggles, all of a sudden

is in theAyuntamiento, and starts to modify his discourse, and to slam doors in your

face. The generalised feeling in that moment was of disillusion, because in that

period we were really thinking we would change the world withour struggle [. . . ]

there was a revolution to be done – and radical choices had been taken in the name

of it [. . . ] and, then, years passed by - and you realise that nothing is imminent, and

things are getting harder every day. (Eva Fernandez)



Chapter 5

Making a movementwithout organs

This is how it should be done. Lodge yourself on a stratum, experiment with the op-

portunities it offers find an advantageous place on it, find potential movements

of deterritorialisation, possible lines of flight, experience them, produce flow

conjunctions here and there, try out continua of intensities segment by segment,

have a small plot of new land at all times. It is through a meticulous relation

with the strata that one succeeds in freeing lines of flight, causing conjugated

flows to pass and escape and bringing forth continuous intensities for a BwO.

(Deleuze and Guattari, 1987, 161)

Following the annihilation of the political spaces which emerged in the late 1970s and the re-

capturing of social life under the neoliberal city, the space of radical politics in Barcelona was

atomised and individualised, captured within the space of the neoliberal market and representat-

ive politics.

However, if we thought of the political space of Barcelona ascompletely captured and sub-

jugated to the logic of neoliberal possibilism, this research would not have air to breath. The

asphyxia would kill the desire of militant research in the sad passion of defeat and betrayal, in

the instinct of death symbolically expressed by the paintedpremonition of Ocaña’s death. (See

Figure 5.1)

Militant research is in the first place an act of desire that problematises the past to build the

present. It does not aim to solve any problems or to explain history, but to let histories blow up,

discover the metamorphoses that happened just when the closing credits appear to be rolling.

Rigour in militant research does not refer to a supposed truth to be discovered, but to the

immanent concreteness of social movements, to the actuality of the past as ‘as it flashes up at

a moment of danger’(Benjamin, 1999b). Rigour refers therefore to the analysis of the com-
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Figure 5.1: The funeral of Ocaña, drawn by Ocaña’s himself a few days before his death (Naz-
ario, 2004)
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plexity of events and processes, the lacerations and tragedies at stake in the becoming of social

movements. And honesty in assuming the partiality of one’s point of view.

This chapter focuses on the social practices emerging in thelate 1980s and early 1990s,

when, from the margins and from loneliness, a new process of commonality was built. Start-

ing from an ethical and individual unease, social movementsmoved from the singular to the

collective interpellation of the neoliberal organisationof society and social production.

The invasion of public space by immanent strangers, internal outsiders and the unrecog-

nised governed instituted the possibility of a non-organicbut ‘machinic’ movement (Deleuze

and Guattari, 1987).

Those movements against the process of [democratic] transition had been crushed.

All of them. Nothing was left. Just on the margins [Me: they were lost, but did

they come back somehow?] More or less... half of them were junkies, heroine

addicts, and the other half were in their own houses, depressed, starving, because

at a biographical level they gave everything to the cause andnow they were in their

thirties without any professional qualifications, with criminal records, it was shit...

(Marcelo Exposito)1

[The feeling was of] generalised impotence, an impossibility of acting from the left

of those who have grown during Francoism and now were unable to challenge the

new - supposedly leftist - governing machine, that was destroying the few elements

of the Francoist welfare state. [. . . ] We were all around 16 or18 years old: it was

just us, coming from the punk scene, and those survivors of the extreme left of the

1970s that were still pushing for a very classical discourse. They had not found

their place in the new context and . . . they looked a bit crazy.(Jordi Bonet)

The path through which the veterans of the 1970s returned to social movements has been sub-

terranean, passing through fear and delusion in search of lines of flight within which to institute

a living consistency of militant experience.

We, the people of my environment that left political parties, continued to be socially

active, and during many years I kept meeting with the people of Nou Barris for

example. We would have meetings like the ones of the party, but without the party.

[...] And afterwards, everybody started to look for her own space. There were

people that started to work in the world of international cooperation and others,

like me, who continued working in the feminist movements that were not anymore

1Reviewing this quote, Marcelo Exposito pointed out the importance of considering the presence as well of a
significant group of people integrated in the neoliberal management of art and culture.
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tightened by strong links, focusing on support groups and discussions [...] I think

in this period we experimented with politics starting from the fear of getting lost...

What was more worrying for me in that moment was the idea of staying at home. I

didn’t want to stay at home with my arms crossed, I felt I had tokeep acting. And in

that moment I started to work withDona i Preso[Women and Prison] for a couple

of years. It was the need to stay active and linked to people that moved me even if

in a very generic way. (Eva Fernandez)

The process that emerged was characterised by experimentation with new singular trajectories.

In Machiavellian terms, we might say that, faced with the realities of the political conjuncture

of the 1980s -fortune, as the set of elements in relation to which which one has no power - the

political and personal experimentation of the 1980s expressed the realisation of what is possible

- the virtue,in Machiavellian terms (Machiavelli, 1961, Negri, 1999). That is the pursuit of a

gesture and a practice which is capable of intervening in theexisting world and of producing new

situations (Deleuze, 2004, Lazzarato, 2003), going beyondthe dynamics of social transformation

to open up a process of internal critique of the practices of social movements. Small trajectories

emerged out of the collective practices of the 1970s. Experiences capable of giving strength to

those subjects trapped in the depression of the early 1980s,characterised by a metamorphosis of

individual bodies that permitted the invention of new dispositifs of social organisation and the

re-construction of a collective body escaping the traditional forms of political movements. A set

of metamorphoses that occurred in the space of marginal politics and concretely assumed the

question of subalternity affirming the possibility of expression and not the need of any (political

or cultural) institutional representation as the constituent horizon of radical politics (cf. Spivak,

1988, Guha, 1982).

It has been possible [to survive the crisis of the 1980s], because you can share

complicities, and ways of looking at things [with other people]. And the way [you

survive] is by exploring new and different questions. For meit was assistance for

unaccompanied minors – where I re-placed a set of abilities and analyses from my

previous organisational experience. And analysis came along with the practices of

organisation we implemented, somehow. We understood the situation, we moun-

ted a metropolitan platform, we organised Community adoption for the kids in the

neighbourhoods: at the end of the day, the instruments of struggle you use are the

ones you already knew. Although latently, they were there – and all of a sudden

you activate them in order to work on new issues [. . . ]. What keeps you there is

coherence – it is coherence that keeps you in contact with thechoices you had made

in another moment of your life, which is not only a question ofmilitancy, or be-
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ing active and looking critically at reality. It is about howyou build your everyday

life, what life you have chosen for yourself and to what you have renounced. (Eva

Fernandez)

My aim here is to investigate those processes that have been capable of building new movements

not by analysing the models of organisation of the logic of ideas -idea-logy- but the practices

capable of composing a collective body through metamorphoses, invention and critique. The

aim is to think about social movements as collective bodies without organs (Vercauteren et al.,

2007, Sanchez Cedillo, 2009, Deleuze and Guattari, 1987), conceptualised not by a predefined

organisation of ideas and hierarchies, but as collective producers of practices and concepts.

It is possible to see here the practice of critique as a crucial force (Foucault, 1997, Raunig,

2009c, Butler, 2006b; cf. Chapter 3), both to contest the mechanism of neoliberalcitizenship

and to affirm the legitimacy of political action from outsiderepresentation. In this field of

outside-politics (Stephenson and Papadopoulos, 2006), mynarrative will focus on some exper-

iences which emerged in the context of the desegregation of the radical movements I analysed

in the previous chapter. These are movements in which the terms internal outsiders, imman-

ent strangers and governed have been embodied in concrete experiences and where the borders

between one and the other have blurred. First, I analyse the experience ofinsumisiónand of the

movimiento okupawhere political expression outside representation was affirmed through the

primacy of direct action as political practice of enunciation. Second, I analyse the practices of

flights arising in the radical arts with the aim of escaping the market and instituting spaces of

autonomous expression, which were neither captured nor determined by the market. Finally, I

focus on the appearance of extra-European migrants as a new political subject that invaded the

public space of Barcelona, from outside formal citizenship, affirming new deeds and new words

and clashing with the mechanisms of exclusion not only of society, but also of social movements.

5.1 Insumisiónand okupa

The first experience I analyse is the movement against obligatory military service, orinsumisión.

Insumisiónemerged in the second half of the 1980s and throughout the 1990s to contest oblig-

atory military service. The movement emerged in continuitywith anti-NATO movements of

the 1980s. However,insumisiónwas the first significant movement of the democratic transition

composing autonomous movements, extreme-left militants (Mili-KK ) and Christian grassroots

movements (Movimiento Objectores de Conciencia, MOC) into a social mobilisation that in-

volved thousands of people as objectors, tens of thousands as supporters in trials, thousands of

trials and more than six hundreds prisoners from 1989 to 1996throughout Spain. Although the
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radical objection movement2 was not based solely in Barcelona, the significance of this move-

ment is crucial in terms of analysing the experience of the Catalan capital’s squatted spaces in

the second half of the 1990s and to understand the affirmationof a biopolitical matrix for urban

social movements in recent decades, because it determined the affirmation of subjectivity and

alternative subjectivation as crucial sites for radical politics. I focus here principally but not only

on the experience of theMOC.

My aim here is to stress the relevance ofexperienceas a dimension of political expression,

in order to later translate this political expression from the singular level of the individual refusal

of military service, to the collective practice of squatting as experiential critique of the neoliberal

governmentality of urban space. If experience had been a relevant dimension of radical politics

throughout the 1970s, experience and discourse became entangled in significant ways in the

insumisión.The movement refused both to stay silent and to speak in termsof representation,

affirming the space of life and experienceas political enunciation. The political strategy of

the insumisiónindeed was not to be recognised as representative of a new political position,

but it was to put into crisis the administrative power of the state, by collapsing its judicial and

prison system through radical disobedience, in order to affirm the subjective uprising of a new

generation against the normative subjectivation imposed by military service.

The insumisiónis a biopolitical movement, because it positions the body asthe

crucial political battleground. The struggle crosses yourbody and your life. It is

not just about conscientious-objecting: anyone can be aninsumisowithout being a

militant. And here is the strength and the fragility of the movement itself. It is DIY:

here you have your recipe, and everybody can do it. It is the same culture as punk:

take your guitar and make a band. In this case: go to the Army, fill in this paper,

declare yourself a conscientious objector. (Jordi Bonet)

The act of disobedience affirmed experience as a distinctiveposition for a new understanding

of the relation with the state in terms of governance. The aimof radical politics was not linked

to the electoral dimension of representational politics, but instead understood as a practice for

radical transformation in a specific dispositif of democratic Spanish power. Military service

was targeted as it provided an opportunity to highlight the continuing role of the dictatorship-

era military elite following the transition and its role a guarantor for affirming a new normative

subjectivity in the post-transition era.

2Radical objectionrefers to the practice of conscientious objection to military service and the refusal to undertake
any alternativecivil service. Radical objection was the translation used by theinsumisiónmovement in the interna-
tional meetings of conscientious objectors in the 1990s.Insumisióninstead emerged as a name in reference to the
radical objection of French citizens during the Algerian War, 1954-1962.
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As Exposito pointed out, this mode of political action emerged in different contexts and

struggles as a practice against the affirmation of a neoliberal governmentality as a rationale of

normative subjectivation and dominance:

There is not any explanation for this; that was the atmosphere of the time. It is this

intangible idea proposed by Holloway of reverberations [used by Holloway, 1996

in reference to zapatist movements], isn’t it? The resonances, how movements res-

onate one with each other. [...] Curiously, or not so curiously, it occurred that this

happened in those movements where politics were not happening in an ideological

framework but through the [problematic of] subjectivation. [...] These are move-

ments that emerged in the first crisis opened by neoliberalism, right? A crisis of

health, welfare, wealth. Crises that affected the conditions of life itself. (Marcelo

Exposito)

Beyond the specificity of anti-militarism and the anarchistic refusal of the state, the attitude that

characterised the radical objection movement resonated inthe early 1990s with other movements

in the field of cultural, urban and health rights (such as ACT UP in Paris, New York and San

Francisco Hayduk, 2002, Crimp, 1989, Gould, 2002), as well as in the environmental movement

and post-colonial movements (e.g the marches of 1992 acrossLatin America andZapatismoin

Mexico in 1994, Boron, 2001). (See Figure 5.2)

Figure 5.2: Radical marches for the 500th Anniversary of theConquista1992 in Sevilla and
Latin America

Neoliberal governance indeed resolved conflicts in each specific articulation of power (Jessop,

2002, Negri, 2005, Lazzarato, 2002) andinsumisiónaddressed a particular articulation: the mas-

culine subjectivation of boys through the army and loyalty to the Nation (interviews with Mar-

celo Exposito and Jordi Bonet). (See Figure 5.3)
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Figure 5.3:Insumisosin Carabanchel, Madrid (Desacuerdos, 2005)
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The possibility of opening up a political debate around these questions could not be con-

ceived inside the homogeneous consensus of institutional politics. Direct action and disobedi-

ence affirmed «an order of legitimacy counterpoised to some elements of legality» (Marcelo

Exposito); a social legitimacy outside the legal structureof the state. Radical objection as a

space of politicisation was immediately an emotional and political act involving not the ideo-

logical defence of an idea, but the affirmation of a differentposition for the subject in society.

A text by Chomsky (1967) on civil disobedience against the Vietnam War became important in

internal discussions and in the production of the narrativewithin the movement. It is useful to

emphasise the extent to whichinsumisiónitself was embedded in an «archetype of the history of

disobedience, an affective archetype. An archetype of transitional affection» (Marcelo Exposito)

among participants in the movement (cf. Dowling et al., 2007).

I had no intention of taking part in any act of civil disobedience, until that moment.

But when that grotesque organism began slowly advancing – more grotesque be-

cause its cells were recognisable human beings – it became obvious that one could

not permit that thing to dictate what one was going to do. (Chomsky, 1967, unpa-

ginated)

The space of disobedience was constructed not upon the rationalisation of a strategy, but in the

embodied decision of a collective social force that enacteda political act in a specific situation.

[Crossing the line of legality] all of a sudden you find yourself in a place where

those certainties and those securities that you had on the other side of the line, are

gone. [...] In the very moment in which you trespass the line,you do it because

you are appealing to something else. You are appealing to something that has an

intangible element that, I don’t know... a certain common sense of justice, an appeal

to the legitimacy of illegal acts, and the illegitimacy of legal acts committed by the

government. (Marcelo Exposito) (See figure 5.4)

Beyond the campaign itself, direct action constituted an alternative process of collective sub-

jectivation (Exposito, 2003). Emotions and behaviours were not an individual or ethical space

that a social movement represented in public. Experience was the ground of a collective and

political production - the expressive force of the movement. The irreducible difference of per-

sonal lives became a constituent principle for organisation – on the one hand to translate them

from private to public space, second to compose them as unitary force affirming and prefiguring

a new paradigm of social life.

It was a very radical way of understanding the issue of radical objection, because

it was not the idea of being against the system - a sort of generic anti-systemic
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Figure 5.4: Civil Disobedience against the Vietnam War i n the U.S. (left) and against military
service in Spain (right)

idea. It was literally to say: we have to conform all togetheran order of legitimacy

and an idea of what it means to be in common. Something that canoccur only by

doing something so strong like disobeying a law. Something that can provoke an

accusation against you of committing an offence against thesecurity of the state...

Me, for example, I was convicted for a serious offence against the security of the

state and against the constitution. (Marcelo Exposito)

The practice of refusal forced the subject into a profound decision about one’s own life and one’s

own horizons. These spaces of individual decision however were connected to the collective

production of a strategy for the movement. Radical objection involved accepting the reduction

of one’s personal freedom and to organise support from outside the prisons. (See Figure 5.5)

But it was also an experience of politicising intimacy, explaining one’s reasons and practices

to relatives, mums, friends, lovers. It was about making political enunciations by organising a

collective and radical act, a collectiveexperience.

What you would do was either go to the place [where you had to enlist] and face

the situation and explain your reasons and take the first pedagogic step, discuss with

your superior and with the people there. ‘No. Look, I am not going to do this. Why?

Well for this and that reason...’ And this would be the first pedagogic step, the first

interpellation. Or you would send a letter... ‘Look I am so-and-so, I am not going

to this for this reason...’ and you would go with this letter to Court and admit guilt.

You would go with a group of people who would admit guilt for inducing you to

commit this offence. And this was an element of aggregation.People that could not

go to the military service due to their age, or because they were women, had a way

to join the practices of disobedience that was: ‘I convincedthis person’. Or if it was
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Figure 5.5:Insumisosin prison

your mother: ‘I educated him in this way and it seems logical to me that he will not

do this. If this is an offence, I am responsible for having induced him to commit it’

or a friend of yours or a university teacher. (Marcelo Exposito)

This space for the composition of different biographical experiences, of singular emotions and

behaviours, generated a novel political space where discussion was not about convincing any-

body to join any party or organisation but opening a political debate about the subjectivation that

the state imposed through military service, through war, and the effects of governance on the

everyday life of society.

We were dying of exhaustion from giving conferences, debates, discussions every-

where... It was really heavy. You would see different reactions, from a reverential

silence of people looking to you as a hero or absolute aggression against you. And

in-between a range of possibilities and many times all of these were occurring in the

same public event. You were not there to discuss an idea. You were there literally

embodying - with your body, your position - a radical political act and you were

not asking people to do it as well, but you were trying to develop a political ped-

agogy according to which you would act and the consequences of which you would

accept. And this was something that wouldcommocionarpeople a lot [translation:
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literally overcome with emotion. But this word involves both the sense of moving

people emotionally in common and being moved together,con-motion]. (Marcelo

Exposito)

The practice of alternative subjectivations, the refusal of uniformity, the dimension of experience

as political enunciation of singularities constituted a space to reinvent forms of organisation. It

made possible the imagination of other ways of constitutinga common plan of political action

beyond the reduction of individual differences to the coherence of the programme (Papadopoulos

et al., 2008, Mezzadra, 2010) - a militant discipline.

[There was] a complex relation between individuality, singularity and collective.

Because generally they were not decisions that one would take on his own. They

were strategies, tactics, mechanism that were collectively decided. And there, inside

this collective strategy, one would then singularise. Because there was a template for

the letter of refusal. But the one that was writing it was you.You were writing your

own reasons. And it was not the same if those who were admitting guilt themselves

where your workmates, your mates of the union, or your mother. Every profile was

different and you would define it. But it was not a theatralised profile. It was you,

it was your reality. (Marcelo Exposito)

According to interviews and materials, the space ofinsumisióngenerated the background from

which themovimiento okupaappeared as a collective identity. Squatted social centresconsti-

tuted «the spatial and collective translation of the military objection movement» (Ivan Miro)

that translated the ethical interpellation of the radical objection to the ground of urban polit-

ics, affirming a practice of critique and micro-political refusal of the neoliberal governance of

the city. From the middle of the 1990s, hundreds of flats and atleast fifty social centres were

occupied in the urban region of Barcelona, while the demonstrations organised by theokupa

movement in the same period gathered between ten and twenty thousand people.

[After the fall of the Berlin wall] time collapsed and space emerged [as a political

dimension]. There was a complete refusal of the future, a questioning of the re-

volution, maybe due to postmodernism, and a deep questioning of grand narratives.

People wanted concrete politics: they did not want to struggle for their future. They

wanted to get together and do things: transform a bit of theirlives. (Ivan Miro)

At the same time, in the late 1980s, the space of the extreme-left was trapped in the identitarian

and ideological circle of traditional politics.

I have seen this, I was still very young and these little groups were trying to “catch

me”, but then they stopped, they started to fragment themselves more and more.
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And then people started to think critically about classicalpolitics, about the vertical

forms of organisation, and representative politics, also on the personal level because

people were burnt out because of militancy, because of the sacrifice, required by

extreme-left parties. (Ivan Miro)

The new expressions of the student movement, in relation to university fees and so

on, were considered as anti-political [by the extreme-left]. But, when we organised

the supposed ‘political’ stuff, nobody would show up. The ‘anti-political’ permitted

the emergence of new constellations, and to express political statements, proposing

both new issues (for example on fees and urban speculation) and new practices,

occupying the university or squatting empty buildings. Andwe [as extreme-left]

were very narrow-minded towards any novelty. (Tomas Herreros)

In this opposition between the ideological ‘political’ andthe experiential ‘anti-political’, differ-

ent political movements emerged contrasting the hegemony and the militant style of the extreme-

left and affirming the experience of urban life as a battleground in which to claim and demand

new rights. Social centres asserted a radical invention capable of redefining urban policies and

politics as a realm of political antagonism and of affirming the right to the city in the space of

Barcelona as a battleground. Social centres opened a space for a critique of urban politics where

the administrative institutionalisation ofasociaciones de vecinoshad left a depoliticised society

in which critique was foreclosed.

At the same time, the spaces of squatting and radical objection were constituted as a political

space by state repression. The Law Code of 1995 legislates,

against bothinsumisiónand squatting as criminal offences. And for me this is

the moment in which the state affirms that there is a real conflict at stake in these

practices by punishing them with prison. This is what allows, I think, people to start

to act as a political movement, the beginning of the cycle: tochallenge these events

people have to act in public. They have to develop affinity networks with different

sectors, get out of the ghetto, think about the neighbourhoods and invent new media

for communication. (Ivan Miro)

The spatial translation of theinsumisiónreinforced the collective dimension of the political

experience. Social centres became spaces in which to share not only political discussion but

a way of living together differently. This allowed feministquestions, queer movements, drug

experimentation and leisure to become the spine of autonomous political practices in everyday

life.

All of a sudden, you would find yourself in a social centre fullof people, and we

have to find new ways to verbalise politics, we have to think about new codes, new
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languages. Normal people have other interests [to the ones of the extreme left] and

we have to tune to those interests in terms of organising the cultural activities of

the social centres. [. . . ] The world changed, but through everyday practices. The

discussion was never theoretical, like elsewhere, but practical: we started to work

in theGarnacha, in theHamsa, then I went back to Terrasa to open another social

centre. And all of a sudden in the meeting you would not discuss, as in the extreme

left, about ideological questions, but about the practicalmanagement of the social

centre. (Tomas Herreros)

[The extreme left] would not build any place, any alternative and public site for

politics. And we, although by instinct, did not want to do politics with words, but

to change things, and the [production of] space was the materialisation of change.

(Ivan Miro)

In this intertwining of space and collectivity as translating process frominsumisiónto theokupa

movement, cultural production emerged as a space to think about the collective identity of emer-

ging urban subjectivities and about the social dynamics forthe production and consumption of

culture (Castells, 1985).

The urban is affirmed here as a space of production, and urban social movements contest

its organisation through an embodied critique of the management of this mode of production.

Autonomous politics emerged as practices of antagonism andflight against a double exclusion

from Fordist citizenship. First, the exclusion of a new generation from the regime of rights of

the Fordist mode of production. The space of leisure became afield of organisation not only for

the alternative cultural scene. It constituted a space in which to organise labour in a different

way both questioning the regime of cultural production imposed by the Olympic regeneration

(free and casual labour) and affirming a possible self-management of work.

Our interlocutors were different: not the extreme left militant, but djs that asked

about the possibility of playing there. We would discuss, for example, the prices [of

drinks and entrance] in the social centre and how this would allow a new generation

to come out in the street. A generation that till then was silent and could not use the

public spaces of the city [due to the precarisation of their lives]. (Tomas Herreros)

Second, recognising the effects of neoliberal policies on the possibility of accessing wealth for

this precarious population, the consumption of culture in the social centres became a spatiality

in which to contest the position of consumers as disengaged public. On the one hand, the very

affordable nature of access to social centres challenged the economic hierarchisation of access

to culture.
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Leisure time in the space of Barcelona was over-commodified.It was very difficult,

for this generation that had no economic resources, to hit the streets in the night.

Because everything was very expensive. And it was not only about the money.

Everything was over-regulated. And in this context, many social centres proliferated

and focused part of their work on leisure - what we were calling alternative leisure

- with other prices, other activities and where all this scenestarted to move... Djs of

rave parties started to develop and in a few years this sparked an alternative circuit

of consumption in Barcelona. (Tomas Herreros)

On the other hand, this made possible the configuration of an open space of discussion in which

to break apart the segmentation between public and producer. The public could be part of the

management of cultural production and not only a receptor, for example in the political assem-

blies of the social centres in which the concrete managementof the centre and its cultural and

political activities took precedence over the ideologicalpolitics of representation (Tomas Her-

reros).

This shift in social movements happened in the context of an evolution of Barcelona’s

mainstream cultural scene. Since the early democratic transition of the 1980s, underground

artists, counter-cultural communities and independent galleries were incorporated in the neo-

liberal valorisation of the city and its brand (Harvey, 2009, 2001). The counter-cultural, mi-

grant and transgendered milieus of the 1970s became involved in a generalised process of self-

entrepreneurialisation for the valorisation of this cultural production in a global market of cul-

ture and art. This process of normalisation proposed a productive commodification of these life

worlds and attacked their autonomy by subordinating it to the rule of exchange value.

In this diffused factory, the new generation inhabiting social centres started to experience the

new forms of capitalist exploitation as concrete dimensions of their life. The prototype of the

Olympics was being translated in the precarisation of labour, in the self-exploitation of workers,

in the permanent commodification of every cultural production and the precarisation of urban

inhabitants (cf. Chapter 4.4).

The micro-politics of the body expressed in theinsumisiónas well as in the micro-politics

of the groups associated with themovimiento okupamutated into a reflection and a set of prac-

tices around the micro-politics of precarisation inurbanspace. In the metamorphosis of urban

governance, the relation of power between capital and labour involved lifestyles, bodies: in a

word experiences. Leisure politics expressed the collective and spatial reconfiguration of the

singular act of radical objection, moving from the self-exile of the objector from the normat-

ive subjectivation of the army, to a collective exodus that aimed to perform and prefigure an

alternative world.
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For a few years, social centres constituted an exodus from the commodification of urban life

and offered the possibility of affirming alternative ways for organising labour reinforcing the

‘lines of flight’ opened in the late 1970s by the countercultural projects (Carmona, 2012). A

place from which to resist and institute new social modes of cultural production.

The occupation ofCine Princesa(1994) represented the most important place in this pro-

cess of exodus. As it was the first social centre in the very centre of the city, the movimiento

okupa became a public actor in the urban political debate and, around the experience of theCine

Princesa, new alliances were forged. (See Figure 5.6 and Video V.6)

Figure 5.6: The eviction ofCine Princesa(Royo and Ferre, 2005)

When thePrincesais evicted [in 1996], a spontaneous demonstration arose. The

same afternoon. First many people started to go there. For usit was most of all for

the eviction. It was almost a situation of militarisation, you know? [In that moment]

I was outraged by the eviction, by the way in which it was done.The military take

over of a whole part of the city, with helicopters and all. We went to the Princesa in

the early morning, very upset for all themovida.And in the night, in the afternoon

there was a demonstration where there were many people like me, coming from

the neighbourhoods movements and a lot of old people, one would say. And the

FAVB [Federacion de asociaciones de vecinos de Barcelona] organised a party, a

very big street party in solidarity to thePrincesain the Born. And this was one of

the first and most incredible moments in the relationship between theasociaciones

de vecinosand themovimiento okupa.(Eva Fernandez) (See Video V.6)

Since the early 1990s debates within the social centres had centred around the task of reinventing

the function of social organisation in the new dynamics of the city. Social centres emerged as

a dispositif to open spaces for politics and critique in theoeuvre, spaces in which to reconnect

and organise as an urban social movement, rather than as a constellation of fragmented identities.
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Via their politics of occupation, and the organisation of cultural production and access to leisure,

themovimiento okupaemerged as a political agency, capable of recomposing the memories of

urban struggle within the framework of the neoliberal governance of the city.

5.2 From critique to instituent practices in radical arts

Having examined the process of collective subjectivation of autonomous politics in the 1980s

and 1990s, I turn now to focus on another process of flight and invention in the field of radical

culture, this time focusing on the field of critical artisticand curatorial practices. In both the

insumisiónand theokupamovements, discussed above, and the artistic/cultural projects, ex-

amined below, I am interested in tracing a process whereby singular moments of escape develop

into collective processes of invasion - a process which is ofcentral concern to the question of

the right to the city in Barcelona as examined throughout this thesis.

However, while theinsumisiónandokupamovements are of interest principally in relation

to the dimension of the politicisation of experience, the artistic and cultural projects discussed

here deal with the question of institutions and their relationship with society and the public.

Moreover, they do so in a manner which directly addresses post-Fordist conditions of labour. In

the following chapter, we will see that theMuseum of Contemporary Arts of Barcelonadrew on

and brought together both the practices of the autonomous movement and the radical critique of

institutions pioneered by the artistic and cultural practices which are the focus of this section.

Once again, it is a matter of inventing a new collective body which is capable of escaping the

capture of capital and of inventing new modes of organisation to contest the general process of

neoliberalism. In my understanding, the radical artistic practices of the 1980s and the 1990s in

Barcelona configured first a fragmented set of singular escapes against the neoliberal capture of

1970s counter-cultures (5.2.1), but would later return to an institutional critique of the cultural

institutions, thus affirming invasion as instituent practice of a different relation between art and

politics (5.2.2).

In culture, the effects of neoliberalism started to be visible in the Western European

democracies form the early 1980s onward, even if the conditions for this effect had

being historically consolidated throughout the 1970s, through the weakening and

de-mobilisation of unions and the traditional left in the crisis of the 1970s and the

failure of the revolutionaryconatusof 1968. (Ribalta, 2010, 87-88)

Arts was embedded in the global politics of neoliberalism and marginalised from the field of

representative institutional politics, finding in the global market the measure of its aesthetic

value. In juxtaposition, different kinds of expressive cultural practices contested the mode of
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subjectivation and art production imposed by neoliberalism, developing a critique of the political

dynamics of culture and thinking the experience of art as a field of biopolitics (Ribalta, 2010,

Steyerl, 2009).

The institutional ‘normalisation’ of democratic, and social-democratic, transition

deeply discredits the historical – some of them recent – experiences that connected

arts and politics, by delegitimising in general the possibility of pushing for social

change through cultural practices. [The closure of this process is in 1986], during

the referendum for entering NATO. Tensions explode betweendissident groups,

coming from the previous period, and the politics of democratic institutionalisation.

[. . . ] In these tensions and through the long and deserted traverse of the 1980s and

1990s, the possibilities for new forms of dissidence in the instituted democracy are

forged. (Exposito, in Desacuerdos, 2003, 120)

In the remainder of this section I analyse the process that moved from the scattered experiences

of radical critique in the 1980s to the first experiments of radical instituent practices in the early

1990s in order to understand the genealogy of those artists,critics and curators that particip-

ated in the experience ofMuseum of Contemporary Art of Barcelonain conjunction with social

movements in the early 2000s (cf. Chapter 6).

5.2.1 The gallery system and thearte correo

In the early 1980s the radical artistic milieu in Spain and inthe rest of the world began to analyse

what they were experiencing: the end of dictatorships and the explosion of difference (Spain and

Latin America), but also the neoliberal impact on the cultural sector and the closing of the 1970s

as a period of progressive experimentation (Europe and North America) (Raunig and Ray, 2009).

This led to research around the capture by the market of radical artistic processes, and to the

articulation of a practice of critique as a form of transformative analytical intervention against

neoliberal cultural production. In order to analyse this critique, a global framework needs to be

introduced.

Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time Social System as of May 1,

1971by Haacke (2004) constituted the pre-history of artistic production with regard to this pro-

cess. (See Figure 5.7) The project collected information onreal estate speculation in the Lower

East side, around the Guggenheim Museum where the exhibition was going to take place. The

exhibition was censored, not only because of its controversial content, but also because of the

language of its objects. The exhibition had no ‘art pieces’ but just a «series of 142 photographs

of the facades of tenement buildings, accompanied by typewritten data sheets [which] added up

to a biting indictment of the monopoly of one family of wealthy proprietors over the slums»
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Figure 5.7:Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, a Real-Time Social System as of
May 1, 1971by Haacke
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(Tate, n.d.) in the area surrounding the museum. The family in question was, moreover, fin-

ancially linked to the museum. For the first time «Haacke problematise[d] the autonomy and

the neutrality of the gallery» (Borja-Villel, 2006, 26), and considered art and the artist as agents

in the city demystifying both the role of cultural institutions in urban speculation in the Lower

East side, and the modern discourse according to which art isan aesthetic language external to

political and economic dynamics.

The debate around the connection between culture and urban regeneration was broad and

diffuse. Manuel Castells (1985) analysed the role of identity and diversity in the transformation

of the Castro in San Francisco; Asher exhibited in the peripheries of Lyon (in 1991) addressing

the post-industrial transformation of the neighbourhood in Rénovation = Expulsion(Exposito,

1996). (See Figure 5.8) Rosalyn Deutsche and Cara Ryan’s prominent textThe fine art of gentri-

fication (Deutsche and Ryan, 1984) analysed the role of art in the re-development of New York.

It is of critical importance to understand the gentrification process–and the art world’s

crucial role within it – if we are to avoid aligning ourselveswith the forces behind

this destruction. [...] The city’s strategy is twofold. Theimmediate aim is to dis-

lodge a largely redundant working-class community by wresting control of neigh-

bourhood property and housing and turning it over to real-estate developers. The

second step is to encourage the full-scale development of appropriate conditions to

house and maintain late capitalism’s labor force, a professional white middle class

groomed to serve the centre of America’s ‘postindustrial’ society. (Deutsche and

Ryan, 1984, 94)

In Barcelona, this debate on gentrification not only prefigured the future of the city, but imposed

a discussion around the role of cultural institutions and artistic communities in this ‘strategy of

impoverishment’ (Deutsche and Ryan, 1984). Deutsche and Ryan’s intervention into the debate

around neoliberalism and urban politics unveiled the political transformation of counterculture

itself.

There is an «increasing tendency» they argued «in the art world [. . . ] to characterise as

authoritarian anyone who raises difficult questions about the oppressive workings of the cultural

apparatus» (Deutsche and Ryan, 1984, 97). This critique however was not «the other side of

the promotional enthusiasm for East Village art, [. . . ] becoming its censor; rather [it] explores

the ways in which the East Village scene participates in the dominant culture even as it poses as

‘subcultural’» (Deutsche and Ryan, 1984, 97).

In this context, the experience in Barcelona was different but not exceptional. Many groups

addressed «the [. . . ] complex relation [of art with] the concrete conditions of contemporary life»

(Deutsche and Ryan, 1984, 101).
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Figure 5.8: Asher’sRénovation = Expulsion(1991)
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In aesthetics as well as in politics, [radical] tendencies had been clearly contained

by the cultural lobbies of the Left, that were committed to defending the status quo

(the hegemony of abstract painting) and to investing themselves during the so called

democratic transition in obtaining cells of power by all means in the political system

emerging after the dictatorship. (Desacuerdos, 2003, 152 my translation)

[Left parties] thought that since socialists and communists were in power [. . . ] what

they had to do was to demobilise the masses. They demobilisedthe grassroots

movements, fromasociaciones de vecinos, to cultural movements, to cine-clubs,

and so on. Those that really had been the seeds of [social change] (Marti Rom, in

Desacuerdos, 2003, 139)

From the middle of the 1980s,arte correo(mail-art) began to develop as a practice of critique

in and against the process of valorisation embedded in the circuit of artist-exhibition-critique-

market, marking the specificity of the Catalan and Spanish debate (cf. Exposito, inDesacuerdos,

2003). (See Figure 5.9) Since the commercial gallery systemis limited and corrupt, many artists

decided to exhibit through the postal system:

For the production of imagery, they drew often upon xerography (photocopying)

and the earlier technology of rubber stamps. They would alsoannounce exhibi-

tions in venues previously devoid of art, such as city halls in remote parts of the

world, ideally accepting everything submitted and issuinga catalog with names,

usually accompanied by addresses and selected reproductions. While such work

had little impact upon commercial galleries (and the «art magazines» dependent

upon galleries’ ads), one result was a thriving alternativeculture, calling itself ‘The

Eternal Network’, as intensely interested in itself as serious artists have always been.

(Kostelanetz, 1993, ‘mail-art’ entry)

Barcelona was playing a major role in the hegemonic process of the valorisation of art, being one

of the centres of the Spanish new art scene.Arte correoemerged on the margins as a space for

creating a network for survival of underground and criticalartistic practices; a space of exodus

and autonomy not only for the products, but for the politics of production themselves.

You could not contemplate doing anything outside [Barcelona], and critics would

not go to any other place [in the country]. So our statement [from outside Bar-

celona] was: «if what we do here does not transcend our own place, and people

only receive what you send them by mail, it is absurd to do exhibitions, let’s just

send people catalogues. (Vidal, interview with Marcelo Exposito and Montse Ro-

many in Desacuerdos, 2003, 148)
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Figure 5.9: Various postcards of Spanisharte correo(Desacuerdos, 2003, 2005)
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The autonomy of circulation of materials outside the control of the invisible hand of the cultural

market reinvigorated the networks of fanzines, alternative music, small publishers and so on.

Furthermore, this space of circulation allowed the circulation of concepts, categories and exper-

iences together with materials as spaces of discussion around the functioning of an emerging

neoliberal governmentality.

People in the Reaganist United States, the artists and social movements in Latin American

dictatorships (principally Brazil, Chile and Argentina),and in eastern Europe - especially in

Poland during Solidarity - linked together. Network becamethe keyword to re-situate transversal

organisation, expression and production as well as the practice of critique as political questions;

without reducing these specificities to any universal and ideological paradigm of analysis.

Network-organisation was defined by the mechanism of circulation of materials that were

constituting the singular expressions of artists, social movements, local issues, not imposing any

international and rigid programme of action. Network-production escaped both the abstraction

of value of the global market, and the discipline of parties and political organisation, generating

practices and affirming an incipient critique of globalisation around the concept of Integrated

World Capitalism (Guattari, 2005), beyond the dichotomiesof the Cold War.

The network is the result of a collective labour and here the confluence spaces in

production, distribution and exhibition (festivals, meetings, publishers, collective

publications, and so on) institute nodes, moments of aggregation through prac-

tices. The transfers between music, video, action art was permanent for more than

a decade. We are not denying that important works or subjectscan be identified in

these spaces. But we want to stress that these singularitiesare comprehensible only

through an analysis that looks at the internal dynamism of these spaces. (Exposito

in Desacuerdos, 2003, 121)

In this process, Exposito argues, hierarchies and specialisation in the artistic practices came to

a point of crisis – opening debates on delegation and horizontalism. «Theoretical production,

aesthetic practices, management of production, distribution, reception [we]re all strongly inter-

woven in a collective and collaborative management» (Exposito in Desacuerdos, 2003, 124).

In this crisis, radical artistic practices stepped forwardassuming the risk and the responsibility

of forming new cultural institutions in accordance with theaesthetic and political principles of

their critique.

5.2.2 Fundació Tàpiesand institutional critique in Barcelona

Here I analyse the emergence of institutional critique as a collective translation of the exoduses

of arte correofrom the gallery system. In this sense, the experience of theFundació Tàpies
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constitutes the emergence of an invasive and instituent practice that both questioned the role of

museums in relation to the society and to the labour of the artist, and interrogated the social

status of the art piece as a commodity, proposing new processes of artistic production in cultural

institutions.

The critique of institutions in the field of culture addressed a more general debate about the

relation between the citizen and the state, questioning thelegitimacy of the modern paradigm

according to which the state had to educate the citizen in accordance with an enlightened know-

ledge. In the 1990s,

[museums] had been overtaken by a right-wing form of bourgeois institutional cri-

ticism, [and] the claim that the cultural institution oughtto be a public sphere was

no longer unchallenged. The bourgeoisie had sort of decidedthat in their view a

cultural institution was primarily an economic one and as such had to be subjected

to the laws of the market. (Steyerl, 2009, unpaginated)

Institutional critique questioned the position of power ofthe institution towards society, contest-

ing both the patronising role of the state and the capturing function of the market. In Barcelona,

this practice of critique territorialised in a concrete experience, theFundació Tàpies(1990-

1998). TheFundació Tàpieswas the first step in the constitution of a new space for politics,

at the very moment in which the Olympics represented the deepcrisis of social movements and

autonomous politics.

The appointment of Manuel Borja Villel, a historian of art who studied in New York between

City University and the Art Galleries of the Lower East side,as the new director of theFundació

Tàpies, an important private cultural institution in Catalonia, made possible the concrete con-

vergence of many different marginal histories of radical cultures in a singular institution under-

pinned by the personal power of Borja (cf. interviews with Marcelo Exposito and Jorge Ribalta).

The resources and the legitimacy ofFundació Tàpiesallowed artists to elaborate a critique of

cultural production and constitute an alternative site of production in which to address the polit-

ics of the city and the politics of the museum, assuming the position of the artist as producer

of political meanings as well as aesthetic commodities (Marcelo Exposito). Radical milieus in-

stituted an experiment through which the practice of critique configured itself not as a singular

enunciation, but as a collective and plural project, programming interventions, constituting a

public space, and speaking-out to the city from an institutional position.

Culture and art would accomplish a paradoxical and contradictory role in their rela-

tionship with the state, that would be exactly the expression and the guarantee of a

plural democratic order. This paradoxical condition is materialised in an exemplary

way in the art of the institutional critique, an art stream born in the museum with
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the aim of undermining its foundations as an institution. This conflict would be,

from this point of view, the guarantee of its liberal pluralism and the symptom of

its limits, since it would point out the unequal relationships of power implicit in the

institutions of knowledge and high culture, such as the university and the museum,

that participate in the reproduction of inequalities and forms of social subordination

and in the exclusion of the subaltern - in other words, in reproducing a social space

that has no power of representation. (Ribalta, 2010, 85)

Those authors that contributed to the debate on gentrification in the 1980s participated in the

programming of theFundació Tàpies. New practices and new content appeared in the public

debate as well as a new geopolitical configuration of artistic discourse. In particular three themes

seem relevant for framing the political project ofFundació Tàpiesand its importance for the

experiment of theMuseum of Contemporary Art of Barcelonain the early 2000s. First,Els

limits del museu [The end(s) of the museum]in 1995 (Keenan, 1995) attempted to critically

engage with the neoliberal agenda of culture, posing political questions on the concept of the

modern museum and the transformations in the relationship between culture and society – and

between institutions, market and politics.

What are the epistemological presuppositions of this institution, which is also to

say, what are its social, economic and political stakes? [. .. ] In deconstructing the

locus of the museum in Western art and culture, we hope to provide the conceptual

tools to redefine and thus enable a new theory of this project called the museum.

(Keenan, 1995, 15)

The other side of this new configuration of cultural institutions was, according to Ribalta, the

internal reorganisation and the affirmation of a neoliberalrationality of institutional functioning.

In the context of the crisis of the welfare state and the collapse of the ideological role of culture

after the end of the Cold War, Ribalta argues, museums becameproducers of commodities for

the market and they were restructured in terms of labour (Ribalta, 2010).

In the mid 1990s, I participated in the revitalisation of theassociative artists move-

ment. [Out of that] I did a book with different agents of the artistic system called

Servicio Publico(Ribalta, 1998) on the crisis of public funding happening inthis

period, and on the horizons of that moment. Documenting the end of the period

of alternative spaces supported by public money – that is over – and the neoliberal

impact of the 1990s. (Jorge Ribalta)

Artistic labour was considered as an accumulation of individuals. No support was guaranteed

for artistic communities. Hierarchisation became the formof organisation of the relationship
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between artists, allowing the money to converge to the top ofthe hierarchy and producing a

mechanism of dependency and precarity for other artists. This mechanism involved a lack of

attention to the cultural reproduction of the artistic milieus and therefore the fragmentation of

the communities - not responding to the demand of the ArtistsAssociative movements in 1996

to recognise the artist as a worker and not as a genius. In contrast, in theFundació Tàpies,

the proposal was to shift from the individual value of the object to the collective value of so-

cial cooperation - and therefore of labour. Precarious artists demanded that public institutions

guarantee a basic income for casual workers - an «urban» generalisation of the French model

of income for casual workers in cultural events (Marcelo Exposito; cf. Corsani and Lazzarato,

2008). Precarity was emerging as a common experience.

The fundamental problem was the difficulty for artists to obtain some kind of pro-

fessional conditions and so on. Actually the discourse was about precarity, not only

in economic terms, but also institutionally, in their public life... Even if not artic-

ulated in these terms, the idea of building a certain kind of public artistic sphere,

on the margin of the market was an answer to a situation we wereexperiencing.

We believed during a certain time that the idea that the market was going to be the

way to maintain ourselves. But this didn’t happen, never really happened. And this

is why there is a demand for another kind of cultural politics... you know?... But

nobody was talking about precarity as such, nobody was usingthese terms. (Jorge

Ribalta)

Second, since the limits and the goals of the museum were inserted in the political context of

neoliberalism,Fundació Tàpiesaddressed the question of urban change. In the displacementof

governance into the heterogeneous space of public, social and private partnerships - the market,

civil society and public institutions emerged as actors in acomplex articulation of politics. The

museum could be something more than a cultural radical institution: an autonomous space for

political expression in the emergence of urban governance.

Following the debates around theOlympic Games, the exhibitionLa ciutat de la gent[The

city of the people] (Borja-Villel et al., 1997) acted as a countermelody, or a counter-power, «that

responded to another exhibition with the same name, organised in the Maremagnum, one of this

classic operations of institutional propaganda on Barcelona’s transformations, and all that shit»

(Marcelo Exposito). A syncopated rhythm in the symphonic rhetoric of the Barcelona Model.

There is a project that serves as a point of inflection for manyof us and it is a

photographic project: the City of the People by Horsfield. Itis beforeDocumenta

X, before 1997. It could have been 1994 or 1995. [A project that] creates a counter-

history of popular Barcelona in the post-Olympics and breaks the myth of the hyper-
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defined social-democratic city and shows the neoliberal city that is catalysed in

Barcelona with the Olympics. It produces a counter-imaginary of this advertising

dimension of Barcelona. I think it is a really important experience for Manolo

[Borja] as well. (Jorge Ribalta)

At stake in the exhibition was the tension between expression, representation and abstraction

which can be traced in the political artistic practices of the 1970s and lost through mainstream

cultural discourse of Western countries in the neoliberal capture of the 1980s.

Photography, as Ribalta reminds us when talking about this project, plays on the edge

between experience and commentary in continuity with the narrative register of other photo-

graphic revolutionary movements: the Farm Security Administration of the Great Depression,

the Federal Writer Project, and also the Cine-train of the Russian Vanguards (interview with

Jorge Ribalta) (cf. Chapter 3). (See Figure 5.10 and 5.11)

Figure 5.10: An image from theFood Security Administrationphotographic enquiries, 1930s
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Figure 5.11: Image from the photographic enquiryLa Ciutat de la Gent(Borja-Villel et al.,
1997)
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La ciutat de la gentand radical artistic practices in general played in a space and in a time

beyond the place and the moment: borrowing styles and questions from other practices in other

(geographical or historical) contexts and contributing through, situated expression, to the re-

territorialisation of such debates and heresies in the present context.

This exhibition affirmed a double possibility of political expression, both referring to the

universal language of art, and evoking political questions. The latter were proposed not only

through discourse but also through the affection of sensibility, through the sensible interpellation

of the singular gaze of the artist.

Through his photographs of the people and places of Barcelona, Horsfield attempts

to describe human relations in the city, revealing their basic structure to the viewer.

For Horsfield, photography is partly responsible for shaping our perceptions and

our awareness of the real world and the changes it is undergoing. [. . . ] Economists,

anthropologists and architects have contributed their particular visions of the city,

enriching the process that went into creating these photographs. The anonymous

inhabitants photographed by Horsfield also played an activepart in this process,

explaining their personal life experiences and identifying what they feel to be the

most significant features of their surroundings. (Jorge Ribalta)

La ciutat de la gent(and more generallyFundació Tàpies) affirmed expression, difference, en-

counter, juxtaposition, hybridisation as crucial practices for the production of a common field

of social struggle, and refused the hegemony of hierarchy and integration as disciplinary frame-

works for the representation of social critique - escaping the ideological rigidity of the marxist

debates of the 1970s. The position of thinking about politics in the museum was an uncomfort-

able position made up of contradictions and negotiations. However, these contradictions were

not confronted within an ideological framework but rather via a practice of possible and situated

subversion (Bhabha, 2004) affirming the possibility of a critical instituent practice. A space for a

complex and mediated, but still unpredictable expression of the internal outsiders, the immanent

strangers and the un/governed - affirmed in an unpredictableinvasion of public space.

In this contrast between radical arts and neoliberal politics, Subculturas y homogenización

[Subcultures and homogenisation] (Cohen, 1998), a cycle of seminars on subalternity and rep-

resentation organised in 1998, expressed the apex and the end of Borja’s cycle at theFundació

Tàpies. This is my third example here. InSubculturas y homogenización, the limits between

the museum and the city, between art and politics were challenged opening a debate between

cultural critique, anthropology, political theory, urbanism and economics, questioning the dom-

inant, official role of culture. The space was not just an exhibition but also a set of workshops,
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seminars and lectures where intellectuals like David Harvey, John Beverly, Phil Cohen and Dick

Hebdige, as well as collective projects from Barcelona, Paris, Ghent and Rotterdam participated.

Through a study and review of popular, subaltern, urban culture it aimed to structure

new ways of thinking about the interaction between civil society and the state, and

thus bring the people closer to the many social demands that are emerging from the

global process of homogenisation. (Cohen, 1998, unpaginated)

«Has culture gone beyond the social?» (Cohen, 1998, unpaginated) What is the relationship

between neoliberal globalisation and local culture capable of? Can an institution escape «tourist

mercantilism»? «What alternative, marginal, critical andideological discourses are generated

culturally and socially by this whirlwind of change?» (Cohen, 1998, unpaginated).

Subaltern studies provide a kind of rupture with the disciplinary structures through

a critical, collective analysis, not only of literary textsand written documents but

also of oral testimonies. The testimony enables close collaboration between radical

intellectuals and professionals with the subaltern socialgroups, thus becoming a

mediator between the local and the global. (Cohen, 1998, unpaginated)

The radical space ofFundació Tàpieswas part of and inspired by a wider movement of radical

institutionality and Borja’s group participated in organising Documenta X, in 1997 in Kassels

(Germany) (David and Chevrier, 1997). The space of the most important German temporary

exhibition of modern and contemporary art was reconfigured by David and Chevrier. At stake

there was a critique of the political function of art in the neoliberal commodification of culture

and the attempt of re-configuring the political significanceof Kassels after the Cold War.

In the age of globalisation and of the sometimes violent social, economic, and cul-

tural transformations it entails, contemporary artistic practices, condemned for their

supposed meaninglessness or »nullity« by the likes of Jean Baudrillard, are in fact

a vital source of imaginary and symbolic representations whose diversity is irredu-

cible to the near total economic domination of the real. The stakes here are no less

political than aesthetic - at least if one can avoid reinforcing the mounting spectac-

ularisation and instrumentalisation of »contemporary art« by the culture industry,

where art is used for social regulation or indeed control, through the aestheticisa-

tion of information or through forms of debate that paralyseany act of judgement

in the immediacy of raw seduction or emotion (what might be called »the Benetton

effect«). (David and Chevrier, 1997, unpaginated)

In conclusion, from the radical practices of the 1980s to theinstitutional critique of the 1990s,

alternative circuits as processes ofnetworkingtherefore emerged as a novel organisational form,
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connecting radical practices without making them organic parts of a coherent political body. The

shift from the space of marginality ofarte correoto the experience ofFundació Tàpiesshowed

how these practices had come not only to contest the neoliberal commodification of culture but

also to assume the responsibility of reinventing institutions (Raunig, 2010a).

Documenta Xwas the apex of the third wave of institutional critique placing these practices

in the centre of the global system of cultural commodification and forging a space of debate and

collective work which was capable of producing political and aesthetic initiatives beyond the

exhibition itself, in connection with social movements (like theNo One Is Illegal Network, inter-

view with Exposito). This experience was an important reference for critical artistic movements

participating in the wave of institutional critique of the 1990s in Barcelona.

Beyond the recognition of labour and precarity as a fundamental issue in understanding

artistic production in neoliberal times, and beyond the assumption of the museum’s political

role in urban dynamics,Documenta Xmade evident the rigid formats of action thatFundació

Tàpiesitself was reproducing and called institutional critical movements to a radical intervention

in the production of new concepts and practices of radical institutions.

At the private viewing [ofLa ciutat de la gent] all these people came and Manolo

[Borja] was telling me: «What a disaster! [...] They look like indigenous people

jumping around in the Palace of the Catholic Kings [after theConquista]». And he

was right. To establish a relationality with these subjectsis not to take a photo of

them, put it in the Tàpies and wait for them to come and look at them with their

families. This is not to produce a counter-image of the city.This is a fetishisation

of the hidden city... Good to have done this experiment, but this is not the way.

(Marcelo Exposito)

As Borja’s quote stresses, the mechanisms of artisticproduction needed to be addressed as

modes of production of relations of force, that is as a mode ofsocial governance. In this way,

Documenta Xbecame the point of rupture in the second wave of the institutional critique, and

the point of departure of the experiment of theMacbain 1999-2004, analysed in Chapter 6.

5.3 The invasion of the un/governed

During the 1980s, radical art critically analysed the material and rhetorical monuments of the

new Barcelona:arte correoand many other forms of urban art emerged as notes in the margins,

unauthorised inscriptions on and against the monumental narrative of the past and the future

(cf. Benjamin, 1971) that led to the affirmation of instituent practices to imagine an alternative

function of art production and of cultural institutions, like Fundació Tàpies, both in relation to
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society and to the artist as a producer. The network of autonomous politics (insumisió/okupa),

on the other hand, survived the corruption of representational politics, reinventing new spaces

for militancy and new forms of organisation at the level of experience in order to escape the

individualised depression of defeat, and capable of movingtowards a collective mobilisation in

order to criticise the neoliberal governance of urban space, not through representational politics

but through an affirmative production of alternative life-worlds.

Here I investigate another constitutive dimension of the wave of social movements in the

2000s, that recalls both the practice of invasion of radicalarts and the emergence of internal

outsiders and immanent strangers as protagonists of urban politics. In this sense, I focus here

on the invasion of the metropolis by the colonial governed and the role that migration played in

composing the political space of contemporary Barcelona. This new subject broke into the inner

city, especially the city centre, where different layers and streams of migration had sabotaged

the idea of cosmopolitanism since the late 19th Century (Villar, 1997). The Barcelona’s modern

and cosmopolitan vocation - as an enlightened and uniform articulation of the world in the space

of Cerdá’s First Metropolis - had collapsed in the affirmation of convivencia(the meaning of

which oscillates between the coexistence of identities, the cohabitation of population and the

living together of differences) as an immanent practice of composition among different streams

and layers of migration(Guallar, 2010).

In the inner city, the utopia of an historical linearity fromprovinciality to cosmopolitan-

ism has been permanently in crisis. A kaleidoscopic composition had emerged instead in the

intertwining of different and irreconcilable bodies.

And here there was the Calle Sant Olegario, that is another area of prostitution. . . I

knew all this area, Sant Olegario, Tàpies, actually for the first two or three years of

my life I lived in Avignó, where now is the Trip plaza [informal name for George

Orwell plaza], [. . . ] until my mother moved to Ronda San Pablo. And then it would

depend if I was going to visit my auntie with my mum, my dad or with the both

of them. With my mum, we would go through the Calle Hospital, stop in a bakery

and she would buy us somepan dulce, a roll of bread with some sugar on the top.

But with my dad, «oh no, I know a shortcut and this and that». And suddenly

we would get into the narrow streets where you could see some whores. . . Sant

Olegario, Santa Maria. Maybe it was a shortcut, but obviously for me it was also

another reality. With my mum we would always go in Calle Hospital, while my

dad. . . I suppose this would arouse him and he would be happy tosee some bums,

or whatever, and [that’s why] he would take that way. And I am saying ‘I suppose’
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because we were all practicing, confessing and communioning Catholics. . . (Manel

Gonzales)

Barcelona had always been a city of immigration from rural Spain with degrees of inequality

and segregation with regard to migrants. In this context of marginality, difference among several

subaltern identities affirmed composition as the constitutive - although not always peaceful -

principle of urban inhabitation (Isin, 2002). As such, analysing this space is a matter of searching

for the internal outsides of urban space and the stratification of different layers constituting this

space.

The memory of the inner city is in the first place the composition of different cultures, prac-

tices and the permanent interplay of conflict and negotiation marked by migration and precarity.

In the centre of Barcelona, the past flashed up everyday in theencounter of common experiences

of surviving the precarity of urban life and the identitarian clash among counterpoised uses of

common spaces. Memories emerged both as bridges between different generations of migrants,

between different actors in a complex community, and as trenches in the contraposition of iden-

tities and in conflicts for scarce resources (Aramburu, 2008).

In the early 1980s a new layer arrived in the inner city, a post-colonial wave of migration

adding complexity and richness to the urban space3. I look here at this post-colonial dimen-

sion as acondition (Mezzadra and Rahola, 2005) and as anexperience,focusing on how legal

statuses, political memories and economic precarity conditioned the experience and the percep-

tion of the city for those who were coming from the former colonies.

Intertwined in this post-colonial condition there are two major tensions in the governance

of migrants: the first towards a singularization of identitythat follows from the segmentation

and individualisation embedded in precarity. The second moves towards an abstraction of the

migrants as uniform colonial subject in the city; as stranger and outsider. A governed subject,

not recognised as active citizen (Sassen, 2006).

Concrete practices of fight and flight corresponded to this apparatus of governance: on the

one hand the permanent empowering that emerged from identity and pasts - the singular memor-

ies of coloniality and anti-colonial struggles – and, on theother, the practice of translation

capable of constructing commonalities among the singular experiences of migration, colonial

subjugation and political exclusion. This conflict betweengovernance and social practices in the

3I am using the term ‘post-colonial’ for different reasons: first in opposition to the profound colonial dimension
of the Spanish metropoles. The process of the 1980s on the contrary is the result of European-wide flows that run
through the striated but continuous space of Schengen. Second, for the political theoretical configuration of these
flows, I am referring to the interconnection between the categories of de-colonial thought - especially in terms of the
Latin-American debate - and a specific relevance of the post-colonial debate for understanding these new flows – not
only because of the provenience of the flows themselves (South Asian for example), but most of all because of the
neoliberal framework of the policies on migration applied in Spain. Finally, the term post-colonial also highlights the
‘post-colonial urbanity’ that emerges in the inscription of colonial borders on the body of the metropolis.
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internal outsides of citizenship have been constitutive elements in the political agencies appear-

ing in Barcelona in the context of theencierros(cf. Chapter 6) and the political mobilisations

for the right to the city led by migrant communities in the early 2000s.

5.3.1 Imperceptible biographies

It was a full moon, Andalusia could be seen lit from the other side. I was walking

in short steps and noticed my legs were failing me. While the boat went away, I

began thinking about my family, death was stalking me, it smelled salty. I arrived in

Barcelona late December 2000. I had spent a year in France, inMontpellier, at my

sister Aicha’s, who lives there with her husband and children since 1984. I came

back [to Barcelona] because I had applied [here] to regularise my status. It had been

denied and I came back to appeal. (Yidir Ikabouren in Batlle,2009, unpaginated)

In the case of Moroccan and Tamazight communities, they typically migrated to Barcelona from

the rural communities of the Atlas and from the old cities of Fez and Meekness. The genera-

tions of migration involved in Barcelona’s social movements of the late 1990s and early 2000s

proceeded from the Moroccan struggles of the 1990s - the transport strikes and the student

movements which emerged in the crisis of the 1990s as well as the tradition of the Tamazight

movements (Silverstein and Crawford, 2004). (See Figure 5.12)

In the movements for transport rights in the lorries driversmovement, I participated

[...] I was a driver there, you know? Of a lorry. And there was this new law

because of which we could not load over a certain level and something else. But

obviously we were demanding that if this law changed, a lot ofother laws would

have to change as well. It cannot just change this law that is going to kill us. The

government has to give us something back, you know? For example fix the prices

for transportation, oblige entrepreneurs to give us socialsecurity, reform the roads

and many other things. We did a list like this, but this was before we started to get

organised. Meeting started to happen when we were at the petrol station and we

joined and started to talk. (Yidir Ikabouren)

‘Why don’t we get more organised?’ If we were more organised we would have a

voice, we could demand what we want, you know? Get something,not everything

but something at least. They would know we exist. ‘And how canwe do that?’

‘Look, let’s start from the union, we get in a union’. Some of us had this idea. You

would find somebody on the road and he would stop and tell you ‘hey you, where
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Figure 5.12: Flyers of the Moroccan Student’s movements in 1997
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are you from?’ ‘I am from Tangier.’ ‘Well go there in this street. There is a union,

join the union and you will see’. (Yidir Ikabouren)

Out of his experience in the transports strike, the political language and the practices of inter-

nationalist trotskyism were familiar to Ikabouren. Thoughpartly problematic, such ideas were

generally more comprehensible to him than the analyses, practices and aesthetics of themovimi-

ento okupa, possibly because of the ‘evangelist’ style of trotskyist internationalism that worked

by integrating differences and articulating them in a common struggle.

The organisation, votes, how to control the votes. It was something I already knew,

you know? We go to a meeting to talk about our problems, peoplespeak, and if we

need we do another meeting or the same day we can decide, people disagree, we

vote, and then we start to organise in committees and people take responsibilities

and so on... (Yidir Ikabouren)

Similar dynamics but different networks emerge in the analysis of the Mexican-European exper-

ience of Amarela Varela. Coming from the zapatist movement,she encountered in Barcelona

the international networks of the autonomous movements that, in the context of the support for

Latin American revolutions of the 1980s, had been involved in global solidarity with Chiapas

from 1994 onwards. For Varela however, the identification between autonomous movements

and the zapatist uprising was problematic. The mirroring between Chiapas and the autonomous

movements in Europe allowed the renewal of political practices and the redefinition of the goals

of urban social movements in Europe, and also shifted the zapatist movements away from a local

approach to the indigenous questions, proposing it as a fractal expression of the global contradic-

tions of neoliberalism (Olesen, 2004). However, the globalisation of struggles posed the danger

of flattening differences and complexities between and across contexts. When the rhetoric of

brotherhood became a reiterated practice, a social centre in the periphery of a European city

could seem the same as the autonomous communities in the middle of the Selva Lacandona.

Varela’s post-colonial experience, however, posed questions around these similarities. (See Fig-

ure 5.13)

I had five different lives, I was a PhD student with a group of posh Latin-American

students that were completely different to me. I started to meet with people of the

Mexican upper classes that would have been impossible to meet in Mexico City,

you know? And then I had an identity as a Mexican among theokupisthat have

been in Mexico and aresuper-zapatistas, and then I had another identity that was

my everyday life with thecompisof the [migrants’ rights] movement. And in very

visceral terms for me, both the university and the Catalans would not motivate me
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Figure 5.13: HospitalLa Guadalupana, Oventic, Chiapas andCasa de La Montañasocial centre,
Barcelona
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to get involved militantly, because I saw them aswishy-washy, deslactozados, de-

historicised,light, mediocre, it was like they didn’t stand for anything, you know?

I felt it, then obviously the academia is a problem on a globallevel, isn’t it? And

among theokupis, I was saying - ‘These kids are playing at revolution’. This was

my feeling, you know? Because I was coming from themuy heavyexperience of

zapatismo. (Amarela Varela)

Out of these contradictions Varela found herself in a marginal position, and turned away from

militancy in her everyday life. Her re-politicisation – thetranslation of her Mexican political

practice into the Spanish metropolis – was sparked by the encounter with migrants’ social move-

ments with whom she could share a specific experience and a common struggle organised by and

for the post-colonial agencies in the metropolis.

I went to the buildings of Sant Andreu with my friend Mar to take photos [for a

Mexican magazine]. And I met an Ecuadorian, it was my first interview with an

economic migrant and we felt absolutely astonished of the difference between his

history of migration and ours, we were doing a PhD, we were earning 1000 euros

per month, which was a lot, and we had a flat in Eixample becausewe had not

understood how the city works... And he showed us the building of Sant Andreu

and there I met the people ofPapeles para todos[Papers (residency documents)

for everybody] and I started to collect histories of lives. And the people ofPapeles

para todoswere organising football matches on Sundays, trying to politicise the

situation... and when I contacted them back, well, this experience made another

history, it made my history to be something else, me to build something new, and I

stayed there many years... (Amarela Varela)

5.3.2 Memory and community

However migrant struggles were built not only upon the material encounter of singular biograph-

ies but also on the accumulation of a set of collective practices in urban space. In other words,

imperceptible politics related not just to the unperceivedindividuals that inhabited the city, but

also to the communities that slowly emerged as new agencies in the city.

A significant case is the struggle for the mosques throughoutthe 1990s and its relevance

to the wave of church occupations of the early 2000s - even if this history is profoundly in-

visible in the narrative of theencierros (cf. Chapter 6). Ethnographic research provides a

sketch – sometimes unproblematised – of this political history of the Pakistani and Muslim com-

munities in Barcelona, as an expression of ‘a collective sociability formulated through religion’
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(Moreras Palenzuela, 2005, always my translations). Indeed the Pakistani network appeared

as a public and political agent for the first time during the mobilisation for a place to pray. A

space of politicisation profoundly distant from the political practices of radical arts, autonomous

politics, and antithetical to the secularist practices of the radical left. The social space of the

Pakistani community - as analysed by Moreras Palenzuela (2005) and Aubia and Roca (2004) -

developed around the mosque and the Islamic centres as places of encounter which were capable

of providing access to labour and informal social services.

There are other expressions of sociability that [. . . ], in these religious centres, so-

cially and culturally assume a secular configuration [and],because they are in-

formal, are still unperceived in our social understanding.I usually talk about the

groups of a specific nationality that emerge to organise burials and funerals for mi-

grants in their country of origin – or the women’s groups thatmeet in different

homes to pray, and exchange information and services. And this is also part of the

social universe of the Pakistani community [in Barcelona].(Moreras Palenzuela,

2005, 123)

Tariq ben Zyad Mosquewas the first social space of the Muslim community, located inthe

former clandestine cell of thePartido Comunista Español4. Since the 1980s, the incoming

flows of migration from North Africa and South Asia reconfigured this community affirming

new needs for the Muslim community in Barcelona. In the early1990s, the composition of

the mosque shifted and the Pakistani community gained powerin the Muslim community of

Barcelona (Aubia and Roca, 2004).

Since 1993, theJama-at at Tablighmovement, supported economically and politically by

the United Kingdom Islamic Mission, fought for a public space to house the cultural, social

and religious activities of the community. Difficult negotiations with the localAyuntamiento

took place during the Ramadan of 1996. In this moment, the first occupation of public space

took place: the oratorio of the mosque was at the end of a patio, between two old industrial

premises, and, during prayers, prayer mats started to occupy the patio and the corridors of the

block (Moreras Palenzuela, 2005). However, it would be reductive to consider this process

solely as a religious practice. It expressed the first appraisal of a public political space ruled by

global migrants in the inner city of Barcelona, or, in other words, the first territorialisation of a

transnational process in local politics.

The community representatives bought and restored the two industrial premises next

to the patio [they used for praying] doubling the space of thetemple. Since then, the

4Used for praying by Moroccan migrants since the 1960s, they participated in the anti-colonial and communist
networks and at the same time maintained their Islamic religious identity.
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community started a negotiation with Barcelona’sAyuntamientoto get the permits,

formalise the opening of the prayer hall, and commit to the safety measures defined

by local legislation for this kind of public space. (MorerasPalenzuela, 2005, 128)

In 1997, this process of political inhabitation of public space was accelerated by the affirmation

of theMinhaj Ul-Quran Mosque, a ‘contextual and participative traditionalist’ (Moreras Palen-

zuela, 2005) movement5. These new mosques constituted a proper public space, whereactivities

ranged from the religious field to broader interventions such as language classes, independent

job centres, support networks and legal aid in prisons, and more generally in the building of

communitarian networks for Muslim migrants in the Raval andthe inner city. This network

involved different sectors of the diaspora community - businessmen, social workers and so on –

who, in their demand for spaces, developed a line of negotiation with the localAyuntamientoto

obtain a new temple for the community. After a provisional concession of a public gymnasium

was blocked by protests by the local community, in 2000 the local Ayuntamientowithdrew its

concessions and the Pakistani community started to occupy the street instead. (See Figure 5.14

and 5.15)

Quite soon, neighbours started to denounce [this behaviour]. The Guardia Urb-

anawas obliged to intervene to restrain people from praying – ina short time this

conflict became news in the press. (Moreras Palenzuela, 2005, 128)

This is possibly the first political conflict in which the Pakistani community intervenes collect-

ively and publicly in the political life of Barcelona – forcing different institutional actors, from

the Catalan government to the localAyuntamiento, to open a conversation with non-citizens,

with governed subjects - not represented in any political oradministrative institution of the city.

In the end, an alliance emerged between the Muslim Pakistanicommunity and a local church,

that allowed the Pakistani community to use its premises forpraying and networking among their

community. The conflict was resolved by-passing public authorities6 (see Figure 5.16) and the

Raval became

a transformative context in which processes of identitarian reconstruction are taking

place . And [the Raval] is not just the container where these processes take place,

but it acts as a space, determining the evolution of this process. It emerges as a space

5«A reformist Islam[ic network], implicated in the development of the Muslim tradition and critical of secular
ideologies. Particularly dedicated to assistance and education both in Pakistan and in the other countries where it
appeared, to the development of schools, universities and hospitals. [. . . ] Abarelvi inspired movement involving
elements of folk-religion, folk-festivals and the cult of spiritual leaders» (Moreras Palenzuela, 2005, 128).

6Eventually in May 2004 a space with the required conditions for praying was bought by the community – and is
still waiting for the technical approval of the localAyuntamiento.
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Figure 5.14:Every friday, La Vanguardia, 20th of September 2000
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Figure 5.15: The public debate inLa Vanguardia, September and October, 2000
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Figure 5.16: The church granted spaces for the Muslim to pray, La Vanguardia, October, 2000
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of diaspora, in which migrant and local identities express,confront and complement

each other. (Moreras Palenzuela, 2005, 131)

This reconfiguration of the cultural and social compositionof the city centre - a process which in-

cluded around ten thousand incoming people from South Asia in less than a decade - intertwined

with the process of urban regeneration of the late 1980s and early 1990s. In this framework, the

demand for a mosque and Islamic centre in the new urban plan for the inner city can be read as

a demand by the Islamic community to be recognised as a socialagent in the reconfiguration of

the city, affirming the right to the city as spatial configuration of political and social rights.

Migration and struggles configured urban space as a translational (not just transnational)

space constituted in the post-colonial experience of the city. A space dense in memories, trenches

and bridges and composed in the translation of different fragments in a specific – conflictive and

problematic – space.

It was a surprise for me, maybe more than zapatismo or other militancies and polit-

ical life. To meet with African people that would know Subcomandante Marcos,

his discourses, that would know who Che Guevara was, my historical references,

Emiliano Zapata, Flores Magón... And I didn’t know anythingabout them, you

know? And this was like meeting with otherness, something that you didn’t know

at all; obviously I knew Africans existed, but I didn’t have any knowledge of their

particular history, and what trapped me in theAsamblea por la Regularizacionwas

the connection among these personal stories of the people there, their militancies

before, and this is when also I started to talk after a few years about my experience

in zapatismo, and them to talk about their experiences in thestudent movements, or

in the Tamazight movements, and I stayed with them, nothing was planned before-

hand. It was a nice surprise for everybody. (Amarela Varela)

I met the people, there was this idea of theencierro,the movement for regularisation

still did not exist. I was on a queue in theGobierno Civil[Home Office] and there

was this guy leafletting in different languages about a meeting on a certain day [...]

For me, for my cousin and other people it was reading and saying: we go there until

the end. It was a surprise, a good surprise! We had no future you know? We were

there, walking in the street, what happens if police stop you. And we were so fed

up that we would not give a fuck about the police anymore. And so on the 18th we

were the first to arrive in Plaza Catalunya [where the first assembly leading to the

encierrosof 2001 happened]. And we sat down, we talked, we listened...(Yidir

Ikabouren)
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The connection did not depend on the ideological articulation or on the coherence of the narrat-

ive, but on the consistency of struggles, experiences. In other words, an alliance among material

conditions of existence. This condition - of being addressed and governed as post-colonial sub-

jects - constituted the starting point for the constructionof a new autonomous and political space.

It is possible to recognise here the emergence of a new socialbody - the un/governed - in urban

space. Imperceptible politics, as radical forms of political engagement happening outside rep-

resentational politics, constituted a first political space of enunciations for this subject looking

for inclusion and rights. The impossibility of such an inclusion - for example in the claiming of

cultural and spiritual rights - constituted the positionality of the un/governed provoking invasion

as new political practices against both the governance of the city and the culture of urban (and

European) social movements.

This was a political space capable of transforming the practices and the enunciations of so-

cial movements in Barcelona, introducing new legacies and heritages in a territory accustomed

to the stratification and hybridisation of migrating memories. Beyond the elements of continu-

ity among the different experiences in the colonies, the peripheries and generally the internal

outsides, there are elements - of commonality this time – that participated in constituting the

continuous experience for migrants: first, migration itself as reinvention of political practices

in the transition from the colony to the metropolis and in thetranslation of the margin into the

centre. Furthermore, in the process of migration, the city came to be a transcription of the

governing principles of the colonies on the social and spatial body of the metropolis. Condi-

tions and experiences are the concrete ground for expressive politics as a challenge to transform

urban space as a way of transforming life and being capable ofaccessing theoeuvreas a com-

mon use-value. The right to the city appears here against thepermanent subaltern condition of

the un/governed.

From experience to experiment

After the annihilation of the political spaces of the late 1970s and the recapturing of social

life in the functioning of neoliberal citizenship, the space of radical politics was atomised and

individualised. During the late 1980s and early 1990s, a newprocess of commonality from the

margins and singularization was built. Starting from an ethical and individual interpellation,

social movements moved from imperceptible to outside-politics, constituting a practice of social

movements that refused representation as form of organisation and instituting the possibility of

a non-organic but machinic movement (Deleuze and Guattari,1987).

This escape was triggered by personal experiences and constituted a collective political space

where experiential politics contested the corruption of representative politics. The affirmation of
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urban life as political battleground, the emergence of institutionality as experimental territory for

reinventing the relationship between society and institutions, and the invasion of urban politics

by new political actors have been the crucial elements for a political invention capable of opening

up cracks within neoliberal citizenship and of affirming theright to the city as a complex theor-

etical and practical space of struggle. From the micro-politics of the body to the micro-politics

of the metropolis, radical urban politics engaged with the metamorphoses of the city, affirming

the politics of the everyday as politics of antagonism, where life as experience emerged as the

foreground for the concrete production of spaces for alternative political enunciations.

In the field of radical art, the shift was from the escape from commodification as singular

line of flight to the constitution of network as collective practice capable of producing institu-

tional critique. Institutional experiments emerged as practical engagements with the institutional

problem not only as an ideological question, but as a material challenge for the invention of new

worlds.

In relation to the migrant experience of the city, a new social body emerged in Barcelona

constituting its own language and practices and moving fromthe imperceptible acting of the

denied citizen to the affirmative and loud expression of the immanent stranger. From imper-

ceptible acting to the invasion of the public, an immanent unrecognised social body - already

participating in the production of the city - broke into the politics of urban space affirming the

emerging experiential politics as a concrete interventionto change the conditions and the exper-

ience of urban life. A new political and social acting emerged from these streams, unveiling the

illusion at stake in the rigid conception of Fordist citizenship. The emerging neoliberal govern-

mentality exploded, making visible the permanent crisis ofmodernity - both in the relationship

between civil society and institutions, and in the relationship between civil society and political

society.

This double explosion is the focus of the next chapter, whereI analyse two emblematic cases:

the experiment of theMuseum of Contemporary Art of Barcelona(Macba) where a part of the

movimiento okupaand the cultural institutional critique converged, and theencierros, the occu-

pations of churches for migrants rights, where radical social movements and the unrecognised

inhabitants of the city encountered each other for the first time.



Chapter 6

Acting in the crisis of citizenship

6.1 The double crisis of citizenship

In this chapter I analyse the practices that exploded the configuration of citizenship in Barcelona

in the early 2000s.

As argued earlier, neoliberalism has re-articulated citizenship as a dispositif to guarantee

private interests, managing social life and public space through the instruments of the market

and mechanisms of governance. This neoliberal citizenshiphowever should not be considered

as the crisis of modern citizenship, but as its most radical affirmation as a dispositif to legitimate

power, fragment populations and govern production (cf. Chapter 2). This is why I do not refer

to the crisisof modern citizenship, but rather to modern neoliberal citizenshipascrisis in itself.

I analyse here two dimensions of the explosion of modern citizenship in urban politics.

Starting from the citizen, understood as the object represented in civil society, I analyse the

two sides of a critical understanding of citizenship created within Barcelona’s social movements

during the 2000s. This includes, on the one hand, a set of practices of critique capable of

reinventing public space and establishing experimental modes of relation between society and

institutions. On the other hand, those acts from outside citizenship capable of sabotaging the

social contract and inventing new limits for the right to thecity.

First I address the crisis of citizenship in the relation between civil society and modern

institutions in the experiment of theMacba (1999-2003), where the function of the museum

in urban politics was challenged and a new conception ofpublic was affirmed. In my second

case-study, the same elements (public space and public agencies) constitute the foundation of

another side of the crisis, in the relationship between civil and political society (cf. Chapter 2).

I focus here on a series of lock-ins in churches,encierros, led by migrants demanding residence

188
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documents (2001), looking at the acts of appropriation of space and voice from the outsides of

citizenship.

These two experiments marked a crucial shift in the performative imagination and prefig-

urative realisation of the right to the city. These forms of organisation determined a material

configuration of the political debate around the productionof collective acts and enunciations:

words and deeds which are capable of creating new worlds within urban life. These experi-

ments, from being practices of collective engagement with the experience of marginality, move

to another dimension becoming collective attempts to bringinto being (institute) a new world:

instituent practices.

6.2 Macba

I look here at the encounter between the streams of radical politics proceeding from thein-

sumisiónand okupamovements, and from the radical artistic practices of the 1980s and the

institutional critique of the 1990s (Fundació Tàpies) in the space of theMuseum of Contempor-

ary Art of Barcelona(Macba). In the experience of theMacba, the politicisation of experience

of autonomous movements and the critique to institutions ofradical artistic milieus composed

an active critique, inserted in the context of of the post-Fordist, neoliberal and post-colonial

organisation of urban production.

In 1998, Manuel Borja Villel was appointed as the director ofan emerging institution,

Macba. Borja’s directorship of theMacbacoincided with a period of change within the museum,

consisting primarily of an increasingly politicised and experimental approach which challenged

more traditional conceptions of the function of a museum. This new direction was particularly

evident in the way in which exhibitions were organised and framed and, in particular, in theDe-

partment of Public Programming(DPP). Moreover, these issues take on a specific significance

when we consider the important role that cultural institutions have played in the gentrification of

the Raval area (where theMacbaitself is located). Below I elaborate on these issues in order to

analyse how the experiment of theMacbatransformed the the role of the institution in relation

to society, focusing on the reconfiguration of the public andproduction in the museum.

The arrival of Borja marked an important shift in the management of the museum and the

Macbabecame a space for the concrete configuration of a new institutionality (Balibrea, 2001,

Ribalta, 2004). Situated between the international debatearound institutional critique and the

emergence of urban social movements for an alternative globalisation, the space of the museum

became a place for political experimentation. The institutional critique developed in theMacba

permitted the reconfiguration of the political struggle against gentrification, in opposition to the
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implementation of a neoliberal politics in the city. The museum became a space for inventing

political territories and inhabiting public space as a concrete act of citizenship.

In order to analyse this process of institutional invention, I focus on the concrete compos-

ition of this experiment looking at two different initiatives. First, the cycle of seminars and

workshops to discuss the connection between arts and politics calledDirect action as one of

the fine arts(2000)(6.2.2), and second at the space ofLas Agencias(2001)(6.2.3) where a rad-

ical political territory emerged in the core of the culturalinstitution. Finally I will analyse the

limits and consequences of these experiments, not looking at successes or failures but at how

they contributed to the emergence of a new way of doing politics in urban space in the 2000s

(Desacuerdos)(6.2.4). These projects posed two crucial questions.

First, what is the relationship between a cultural institution and its publics, given the crisis of

the modern relationship between museum, art and audience? Second, the invention of political

machines: how to think politics and arts as modes of production of subjectivities? What are the

assemblages of bodies, identities, memories and practicesthat can allow the constitution of a

radical cultural institution?

In this experiment, the mediated relationship between civil society and institutions (the mod-

ern museum) (cf. Chapter 2) - was questioned. The museum renounced its traditional Enlight-

enment position - as a rational source for representing society – and moved towards a new con-

figuration affirming itself as an institutive space: an immanent actor participating in the social

production of urban space.

Today, the museum is a place that generates new forms of sociability. If, rather

than a place of control and exclusion, we want it to be a democratic space, its

laws must be shared by everyone who visits them. Hence the imperious need to

move from a modern archaeology of knowledge to a postmodern praxis – that is, to

gain an understanding of the comprehensive scope of the museum as a discursive

phenomenon in its own right, its place in today’s society andthe resistance models

it can offer. (Borja-Villel, 2006, 23)

6.2.1 A museum in the middle of gentrification

The museum in Barcelona is located in the Raval, a complex neighbourhood in the

historical centre of the city, which is currently a site of struggle between two op-

posing forces. The first is the force towards gentrification.Since the mid-eighties

the local power has promoted a social transformation of the neighbourhood, histor-

ically constituted by a working class and sub-proletarian population. In this context

art and cultural institutions (like universities, theatres, art centres,Macba itself...)
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have played a crucial role in this social transformation. Inthe last few years it

is clear that some parts of the historical centre of Raval have been conquered for

the new urban middle classes (we have seen an increasing number of new fashion

stores, restaurants, bars and clubs). [...]. But the struggle continues, since the neigh-

bourhood is also the most culturally complex in Barcelona and the arrival of new

immigrants has enormously increased in the last few years. This is the second force

in this struggle. Raval has a large Pakistani community, andthere’s also an import-

ant North African community [. . . ] These communities, mostly constituted by poor

and undocumented people, are evincing a very strong capacity for growing up and

re-conquering areas of the neighbourhood. (Ribalta, 2004,unpaginated)

In the conflict between the neoliberal governmentality of urban space and the emergence of

new acts of citizenship, Ribalta situates the museum as a political actor in this specific context

(Bonet i Marti, 2011, Subirats et al., 2008). According to Ribalta, thinking the cultural function

of the museum outside of its spatial, economic and politicalrole in the city would have been

impossible. (see Figure 6.1)

Figure 6.1: TheMuseum of Contemporary Arts of Barcelona, Raval

Urban strategies promoted by the local power in Raval are clearly designed for

enforcing the security and cleanness of the area for new middle classes and tourism.
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Which of these two forces will win the battle and condition the future development

is unclear, although what is most predictable is that capital and urban engineering

will win the battle. Unless the economic model of Barcelona,oriented towards

tourism, becomes inefficient. (Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated)

Within Borja’s critical approach, the museum, as a public cultural institution, has a duty to

participate in constituting and defending the right of inhabiting, using and appropriating the city.

At the same time, this specific function of the museum was embedded in a general process of

urban transformation: the precarisation of labour and the neoliberalisation of urban politics that

affected the life of theMacbaitself (interviews with Jorge Ribalta and Marcelo Exposito).

The problem was not only the political role of the museum in neighbourhood level processes

of re-valorisation, but also the function of the institution (and of culture itself) in the reconfigur-

ation of social relationships in the neighbourhood and in the city.

Macba is in the middle of a confluence of economic and political interests which

shape the current transformation of western cities towardsthe third [service] sec-

tor (in which tourism is a major economic target). The new urban economies in

post-Fordist capitalism give a centrality to culture. Manytheorists have described

this process, from Fredric Jameson in the early eighties to David Harvey or Negri

and Hardt more recently, just to mention a few among many others. ‘Cognitive

capitalism’ is what we call this fact that post-Fordism (which is based on immater-

ial, communicative and affective forms of labor) puts subjectivity to work, as Paolo

Virno has analysed in a most paradigmatic way. (Ribalta, 2006, 242)

In this context, museums needed to rethink how society is presented, challenging the Enlight-

enment homogenous representation of Arts and affirming ‘oneor more alternative narrative(s)’

to modern history. For Borja, museums must produce «new forms of intermediation» between

cultural and artistic practice and society, considering «the spectator not as a passive subject or

a consumer, but as an agent, a political subject» (Borja-Villel, 2006, 15). In response to these

critical discussions, theMacbawas restructured around two different and independent bodies.

On the one hand, a critical approach to the formats of exhibitions was introduced, while, on the

other, theDPPof the museum opened a space of discussion and public activities (DPP).

In the Macba for the first time, the public activities have the same importance as

the exhibitions, and this allows us to think the relation between the museum and its

publics in a totally different way: imagine not only debates, or video projections but

also public interventions in the city as part of the public activities of the museum.

(Victoria Sacco)
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From 2000 to 2002, theDPP of theMacbabecame a space for experimenting with new forms

of political life in the institution, assembling agencies,dispositifs, categories, practices and in-

stitutions, and constituting new fields of political actionthrough a pedagogic construction of

alliances. The museum sought to allow such assemblages to beproductive for social change and

to intervene, beyond the museum, in the politics of the city.

For Ribalta, at stake was the possibility of translating in the contemporary context the Ben-

jaminian debate around the relationship between author andreader (Benjamin, 1971). Trans-

forming the mechanisms of mediation and connection would permit the transformation of the

political configuration and the overcoming of the subalternity instituted by the museum with

regard to the reader/public and their relationship to the author/institution.

Public is a concept in which several meanings coexist simultaneously and which

are defined self-reflectively. The concept of public has to dowith that which is

common, with the state, with shared interest, that which is accessible. There is a

historic mobility in the public-private opposition that lies precisely in the mobility

of publics and their forms of self-organisation. The publichas a twofold meaning

of social totality and specific audience. (Ribalta, 2006, 229)

The DPP opened up a space of experimentation which sought to avoid both infantilising the

general public, and considering it as a consumer. The conception produced in the exhibitions

and seminars of theMacba radically contrasted these abstracted and subjected conceptions of

public.

The public forms itself in open and unpredictable ways, in the very process of con-

struction of discourses, by circulation. Consequently, the public is not someone

there to be reached, who are there passively awaiting cultural merchandise; the pub-

lic is formed by the actual discursive process and by the act of being convened. [. . . ]

The public acquires the active role of producer with the potential for organisation

and other forms of sociability. (Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated)

In this conceptual framework, public institutions and artistic practices engaged with a hetero-

geneity of publics, and the public sphere emerged as an experiential space: a non-linear and

conflictive territory in which institutions intervene as political actors.

For Deutsche (1996), an important point of reference for theMacba, the public space of

the museum was experiencing a crisis as part of a more generalcrisis of democracy. Public

institutions, she argued, needed to challenge their ownagoraphobia, and inhabit public space

as a space in which social transformation takes place. The possibility of transforming how the

public spherefunctionsinvolved an understanding of public space as a political andcontested
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space - socially produced. It was therefore necessary to challenge the conception for which «the

task of democracy is to settle, rather than sustain, conflict. (Deutsche, 1996, 270).

In the production of public art at theMacba, antagonism emerged as a constitutive force for

transforming the public sphere and reaffirming democracy.

Antagonism affirms and simultaneously prevents the closureof society revealing

the partiality and precariousness – the contingency – of every totality. Antagonism

is the experience of the limit of the social. The impossibility of society is not an

invitation to political despair but the starting point – orgroundless ground– of a

properly democratic politics. (Deutsche, 1996, 284)

6.2.2 Direct Action as one of the fine arts

The above describes the technical and political context in which the first set of seminars and

workshops was organised.Direct Action as one of the fine arts (DAFA)(1999) developed on

the experiment ofDocumenta X(1997) and constituted the first encounter, collision and hybrid-

isation between social movements and radical artistic critique in the Spanish state. The idea of

generating a series of encounters on direct action emerged after the encounter of militants, artists

and curators in the exhibitionNon Places Urban Realmsat the South London Gallery August

1999, and the J18 mobilisations in London City organised byReclaim the Streets(Jordan, 1998).

(see Figure 6.2)

In particular, during this exhibition, people coming from artistic and curator milieus - like

Marcelo Exposito, Brian Holmes and Jesus Carrillo - met withthe collectiveLa fiambrera

Obrera(see Figure 6.3)1 and the newly formedDPP.

We proposed a project involving workshops in which recognised political art groups

involved in concrete conflicts (Reclaim the Streets, in London;Ne Pas Plier, part of

the Paris unemployed movement;Kein Mensch Ist Illegaland migrants in Germany,

Rtmark in US, A.f.r.i.k.a. Gruppein Germany...) could be brought together with

‘corresponding’ social movements in Barcelona. . . The attempt was to deactivate

the trick through which artists come into the museum from faraway to talk about

what they do, so that the museum can produce a positive image for itself without

this implying any change at all for the people here. (La Fiambrera Obrera, 2000)

In the context of the artistic and academic debates opened upby The fine art of gentrification

(Deutsche and Ryan, 1984), this cycle of events aimed to analyse the function of art in the urban

1A group of performative art and collaborative practices committed to social movements.
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Figure 6.2: Advertisement on strike,Reclaim the Streets, 1998
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Figure 6.3: Monument on strike, byLa fiambrera obrera
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and economic development of the city. For this purpose, inDAFApolitical and artistic practices

acted as autonomous forces in the becoming of an encounter. The process of gentrification and

urban development was the starting point for thinking aboutthe new role of the museum in

urban space. The space of the museum was populated with localand transnational social agents

criticising the process of enclosure and accumulation embedded in regeneration. (See Figure

6.4)

In the title, however,direct actionsubstitutedgentrification. Artistic networks and urban

social movements were not longer considered as simply passive actors in the process of cap-

italistic expropriation, but as political agencies capable of contesting this process, organising

social mobilisation and constituting alternative practices of appropriation and inhabitation in

(public) space. The aim was to claim a leading role for the radical art, and to think networks of

institutional critique as spaces for imagining fine art as affirmative political practices.

Since any site has the potential to be transformed into a public or for that matter

private space, public art can be viewed as an instrument thateither helps produce

a public space or questions a dominated space that has been officially ordained as

public. The function of public art becomes, as Vito Acconci put it ‘to make or break

a public space’. (A.f.r.i.k.a. Gruppein Blanco et al., 2001, 444)

The fact that theMacbawas in a decidedly ambiguous position - as sites for progressive and

active democracy, but also embedded in the neoliberal appropriation and governance of urban

life - threw up an important question: how to avoidgallery leftism(Kuspit in Blanco et al., 2001,

328)? How to escape the enclosure of artistic practices in the formalist and ‘artistic’ flight of

radical critique, and question the cultural system itself as a mode of production? Seeking to avoid

this dead end, the space ofDAFA is not structured around the delimitation of artistic practices.

The groups participating in theDAFAare not interested in a formalistic approach to each group

but to discuss, structure and innovate their ability of intervening in a public space breaking apart

the linear representation of formal democracy (La Fiambrera Obrera, 2000, Claramonte et al.,

2011).

The connection between art and politics needed to be operative and allow the groups involved

to share analysis for building alliances. The museum must bea network, not a showroom. The

practice ofA.f.r.i.k.a. Gruppeconstituted one of the manifestos for this cycle of events.

‘Is this political art? Is this a ‘new kind’ of public art? Is it just traditional political

activism that is exploiting art as a camouflage?’ Karin, fromgroup 01, [. . . ] is

not interested in definitions, although it is clear to her that Horror vacui is not

about legitimising Art (with a capital A). The group is much more interested in

distributing the biggest amount of leaflets about the privatisation of public spaces:
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Figure 6.4:Direct Action as one of the Fine Arts(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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‘people feel attracted by images’. Obviously they empathise that the action is not

separable by an artistic consideration in the way of doing things: a care for images,

histories, [. . . ]. The agility to let the associations of ideas to circulate and be careful

in concluding the work and make the action believable: ‘Whoever has worked with

art, knows something: you need an image or a story’. (A.f.r.i.k.a. Gruppein Blanco

et al., 2001, 450)

During the cycle, the transversal approach to these topics made it possible to intertwine groups.

The space of the museum was reinvented, and the public institution became a social laboratory

in which to assemble different agents and produce alternative narratives of social contradictions,

forging a public space for discussion and organisation and not just for representation.

Some of us spent the summer speaking with the different participants, explaining

here and there the project, so that in October we had connected all the visiting

groups [. . . ]: the people fromReclaim the streetswould be linked with some people

from Barcelona who wanted to mountIndymedia, No One Is illegalwould work

with the network involved in theencierros, Ne pas plierwith unemployed work-

ers in the [neighbourhood of] Besos. . . this meant changing the dynamic of the

workshop.2(interview of Claramonte et al., 2011)

Though questioning aplain approachof public space, theDAFAdid not necessarily deal with the

problems emerging from inhabiting a new public space. Indeed many of those partnerships that

theDAFAaimed to constitute did not work out. When I contrasted the affirmation by Claramonte

with other interviewees it transpired that just a few peoplein theencierroscould remember the

visit of Kein mensch ist illegaland the collaboration didn’t last. The same thing happened

betweenNe pas pliersand the unemployed in Besos.DAFAwas not capable of escaping the in-

trinsic discursive dimension of seminars. The workshops did not mark concrete transformations

in the functioning of the museum and they did not produce public actions. Nevertheless two

elements of innovation did emerge.

First the discursive space of theDAFAquestioned thebinarismof cultural production, intro-

ducing groups and practices as part of the symbolism and materiality of public art. «The political

2In 1996Ne pas pliersemerged as part of theAPEISnetwork, an autonomous organisation of unemployed and
precarious workers,Ne pas plierswas the communication group of this network, intervening inthe streets with
panels to appropriate public space and open a public debate about precarity. Through the instalment of devices for
exhibition and discussion,Ne pas pliersintervened in the core of French republicanism in their banner showing two
blazing heads in dialogue (one named Urgent and the other Unemployment) questioning/discussing the principles
of freedom, equality and fraternity.Reclaim the streetsemerged in the early 1990s in the UK and addressed the
symbolism of public space to launch a critique of traditional forms of organisation and for the appropriation of public
space as an act of the appropriation of politics.No One Is Illegalfinally was a network formed inDocumenta Xto
organise struggles on a European level against the regime ofgovernance of migration imposed by the Schenghen
agreement.
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public sphere is not only a space for discourse, but alsoit is discursively constructed» (Deutsche

in Blanco et al., 2001, 311). InDAFA, the aim was to break apart thebinarismof analysis, linked

to a division between inside and outside the institution, between theories and practices.

What we have to do is to go beyond division and exclusion - not by words or volun-

tarism, but by constituting an articulated political action which is capable of draw-

ings links between different wills, different emancipatory practices that never aim

to reproduce consensus or social pacification, but contribute to articulate conflict

and antagonism – even inside social movements themselves. (Exposito in Blanco

et al., 2001, 224)

Second, in this discursive space specific attention was dedicated to the experience of the work-

shop as everyday life. The possibility of transforming the dynamic of the workshops was de-

termined by the production of an autonomous space (El cuartelillo) where people could meet and

share not only the spaces of exhibition or political production but everyday life. This allowed

strengthened and vitalised networks among people, affections, and alliances.

Everyday we had a communal lunch in theQuatro pasos, for everybody coming

from outside and whoever could fit in the venue. Obviously somebody would slip in

and jump the queue, and somebody else never reached the tables. But this happens

in the best families, at least this is what I have read. (interview of Claramonte et al.,

2011)

Scratching the surface of the Event, beyond the failure in producing connections between artistic

and local groups in the space of Barcelona itself, this specific moment contributed to the rein-

forcement of a European network among these groups and fed into the global movement that

contested the World Trade Organisation, the World Bank, theInternational Monetary Fund and

the G8 in Seattle, Prague, in Nice, Barcelona and Genoa from 1999-2001 (see Figure 6.5).

DAFA was just a moment in a longer process. While it took place after London J18 and just

before Seattle N30 1999, it was not the trigger or source of any particular movement. Rather

than an event that produced irremediable consequences, it was the litmus test to interpret the

connection between artistic critique and the emergence of anew wave of social movements at a

global level.

I was a journalist – well, I am still a journalist – I was working for TV2 [. . . ] I

wanted to do documentaries, and in September 2000 I proposedwith another girl a

documentary on Prague, since in that period Barcelona was very effervescent [. . . ].

We did our report, and when we came back from Prague, this was my way into the
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movement [. . . ]. And all this was very experiential for me, because the people I was

following in the report were really moving, although I was external, I was coming

from media. And when we came back to Barcelona is when theDAFA started.

(Nuria Vila)

In this singular experience it is possible to recognise the shift in the understanding of publics

produced byDAFA. For the collectives inhabiting theMacbaduring the workshops, Vila is an

interlocutor not in the classical terms of the public - for which the media are the megaphones

of a predefined representation - but participates in the common production of a space of discus-

sion, shifting from thepublicationof discourses, documents and projects, tocommunicationas

practice, where the productive engagement produces spaces.

Given the limitations of theDAFA, the emerging problem was not only how to open up

public space, but how to populate it, equip it and make it a site of inhabitation and production.

The question of production, in this sense, was addressed in the project ofLas Agencias.

6.2.3 Las Agencias

As previously explained, in the new configuration of social production, society produces the

city as a collectiveoeuvre. The museum participates in this process. The role of the museum

is no longer to be the source of a discursive performance, or connection between artists, but

to be the site of production of new political and radical machinic assemblages: a factory of

practices capable of reinventing urban life and not a theatre of commodities to be sold in the

market of lifestyles. The public becomes a common space between the institution and society

where the museum intervenes to provide a set of technical andpolitical tools, places, contents

and connections for the production of culture.

This was the starting point ofLas Agenciasas a political laboratory in 2001 and 2002. Emer-

ging as an idea in Prague (September 2000) during the demonstrations against the IMF and the

WB and when the forthcoming summit of these institutions in Barcelona in June 2000 was an-

nounced, the attempt was to «giv[e] publics power and autonomy, [keeping] with the idea of

plurality of productive forms of appropriation of the museum» (Ribalta, 2006, 234).Las Agen-

cias emerged as a collection of «micro-institutions, [. . . ] to create a molecular organisation

of the museum with the aim of multiplying public spaces and processes of self-training by the

various collectives involved in these agencies.» (Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated) A social body to

mediate ‘between the museum and the city’ (Borja-Villel, 2006), or in my terms, between the

institution and society. According to Exposito, a definition of Las Agenciascan be composed by

juxtaposing this definition by Borja together with Deleuze and Guattari’sassemblage(agence-
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mentin French,agenciamientoin Spanish, 1987), the latter serving as a point of referencefor

the activists participating in the project (Claramonte, Marcelo Exposito and more people).

Las Agenciaswere organised as a set of parallel machines working together. The first set was

a graphic agency: a photography workshop producing agitation material for counter-summits (as

in the case ofDinero Gratis- Money for Free - during the World Bank summit in 2001, see Fig-

ure 6.6). Second, the magazineEstà Tot Fatal, a communication and opinion-making instrument

for the counter-summit, and a media centre, instrumental inthe development ofIndymedia Bar-

celona(Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated) as a node in the network of independent media groups on

a global scale. Third, a laboratory for intervention in public space: «inspired by the designs of

Ne Pas Plierand Krzysztof Wodiczko, it developed projects such asPrêt à révolter, fashion for

safety and visibility during demonstrations in the street,andArt Mani, a kind of photo-shield

for protection against police baton charges designed to actas a photomontage in the illustrated

pages of newspapers when photographed by reporters» (Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated) (see Figure

6.7 and 6.8). Fourth, aShow Bus, a double-decker bus with a sound system and video projection

screens, used as ‘a mobile exhibition space’ during demonstrations. Finally an agency for the

production of everyday lifeand social space managed the bar of theMacba, «which became a

relational space, a place to eat and drink, but also a social space for events with groups, video

programming and Internet access» (Ribalta, 2004, unpaginated).

There were people that were paid to stay there all the time andthey were in charge

of coordinating an area – one girl working on the dress code for demonstration [Prêt

à révolter] another on this or that. The rest were voluntary workers. . .But it was

like this in those years, there was that same feeling of counter-summit, very open

spaces where people were going in and out all the time – peoplestay two days, do

something. (Nuria Vila)

In the production of the political event, different assemblages converged into a continuing mode

of organisation. Discourses, images, spaces, objects and networks were part of a collective and

autonomous assembly line that produced forms of inhabitation of public space andmemesof

enunciation for a critical circulation of meaning.

The attempt was to move the museum from being a cathedral for the exhibition of art pieces

to being an instituent space for experimenting with alternative modes of production, dealing, in

particular, with the factors of production in post-Fordistsociety (cf. Deutsche, 1996). Spaces,

enunciations, symbols, social relations. The agencies were not working by themselves but al-

ways in connection with others, as well as with other groups and political spaces in the city, and

beyond it.
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Figure 6.5: London June 1999, Seattle November 1999, PragueSeptember 2000, Genova July
2001.

Figure 6.6:Dinero gratis(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.7:Prêt à révolter(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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This machinic assemblage appeared clearly in the function played byArt Mani - a pun on

Armani and Demonstration-Art - during the World Bank counter-summit in June 2001. The

agreement was to intervene in urban space introducing elements of complexity through which

to question the simplistic understanding of neoliberal globalisation proposed by the main stream

media and global economic institutions. In order to do this,and in the aftermath of Prague 2000,

Art Mani produced «graph-plotted images and use[d] them as shields.On the one hand they

protect[ed] you from the rubber bullets and at the same time [they acted as] a mobile exhibi-

tion/demonstration in the city space. They were images of kids and the global south, so that we

were trying to produce the image of the police attacking these images» (Nuria Vila). The idea

was borrowed from the experience ofNe pas pliers, proposing a contemporary translation of the

use of collage in Soviet productivism (cf. Exposito, 2010).On the other hand, the practice of

social and civil disobedience in the Italian movementTute Biancheserved as a point of reference

in thinking the relationship between conflict, communication and consensus. Objects, symbols,

artistic practices, global networks were introduced in thespace of political mobilisation to make

loud the silenced dimensions of globalisation and to propose a radical practice of refusal as a

social response to the imposition of neoliberal governanceat the global level. (See Figures 6.9,

6.10 and 6.11)

In the case of theShow Bus, Las Agenciastook back and re-thought the model of the wall-

paper journals used during the Soviet vanguards and translated it into a new context: political

agitation during the global movement and later in the antiwar movements. At the same time,

they introduced the practice of rave parties in the production of political events borrowing from

the experience ofReclaim the streetsin London and their campaigns against the Criminal Justice

and Public Order Act 1994. (See Figures 6.12 and 6.13)

In the aftermath of Genova July 2001 (G8 demonstrations) andof 9-11 in New York, how-

ever, the space of radical politics shrank: on the one hand because of the level of repression

and the semiotic of practices it imposed, on the other hand because of the importance that the

question of violence and non-violence assumed in public discussions of movements. InNew

kids on the black blocks, a fake rock-band of black-blockers, the group ofLas Agenciasstarted

a series of project, each with their own identity, in which the nameLas Agenciasdisappeared

(See Figure 6.14). NKBBserved as a dispositif through which to discuss and think therelation

between radicalism and media-coverage of demonstrations (interview with Tomas Herreros) as

well as to open a discussion around the question of violence and the symbolism and semiotics

of repression, in the attempt of «black-ing the pink and pink-ing the black» (Marcelo Exposito).

«We are to the movements what the Spice Girls and Bin Laden areto the Twin Towers is their

slogan in the aftermath of 9-11» (New Kids on the Black Blocks, 2002). (See Figure 6.15 and

Video V.7)
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Figure 6.8:Art Mani in Barcelona, June 2001 (Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.9:Ne Pas Pliers, Paris, 1995 (Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.10: Soviet collage (Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.11:Tute Bianche, Prague, September 2000
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Figure 6.12:Show Busof Las Agencias(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.13:Video-NouandLas Agenciason their buses (Desacuerdos, 2005)

One example is emblematic here. The bus of theNKBBwas burnt one night in Barcelona,

apparently by the Police.NKBB did not want this to become another event in the cycle of

repression-sacrifice of identity politics, but at the same time wanted to denounce what had

happened. The final outcome was a fake-copy ofEl Paisin which a supposed interview with the

Chief of Barcelona Police reflected upon the cycle of provocation and repression as a practice

of containing the anti-globalisation movements within a narrow identitarian politics (Marcelo

Exposito).

At the same time,Las Agenciascontinued to intervene in the space of the museum by pro-

ducing critiques of the modes of cultural production - the management of labour, as well as the

formats and the language of exhibition - by instituting a space managed on the basis of cooper-

ation, in terms of time, knowledge and tools.

All of this collaboration came to a crisis in 2002: with a conflict between theDPP and the

militants of Las Agencias. In this rupture, many of the people involved recognised a failure.

However, according to Tomas Herreros, the unpredictable connections built in the laboratory of

the Macba ‘invented a monster’ and helped to produce a series of metamorphoses and innov-

ations amongst these who participated in it and social movements more generally (cf. Univer-

sidad Nomada, 2009, Sanchez Cedillo, 2009, Carmona et al., 2008).

In my view, in these last years, you always watch the rising and the falling of new

social movements. But we cannot look at each of them and ask why they failed. I

think there are cycles: they go up and down, and each of them isconnected to the

one before, although sometimes the connection is not explicit. So that we should

look at the limits, at the consequences, but it would be unfair to say that this or that

movement has failed. . . There has been the squat movements, and then the space of
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Figure 6.14:New Kids on the Black Block(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Figure 6.15:New Kids on the Black Blocks, after the burning of their bus (Desacuerdos, 2005)
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theMacba, and anti-globalisation. Then the antiwar movement, and the question of

precarity withEuromayday. And now we are here experimenting with the Agency

for social rights, with Exit, but another cycle will start soon. . . (Tomas Herreros)

The space of production in theLas Agenciasprojects, and generally in the dynamics of meta-

morphoses and invention of social movements, worked through a permanent opening. The net-

work involved otherness in the definition and production of the common space.

I think Las Agenciaswas a bit like this, take ideas that were not our own illumina-

tions, but ideas that were working somewhere else in a different way, depending on

the context, composing them with the flexibility of being capable of connecting with

theDisobbedienti, Indymedia, okupasand so on... I think it was something power-

ful, wasn’t it? And this is what was very rich for Barcelona’smovements, to share

your space with different people, with artists, I don’t know... I think this ability

of intervening in communication and the powerful creation of images is something

typical in all the anti-globalisation movement... from Seattle onwards, isn’t it? Well,

I don’t know... (Nuria Vila)

In other words, the production of the political was not defined by a civil engagement among dif-

ferent parts - in which participants accept the rules on the basis of which they can be represented.

Rather, in theLas Agencias, the production of rules and protocols was a matter of expression in

itself: moving beyond the ability of representation into the possibility of expression.

In this sense, and for the purpose of this thesis in producingtools of analysis and organisation

in contemporary social movements, I look now at the limits ofthis production of rules and

expressions as producing the potential for the collective practices of organisation in the following

years.

6.2.4 Disagreements

There has been a permanent tension, between social movements and the museum

from the beginning ofDAFA through out the time. And this tension was what made

possible the development of the project we did there (Nuria Vila)

The tension referred to by Nuria Vila, above, was not only ideological, but very material - since

it involved the use of tools, resources, the role of the museum as a socially recognised institution

and the materiality of the politics in which it was involved.The opportunity seized by theMacba

was to produce a space of experimentation. For social movements, this permitted access to

resources, and legitimacy, and the production of new linguistic and ideological frameworks. At
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the same time it constituted an opportunity for the artisticmilieus that participated to intervene

in the system of cultural production, claiming a different status for the political commitment of

the arts.

But at a certain point there was no longer any reflection in political and micro-

political terms. It was just taking advantage of resources,taking the money, mount-

ing a big political campaign – and this stopped the possibility of thinking together

for the museum and the movements. There are tensions with Jordi [Claramonte] and

these dynamics generate tension in the project itself. In everyday life: work hours,

access to the spaces, the invasion of strange people in the offices of the institution.

All this generates tension in the institution and blocks theability to think. And we

are aware, after the end of the World Bank campaign in 2001 [. .. ], that the col-

laboration has become impossible. [. . . ] And Jordi and his people decide to leave

[physically the space] taking with them computers bought with public money. And

they generate a newLas Agencias, that lasted just a few months. (Jordi Ribalta)

On the other hand, according to Claramonte and many others, after achieving a certain degree

of visibility, the Macbastepped back and left social movements alone in the most dangerous

moment, that of judicial repression after the conflicts of 2001. This is something confirmed by

Ribalta when he recounted the pressure on the board of the museum by political institutions like

the Home Office, the Board of Directors and the groups that financed theMacba, demanding the

end ofLas Agencias. For Nuria Vila, the confusion between opportunity and opportunism hid

and finally destroyed the sense of experimentation that had led the space in the first place.

There were two ways to look at the museum: one was with one footin the art world,

of people thinking that to put pressure on the institution and intervene politically

in it, not only to transform it but also to valorise the political artistic and activist

works, because this can make possible in the future to have resources [. . . ] and

change the way of working of artists themselves. On the otherhand, and I think

this is where we fell short, people that were not interested at all in this and thought

it was useless to intervene in the art world and just thought about the relationship

in utilitarian terms, taking advantage of the money. . . So that you cannot work

with an institution that is taking such an interesting step,if you are not interested in

understanding the institution itself and you do not analysewhat is the role of this

institution in relationship to other powers in the city. (Nuria Vila)

According to what emerged in my interviews and research, theexperimentation of theMacba

permitted a redefinition of the radical movement and its subjective composition in two different
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directions. First, theMacbaallowed people with different backgrounds to take part in social

movements. For example, the cases of Vila and Colau, coming from journalism and media, who

would not have participated in social movements before theMacbadue to a reciprocal suspicion

between activism and media thatLas Agenciassucceeded, at least partially, in overcoming.

I came to be politicised because of the experience in theLas Agencias: I was not

speaking the movement’s language. I could not understand anokupa when s/he was

speaking. This very hard language that marks what is inside and what is outside,

what is good, what is bad. And most people do not divide the world in two parts

and nothing else. A problem of communication. (Nuria Vila)

What was interesting was thatLas Agenciaswas not a collective, it was another

concept: a movement in which sharing a minimum of concepts, like the opposition

to capitalism or whatever, to neoliberal politics, a lot of people would participate,

coordinate in some things, not in others, clash and discuss,share resources, spaces

like el cuartelillo [. . . ] and there were old people likeEstá tot fatal[Everything

is fucked up] that dedicated themselves to criticising theMacbaandLas Agencias

that were financing them [. . . ], people doing Indymedia, vegan cooks recycling

food, artists working on photography. . . then there was the spatial agency, that was

managing the bar, and everything was working not according to a structure – not

very institutional because something like this cannot lastvery long. . . (Nuria Vila)

Second, the experience of collaboration with the institution allowed many people to understand

the complexity of the institutional field and to start thinking about it as a (difficult and dangerous)

territory for social struggles.

Even if the space ofLas Agenciaswas not maintained,Espais Alliberats contra la Guerra,

Euromaydayor Miles de Viviendas(cf. Chapter 7) would not have existed as such without

these experimentations. As proposed by Jordi Bonet in his interview, the space of theMacba

opened up a debate and a discussion on the role of traditionalinstitutions and on the possibility

of intervening in them as spaces for political struggle. Something still crucial in the continuous

experimentation of social movements today.

On the institutional side, it would be an error to consider that theMacbasimply returned to

a traditional path and that the laboratory of 2000-2002 did not affect the structure of the insti-

tution or the artistic system in Barcelona and beyond. In macroscopic terms it helped to raise

a profound debate in the international art system on the roleof the museum, affirming a new

pedagogic role of artistic practices, and creating a space of (urban) critique within the cultural

institutions of Barcelona. However, most of these debates have been neutralised by the lack of

connection between the institution and society/publics: museums (not only theMacba, but also
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Palau de la Virreina, CCCB, Centro de Arte Santa Monica- just to mention the cultural institu-

tions in the city centre) returned to being empty and quite elitist spaces where public activities

are a marginal side in the enunciation of a mostly aesthetic and fixed discourse (interview with

Victoria Sacco and Celeste Venica).

Nonetheless, the experiment of 2000-2002 produced consequences in molecular and struc-

tural terms. Starting from singular biographies, the experiment marked many of the institutional

staff that participated in theLas Agencias. And, through them, some of the methodologies, de-

bates and practices constructed in the laboratory of theMacbaspread out to other places and in

other institutional experiments. Surely the most important, but less relevant here, is the case of

Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofiain Madrid, whose director is Manuel Borja Villel,

and in which many elements of theLas Agenciaslaboratory have been reproduced and experi-

mented with once again. In Barcelona, several pieces of the institutional machine of theMacba

started to act as local actors in many struggles for the rightto the city - as in the case of the

Programme of Independent Studiesin theMacba, and the collaborations of the museum in the

neighbourhood of Besos.

The experience ofDesacuerdos(Disagreements) is surely significant in understanding the

complexity of this crisis.Desacuerdoswas the last experimental and public space built in the

Macba, where a coalition of social movements, cultural institutions and artistic groups opened a

debate on the experience of institutional critique and social change, with a specific focus on the

forms of governance in the city, the function of the museum inthis social dynamics and on the

role of different political actors, networks and practicesin the struggle for the right to the city.

Desacuerdoswas produced to reflect upon the relationship between antagonism and consensus,

assuming the need to produce democracy as a space for the expression of conflicts and not

of symbolic reduction of antagonism to a multi-cultural governance of differences (Deutsche,

1996).Desacuerdosconstituted a group of militant research on the history of social movements,

and the materials they gathered and produced constituted a political interrogation of the recent

past of artistic practices as conflictive engagement with the role of knowledge in bridging the

symbolic and material dimensions of social conflict as the base of a democratic system (De-

sacuerdos, 2003).

The complex space of theMacbawas not just the scenario of a theoretical debate but the at-

tempt of shifting from a practice of publication-exhibition to one of production-communication,

overlapping appropriation and inhabitation to affirm a fragile, complex and innovative model

of political production in the crisis of the legitimacy of the modern institution. The network,

emerging in the previous waves of institutional critique, served here as an organisational dispos-

itif based on relationality and difference, on the composition of practices, tools, memories as
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specific determination of trans-local problems, as a material assemblage of metamorphoses and

inventions.

Thus it is possible here to recognise a double instituent practice both in the invasion of the

institution by social movements, and in the dislocation of the institution from its traditional

position. The new public space emerging in theMacbacracked the identitarian and rhetorical

spaces of radical politics of the 1990s that, by invasion, re-established their own practices in a

different field, in a different set of problems (Direct actions as one of the fine arts). On the other

hand, it permitted a re-situating of many local institutions in a different position, immanent

to society, and within the possibilities and contradictions of society itself. During theMacba

experimentations, a new way of understanding political organisation was affirmed around the

mechanism and concepts of assembling, composing, doing. This relational dimension of the

political affirmed instituent practices as spaces where themutual affection among participants

and the immanence of the social emerged as common ground to build new political modes of

organisation and enunciation in social struggles (Las Agencias). In this sense, as I stated in the

beginning of this section, it is possible to recognise the space ofDPP, DAFAandLas Agencias

as experiments that reconfigured the relation between society and institutions, beyond the crisis

of the modern conception of the state.

6.3 Encierros

On the 18th of January 2001, in a side street just off the cathedral, Mamen and Fede walked

into a swarm of migrants marching and chanting in the city centre. As spectres of non-citizens

becoming visible in the streets, this group struck these experienced militants of the radical left

as a surprise, so they decided to follow this spontaneous (totheir gaze) mob and got involved in

the first wave of lock-in of churches for the regularisation of undocumented migrants in Spain -

los encierros(interview with Raquel Muñoz) - in theIglesia del Pi.

I didn’t know that the assembly existed, I just went to the Office to enquire about

my regularisation process, and there they were leafleting indifferent languages,

[. . . ]. And it was saying that on the 18th of January [2001] we will do a general

assembly. With my friends we decided to go, and then to stay there till the end

[. . . ] it was the first time somebody was aware of our condition, somebody was

aware of us [. . . ] When we arrived at the assembly people fromPapeles para Todos

explained that on the 23rd of January theLey de Extranjeriawas coming into force:

a foreigner could be expelled and this and that [...] There was people fromCGT, a

union, and a Moroccan guy from the union was translating for us [. . . ] And, when
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the the discussion was opened to the rest of the assembly, thePakistanis said they

were going to do more. The idea was just to do a demo or something like that,

but the idea of occupying came from the immigrants themselves, and especially the

Pakistanis. [. . . ] So we walked with the demo, and once passing by the cathedral

we went inside and occupied it without saying a word. [. . . ] Then we went to talk

with the priest and he said no, we could not occupy, so we movedto theIglesia del

Pi, which is very close. A mass was going on, and some one startedto enter and the

priest stopped the praying to talk with us [. . . ] and then all of us entered, we hugged

each other and we said: «here we are going to stay!» (Yidir Ikabouren) (See Figure

6.16)

Figure 6.16:Iglesia del Pi, Barcelona, January 2001 (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)

The contraposition between these two experiences of the same moment - on the one hand, the

decision of a political initiative and, on the other, the surprise of an apparently spontaneous

mob - is significant in terms of analysing some aspects of the crisis of the relation between civil

society and the governed in the late 1990s in Barcelona as it emerges in social movements. If, on

the one hand, the experience of the questioning of the museumas a modern institution marked

one side of the crisis – i.e. the authority of a public institution in representingsociety – here the
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social body of citizenship itself exploded when the spectres of the colony appeared on the streets

of the metropolis.

Theencierrosemerged as a material and collective statement, a complex social enunciation

speaking out through the collective act of occupying the churches in order to demand rights of

production: legal status and labour rights. The demand for regularisation calls for a different

access to the labour market, the welfare state and urban space. It is the demand for a different

experience of everyday life.

Autonomous social movements - conceived here as theactivecivil society (Mamen and Fe-

derico in this example) that proceeded from the squatting and radical movements and considered

themselves theorigin of radical experiential politics in urban space (and in relation to the state

and law, cf. 5.1) - are displaced by the experience of theencierrosto a secondary position. Sud-

denly a new sector of society speaks out, without any pre-configured formal (or civil) language.

For this part of society, as explained in the experience of the mosques and the un/governed in-

vasion of public space (cf. 5.3), there is no mechanism of representation in institutions that

can act in their name or through which to advocate for an alternative social governance. The

relationship of this social sector with the state and the lawis simply a matter of force. It is, in

Chatterjee (2004) and Gramsci’s terms (1975a), apolitical societydealing with the state without

any formalised mediation.

The separation between everyday life as individual experience and civic life, regulated by

institutional representation, is broken apart. The material production of political practice is no

longer about producing a performance that represents a claim in the political arena through

demonstrations in the streets to push politicians into acting differently in the appropriate insti-

tution. In this context, acts themselves institute new waysof organising social life: the trans-

formation of the logic of law from an external position (non-citizens) goes hand in hand with

the constitution of a different life in the occupation of churches. The space of theencierros

instituted a life-world (Chakrabarty, 2000) that inscribes itself in the social space of Barcelona

as an original political actor.

In order to investigate the fracturing and restructuring ofurban political space at stake here,

I focus on the everyday life of theencierrosof Iglesia del Piin the centre of Barcelona and

especially on the relationship between political and civilsociety during the experiment of the

lock-in. I do not analyse (where not strictly necessary) thedemands or the strategies of the

movements, or its relation to broader society (parties, unions, medias, states, etc.) (cf. Varela,

2007). Rather I focus on the relationship between migrant communities and networks of activist

groups.

I start by analysing the political composition of this spacein material terms to look at the

way in which political practices, demands and participation were constructed through experience
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in different groups. Focusing in on the encounters of theencierros, I emphasise the orientalism

of social movements and analyse how and why theencierrosserved as a moment in which

this attitude in social movements was - at list partially - confronted. Continuous experience

(Papadopoulos et al., 2008) is proposed as the name for the space produced through the active

construction of theencierros. Finally, I look at occupations and hunger strikes not only as

practices articulated towards a public space to obtain a demand, but as the concrete construction

of a common political territory where not only the functioning of neoliberal citizenship, but also

the conception of modernity in the European left, was contested.

6.3.1 Composition

The space in which theencierrosemerged brought together different streams and memories of

struggles for the rights of migrants.

In my analysis the first reference is to the ‘French’ movementof Sans Papiers, as this was

my own connection to theencierroswhen I arrived in Barcelona as an Italian activist working on

issues of migration (cf. Chapter 3). The experience of theSans Papiersoccupation of the church

of Saint-Ambroise, Paris, in the March of 1996 had acted as a catalyst for the European social

radical movements to start addressing migrants’ rights as an issue related to their own rights, as

an extreme experience of a generalised status of precarity.

In the mobilisations of Paris, the demand for citizenship was enacted by appropriating public

spaces and disobeying the borders inscribed in urban space (Balibar, 2002) (see Figure 6.17) .

The circulation of this experience (both through narrativeand through the bodies moving in

Europe) was crucial for the imagination and the call for Barcelona’sencierrosin the first place.

However, the acceleration of this process of politicisation on migration issues in Barcelona

was determined also by the development of the antifascist and antiracist movements in Spain

during the 1990s. Even if these mobilisations addressed questions of identity and not of social

and labour rights, many internationalist groups started toconnect with local migrant communit-

ies, to monitor their social conditions and to be aware of andsensitive to their problems.

In this context, the trigger for many activists were the racist raids in the Ejidos (Almeria)

and in Can Anglada (Barcelona) in 2000, and the implementation of new laws on migration

limiting the rights of the existing migrant population and new-comers (Navaz, 2007) (see Figure

6.17). As a result, various enquiries on the living conditions of the migrant population by local

groups (in Ejidos, Terrasa, Barcelona as documented by the project Archivo migrante) led to

the organisation ofNo Borderscampaigns in Spain – especially in Andalusia (for example, the

projectIndymedia Madiaq, Raquel Muñoz) (see Figure 6.18).
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Figure 6.17: Saint Ambroise, Paris, 1996 and El Ejido, Almeria, 2000

Figure 6.18:Fadaiat, a map ofIndymedia Madiaq
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In this period, the constitutional process of the post-Schengen European Union determined

a different phase for the social movements for migrant rights. Practices and statements relating

to migrants’ rights were being translated from place to place, connecting different territories and

different movements of Europe and beyond, and structuring social movements as a network of

discussion and action (Balibar, 2004, Bojadzijev and Saint-Saens, 2006). Together with theSans

Papiersoccupation in France (1996-1997),Kein mensch ist illegalemerged in Kassel during

Documenta Xin 1997 (cf. Chapter 5) and in 1999No Borderstarted to coordinate actions

across Europe. Italian movements undertook actions against detention centres (1999-2000) and

in Belgium theUniversal Embassy(2001) constituted a translation of the Sanctuary City of the

US migrant movements to the European context (Nowotny, 2002).

The enquiries ofIndymedia Madiaq(the Indymedia project in Andalusia) andAteneu Can-

dela(a social centre in the periphery of Barcelona) in 2000 and theencierrosin 2001 contributed

to this collective production. They constituted the contextual translation in the Spanish state of a

new dimension in the struggles for citizenship: the recognition of migrants as part of a precari-

ous population excluded from social, civil and political rights in the everyday life of European

cities.

At the same time the mobilisations ofencierroswere determined by the self-organisation of

migrants. The memories of struggles of different subjects were crossing borders and encounter-

ing each other in a new political context.

We were 27 or 30 from Morocco, we were from the same area, we knew each other

from family networks: if you didn’t know somebody, you wouldknow his brother.

[. . . ] And one of the guys could speak English and he had been participating in

the student movements of the 1990s in Morocco, and he was the spokesperson for

ourselves. [. . . ] In the beginning he didn’t want to participate because his family

would be worried, but the blood is in the veins and you cannot stop it, you cannot

avoid it [. . . ] and he started to talk about the Students movements, and I started

to talk about the Lorries strikes I had been participating in1996 to 1998. (Yidir

Ikabouren)

[In the Lorries strikes] some of us wanted to self-organise to have more voice, to

make us visible. We started to think about a union, everybodygot affiliated in the

same branch [. . . ] and then we discovered about the rights we had as workers [. . . ]

and we made a manifesto of demands and we went to talk with the Minister of

Transport [. . . ] and then we went for a strike because once youare there you have

no choice but to go on struggling [. . . ] And this is why I did know how an assembly

would work, a meeting, voting, organising. (Yidir Ikabouren)
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In the case of the South Asian community, the most evident background was not political but

communitarian organisation.

Indians and Pakistani did not have a political background. Ibrahar came from a trade

family, another guy in Pakistan was a policeman, Rana was a businessman. As far as

I know, nobody had a political background in the way we mean it. I mean obviously

if you live in Pakistan you have a political life. . . but the ones that already had a

political background were the people from Morocco, becausethey had been in the

university, in the student movements and everybody had beenpart of the Tamazight

movement.

[...]

If you were going around the Raval with Ibrahar he would stop every two steps to

talk with one person, with another, and you could not understand anything, but it

was there where things were happening, and other people likeNorma or Enrique

[who had lots of power in this mobilisation] could not control it either. And nobody

was stupid. People did know that through Norma and Enrique they could get some-

thing. Nobody was taking advantage of the other, but you knowthat the other is

looking for something through their collaboration with you. (Raquel Muñoz)

The politicisation of theencierroscomposed itself in different ways. First, the composition of

a previous experience in the participants’ own country confronted the new questions emerging

in migration and settling. Second, it was the composition ofdifferent cultures of (more or

less codified) political ways of organising. Third, in theencierrosdifferent political bodies

concretely encountered each other for struggling, each of them with a different legal status and

from a different position.

During my interviews, listening to the historical analysisof activists on the emergence of

the collective mobilisation for migrant rights, militantsstressed the antiracist and antifascist

movement of the 1990s and the contraposition between unionsand social movements with regard

to the rights of migrant workers. In this view, the history ofmigrants is not only marginal,

but codified according to a Eurocentric and orientalist logic: the memories of migrants they

mentioned are positioned astranslatableto the European tradition of politics and concretely

the politics of the colonial other. Communitarianism, anti-coloniality, national struggle are the

names for the struggles that European activists recognisedin the practices of the migrant people

involved in theencierros.

For example, Yidir Ikabouren defined himself as a Moroccan inmy interview not mentioning

his Tamazight identity apart from as a couple of occasions. However European activists tended
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to frame his experience - centred around the struggles of students and lorry workers - in the

emergence of anti-colonial, pro-democratic and Tamazightnationalist movements.

Likewise, analysing the transnational communitarian strength of the Pakistani networks in

theencierros, many interviewees recognised the expression and translation of the social organ-

isation of life in Pakistan referring to the role of ghandianism, anti-colonialism and traditional

communitarianism, but only a few mentioned the transnational (and post-colonial) dimension of

this community (in Great Britain or in Saudi Arabia) and no-one referred to the social mobilisa-

tions of the Pakistani community in Barcelona in the 1990s analysed in the previous chapter. In

this narrative, the social networks of the Pakistani community are represented as subjugated and

non-political. It is the political mobilisation around racism and residency documents of 1999

and 2001 that makes them (unrecognised) citizens and political inhabitants of the city. Radical

militants reveal their ownorientalism(Said, 1978), silencing the contribution of post-colonial

actors to the reinvention of political practices.

The orientalist gaze of the European activists reduced the experiences and struggles in the

extra-European context to the imagination of an Otherness as pre-modern and pre-political.

When the colonial subalterns speak out in a language not inscribed in the European mother

tongue of politics, their collective practices seem to become imperceptible even to the active and

civil society of the metropolis.

However, the space of political initiative of the un/governed, internal outsiders, and imman-

ent strangers cannot be constituted around a rigid consciousness of a class identity. There is

no integer identity from where to define such a political consciousness (Chatterjee, 1998). The

Pakistani policemen, the Mexican activist and the Moroccanlorry driver compose themselves

in a common struggle without flattening their differences - and concretely building a common

strategy.

Focusing the attention on the elements of commonality and the modes of composition in

terms of cooperation, negotiation and conflict (cf. consciousness and composition in Chapter

3) is useful in order to understand how the different ways of doing of each singular or collect-

ive memory constructed the machine of struggle. This is to situate the practice of research in

the crisis of the relationship between the political and thecivil, and to understand the political

dimension of social movements beyond the civil tradition ofEuropean social movements.

In the encierros, this emerging political society built a dubious and incomplete system of

negotiation, cooperation and conflicts for allowing the unrecognised inhabitants of Barcelona to

speak out. They questioned the understanding of civil politics of Barcelona in the 1990s, not

only opening new common spaces and new alliances for claiming new rights, but also imposing

conflicts, ruptures and discussions inside local social movements. This composition through

interaction - that sustains rather than settles social conflicts- is the focus of the next section.
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6.3.2 Encierrosas continuous experiment

In the first assembly in Plaça Catalunya, the Pakistani community participated in large numbers.

Once again, the reasons for the participation were rooted inthe internal interrelations of the

Pakistani community. However, the orientalist understanding of communitarianism is insuffi-

cient in terms of analysing this massive participation. A complex intertwining of trans-local and

trans-identitarian memories composed the space of the firstmeeting for theencierros: produced

in the experience of migration through the Gulf and London, and in the struggles for mosques,

and social and cultural rights in Barcelona in the 1990s.

In this sense, the space of theencierroswas not only composed of the discursive overlapping

and the reduction of different identities around the question of civil, social and political rights

for migrants. It was also composed of the intertwining of memories, practices, bodies, spaces:

concreteactsthat emerged in the encounter (Isin and Nielsen, 2008). Thisemerges clearly look-

ing at the memories that composed these identities – openingthe possibilities of non-identitarian

alliances and configuring the space of theencierrosas a space of multiplicity and commonality.

When I discovered the migrants of Morocco, Pakistan, their discourse and everything

I thought: these comrades are the mirror of the indigenous communities in Mexico.

They are political actors that are not-recognised either bythe society, or by the state

but they are political actors, and they are enacting their decisions, they live their

everyday starting by recognising themselves as political actors. But this is some-

thing I only understood later on. After a few years, because when I met them it

was just an adventure, starting from me in a meeting of all men, that I thought were

all Muslim, but actually were coming from several differentforms of militancy and

were not religious at all. (Amarela Varela)

To understand the memories and bodies making this and producing a new way of doing politics,

it was necessary to deconstruct the predetermined models ofarticulation of differences. It was

the ability of encountering with the other as irreducible difference – to recognise the difference

between one’s own imagination of the Other and the concrete other as a companion in struggle

- that allowed the production of a set of commonalities.

The recognition of commonalities facilitated the sharing of differences. And differences be-

came the first place for building a common space of struggles.This is the material production of

a continuous experience among singular bodies, as a political alliance built not on identification

but on the trust and the closeness among different agents (Stephenson and Papadopoulos, 2006,

Papadopoulos et al., 2008). In theencierros, migration emerged as a continuousexperimentbuilt

on the commonality among a set of singular feelings, decisions, conditions, and situations.
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It was to me something as important, as urgent, as crucial as in the movement I had

been involved in Mexico. Here [in Mexico] the game was over your life, and there it

was over the residency documents, that in the end are your life somehow. (Amarela

Varela)

Flight and desire, fragility and possibility were some of the elements that constituted a con-

tinuity among different experiences. This fragmented continuity – a contiguity of bodies and

experiences – permitted the building of trust among different people. This contiguity, however,

was not constructed through the reduction of differences toan over-determinant and dominant

identity, but as a permanent dialogue. A translation inscribed in a set of social relations and de-

termined by different experiences: status, culture, money– class, race, gender, language and so

on. A complex and uneven encounter proceeding through negotiation, agreements and conflicts.

6.3.3 Heterolingual struggles in the post-colonial city

The locals wanted to occupy the church. The Pakistani proposed to start a hun-

ger strike. In the end, we occupied the church and started a hunger strike. (Yidir

Ikabouren) (See Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20)

This apparently easy and linear decision is the surface of a complex encounter happening under-

neath. Each political history was confronted by the practices of other groups. Both occupying a

church and undertaking a hunger strike, were practices charged with symbolic effects. However,

the process of translation experienced in this specific context reconfigured the way in which

transmission could happen and commonality was built. (See Figure 6.21)

Occupying a church for political reasons, for example, evoked meanings for a secular Catalan

(see Figure 6.22), a Muslim Pakistani, or a Moroccan Tamazight.

Why does this political practice work? Because it is a practice that the Catalan

society can understand. It is something that had happened inlate Francoism. To

occupy a church means that you are making a political claim when you are facing

the absolute precarity of your political rights. And this iswhy this practice can be

operative, because it is interconnected with the codes of the domestic society. [...]

On the other hand, to occupy a church means to enter into the belly of the other, to

connect with the spirituality of the other. For them, the connection with the political,

with the meaning of political, or of citizenship is very different (Amarela Varela)

In the temporary autonomous space of theencierros, a new life-world appeared. Its composition

of differences was not conclusive, or reductive, but possible because of the affirmation of a
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Figure 6.19:La Vanguardia, on the 22nd of January 2001
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Figure 6.20:La Vanguardia, on the 23rd of January 2001
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Figure 6.21: The occupation of the church (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)

permanent dialectic. A dialectic that was not articulated or defined in terms of a static hegemony

from which to take decisions, but around heterogeneous and uneven commonalities. This made

possible a kind of placing in relation of irreducible differences through dialogue, translation,

negotiation, conflict and discussion.

The occupation of the church can be analysed as a material realisation of the concept of

negotiation proposed by Bhabha (2004). Looking at the religious practices, Yidir Ikabouren

explains how different spaces were organised in the church for the different religious groups to

pray, for the local masses to be realised, and for each group to feel comfortable performing their

own practices in a shared space. A mosque, a church, and hinduspirituality in the same space.

The conversation with the priest, and his support for migrant struggles and the occupation, were

very important for the morale and the cohesion of the group tothe extent that when after some

years he died all the occupiers of theIglesia del Piattended his funeral (Yidir Ikabouren).

The possibility of such a composition did not depend simply upon the exceptional nature of

the situation, but most of all on the commonality of the commitment for which the community

of theencierroshad been formed in the first place, i.e. the struggle for rights. Beyond religion,

everyday life in theencierrosflowed as a space of translation and organisation of a life in com-

mon, in conversations around life, in the management of foodor in the circulation of music.

(See Figure 6.23)

One day the Indians were in charge of the cooking, one day the Pakistanis, the

Moroccans, the Senegalese and so on [And which one you liked the most?] Well,

all of them, they were very different: Pakistanis would do principally rice, which

was good. We would dotajin, harira. And there is where you met people, some of

the migrants from Pakistan had been living in the Gulf so theycould speak Arabic

and we could speak. Because Spanish was not a common language.

[...]
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Figure 6.22:Encierroof Sant Andreu de Palomar, 1976 (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)
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Figure 6.23:Iglesia del Pi(Archive La ciutat Invisible)

And there conversation were going on about everything. Everybody talking about

his life, how he arrived here, the wife, the family, what was the route of migration.

Everybody had been in England, and then to Spain because there was a need for

workers, and there was possibility of regularisation – restaurants, cook – they could

speak English. While for us, French was more problematic.

[...]

I felt sorry for some people, especially old people from Pakistan. They had been

living all their life in the Gulf, far from their family, without knowing their own

children, seeing them maybe once every two years and nonetheless they have to start

a new migration, to London and here, undocumented and waiting to be regularised.

And you look at them and you think: ‘Fucking hell, how much is left to him to live

as a stable life?’ And I was speaking a lot with them because they spoke very good

Arabic, since they have been living maybe fifteen years, twenty in the Gulf. And

they say there the situation was even worse than here. That ifyou work there you

have maybe a week or two every two years to go and see your family and then you

have to go back immediately. And there they have no future; they could not bring

their family. [. . . ] And when we talked about Spain, I was saying ‘here there is lots

of racists’ [and they responded] ‘oh you don’t know what it’slike in the Gulf!’. And

also there were a lot of fun moments. You would listen to music, dance, sing, all in

the church, guitars, drums, a Pakistani with a Moroccan – andthis was the mood.

(Yidir Ikabouren)

It would be dangerous to reduce the analysis of these enunciations to the public statements of the

encierros. Different ethnicities, communities and groups composed the politically unrecognised

inhabitants of Barcelona and constructed alliance as a common enunciation of the un/governed
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without any formal legitimacy in the politics of the city. The possibility of the alliance is the

result of the the common experience of migration and subalternity, and the shared understanding

that the only language left to the unrecognised citizen to speak publicly is her own body. At the

same time, translation among different languages - as situated experience of trying to understand

each other - became crucial for producing commonality inside the churches.

It is interesting to note how the possibility of using commonlanguages (verbal and non-

verbal) determined the space of the occupation. In this space of translation, the experiment

of the encierrosis a collective moment to build an ulterior space and recognise translation as

the mother tongue of a possible emerging Europe. (cf. the project of research ofeipcp.net,

2012). Ikabouren remembers whichlingua francahe spoke in each moment and context: in the

assemblies; speaking with an old man; in the press conferences and so on.

This translation was never homolingual: it did not move linearly from one code to another.

It was marked by gaps and fractures, producing a space where every singularity is connected

to the following one but separated from it. In other words, discontinuities among singularit-

ies in other terms are not the sign of a segmentation, of absolute differentiations, but express

the unpredictable fragmentations in the way in which different practices and memories could

interact.

In order to deepen our understanding of this question, it is useful to analyse the complexity

of the hunger strike as a political practice in theencierrosof Barcelona in 2001, since this

practice related differently to different political backgrounds in the South Asian anti-colonial

context, in the Moroccan context, and in Europe. Here, the body, as the occupation of churches,

continues to act as a field of enunciation for the unrecognised political actors of urban space, the

violent expression of the striking body exposed and exploding the existing imbalances of power

in the relationship between the Europeans and the migrants.The borders and the limits between

the inside and the outside of citizenship became not only a public claim for the recognition of

social and labour rights, but an internal conflict within themovement itself. Let me explore the

imagination and the meanings attached to the practice of thehunger strike in order to elaborate

further.

Here, indeed, what is commonly understood as an anti-colonial practice (the hunger strike)

emerged in the belly of Europe, concretely affirming the inescapable and material post-colonial

condition of urban social movements and urban politics in Barcelona.

In order to understand the impact of this practice/event/act on the forms of doing politics

in Barcelona it is useful to dig deeper into the orientalism of social movements, looking at the

relationship between an emerging political society (that of the encierros) and the previously

existing and active civil society. First, the orientalism of social movements was evident in the
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homogenisation of others, where, on the contrary, each community, entity and group understood

the political practice of hunger-striking depending on their own background.

The hunger strike comes from the legacy of Gandhi and Ibraharis very clear on

this and before Gandhi another generation of radical struggles [. . . ] But while for

Ibrahar this experience is useful and productive, for the Moroccan the legacy of

this practice has been very negative, because they did many hunger strikes, and

lots of people died but they didn’t achieve any result [. . . ] There is a negotiation

among [different] political cultures but also among [different] memories of struggle.

(Amarela Varela)

Moreover, the Europeans considered the practice of hunger strike according to the terms of

European political culture - of civil politics. Concretely, as explained by Muñoz, the ethics

of the hunger strike was discussed in relation to the ‘abusive’ or ‘legitimate’ use of the body

in this practice. Legitimacy was anchored to a discursive dimension, raising a problem about

the contradiction between a struggle for emancipation and apractice negatively affecting one’s

own body: the legitimacy ofsacrificeas a political act for emancipation. In this sense, part

of the discussion in the movement was about hunger strikes assacrifice, and this was rejected

as it supposedly inscribed the practices of migrant communities in a typical ‘pre-modern’ set

of political practices, out of the Enlightenment (and European) understanding of politics. The

underlying presumption is that the colony is not a part of modernity, and therefore the tactics and

strategies emerging from the subaltern are not political. But this mechanism of construction - as

both homogeneous and pre-modern - failed to acknowledge thesubaltern as a political subject

inscribed in a complex modernity. The practice of the hungerstrike was not relating to the use

of immolation or sacrifice as a moral call to society, but to a political relationship with the state.

(See Figure 6.24)

Figure 6.24: Hunger strike inIglesia del Pi(Archive La ciutat Invisible)
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They [the migrants] would not do a thirst strike because of a culture of immolation

but for a strategic reason. If you do a thirst strike you are going to have a shock,

and if you do it collectively, massively [the state], that isnot listening to you as a

migrant, will have to listen to you as a user of health services. And this is something

the [European activists in the] Assembly would not acknowledge or understand. . .

(Amarela Varela)

The hunger strike can be understood in terms of the ‘pagan andthuggish’ (Tronti, 1966) political

action of the unrecognised agent that deals with the state outside any rhetorical or contractual

logic. The relation of the subaltern is not through a civil representation of the interests of one

sector of society, but through a political attack on the administration of the state.

The space of theencierrosmade visible all the complexity of the composition and conjug-

ation - the encounter - between civil and political society as parts of the same struggle. The

common engagement in this collective practice of translation constituted a contradictory spa-

tial heterogeneity in which instituted relationships of power could be exposed and confronted

(Mezzadra, 2010), resisting the attempt to articulate political struggle by reducing differences to

a homogeneous and linear understanding of political consciousness. The role of European activ-

ists during the hunger strike was primarily to support the weakest participants, publish medical

reports, and to seek strategies through which this form of enunciation could be effective in the

media system.

The experiment of theencierrossomehow made possible for the movements a questioning

of the habit of negation (Bhabha, 2004) and to think about politics as a complex mechanism of

negotiations, in which different actors with different positions have to play different roles.

I remember being struck by the permanent negotiating attitude of the Pakistani com-

munity because I was coming from the zapatist movement and itwas very differ-

ent from the radical positioning of the communities there. But then when it was

the Pakistani community’s chance to state a radical statement my understanding of

their attitude to negotiation changed [because of its effectiveness and consistency].

(Amarela Varela)

At stake here was the complexity of different ways to relate with the institutional assemblage of

the state as a counterpart of pure power - pure government. This marked a crucial shift, because

for the European activist this apparatus has always been theexpression of an ideological hege-

mony over society. For the governed, this hegemony did not exist. Only dominance. From the

position of the un/governed, the state was a variegated system of non-representative institutions

that tried to manage them as a population useful for social production. Contrary to the approach
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of the European activists, the interlocutor of the movementwas not the system of law - as hege-

monic logic of duties and rights - but the functioning of governance - as administrative apparatus

of dominance: the health system, the medias, civil society,the church etc. In this sense, illegal

migrants were concrete and not ideological in their collective acting (Balibar, 2002): civil dis-

obedience was not an individual act of outrage but a collective acting «as citizens that in a serious

circumstance recreate citizenship through a public initiative of disobedience towards the state»

(Balibar, 2002, 21 my translation).

For Balibar, three conditions configure this definition of civil disobedience and all of them

are relevant in terms of analysing the heterolingual struggles discussed in this section as struggles

for the right to the city. First, disobedience emerges as a practice in the urgency of the situation

and the degradation of the legal framework and its legitimacy. Second, disobedience cannot be

reduced to an isolated testimony in front of an injustice, but as a collective act for social change.

Third, those who embrace civil disobedience have to be awareand accept the consequences of

their acts.

In other terms, civil disobedience emerges as a practice in the crisis of the relationship

between society and the state. Civil disobedience is not a civil practice of disagreement, but

a practice that signals a disagreement with the civil foundations of society. In this sense, the

practice of theencierrosboth inside and outside the churches constructed a transversal space of

civil disobedience, both affirming a radical rupture against the civil articulation of society and

institutions (also in reference to theinstitutedsocial movements) and themselves instituting a

new composition of differences. Moreover, it was this practice of disobedience against the civil

contract of politics that was to serve as a key to open and challenge the orientalism of social

movements themselves.

Beyond citizenship, the right to the city

The experiments I have analysed in this chapter marked a profound innovation in social move-

ments moving from the ideological experimentations of the 1990s to an experimentation at the

level of ways of doing through practices of translation thatemerged out of the composition of

memories and practices in concrete struggles.

In the Macba the experimentation with a new relationship between institution and society

permitted a different engagement with social processes of critique and political participation,

considering the public not just as the addressee of a processproduced by the institution (or the

movement), but as part of the process of production itself. In theencierros, the complexity of

the social and political composition of Barcelona explodedin different directions. Both chal-

lenging the segmentation of rights and statuses imposed by the state, and challenging the risk
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of orientalism and paternalism in social movements themselves, theencierrosaffirmed a new

composition of differences through practices of radical negotiation.

The experiments of the late 1990s and the early 2000s sparkedmechanisms of innovation

in the forms of organisation, mechanisms which put production (of social rights) in the place of

representation (of collective privileges); opinions and acts in place of interests (cf. Chapter 2).

Furthermore, it configured the social production of political organisation as a process tangling up

the production of space and the production of enunciations.Translation, difference and network

emerged as keywords in the place of homogeneity and discipline.

In Chapter 7 I move from the experimental composition of the late 1990s and early 2000s

to the socialisation of these experiments in the years between 2003-2007. Against the emer-

gence of a new governmentality constructed in accordance tothe new mode of urban produc-

tion, immanent and antagonist practices were forged affirming enunciations and spaces, words

and deeds as acts of insurgency. The shift is from singular experiments as situated practices of

inhabitation/invention, to the struggle for the right to the city as a complex network of collective

responsibility in the constitution of a possible autonomy in the organisation of social produc-

tion. The reinvention of politics was constituted in a material crafting of alternative spaces for

a communal living, where the enunciation of critique was nota practice for stating one’s own

otherness, but a moment of institution of new elements for collective living.



Chapter 7

Assembling the right to the city

I am not an urbanist, nor an architect and I do not live in the clouds. I live with

my neighbours, and this is more bloody for me than to throw down a modernist

building. They treat people like this, like they treat my neighbours: as drunk

people, as whores. They tag you and from then on you are not worth shit.

[They tell you] ‘do not say anything because we are gonna fuckyou’. (Manel

Gonzalez)

The governance of Barcelona in the early 2000s became a battlefield. A struggle took place

in the clash between the affirmation of the urban governmentality of civismoas a new practice

of management of urban production and life, and the emergence of a scattered set of practices,

spaces, acts and enunciations for the right to the city as a form of affirming both an antagonism

in the face of the alienation and abstraction of urban life and of generating a degree of social

autonomy with regard to social cooperation and urban life.

In this chapter I continue to examine the concrete happeningof social practices in the urban

social movements of this period as material organisation both of spaces that prefigured new

worlds, and of enunciations that performed - made real - these worlds linguistically. Moving

from the experiments I analysed in the last chapter, I chart how questions and practices spread

out in different political networks constituting concreteprototypes of common living.

The experiment of new institutional practices in theMacbaand the metamorphoses of the

collective body in theencierros,marked the reinvention of publics and of public space as a

ground for the constitution of a new set of political actions.

As argued in Chapter 5 and 6, network and translation emergedthroughout the 1990s as

practices through which to challenge the identitarianism and orientalism of social movements,

238
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thus constituting the right to the city as collective appropriation and inhabitation of the city and

as collective enunciation of new forms of subjectivation.

Here I focus on the right to the city as a way ofdoingthe city. In the emergence of politics as

a form of collective crafting of possible worlds, I move fromthese scattered acts of inhabitation

and invention to the struggle for the right to the city as a complex network of collective respons-

ibility in the assembling of new possible worlds. Before focusing on the growing struggle of the

years between 2003-2007 it is useful to frame these movements in the emergence ofcivismoas

a key form of urban governmentality in Barcelona.

7.1 The emergence ofcivismo

The civist ordinance (Ordenanza de medidas para fomentar y garantizar la convivencia ciudadana

en el espacio publico de Barcelona, trans. “Ordinance of measures to develop and guarantee co-

hesion in the public space of Barcelona”) is a piece of municipal legislation the goal of which is

«to preserve public space as a common and civic space for living together where everybody can

develop his/her own activity of circulation, leisure, encounter in freedom, respecting the dignity

and rights of everybody else, and the plurality of expression and different forms of life that ex-

ist in Barcelona» (Ayuntamiento de Barcelona, 2005, unpaginated). Following other municipal

laws of 1998 and 1999, the ordinance dealt with principles for social behaviour in urban space:

disciplining noise, games, graffiti, objects, aesthetics,informal activities and so on.

The ordinance was not related to the definition of a set of rules to be respected, but it defined

moral and ethical principles for urban life: instituting a new level of governance in terms of dis-

ciplining the atmosphere of the city, its aesthetics, its usability. The disciplining of atmospheres

transcended the traditional function of law, positing the ordinance in the definition of a new role

for Municipal Right.

From the point of view of citizenship, this [legislative style] produces a territory of

juridical indetermination, because the citizen does not know what to do. Since the

norm is ambiguous, the one affected is the citizen that doesn’t know if something is

forbidden or not. [...] The problems of the ordinance, as Clarisa [Velocci] says, is

that the margins are too loose and this gives power [to the police] and takes it away

from citizens, and in this way it changes the relation with public space, and makes it

possible to use [this law] on the basis of opportunistic political criteria. [...] But this

is an aberration in terms of Law, because this means insecurity: one has to know

what she can or not do, not depending on [something else]. (Jaume Assens)
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The ordinance, which can be seen as part of a social-democratic reading of the ‘broken windows’

approach (Larrauri, 2007), instituted a new dimension for the authority of theAyuntamiento

through which the management of the territory could be addressed through coercive mechanisms

of policing. The power of theAyuntamientoshifted beyond management (poder administrativo).

Instead, the ordinance affirms the right of theAyuntamientoto exercise a function of policing

over urban behaviours.

The ordinance gives new power to theGuardia Urbana, competencies that once

were exclusive to thePolicia Nacional[like the possibility of taking someone without

ID to a Police Station]. It was already something quite problematic since this is a

hybrid position, since one is neither free nor detained [. . .] So, according to the

ordinance, the resolution of situations depends a lot on thePolice: for example two

guys non properly sitting on a bench [...] But what means proper or improper? What

is the proper use of a bench? Who can determine this? (Jaume Assens)

In this context, the ordinance was proposed to the citizens as a set of norms around the use of

urban space, a step further in the definition of a logic of governance for the city, a logic which

was referred to ascivismowithin public debate.

To what extent noise, smells, and a lot of things like these – Iam wondering, I

mean – I don’t really know when the claims for more order andcivismostarted to

increase. I don’t know if this is a subject created by theAyuntamientowhen they

stressed these questions, or if there was a spontaneous development – maybe it is

a combination of the two – but it is true that at a certain pointall these emerging

rights started to appear: calmness, silence and so on. And inneighbourhoods where

these questions had never been problematic before, all these demands start to be

very frequent. (Jaume Assens)

While collecting information and interviews on the rationale of this municipal law, Cristina

Bessa, researcher in Law and Human Rights, discovered how the production of the social need

for civismostarted not in the streets of Barcelona, but in the rooms of theAyuntamientoin 2003.

Even if the ordinance appeared as a law at the end of 2005 - as the sudden and

effective reaction [to the problems denounced by the newspaper La Vanguardia] -

what happened in that moment was the acceleration of a process, thought up and

developed quite some time beforehand. From 2003 to 2006 aPlan de Civismo

existed which sought to sensitise people around a set of problematics related to

co-existence and civismo in the city. (Cristina Bessa)
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A first dispositif in the production of this public opinion was a series of municipal campaigns

and events for implementing a different image and imagination for Barcelona after the crisis

of the Olympic model. The campaign of 2003 started to sensitise people around the question

of rubbish (Barcelona Neta), noise, pets, and public spaces. A significant campaign wasthe

Civismo al Metroaddressing the segment of homeless and urban poor, in terms of begging,

playing music, sleeping in the metro, defining as illegal behaviour and uses of public spaces,

which had not been considered problematic hitherto.

A second level was the production of social fears, where the local press played a crucial role

in defining and affirming a new set of social needs. During the summer of 2005,La Vanguardia

- Barcelona’s most important newspaper - produced 30 front page headlines in the local section

on the problems related tocivismo: tourism, noise, rubbish (cf. newspaper library ofVivir and

La Vanguardiaof June, July and August 2005, interviews with Cristina Bessa, Jaume Assens,

Clarisa Velocci; Medina-Ariza, 2007).

In the first section of this chapter, below, I look at two different levels of the implementation

of this governmentality in the social life of Barcelona. First I look at the function of the law

in governing an emergent machine of production - the city. Second I look at how this law

implemented a new normative subjectivity in the life of the city - a new citizen.

7.1.1 Civismo as constitutional law

The civist ordinance produced a new set of social needs and ‘rights’ constructed not around the

Law as the explicit constitution of the illegal, but as the guarantor of social norms of common

living capable of transforming aesthetics and behaviours into matters of law.Civismoemerged

as a complex rationale to govern urban production (cf. Chapter 2; Foucault, 1991, 79).

This governmental dimension of the ordinance can be conceptualised in terms of the consti-

tutional dimension of the civist ordinance, understood as acharter for Barcelona - at the same

time as Catalonia was demanding an Autonomous Statute guaranteeing its status as aNation

within the Nation.

At stake there is Barcelona’s identity [. . . ] something likefor the Nation state:

there is an historical momentum for building the national identity. [The ordinance]

is planned as a Constitution: it is the last of a long list of ordinances that were

regulating the same questions, but here the idea was to regulate 10 phenomena [all

together]: 10 phenomena of incivism as a catalogue of Rightsand Duties of the

Citizen. And they are presented as a Constitution, with all the rituals and wrapping

of the Constitution, like for example the public debate on these questions. (Jaume

Assens)
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In this context, the ordinance served to implement a kind of constitutional sovereignty – to fix a

constituent process of identity into a constituted manifesto of principles, dealing in the first place

with the use of urban space. Thecharteraffirmed not only a territory (urban space) but most of

all the activities (urban life) under the constitutional regime of the new urban governmentality.

It is possible to recognise in the recent history of Barcelona, and especially in the govern-

mentality of thecivismo, a conceptual displacement of the notion of sovereignty away from

the Fordist model. Beyond a state centred conception of sovereignty, the linchpin of emerging

governance was no longer the mediated bargaining between classes guaranteed by the state, but

the cohesion of a fragmented society in order to succeed in the neoliberal competition between

urban regions (Gordon, 1999, Scott, 2001, Sassen, 1994, Soja, 2005).

The object of governance shifted together with the reorganisation of the mode of production.

If the new economic engine of Barcelona was the biopoliticalproduction of territory, governance

needed to implement dispositifs to control these new spacesof production. The (Catalan) urban

region became the body of the Nation, and the social life of the city, theoeuvre, emerged as its

engine: the core of this mode of production.

Following Assens’s definition of the ordinance as constitutional law, I analyse the concrete

function of the formal constitutional law in governing urban life. What are the reservoirs of

social production thatcivismoattempted to regulate and control? What forms of social behaviour

and aesthetics of urban life are central for the affirmation of Barcelona in the global competition

of urban regions? What are the rules and norms that can allow the abstraction of urban space as

a commodity in the global market?

The rationale of this emerging mode of governance was connected to the question of how to

extract value from social life, or how to abstract difference and make it a universal equivalent

in the global market. At stake here was the configuration of the city as a factory (Harvey et al.,

2009). The dimension of this factory was measured by the development of the value of territory

and by the strategies for increasing such values.

Events like theOlympic Games(1992) and later theUniversal Forum of Cultures(2004,

cf. following sections) sought to accumulate social and symbolic capital, including practices of

social cooperation, under the logo of the «Public Event». The volunteers of the Olympics, or

the practices of the Forum, not only brought together and normalised social cooperation but also

let it work in accordance with the command of the event itself. The statistics of the event, the

numbers of the event and the economic flows of the event measured and commanded, in classical

marxist terms, social cooperation (Marx, 1980, MacKenzie,1984, Mecchia and Marazzi, 2007).

The number of people working, the flows of information, the capitals invested or the people

attending the events appeared as ciphers for the chaotic happening of urban life translating it

homolingually into data for economic decisions.
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The event eventually constructed a database of informationfor direct investment in the city.

A set of urban-life commodities for the tourist economy, a geography of wealth and consump-

tion for real estate investments, a map of economic and social indicators for creative economic

development (the TTT logic of Richard Florida2004, 2002). The event defined places of cooper-

ation, codes, networks, ethics. It regulated the social behaviours of urban production, codifying

the modes of production of Barcelona and converting it into abrand and a trademark (U.T.E.,

2004, Balibrea, 2005, Harvey, 2009).

The aim of the ordinance was to regulate social activities according to the principles of

neoliberalism, in the same way in which Marshallian citizenship related to the management of

the factory.

And this is an explicit reason. I don’t mean in the press, but it is explicit during the

meetings [I had] with political people in charge of the city where people like Ferran

Mascarell, before the ordinance was made public, stated that things cannot be sold

or bought in public space. You cannot. You cannot sell lighters or decide tomorrow

to sell stuff [on the street]. It is funny because this is the principle for regulating

prostitution or street-selling as economic activities [. .. ] but eventually what they

really want is different. The other way for understanding itis, that you want the

public space to be a place for selling and buying but only if this [exchange] is under

the institutional monopoly. Really it is not about ‘you cannot’: ‘you can’ but only

through certain channels, like the outside area of bars, andtherefore through the

authorisation and the normalisation that these conceal. (Clarissa Velocci)

For Jaume Assens and Clarisa Velocci, not only is it clear that «the discourse is social-democratic

and the practice is neoliberal» but also this double logic ofpower makes possible its translation

into a specific and specified control and government of each different social space1. At stake

was the possibility of harnessing social life, to abstract and commodify urban space specifying

the terms of governance according to the fragilities of eachregime of labour.

The ordinance regulated social activities forcing them into an economic regime. When deal-

ing with consuming alcohol in the streets, or informal street economies, as well as with street

art, the ordinance did not censor or repress these practicesthemselves, but obliged them to move

into the agon of the market – determining the uses of urban places. The terrace of the bar, the art

1In the case of prostitution, «the argument is abolitionist and the practice is prohibitionist» (Clarissa Velocci) -
where prostitution was criminalised and sex-workers were precarised. The same mechanism was specified for undoc-
umented workers, in the opposition between the patronisingEurocentric discourse of human rights and the colonial
segmentation of the labour market: precarity, detention, expulsion. In the same direction, the bureaucratisation of
cultural life worked towards the improvement of economic profits but also towards a permanent normalisation of
cultural production.
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gallery, the private club, the privatised pedestrian street became the space where these activities

could be statistically measured. This permanent state mediation of the social activity of citizens

could be also analysed in terms of measuring. Participationin political referenda, attendance at

civic centres (cf. Martinez Barcelo, 1998) as well as policestatistics on social conflict (fines,

emergency calls, interventions, mediations) technified the forms of political participation and

made possible the presentation of Barcelona as a democraticcity in statistical terms accord-

ing to «an actuarial logic, like the one of insurances, with risk barometers and so on» (Jaume

Assens).

The freedom of thehomo economicus- the self-entrepreneur - was supported by policies

obeying the principle of equal inequalities for all (Lemke,2002), through practices of normal-

isation and codification of the forms of social cooperation.The institutional normalisation of

the city, speculative urban development, the proliferation of creative, innovative and cultural

clusters, the segmentation of the labour market and the precarisation of the urban poor served as

Foucauldian dispositifs for the implementation of a new governmentality. The function of the

ordinance as a constitutional law was not to guarantee equality but to guarantee competition, in

order to transform the social production of space into exchange value. The normalised citizen

of thecivismoemerged as the productive subject for the functioning of this mode of production.

7.1.2 Thecivistcitizen

The constitution of the new citizen was built around a neoliberal understanding of citizenship

as an instrument of command over social behaviours - in the same way that the role of the

factory’s machines was to command, discipline and organisethe cooperation of workers (Marx,

1980, Hardt and Negri, 2009, Negri, 2003, Virno, 2004). I focus here on how this subjectivity

was produced through three different layers: individualism and responsibility, the policing of

everyday life, and the production of stranger-ness.

In the first place, the ordinance addressed the citizen as an individual in relation with other

individuals, reducing problematic social behaviours to a personal responsibility in which unequal

social relations has no role.

There is a dissociation, a disconnection between the singular problem of a beggar

and her relationship to society. It is [the affirmation of] the neoliberal paradigm,

moving from the social democrat to the neoliberal – especially when this is related to

exclusion, marginality, where once the attempt was to recuperate [these situations]

through the intervention of social services. [Whilst] the ordinance pledged towards

a punitive and exemplary direction. It is about expelling them, to erase them, as in

the situation of immigrants. (Jaume Assens)
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The ordinance set rules and established fines for sex workers, for the homeless, for the young

kids, but it never dealt with the social roots of these conditions, configuring society as a set of

individuals in permanent competition.

Secondly, policing became the mechanism to guarantee social co-existence. In other words,

the production of fears and the decline of communitarian mediations determined control as the

only mediation of collective interests both transforming citizens into police and extending the

power of the police itself. The ordinance indeed called citizens:

To be themselves the executors of the ordinance: to be the denouncers [. . . ] It is

not just something envisaged as an option but as a duty: if yousee something that

can be sanctioned in the name of the ordinance you have to denounce it, and if you

don’t, you can be fined. [...] It calls for this idea of the commitment of the citizen

towards this Constitution, where the citizen is a communityofficer. [...] Something

that Foucault explains very well analysing bio-power and the way in which people

interiorise the rule of law. . . (Jaume Assens)

This dimension of ‘community policing’ is accompanied by anincreased power for police.

In any conflict you could have with theGuardia Urbana, they have a new tool. And

this is clear because fines [forcivismo] are never alone. This is typical of Fridays

or Saturdays the one that throws the can, then there is a discussion [with the police]

and this triggers a range of possibilities. [...] And we would ask the Police just

to stick to the norm, it was the only possibility we could pullfrom. Apply the

ordinance, don’t just do whatever you feel like. Because in this absolutely arbitrary

power of Police, you just apply whatever you feel like. [...]But what they have

been granted is that policing is articulated to [and guaranteed by] political power.

(Clarissa Velocci)

This double dimension of dependence of the citizen and the power of the police triggered a

mechanism for disempowering the community. Since the citizen always refers to the police as

the mediator of social conflict, she accepted a position of permanent subalternity in which the

word co-existence looses its meaning. Living together is increasingly regulated by the mediation

of the state, the intervention of political power, the dissolution of autonomous social relations

and the subjugation of urban life to the control of the police.

There are words that they are taking away from us andconvivencia[co-existence or

‘living together’] is one of them. It is funny, before you could talk about convivencia

and you would be referring to something else, but now it is a word about intolerance.

Before ‘convivencia’ would talk about solidarity, intertwining, differences, but also
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about respect, integration, and now convivencia is about. .. well. . . at the end of

the day it is like sayingGuardia Urbana. . . (Clarissa Velocci)

Thirdly, and as a consequence, the ordinance defined as non-citizens those bodies that exceeded

this normalisation. The ordinance acquired the moral authority to discipline the limits of citizen-

ship, defining the internal outsiders and the immanent strangers that, in the name of thischarter

of rights, could be ‘legitimately’ denied the rights of citizenship and ‘governed’ as productive

subjects with only partial access to urban rights and urban resources.

This [ordinance] is about exclusion, the banishment from citizenship! Previously,

through the occupation of public space one would have the possibility of a certain

form of citizenship. But here, apart from the consequences [in terms of fines, control

etc.], there is the construction of a discourse, of an image,of an identity. The

identity of the other as uncivic, and therefore as non-citizen. The identity of the

other is attached to the fact that she doesn’t accomplish a set of obligations, and

therefore has to be denied a set of rights. A scruffy man is just a drag on society.

[. . . ] The ordinance has never been thought of as a space for the integration of

citizenship. This is not aboutconvivenciain society, this is to guarantee just the

convivencia of the few, excluding the others. It is a tool of exclusion. (Clarissa

Velocci)

The ordinance aimed to govern the margins, or the internal outsides, of citizenship, implement-

ing in urban space a dispositif of criminalisation and victimisation via the fragmentation of the

population into different social statuses with different rights. From here, the differential access

to the use of urban space and its permanent policing worked astools for bordering the smooth

space of the city, and channelling every different urban activity in a specific basin of governance

(cf. Boutang, 1998, Mezzadra and Neilson, 2008). Belongingto the community, and access to

rights, was defined by the way in which each subject used urbanspace, andincivico [the un-

civic] came to be a way to reintroduce the segmentation typical of the colony - but also of the

class regime - in a social-democratic urban space, through alinguistic and imaginative shift that

allowed the Left in power to reintroduce discrimination without naming it as such.

The other part played by this norm is to legitimise what before was a politically

incorrect discrimination towards prostitutes, the urban poor, migrants – now one

can sayincivico: there is a construction of a category of people that are uncivic

and [. . . ] with an institutional and juridical legitimacy. So those who before would

be uneasy criticising them, now can useincivico as a democratic, multicultural and

progressive category for attacking them and excluding certain kinds of people from

the use of the city. (Cristina Bessa)
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The civist citizen, in other words, emerged as the illusionary image of a member of the com-

munity fully committed to the project of neoliberal production. This image, however, has worked

to efficiently govern the internal outsides generated by theordinance itself, to precarise each of

them according to their social positions, and to constrain the social activities of the city into

commodified channels.

In the last two decades, urban regulation sought to govern and valorise urban space through

the governance of territory.civismorepresented the expansion of this model of control from

urban space to the forms of urban life. However, it would be reductive to understand this process

of abstraction as a seamless attack on the wealth of the common, or as an uncontested project of

normative subjectivation.

Processes of resistance, negotiation, subjugation and autonomy coexisted with this shift in

governmentality, determining the modulation of these policies of governance and generating

radical and alternative models of social life. The right to the city is proposed here as a collective

name for a set of movements that both materially produced a practice of critique - the experiences

of analysis and articulation of this complex understandingof the ordinance – and also invented

institutional assemblages, prototypes to confront and step against and beyond the form of control

of civismo, against the annihilation and alienation of life and against the commodification and

abstraction of urban space.

7.2 Prefiguration and performance in the struggle for the right to

the city

The above critique of the ordinance was generated by social movements. Moreover, it draws on

and is informed by the pervious political experiences analysed in earlier chapters, specifically

in relation to the reorganisation of the relation between society and the state in the enlargement

of production from work to life and in the generalisation of the colonial model on the precari-

ous population of urban Europe. However, it is crucial here to examine more specifically the

movements against the ordinance within which the above critique was collectively produced and

advanced.

My analysis starts from very particular places and experiences that constructed the struggle

for public space in the city of Barcelona. However, ‘public’seems too short a word. What does

public mean in a city in which urban space is a battlefield in the process of privatisation and

abstraction? In the affirmation of the civist governmentality as alliance between the organisation

of public space and the valorisation for private profit, the segmentation between public and

private lost its meaning. If abstraction and commodification attacked the very nature of the
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urban as open space, limiting both access to and the uses of urban space, social movements

occupied urban space to contest the dominant use of public space as space subjected to the logic

of the market, and affirmed the use-value of urban space.

Where «the republic form emerged historically as dominant [to] protect and serve [private]

property» (Hardt and Negri, 2009, 301), the logic of exchange value - productivity and profit –

clashed with the use value of space in terms of coexistence asaccess and inclusion. Translating

Hardt and Negri into spatial terms, the meaning ofres publica– public thing – reached its own

limit in this clash, signalling the foundational alliance between public and private that under-

pinned the modern conception of space (Hardt and Negri, 2009; cf. Benjamin, 1969, 1999a). If

the function of public law was to limit the possibility of acting against private property (Hardt

and Negri, 2009), public space constituted the basis for defining what private space and public

rules are, and to regulate public use and access according tothe interest of private property.

Against these converging interests, the struggles for the right to the city proposed the com-

mon use of urban space as an immanent and antagonistic practice that intervenes in and contests

both public and private spaces. I conceptualise these practices as antagonistic in the sense of,

on the one hand, subverting the abstraction of labour and space throughappropriationand, on

the other, opposing the way in which human activity was extracted, exploited and made into a

commodity. Such practices can be understood as immanent in the sense that they are undertaken

in the concrete institution of alternative ways of living together - throughinhabitation.

This conceptualisation, however, has its roots in the ‘productive failures’ (Marcelo Exposito,

Tomas Herreros) ofLas Agenciasandencierros,in the sense that appropriation and inhabitation

emerged as defining dimensions of the emergence of a radical political practice, in terms of the

crisis both of the civil conception of society and of the relationship between society and the

state. As proposed in Chapter 6, the appropriation of the institutional space of the museum and

of the churches constituted the ground for inhabiting public space through a different mode of

expression, where the un/governed, the immanent strangersand the internal outsiders experi-

mented with new languages and new forms of organisation. These practices raised the issues of

institutional invention: how to make the experiences and the experiments built up in the margins

of the 1990s and the early 2000s into spaces from which to affirm a different and incompatible

logic of social life for the entire city? How to make such experiments become a prefiguration

of a different world, an expression capable of transformingthe world? At stake here was the

battle for the right to the city as right to urban life. A battle between the civist logic of normal-

isation and abstraction, and the grassroots practices of invasion and difference to affirm a new

understanding of the rights of the urban inhabitant.

Starting from the places of this concrete instituting, the struggle for the right to the city in

Barcelona from 2003 onwards presented an important examplewith regard to the analysis of
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the struggle around the rights of production in the urban machine: the rights of labour in the

enlargement of production from the factory to the city, fromwork to life. Civist citizenship in

this sense was a contested dispositif of the governance of production. The reinvention of politics

tended to move from an anti-systemic to an instituent critique of urban rights. The enunciation

of critique no longer operated as a practice for stating one’s own otherness, a separatism of the

margins, but as a moment of institution of new elements for collective living, of an alternative

understanding of social life for the city in general.

The issue at stake for social movements, according to Virno,was «the polemic link between

the issue of a good life (that we have seen in Genova or Porto Alegre) and life at the point of

production (as fulcrum of post-Fordist production)» (Virno, 2005, unpaginated). How to move

from the symbolic and experiential affirmation of a possiblealternative - the prefigurative but

isolated space of social movements - towards a materiality of social change - a socialisation of

struggles? The polemic link is between the prefiguration of the good life, and the performance

of social change; but, ‘in the post-Fordist productive order’ Virno affirms, this issue of perform-

ativity is necessarily linked to linguistic production - tothe political production of collective

enunciations.

[In the practices of social movements] realisation and result tend to coincide and

this is why I speak of performativity. Performative is a movement that speech-acts,

that deals with the goal by developing in everyday life a formof social cooperation

that clashes with the post-Fordist productive order. It is true that this performat-

ive speech-acting is a ritual symbolic one, but symbolic is not a swearword here,

because [in this model of the production of symbols] it implies a high degree of

productivity. (Virno, 2005, unpaginated)

By producing a language, collectivities were producing a new way of organising social life. A

performative production of enunciations that acted in terms of appropriation against the post-

Fordist abstraction of language and inhabited the use of symbols as an insurgent act against

the dominant regime of production in the neoliberal city. Inthis sense it is important to stress

that these theoretical discussions about the performativity of enunciations were taking place in

a widely attended series of meetings in 2004 in Barcelona organised by theMacbaand social

movements, where the space of discussion constituted a prefiguration of the world to come

(Marcelo Exposito). How to move from the singular ethical interpellation - of thecitizen - to

a collective performance of the world to come - in thecity? How to deal with the problem of

consistency without reducing difference, singularity andimagination to the codes of the classic

forms of organisation?
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Here I analyse three elements of this materialassemblingof a new understanding of politics

as a project of consistency. First, I look at the experience of the early 2000s, when global gov-

ernance emerged as an ethical problem to contest and the anti-war movements and the aftermath

of the encierrosconstituted a space to territorialise this ethical interpellation in the politics of

the city. Second, in 2004 this ethic for a good life needed to be grounded in the responsibility of

producing social alternatives against the precarisation of a urban life. I analyse the production

of theEuromaydaynetwork as effort to constitute precarity as a space of coalition from differ-

enceagainst the neoliberal governmentality of the city. Finally, I examine the campaign against

civismoas a space where differences were not reduced to unity. On thecontrary the composition

of different streams and modes of enunciations in theVictimes del Civismecampaign allows us

to analyse how alliances emerged from fragility and trust toproduce alter-subjectivities in urban

space. An immanent and antagonistic right to the city.

7.2.1 Globalisation and its local discontents

In the early 2000s, as mentioned in the above discussion of the experience ofLas Agencias,

the organisation of global movements constituted a novel ethical configuration of social move-

ments. Interventions at a local level acted as concrete processes against the effects of neoliberal

globalisation. According to Marcelo Exposito, the space ofglobal movements constituted a de-

nunciation of global inequalities as well as the recognition of the affirmation of the culture of

debt as the principle of neoliberal governance.

Projects likeIndymedia, New kids on the Black Block, Yo Mango- against the background

of the experience ofLas Agencias- together with the global movements of support for zapatist

movements (Col-lectiu Zapatista) participated in the global networks emerging after the demon-

strations in Seattle on November 30, 1999. At the local level, the coalition of these groups in the

Movimiento de Resistencia Globalwas connected toasociaciones de vecinosand civil society

networks and, as a result of the struggles of theencierros, to theAsamblea Para la Regulariza-

ción sin Condiciones(APRSC).

The politics of the network called for the organisation of the movements as a space of en-

counter and composition and forced«theokupamovement – obviously not the whole movement

– [to] get in contact with the outsides, with the university,with students that participate in the

zapatist movement, or question globalisation, foreign debt. . . » (Tomas Herreros) allowing the

emergence of a common ground not necessarily of analysis butof action on the streets of Bar-

celona (Marcelo Exposito). It is possible here to recognisea process of de-territorialisation,

where everyday urban experience is referred to a global dimension of governance, and the sin-
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gular actor situates herself in relation to the common spaceof the network as a ground from

which to resist neoliberalism (cf. Deleuze inG comme gauche, in Deleuze and Parnet, 1997).

The global movement has not been anopinion movement, but a movement of people

organised in new ways. There were meetings with lots of people, maybe 300-400

to plan the activities, the buses to go to Prague for the demonstrations, the next

mobilisations or whatever. There were fanzines and journals, there were seminars.

What I mean is that it was an organised movement, organised from difference and

it was very interesting because you could meet the typical guy that had been in the

okupa movement for 10 years, the other that had been 8 years intheZapatismo, or

someone that was at the university and was interested in these kind of questions. . .

or the artist that wanted to produce posters and so on. . . (Tomas Herreros)

Here I have not the space to analyse the global movements against neoliberal governance in

Barcelona, but I want to stress the importance of these mobilisations in signalling a different en-

gagement of these movements with the global dimension of neoliberal governance, and therefore

in determining different practices of urban space. If, on the one hand, the global movements af-

firmed a great mobility of militants - what was called, as a joke,zapa-tourism, in reference to the

international brigades in support of the zapatist movements - the counter-summit, on the other

hand, is interesting in terms of understanding the reconfiguration of the practice of urban space.

Counter-summits marked a shift in the presence and the practice of urban space, affirming a

spatialized engagement with the global evanescent powers of the IMF, WB, G8 and so on. Here

where the ethics of the global movements produced a de-territorialisation from the specificity

of place, the counter-summit configured the possibility of re-territorialising globalisation as a

process affecting the everyday life of Barcelona.

The counter summit isthe technical invention of the anti-globalisation networks in

relation to urban space and power. It instituted a differentway of engaging with

power in urban space: first calling on civil society as a wholeto demonstrate, and

not just a marginal sector, second affirming a direct clash with power on the ques-

tion of legitimacy of decisions and therefore on democracy itself. Hundreds of

people were participating in the organisation and proceeding from very different

backgrounds - not only from autonomous militancy or radicalarts. It was an explo-

sion of difference and redefined the relationship between the social movements and

the ‘society’ of the entire city. (Marcelo Exposito)

Indeed, the space of mobilisation was not anymore the partial experiment of a marginal actor, but

the call from the ‘internal outsides’ of the urban space, from the internal outsiders, for a general
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mobilisation of society. Radical social movements were, inthis sense, the first to denounce the

crisis of ‘national sovereignty’, the opacity of the decision making process of these global bodies

and, in general, the crisis of the alliances between neoliberalism and democratic representation:

the advent oftechnocracy.

This inflection towards ‘civil society’ (as it was termed within the global movement, with

the significant non-recognition of the problems proposed byChatterjee), however, produced

ruptures inside the movement itself. Some groups considered this openness as a step towards

the possibility of re-configuring urban politics and publicdebate. Others, instead, looked at it

as a reformist move. The goal of the first was to translate the experimental prototypes of social

movements into a mobilised society: to socialise struggles.

In the anti-war mobilisations in which millions of people participated (2003), this mechan-

ism moved a step further. The enunciation of social movements were no longer limited to a

negotiated representation of the identitarian debates of political movements. Instead, a scattered

enunciation emerged in the chaotic composition of the banners that took the squares and the

streets. It was a point of inflection, where the voice of social movements changed in tones and

in force, affirming themselves as the collective voice of a mobilised society. The experience

of participating in and organising public space became the immanent expressive force of the

movement: an unmediated production of enunciations. ‘Aturem la guerra’, a voice on a banner,

became the name of the movement and the composition of differences became the only way to

participate in this movement.

[The okupamovement] acted reactively. They self-marginalised themselves. In

the same way in which [during the 1990s] some people had been disoriented by

the okupación. . . pues, in the global movement, theokupamovement themselves

became disoriented... And I think because they didn’t appreciate the social trans-

formation that was happening in those years, the de-territorialisation and therefore

the re-territorialisation that was happening, in the globalisation and so on. . . be-

cause if you understand that the frame of your life is different, then you can get new

opportunities.. and theokupamovement – well, a part of it, the reactive part of it

– they still had a lot of ‘tics’ [engrained habits], very similar to the extreme left [of

the 1990s], very ideological. Instead of involving themselves in what was new and

being transformed. (Tomas Herreros)

The movement against the War constituted a laboratory for reinventing urban social movements

where the experimental practices of the previous years became part of a wider collective culture

of direct participation and public debate. (See Figure 7.1)
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Figure 7.1:Stop the Warbanner on a balcony of Barcelona (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)
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Starting from this process of generalisation, a sector proceeding both from the experience

of theAgenciasand from theokupamovement started a project calledEspais Alliberats contra

la Guerra (Liberated space against the War) which sought to translatethe ethic of the anti-war

movements into a practice of critique about Barcelona.

[They were saying] ‘What is your War?’ (and now people say ‘What is your crisis?’

– This is interesting: the way in which slogan and elements come back now and

then). And for this they started to organise parallel demonstrations, taking advant-

age of the Iraq War to talk about the wars happening in everyday life – the Iraq War

is part of a Global War that is happening at different levels and we want to question

society about this War and most of all to denounce the hypocritical position of the

Socialist party that is now in the street to mobilise people.(Jaume Assens)

The tension between de-territorialisation and re-territorialisation is here particularly clear. The

imagination of a different urban life, the prefiguration of aspace in which to institute new rights

needed not only to de-territorialise the experience of the city in the global flows of neoliber-

alism but also to re-territorialise itself in the concrete effects of these flows in the politics of

Barcelona’s streets.

Following the failure of theAturem la Guerramovement to stop the war,Espais Alliberats

contra la Guerraorganised a series of public occupations in the spring of 2003 and public

debates on the Global War as ideology of governance inscribed on the body of the city, as an

ideology of total mobilisation of the social body in the logic of War. The inhabitation of space

and the one-to-one interpellation - mobilisation and agitation - became the keys of intervention.

Public space was the ground on which to propose an open and autonomous sphere of public

debate on the effects of neoliberalism, globalisation and war in the urban space of Barcelona.

‘What should we do?’ There was a natural effervescence of life in Catalonia, and the

people on the street... It was something incredible and we wanted to do something

more, something else to stress and maintain that collectivedimension beyond the

demonstrations. Beyond the space-and-time of the demo. So we started to occupy

buildings. People was staying there for the night. Someone would come to play

music and all of a sudden this would generate a place of exchange, culture, fiesta. . .

it was something that we borrowed from experiences likeReclaim the Streets. . .

The possibility of thinking politics as something joyful. (Nuria Vila)

It was a practice of critique of the politics of representation, beyond the ineffectiveness of the

anti-war movement as a pacifist movement, but also a prefiguration of a different way of do-

ing politics and inhabiting public space, contesting the homogeneous global culture of the city
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centre. The gap was between an ethic of a good life that calledthe individual to protest against

the Iraq War, and a social political action happening here and now to transform urban life as such

(Virno, 2004; cf. Chapter 2). The occupation of space was a radical prefiguration, addressing not

only the question of war, but also the generalisation of war as a tool for governing everyday life,

as a mechanism to translate the logic of war as ‘total mobilisation of society’ (Sanchez Cedillo

(2009), Junger (1993)) to the neoliberal governance of the city.

It is worth returning at this point to the analysis of the movement surrounding the encier-

ros, and their development in the years following 2001, as a similar transformation of social

movement dynamics was also at stake there. A shift from ideological principles to a collective

and mutual responsibility can be detected in the struggles for migrants’ rights after theencierros

of 2001. The movement was no longer limited to dealing simplywith the questions of resid-

ency documents, but addressed the experience of urban life in general as an effect and a part of

neoliberal urban governance. Ikabouren remembers this as the moment in which he recognised

migration and illegal status as one specific position in a wider spectrum of urban precarities:

«we were not ignorant anymore: you start to know people, to understand that there are a lot of

things going on, some of them are positive, some of them are negative» (Yidir Ikabouren).

We would met in theCasa de la Solievery Saturday in the afternoon, and there

the experience of theencierroswas going on. I mean we kept dealing with all the

problems that were still open. Finding ways to get papers, and lots of other stuff:

courses,Barcelona Activa[a public agency for labour insertion]. And from here a

different social life started for us. This was a radical change. (Yidir Ikabouren)

After theencierros, the space of organisation started to deal with the problemsconcerning hous-

ing, contracts, education.APRSCemerged as a space in which not only to maintain a discussion

on migrants rights and provide legal assistance for regularisation but also to informally configure

a different social life for migrants.

If I had not been in theencierrosI would have not done my training – I would not

even know about its existence. I got a driving license for buses, for free. It was a

Local Government thing, with EU support.Barcelona Activa.

And in Papeles para todosthere was people looking for these courses. If someone

is interested in it. A lot of Pakistani people got driving licenses. ‘Are you looking

for a work in this or that?’, ‘do you need papers?’ or for the building industry,

carpenters. Everything. Or flats. For renting the flats of a relative of someone. [. . . ]

or if they don’t want to rent a flat to someone for being a foreigner. So some local

goes, gets it and then you go and live there with them. . . (Yidir Ikabouren)
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The question being raised here was similar or contiguous to the one emerging from the global

movements. Beyond the ethical struggles around residency documents, there was a concrete

fight around the common experience of the city2.

However these contradictions between the ethics and the pragmatics of urban struggle triggered

a space of discussion in which to converge as a common subjectagainst the neoliberal gov-

ernance of urban life: the ethical interpellation of the global movements, the resistance against

the total mobilisation of the War, the affirmation of the space of struggle, as a struggle not only

against the law but in terms of everyday life, determined theshift towards a materiality of ac-

tion in the city. A mobilisation of the strangers, outsidersand un/governed to claim their voice.

In this context, the precarisation of urban life was proposed as a field struggle between urban

insurgencies and neoliberal governmentality.

7.2.2 Common spaces versus neoliberal urban precarity

The space of negotiation and transformative performance created by social movements dur-

ing and following the global movements, the migrant struggles and the anti-war mobilisations

launched thenetworkas organisational practice for political action from 2004,as the constitutive

element of the configuration of platforms capable of responding to urban politics from the pre-

2However, it can be stated that this was an informal space of passive assistance. According to Muñoz, the position
of the European expert continued to reproduce a segmentation between migrants and locals where the structure of
power of legal knowledge constituted a space of production of hierarchies. In this sense, the maintenance of such
structures of power imposed a reaffirmation of the politicaldiscourse as something dominant over the problems
of everyday life, relegating the mutual support to a space ofinformality (Raquel Muñoz). A segmentation that
emerged dramatically in the second wave ofencierrosin 2005, where the concrete problem of guaranteeing papers
was secondary to the coherence of the demand for ‘papers for all’. Some occupations started to call on people to sign
(fake) contracts to permit migrants to meet the conditions and apply for regularisation. For the most traditional part
of the movement this was considered as a prevarication of theprinciples of unity and universality of the movement:
Papers for all.In a conflict between homogeneity and difference, the need tomaintain the ideological coherence of
the discourse affected the choices available for the occupants.

We presented all of them in the district and we had many contracts in excess. It was the last day, and
people were going crazy... We arrived from Gracia with the contracts and it was really pathetic, for
me it was terrible. Because people were saying until the lastminute ‘papers for all or nothing’, and
then in the last moment they said ‘ok, give me the contract’ and everybody running to queue in the
offices and I thought what a lack of foresight. All of us knew that this was a system to get a lot of
people regularised, you know? [...]Joder I did want papers for all too... but why not trick the law
to obtain them? We need to be more realistic. How do you think we are going to get papers for all?
Ok, ‘Papers for all’ but then now, in this moment, if we can do this other thing, let’s do it! (Raquel
Muñoz)

What is relevant here is not only the contradiction of the rhetoric and concrete effectiveness of the campaign - on
the one hand the affirmation of the principlepapers for all or nothing,and on the other the concrete functioning of
the governance of migration - but also the limitation of the freedom of action of the actors involved. Illegal migrants
were not necessarily militants and their questioning was about their everyday life: the possibility of staying, havinga
contract, achieving family re-unionification. A problematic relation of power emerges between the coherence of the
discourse on universal rights and the concrete extension ofthe access to rights for undocumented migrants.
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carity of urban actors.Euromaydayserved as an opportunity to make concrete and active the

definition of a new (alter) subjectivity - the precarians - ina specific context of neoliberal gov-

ernance, understood as a «WAR ECONOMY set in motion by an ongoing act of imperial aggres-

sion to establish the world hegemony of a neoliberal model [...] by privatising utilities, housing,

health, schooling, the ether, thus reinforcing the neoliberal bias in favour of stronger inequality»

(Euromayday, 2004, unpaginated). (See Figure 7.2)

Euromayday, as European insurgence of the precarians, was not the universal representation

of a social class against a new form of exploitation - i.e. a demand addressed to the coming

European state to act as the interlocutor of an international working class struggle around cas-

ual labour. On the contrary,Euromaydayaffirmed the translation of the logic of the anti-war

movements and the migrant struggles in the lock-ins to the field of labour rights in urban space,

defining it as a struggle for rights in urban production. Fromhere,Euromaydayemerged as a

concrete alliance - a trans-metropolitan movement - against the precarisation of life, constituted

upon each specific configuration of neoliberal governance ineach city, but also upon the ground

of the singular expressions of each local composition of different resistances.

In the evening of May 1st, 2004, some ten thousand demonstrators marched from

the central square of the university through the city to the beach of Barceloneta:

sans-papiers and migrants, autonomous activists, political activists from left-wing

and radical leftist unions and parties, art activists, precarious and cognitive work-

ers of all kinds, who were just working on naming themselves precari@s. Like a

moving and accelerated version of the practices ofReclaim the Streets, a stream of

dancing, chanting and painting people flowed through the inner city of Barcelona.

(Raunig, 2010b, 86)

The production of this abstract machine connected the different struggles in Europe on the same

day and with the same set of demands, but also related in a singular way to the local dimensions

of precarity (Raunig, 2010b). It was neither diachronic - it did not define a teleologicalgoal

around which everybody had to converge - nor synthetic - reducing difference to a universal

programme - and this determined the constituent dimension of Euromaydayas a continuous

experience among differences both at the European and at thelocal level (Marcelo Exposito).

On a European level, theEuromaydaynetwork was the result of the encounter of two streams

of struggle, one proceeding from the global movements against neoliberalism and the other

from grassroots unionism. In Barcelona,Euromaydaywas composed of many of the previous

struggles, allowing a novel, temporary and heterogeneous alliance between different collectives

and backgrounds. From the radical artistic scene to the global movements, from theokupasto

theasociaciones de vecinos, from the local groups to thesin papeles. This heterogeneity was not
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Figure 7.2:Euromayday 2004(Euromayday, 2004)
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composed in the articulation of a static programme but in theconfiguration of a set of actions

for each particular context, constructed around the theme of precarity not only as a struggle

for labour rights, but as a complex intertwining of different layers of fragility at stake in urban

experience. In Barcelona the possibility of composing thisheterogeneity emerged in the critique

and boycott of theUniversal Forum of Culturesin 2004.

In my view, Maydayput together a social response against the Forum, something

real... there was a wide network, I think even on the side of the museum. The

museum was not very visible in all this and I think this has been the last moment in

which the movement of opposition to the Forum catalysed a social movement that

was already experiencing a deep crisis, you know? But the Forum was creating a

real enemy and therefore mobilising [society]. (Jorge Ribalta)

The question of urban speculation and ‘mega-events’ as a dispositif to exploit urban life, the

function of policies and discourses of participation in theproduction of the global Barcelona

brand, as well as the proliferation of borders in at the levelof urban experience, all defined the

common framework of action (U.T.E., 2004). (See Figure 7.3)

Conceived by Barcelona’s former Mayor Pasqual Maragall, and promoted by theGeneral-

itat de Catalunya, theUniversal Forum of Culturessought to constitute a space of events around

peace, sustainable development, human rights and respect for cultural diversity. However, it

was widely considered controversial both because of the sponsorship of $2.3 billion by corpor-

ations like Nestle, Coca-cola and Telefonica and because ofthe relationship of the Forum with

the culture of the city. If theOlympic Gamescan be understood as the affirmation of a new

kind of citizenship based upon the entrepreneurial participation of the citizen in the production

of the wealth of the city, the failure of theUniversal Forum of Culturesconstituted the end of

this model. Low levels of volunteer participation, and a broad critique produced by universities,

asociaciones de vecinos, cultural institutions and social movements, made explicit the incom-

patibility of a discourse of participation in urban policies and the abstraction of urban life in the

interest of neoliberal capital.

The construction of this space of critique and invention rested upon the production of differ-

ent dispositifs of action in urban space. First of all the parade, as reported by Gerald Raunig:

The streets that the demonstrators passed through were transformed into painted

zones. Under the protection of the demo, the city was dipped into an ocean of

signs: political slogans, posters, stickers, references to web sites, labeled pedestrian

crossings, contextualising wall painting commented on here and there by perform-

ative actions. [...] A mixture of ad-busting, cultural jamming and contemporary
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Figure 7.3: Boycotting theUniversal Forum of Cultures(Archive La ciutat Invisible)
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political propaganda reigned as a generalisation of the street art of sprayers and tag-

gers: an abstract machine concatenating invention and performativity, war machine

and theatre machine, the assemblage of signs and the assemblage of bodies. And

over all of this was a slogan expressing the continuum between insecurity and fear

in precarious living conditions and the threat of the terrifying monster precariat in

all its contradictoriness:La inseguridad vencerá,insecurity will prevail... (Raunig,

2010b, 87)

Second of all, a set of seminars was organised by theMacbato create a public space in which

to critique the relation between new forms of labour exploitation and urban transformation in

Barcelona. The cycle of seminars started in May and ended in the autumn, addressing a question

posed by Foucault on the ‘the art of not being governed or, better, the art of not being governed

like that and at that cost’ (1997).

Como queremos ser gobernadoswas at the end of the Forum whileMaydaywas just

at the beginning... [The Forum] started around May and I think we were euphoric

because Naomi Klein and Antonio Negri came in that period - right at the opening

of the Forum. And we had a lot of resonance, and I don’t know howto explain it,

but the feeling was of creating for real a public sphere of opposition, in a hegemonic

frame, if you want; but this other thing was happening and it was successful. (Jorge

Ribalta) (See Figure 7.4)

The space of the museum was challenged and other spaces became the fulcrum of the discus-

sions, like theEspai Obertand the University of Barcelona. In order to ensure that thiscri-

tique was to be a collective practice a «relational model» was composed «favour[ing] interaction

among artworks, individuals and their environment, and bringing about new readings and im-

ages of the local society in dialogue with the global» (Macba, 2004, unpaginated) through the

inclusion of a coalition of movements and institutions in the organisation of the events.

Third of all, the possibility of a critical voice against thehegemonic discourse of the emer-

ging civist governmentality was built not only upon the presence of important intellectual figures

but also through a set of workshops and seminars to organise the contents of the demonstration

as well as through the practices of the demonstrations themselves.

The spreading out of creativity, the diffusion of the artistic into the society of cog-

nitive capitalism, thus strike back once again; as the logosand displays of corporate

capitalism that uniformly distinguish inner cities are indebted to the creativity of

a multitude of cognitive workers, the creativity exercisedin these jobs now spread

out as an opponent to these logos and displays of the urban zone of consumerism.

(Raunig, 2010b, 86-87)
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Figure 7.4: Virno during a workshop ofComo queremos ser gobernados(Desacuerdos, 2005)
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Out of this autonomous recomposition of creativity, in the second part of the year, seminars and

discussions were organised in different places with specific attention paid to the respective parts

of the city transformed by theUniversal Forum of Cultures(IES Barri Besoshigh school, Palo

Alto andCentre Civic de la Mina, and in other improvised spots in the Poble Nou-Besos area).

Maps were produced to analyse the function of the Forum in theproduction of urban space in

relation to immigration, war economy, ecology and culture.(See Figure 7.5, 7.6)

In sum, three dimensions constituted theEuromaydaylocal network as a prefigurative space.

First, the dimension of difference for which the political force ofprecarianswas built upon fra-

gility and the centrality of alliances, trust and mutual aid- ‘finitude, dependency and vulnerab-

ility’ (Butler in Grvzinic and Reitsamer, 2008) - as political practices to contrast individualised

exploitation.

I think that trust, as well as personal ‘philias’ and ‘phobias’ influence the terrain

of politics in the space where we are moving in [...] There is amutual affectation

that has to do with affects as well, you know? Where affectation means that you

feel modified... everybody... [is] capable of adapting and of negotiating their own

positions and I feel this doesn’t mean that you have to renounce something. (Eva

Fernandez)

Second,Euromaydayaffirmed the transnational dimension of precarity as a machine of exploit-

ation that intervenes differently in each territory but according to a general logic of the local

specification of exploitation and global abstraction of labour into value, calling therefore for a

trans-metropolitan organisation of struggles. Third, public space was reinvented and appropri-

ated as a political space of struggle, where occupation was not a ‘manifestación’ (Spanish for

demonstration) of the un/governed, but a performative and expressive autonomous production

against urban governance.

A philosophy of praxisemerged in the construction of these campaigns, where the culture of

organisation (the network), the relation between civil andpolitical conceptions of space (public

space) and the connection between the culture of struggle and the concrete modes of exploitation

and abstraction emerged as tangled up with each other. The empowering encounter among

differences became the trigger of new dynamics of alliance and organisation.

7.2.3 Composition in the network, or speaking as many

In the context of the de-territorialisation and re-territorialisation of social movements throughout

the global movements against neoliberal governance, the anti-war movements, migrant struggles

and theEuromaydaynetwork mobilisations, one of the problems that emerged wasthe relation-

ship between enunciation and its performativity, or the ability to change urban life beyond the
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Figure 7.5: Conceptual map on migrant labour involved in theUniversal Forum of Cultures
(Archive La ciutat Invisible)
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Figure 7.6: Conceptual map on the brands investments involved in theUniversal Forum of
Cultures(Archive La ciutat Invisible)
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specific happening of the prefigurative experiment. Even if the prefiguration of space instituted

the possibility of a post-identitarian open space for radical politics, wherein society could en-

gage in a collective project of alter-subjectivation, these spaces were incapable of making their

enunciations the ground for the institution of another reality, they were incapable of producing

‘social change’.

With the emergence of the civist governmentality in 2003-2005, questions around the effect-

iveness of enunciations and the responsibility ofperformingsocial change constituted a field of

conflict for social movements in need of rethinking the function of struggles and determining

a crisis of the neoliberal governance of the city. How to makethese prefigured spaces durable

in time? How to make struggles not only prefigurative of an exception but also performative of

a proliferation of alternative life-worlds? This is the question I address in the last part of this

chapter.

The network is under focus here, no longer as a practice through which to produce a space,

but as a collective production of performative enunciations from difference. Different experi-

ences analysed in this thesis are useful in terms of understanding the importance of not reducing

the complexity of difference as a principle in the production of performative enunciations. From

the critical production of the public as experimented with in theMacba, to the constitution of

the encierrosas a space of translation among internal differences and towards an antagonistic

society, the attempt to speak collectively as many is indeedthe space where prefigurative spaces

and performative enunciations are assembling a new world. To deepen this analysis, I focus here

on the space of theVictimes del Civisme, a campaign led byMiles de Viviendasin 2005. (See

Figure 7.6)

Figure 7.7:Victimes del Civisme(Archive La ciutat Invisible)

Proceeding from the core group that organisedEspais Alliberats contra la Guerra, Miles

de viviendas[Thousands of houses] emerged as a space which was capable ofdeveloping an

open project for the right to the city as a transversal alliance connecting the squatters and the
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asociaciones de vecinos. In Miles de Viviendas, the experimental question of constructing the

public – addressed in theMacba– was translated as an everyday practice of radical politics.

How to make bridges between different parts of society? How to make countercultural practices

become social patterns? How to link and transform the old forms of union organisation to deal

with the situation of precarious workers and undocumented migrants?

Figure 7.8:Miles de Viviendas(Archive La ciutat Invisible)

Miles de viviendasfocused its work on the production of networks as a mode of articulating

alliances. The development of campaigns through net-working served as a practice for engaging

with, and composing the ideological differences of, groups. The alliance with theFederación de

Asocaciones de Vecinos de Barcelonawas crucial in terms of moving from the empty gesture of

radical identitarianism to a performative expression of urban movements capable of intervening

in the politics of the city.

I feel this is about flows and the possibility of influencing each other, no? Because

reality is very dynamic: things are always changing and keeping always the same
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posture for 10 years makes no sense. Strategically it is meaningless. And politically

as well, no? I mean, you need to look for ways of articulating yourself with other

people who come along, and also for you there are a lot of previous generations,

no? (Eva Fernandez)

The basis of negotiation and transformative performance was something «that has to do with

sensibility of actors. It is not just about ideology but about situations where you can have a

good relationship with some sectors, with some people and this is what makes possible the

translation of [this affinity] into common actions» (Eva Fernandez). Differences were embedded,

negotiated, assembled in the making of an open political space. Through these campaigns,

Miles de viviendasparticipated in producing a practical critique of the abstraction of urban

life, analysing the transformation of urban space as a practice of speculation for profit, and

the precarisation of life as a dispositif for the governanceof urban production3.

In this same stream of actions,Miles de Viviendas,as well as theEuromaydayof 2004,

configured not only a set of common spaces, but also of common words. The continuous inhab-

itation of differences produced a common-speech composed in the permanent and incomplete

translation of different registers of radical politics in the city. This configuration was still in-

cipient in theEuromayday 2004parade, but possibly explicit in the complexity of registers that

emerged in the campaign led byMiles de Viviendasand theFAVBagainst the civist ordinance.

By analysing the linguistic production of this campaign my aim is to demonstrate the role

of enunciations in composing differences in a common urban struggle. Two layers have been

fundamental. First the academic production of the critiqueof the ordinance and the analysis

of the legal framework I analysed in the first section of this chapter; second, the networks that

produced the campaign and the registers they used. I focus here on this second element.

One of the first networks to oppose the ordinance were street sex-workers, especially mi-

grant ones, and, from the beginning, they constituted one ofthe most significant actors of the

campaign. The campaignYo también soy puta (I am a whore too)emerged against the civist

ordinance in late 20044, attempting to produce a public space from which to speak about the

3In 2003-2004, afterEspais Alliberats contra la Guerra, Miles de viviendaslaunched a campaign against the
violence of real estate and urban speculation in which different groups participated -Footing contra el mobbing
(see Figure 7.7). The campaign was structured around workshops, the production of videos and research materials
(Workshops Taller contra la Violencia Inmobiliaria y Urbana, 2006b). The outcome was various networks of direct
action in the city centre, like thePlataforma contra la especulacióthat organised radical tourist routes to open a public
debate over the hegemonic logic of market valorisation withregard to urban regeneration, or thePlataforma per un
habitatge realment publicthat organised public lists for housing occupations with the aim of involving different urban
populations in the practice of squatting.

4The specific campaign emerged in the framework of a campaign against the stigmatisation of HIV on the 1st of
December and consisted of a series of t-shirts against discrimination calling people to inhabit the stigmatic position
of HIV. After a series of discussions around the opportunityof challenging the stigmatisation of sex-workers, the
decision to launch a campaign on this question was not sharedin the network, andGeneradecided to promote
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Figure 7.9: Footing against mobbing (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)
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material conditions of life and labour of sex-workers, breaking the stigma and challenging the

moralising discourse ofcivismoby denouncing the criminalisation of the urban poor promoted

by theAyuntamiento.

«There was a whole mobilisation and a debate going on in the city, aroundcivismo, around

convivencia,about the cuts over rights and the model of the city, on the useof public space,

around discrimination» (Clarisa Velocci). However, the public speaking in this context - the

t-shirt saying ‘I am a whore too’ - was perceived as problematic by sex-workers, and the militant

groupGeneraautonomously decided to embrace the campaign in the attemptof pushing sex-

workers in the public agora.

They [the sex-workers] were telling us: ‘Why are you wearingthis t-shirt. It is

not nice’. They knew what is the stigma of sex-work and they didn’t want us to

experience it as well. Because if you wear the t-shirt you feel the eye of everybody

on you, you feel the intensity of the stigma on your own skin! (Clarisa Velocci).

In this direction, for Velocci, one of the crucial forces emerging from working in a network

was the empowerment from fragility that the alliance produced. The connection between the

campaign againstcivismoandYo también soy putadetermined «the emergence of a social re-

cognition that sex-workers themselves did not expect. Theyalways talked about their voices,

about the rest of the world as ‘normal’ and about feeling as a closed group. The campaign

opened doors, alliances - and [triggered] the enthusiasm and euphoria of the women in the face

of this support, these words and the wide participation [of ordinary people] - it was something

really moving: to feel recognised as a political subject» (Clarisa Velocci). The t-shirt was widely

distributed: «During the first demonstration [ofVictimes del Civisme] we didn’t even think about

distributing or selling it, but everybody was asking us for it». This is not to be intended as a pa-

ternalistic engagement of the rest of the demonstrators with the subaltern: beyond expressing

support for sex-workers, Velocci remembers, there was a wider collective acting against sexism.

There was a rupturing force itself in the word ‘puta’ that was not talking only about

prostitution [...] but on the stigma ofputasfor women in general. [...] The social

control of women, the rupture of those norms imposed on womenand the use of

the word as an insult through the stigma and the social construction of a category of

putas. [...] Something that all women share, a construction that controls us in terms

of certain practices, dynamics, and forms of doing, on sexuality, on egoism, initiat-

ives, on our own care in relation to the care towards the others. (Clarisa Velocci)

it autonomously. The campaign emerged before theVictimes del Civismecampaign but become part of a general
mobilisation against the ordinance.
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The rebellion of a word on a t-shirt referring to sex-workersbecame the affirmation of a continu-

ous experience of subalternity for every woman that did not fit in the stereotype of the «caring

and generous woman» (Clarisa Velocci) and the possibility of denouncing publicly the oppos-

ition between the social values successful for the man in thepublic agora and the one needed

by a woman in the private intimacy. «And the women [sex-workers] - that were reluctant at the

beginning - felt ‘empowered’ [by this solidarity]. ‘I am a puta. So what?’ was our enunciation»

(Clarisa Velocci).

In prostitution this is extreme and it is presupposed that a prostitute is nothing else -

and the stigma plays to produce the fact that, as prostitutes, they areothers[...] They

are not women, sisters, mothers, daughters, pianist, university students. [...] Why do

these categories have to be watertight chambers? [...] Prostitutes are [represented]

like mushrooms that appear some hours of the day, and then disappear. (Clarisa

Velocci)

Out of this moment of autonomous enunciation, sex-workers started to feel increasingly com-

fortable with the use of the t-shirt themselves, and decidedto use them during some demonstra-

tions against the civist ordinance. The campaign produced aset of ‘gadgets’ through which to

call on people to identify and break the isolation of sex-workers: badges and t-shirts were pro-

duced sayingYo También Soy Putaas translatable enunciation in the production of a common

space between the different subjects affected by the ordinance. This space of translation allowed

skaters, sex-workers, street-sellers, and precarians to share the production of direct actions, sat-

irising the meaning of the ordinance (Voluntarios contra elCivismo, 2006a) and criticising the

porous frontier betweenCinisme and civisme(Taller contra la Violencia Inmobiliaria y Urbana,

2006b). Activists, civil society, undocumented migrants, sex-workers and skaters shared public

space in different ways, to claim their right to inhabit urban space and enjoy it according to a

logic of use-value and not of exchange-value. (See Figures 7.8 and 7.9)

‘Yo también soy puta’ and ‘Everybody is a skater’ were the symbolic slogans of this en-

counter, emerging out of a campaign that prefigured a space ofconvivenciaamong differences.

The recognition of the legitimacy and the right of the other to inhabit public space was in the

first place the recognition of the freedom of the other as ones’ own freedom. It was the emer-

gence of another city taking voice,la Ciudad de los Otros(The city of the others)(Taller contra

la Violencia Inmobiliaria y Urbana, 2006b).

I think that this, in the period of the civist ordinance, worked very well and in a pecu-

liar way, because I can remember a meeting in theFAVBin which there were around

30 people and on my left there was an old man that was getting closer and closer to

me, poor old man, he was from the diocese! And on the other sidethere were people
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Figure 7.10: Yo También Soy Putaand skaters demonstrating agains the civist ordinance
(Archive La ciutat Invisible)
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Figure 7.11: Demonstrations against the civist ordinance (Archive La ciutat Invisible)

from transgender and trans-sexual groups - and in the press conference we organised

to present the coalition there where entities working with sex-workers, transgender

and trans-sexual groups,asociaciones de vecinos, unions, social centres... and in the

entities working with sex-workers there where nuns, for example (Eva Fernandez)

And then I remember going to have meetings in squats, and it was the first time for

us for being in contact with certain sectors of the movement.And I remember ar-

riving at the meeting - and it was funny also practically - with high heels, miniskirts

walking up the derelict stairs of this or that place. And in the face of very different

aesthetics of militants. And it was an exercise of mutual tolerance, because also in

the movements there are stigma of belonging and identity andthis was about break-

ing up with all this. And this was something very rich and generous, also in the

mutual listening in terms of practices, ways of doing, styles and aesthetics. (Clarisa

Velocci)

It is important to recognise how the academic and legal critique was constituted strategically in

these assemblies, both recognising and exploiting the civic value of institutional spaces like the

university and the bureau of lawyers. This permitted not only an unexpected displacement of

the subaltern voice from the street to the university, but also a reconfiguration of the function of

lawyers and academics not just as representatives of constituted knowledge, but as social agents

of critique in the alliance among irreconcilable differences. This was achieved by producing

new material languages in which the frontier between academic and common culture could be

broken apart.

Indeed, the production of political action around the civist ordinance marked a space of

experimentation with regard to languages and practices. Ina conversation with Nuria Vila, she

explained how the obligation to produce in common forced allthese actors to create new worlds
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of symbols to share a language. The performative creativityof language produced not only novel

enunciations, but most of all - and via the production of enunciations - new alliances, new urban

spaces, new modes of social life.

A first example of this creativity is a questionnaire that intervened in the public debate as-

sembling satire, research and common sense as practices through which to constitute a public

discussion not only on the ordinance but on the logic of participation prompted by theAyun-

tamiento. In the claim for a public space in which everybody is respected, the civist ordinance

introduced a norm for which playing in the street can be punished with a fine. The answer of

radical movements was ironic: «how could theMacbabuilding be used from now on?» (Volun-

tarios contra el Civismo, 2006a, unpaginated). Another question deals with one of the problems

presented in the first part of this chapter, «everybody has the duty to collaborate with the muni-

cipal authority. [...] Accomplishing his/her duty of collaboration, every person can inform the

municipal authority of witnessing acts againstcivismo».

Right off the bat, tell us what crime you would like to report to the police: a) a

kid playing with a ball in the square outside your flat b) beggars sleeping in a cash-

machine on the corner c) the fact that the Mayor is a pimp d) a French architect

with phallic delirium [in reference to theTorre ACBAR] e) 30,136 tourists with

Mexican hats d) having a car with a windshield while waiting at a red-light e) a girl

in a miniskirt, we might as well admit it - they all look like sluts. . . (Voluntarios

contra el Civismo, 2006a, unpaginated) (See Figure 7.10 and Video V.8)

Similarly, theTaller VIU, Video MetropolisandVideos X-Tallerproduced through workshops

and cooperation a set of materials - texts, videos, narratives - of free circulation of meanings

and objects, borrowing from the creative-commons and copyleft culture, to link the campaign

against the ordinance to a wider critique of the normative subjectivation imposed by these urban

policies and affirming a project of emancipation and alter-subjectivation.

These products did not deal with the production of an ideological discourse about the effects

of the ordinance but with singular narratives capable of revealing the cracks and the possible

escapes from this form of subjectivation.El botellón -a sort of musical about tourism and urban

riots - showed the paradox of a city-brand based on the culture of freedom andfiestawhere the

use of public space is increasingly disciplined. ‘We forbidwhat we promote’ is the apocryphal

declaration attributed (by social movements) to the Mayor of Barcelona.Barcelona posa’t guapa

- ‘Barcelona, make-up yourself’ in reference to the institutional campaign (cf. 4.3.1) - and

Siliconia, criticised the normative aesthetics of the ordinance and the conflict between street-

art, everyday life and thecivismo’sproject of normalisation. All these documentaries were

emerging from collective workshops, as in the case ofCus-cusin which the organisation of a
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Figure 7.12: Reading out the questionnaire ofVictimes del Civisme(ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)
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comida popular(a street-lunch) became the space for the encounter of Moroccan and Spanish

inhabitants of Barceloneta, reclaiming the role of public space in producing the possibilities of

an empoweringconvivencia(Nuria Vila). (See Video V.9 and V.10)

In conclusion, in the above section, I examined the campaignagainstcivismo to look at

how the composition of different streams and modes of enunciations in theVictimes del Civisme

campaign made possible alliances through which to emerge from fragility and trust to produce

alter-subjectivities in urban space. The alliances against the civist governmentality affirmed

a performative practice of enunciation capable both of constituting active ’publics’ through the

practice of networking, and of experimenting with practices and languages to make the outsiders,

strangers and governed capable of speaking, or at least of translating among themselves.

Figure 7.13: The performative enunciation of theincivica street (ArchiveLa ciutat Invisible)

In these processes, the production of an immanent and antagonistic right to the city, as

prefigurative space of new worlds, was made possible throughits linguistic performance, since

it was speaking to each other - as a practice of encounter and common affection - that permitted

the proliferation of the singular experiment in the space ofthe city. (See Figure 7.11)
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The dis-symmetric dialectic of the right to the city

In this chapter the dis-symmetric dialectic between the governance of urban space and the

struggles for the right to the city demonstrated the dynamicopposition between the objective

management of urban production and the subjective attempt to forge different modes of urban

life. The civist ordinance affirmed the realisation of a model of governmentality of the city

that disrupted any civil relationship between society and the state and imposed a purely coercive

power over the life of the city, both expanding/intensifying the capitalist abstraction of urban life

in general and generalising the colonial mode of governanceover the urban population. I ana-

lysed the constitutive dimension of this ordinance as the production of a law that reconfigured

sovereignty around the need for social cohesion in relationto neoliberal competition between

urban regions, governing the life of the citizen to directlycontrol social production. This ma-

chine of governance is based on the forcing of social activities into the realm of economics, and

the increasing power of the private sector in the decision-making of the city. An entrepreneurial

city in which the legitimate citizen is the one that participates in the production of the urban

commodity for the global market.

The focus of this analysis has been the production of a new subjectivity, recognising a three-

fold dimension of the civist citizen. Firstly, the production of the city as a sum of atomic in-

dividuals in permanent competition. Secondly, the emergence of the state and the police as the

only trustworthy actors to mediate collective interests. Finally, the production of a new popu-

lation of immanent strangers, internal outsiders and un/governed. The acts for the right to the

city emerged in this context as deeds and words, spaces and enunciations which are capable of

producing prefigurative and performative politics in orderto challenge the crisis of the public

and to affirm new possibilities for living in common.

The task of challenging this governmentality posed a numberof problems for social move-

ments. The first problem here is the relationship between thede-territorialisation of local politics

in the emergence of the global movements against neoliberalgovernance, and the re-territorialisation

of global struggles in the specificity of Barcelona. From theanti-globalisation movements in

2001 to the anti-war movements of 2003, from the struggles ofthe encierrosto the practices

of theAPRSC,the smoothness of the neoliberal era was broken apart through the denunciation

not only of something happening thousands of miles away, or in the terrain of ethics and prin-

ciples, but of how neoliberal politics were inscribed in theurban space of Barcelona and in the

continuous experience of urban precarity, ranging from theeffects of the Global War on the se-

curitarisation of the life of the city to the concrete ways inwhich it was affecting outsiders and

strangers. Second, the composition of difference became the element for structuring the political

organisation of the un/governed. During theEuromayday 2004, networks emerged as a practice
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through which to challenge the fragility of precarious lives and affirm a collective inhabiting of

urban space as concrete prefiguration of the right to the city. Finally, although the ordinance has

remained in force, the campaign against the civist ordinance was a space within which to affirm

alliance among differences and fragilities as a practice through which to take voice from the

internal outsides of the city, not only to prefigure exceptions in urban space (a problem which

confronted theEuromaydayas well as previous experiences analysed throughout this research),

but to perform collectively social change as practice that affects urban life.

In sum, the civist governmentality exposed the role of the public (space) in guaranteeing the

interests of private property and the crisis of the relationship between state and society. This

crisis made visible the conflict between the governance of urban production, as precarisation

and commodification of urban life, and insurgencies, as encounters that affirm the possibility

of a different organisation of social life in the city. The encounters, spaces and enunciations

I analysed constituted the invasion of public space by immanent strangers, internal outsiders

and un/governed in the effort of unveiling the illusion of civil institutions as a solution for the

inequalities of urban life, and of affirming difference and cooperation as principles in the organ-

isation of the city.

Where the production of space is disciplined and urban spacecommodified, the produc-

tion of autonomous spaces performs a revolutionary libertyof human activity. The affirmative

autonomy of appropriation and inhabitation was the practice that allowed social movements to

break borders and institute common spaces. Heterogeneity and alliances emerged as practices

against the exclusion and segmentation of urban life, and exploding internal borders allowed to

let different voices, bodies, questions constantly move, enter and exit, in and out. Interior and

exterior became part of the same machine: the city as a factory, life as production.

In this context, struggles for the right to the city construct an instituting practice that resists

abstraction and brings a new reality into being. A step beyond the borders imposed by citizenship

- in the explosion of the civil society and in the emergence ofa political society in the city

- social movements do not claim the rights of citizenship as formal belonging to an integer

community, asrepresentation of rights. Instead, they mobilise society to assemble a common

right to the city. A performative and prefigurative practiceof autonomy affirmed through the

appropriation of life and the inhabitation of difference. The assembling of the right to the city is

no longer a merely prefigurative space, but a prefigurative spaceof production: the production

of performative enunciations with the capacity to change the world and affirm the right to the

city immanently.



Chapter 8

Conclusions

In this thesis I posed questions as to the material assembling of politics on the streets of Bar-

celona over the last thirty years as a collective practice that has contested the neoliberal gov-

ernance of urban life and attempted to institute alternative ways of organising social life. Here,

I review the structure of the thesis, signalling my originalcontributions and connecting this

investigation to contemporary social mobilisations in Spain.

As I argued in Chapter 2, an analysis of struggles for the right to the city enables us to

examine the dis-symmetric dialectic between governmentality and insurgencies in terms of the

organisation of urban production and the distribution of urban wealth.

On the side of governmentality, we have seen a shift from the exception of Fordism and

the implosion of the colonial regime to the reconfiguration of a neoliberal regime apparently

capable of controlling the dynamics of urban production through dipositifs of dominance and

normative subjectivation. On the side of insurgencies, I have argued that immanent strangers,

internal outsiders and the un/governed assert an autonomous force for the organisation of urban

production based on composition and translation among differences: instituting a new paradigm

of politics in the crisis of representation. Examining urban and neoliberal governmentality, my

focus has been on the potency of the insurgencies, on their proliferation and on the possibilities

that emerge from these social processes in assembling alternative life-worlds.

My contribution here has been to introduce new bridges between existing bodies of literat-

ures, building upon the common ground between autonomous and post-colonial marxisms and

inserting the critical studies on urban dynamics and citizenship in the tensions determined by the

rise of a post-Fordist and post-colonial paradigm of capitalist accumulation. In this emerging

dialectic of governance, I have argued, the urban becomes the fulcrum of the conflict between

governmentality and insurgencies. Given the overlap of citizenship and production in the urban

279
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machine, the right to the city emerges as a space of connection and translation capable of pro-

ducing alliances between struggles over statuses and struggles around production. In this battle-

field, I propose, three different, but contiguous, streams of analysis on insurgencies which are

useful in relation to each other. Immanent strangers, internal outsiders and the un/governed, I

propose, are not distinct subjects, but positions that allow us to engage with transversal layers of

alter-subjectivation, emancipation and empowerment against the normative subjectivation and

urban dominance of neoliberal capital.

In Chapter 3, I focused on my own practices of research. As a militant, I consider these

practices as part of a collective attempt to assemble alternative urban life-worlds. I therefore

proposed a set of questions emerging from the subterranean history of militant research to think

my own ethics and practices of research focusing on the problems emerging from analysing the

composition of social movements, from questioning their internal conflicts and from participat-

ing in the political production of practices and concepts.

My contribution here has not only been to insert fragments ofa rather different genealogy of

militant practices but to use these methodologies not as a rigid discipline for my research, but as

a tool-kit for dealing with the problems I encountered. To this end, I proposed three approaches

as particularly rewarding for this research. First, from the practice ofoperaismo, the focus on

the dynamics of the composition of memories in social struggles, rather than on the ideological

consciousness of the subjects, allowed me to escape an ideological approach to the becoming

of social movements. Second, the debates and the practices of the feminist movements allowed

me to problematise the over-romanticisation of social movements and urged me to analyse the

conflicts between control and emancipation inside social movements themselves. Finally, the

reflections of subaltern studies led me to look at the politics of expression and the politics of

translation as crucial sites in which to analyse the relations of production in the contemporary

regime of capitalist governance.

In the empirical part of the thesis (Part II), I moved back andforth from governmentality

to insurgencies, in order to contextualise the analysis of Barcelona’s social movements in the

broader becoming of the relation between society and the state in the crisis of neoliberal govern-

mentality.

More than shifting between the level of governmentality (asrationality of management) and

insurgencies (as collective effort of social production),I have, crucially, sought to trace the rela-

tionship between the processes of social mobilisations andthe transformation and development

of the neoliberal modes of governance. As such, I tried to avoid the approach, to some de-

gree characteristic of contemporary debates around neoliberal governmentality, which passifies

people - or simply ignores their role in producing escapes both from control and for emancip-
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ation. Thus, the right to the city is advanced here neither asa practice of resistance, nor as a

programme prescribed from a position of externality, but asan interpellation, from within, of

the practices and the concepts produced by these insurgencies which seek to express their des-

tituent, instituent and constituent potentials. This dis-symmetric and partisan dialectic served

as a ground from which to examine the struggles for urban rights as composition of insurgent

machines, assembling different pieces, practices and conceptual gears.

Throughout Part II, I marked three different ruptures in thelogic of governance that both

responded to and conditioned the becoming of urban social movements. First, I analysed how

the crisis of Francoism, as the deformed mirror of the European crisis of Fordist industrial reg-

ulation, determined the reconfiguration not only of the institutional configuration of Spanish

society, but also of the productive and infrastructural organisation of urban life (Section 4.1).

Second, this integral reconfiguration determined the rise of a new mode of governance to valor-

ise the effervescence of urban life and culture and translate it into the global chains of neoliberal

valorisation (Section 5.3.1 and 5.3.5). However, third, the crisis of Fordism and the proliferation

of the colonial model as regulatory frameworks of production, gave way to a profound crisis

of citizenship itself as dispositif for managing the accessto rights (Section 6.1). Under civist

governmentality, I argue, a neoliberal model of citizenship arose in order to govern urban pro-

duction - producing a new citizen, but most of all a series of immanent strangers and internal

outsiders in the city (Section 7.1).

In this context, the struggles for the right to the city expressed the refusal both of a model

of organisation of urban production and of a normative subjectivation of urban inhabitants, and,

eventually, the permanent uprising of the un/governed in the city. My aim in this thesis has been

to recover and interpret a subterranean diagram of these urban movements and of the concepts

and practices they produced, in order to pose problems to thecontemporary becoming of social

movements and social mobilisations. To this end, my research has produced a diagram that helps

to characterise transversally each of the cases I analysed,and allows to specify the practices of

appropriation and inhabitation that compose the strugglesfor the right to the city: heterogeneity,

difference, production, metamorphoses, instituent, invasion, public, identity, network, composi-

tion, translation, prefiguration, performance, autonomy.

It would be pointless to look for a linear evolution in the importance of these words for

the contemporary movements. Rather, they emerged and proliferated because of a diverse and

differentiated accumulation of singular experiences, andbecause of the situated and partial,

as well as tactical and strategic, needs of social movementsin their becoming. However, in

producing a narrative, I have tried to cluster them but also to focus my attention on partial

elements and problems specific to each. This diagram can therefore be understood as a set of
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historical-situated prisms to deal with the complexity of these practices and concepts as operative

parts of the insurgent machine that I have called ‘strugglesfor the right to the city’.

In Chapter 4, I looked at how the emergence of new political practices affirmed the right to

the city as a heterogeneous politics, at a time - the crisis ofFranco’s regime - when the autonomy

of the city as sphere of production overlapped with a reinvention of politics. In the productive

regulation of urban society, social movements moved from the factory to the city, affirming the

time of life and urban space as key dimensions of production and therefore of organisation. The

occupation of the factories and the proliferation of urban movements in the neighbourhoods,

in the universities, and in the city, configured a new subjective composition of radical politics.

In this explosion, the emergence of new bodies in public space determined a series of internal

crises and conflicts in the formerly labour-centred social movements. The political practices of

the gay artists and activists and the campaigns of feminist groups allowed me to explain how

experiencebecame the ground to assert the right to the city not only as space of heterogeneity,

but as the right to difference. In the constitution of the productive autonomy of theoeuvre, the

politics of difference emerged as a politics of life-at-production, where difference is the source

of value to be abstracted in the global value chains of neoliberalism. The struggle for the right

to the city became therefore a practice of resistance to thisabstraction, and to affirm a possible

escape from the normative subjectivation of urban inhabitants.

After definingheterogeneity, differenceandproductionas the elements that configured the

surface of emergence for the social movements for the right to the city in the 1970s and early

1980s, in Chapter 5, I analysed how the fragmented social movements of the 1980s reacted

to the individualisation imposed by neoliberal governmentality. Starting from depression and

solitude, a new process of commonality was built: social movements moved from an ethical and

individual interpellation of politics, to a collective andinvasive practice, instituting a ground for

experimenting politics outside of representation.

I analysed three streams in this constituent move of radicalpolitics. First, I examined how,

in the shift from the radical objection movement to the squatting movement, the politics of

the body gave way to a molecular understanding of the politics of the metropolis, understand-

ing the critical engagement with the metamorphoses of the city as a territory within which to

transform the identitarian politics of marginality of radical movements into an urban politics

of antagonism against the neoliberal subjectivation of urban life. Second, I focused on those

radical artistic practices that, escaping from the gallerysystem and the commodification of art

in neoliberalism, asserted institutional critique not only as radical refusal of the market but as

practical engagement with the institutional problem in creative terms: as the invention of new

institutions. Finally, I analysed how a set of personal and collective biographies, proceeding
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from the colony to the metropolitan space of urban Europe, moved from being imperceptible to

affirming a political practice of invasion from beyond European understandings of politics, as in

the experience of the mobilisations for a place to pray, capable of configuring a new mode for

the political inhabitation of the city. The constituent dimension of these experiences, I argued,

affirmedmetamorphoses, inventionand invasionas crucial elements in the assembling of the

struggles for the right to the city.

In the crisis of neoliberal citizenship, as I analysed in Chapter 6, this critical dimension of the

movements moved to an experimental ground affirming, in the late 1990s, destituent practices

capable of breaking apart the normative relation between society and the state.

Thus, on the one hand, I addressed the crisis of citizenship in the relations between civil

society and modern institutions via the experience of theMuseum of Contemporary Arts of Bar-

celona(1999-2001) where the modern function of the museum was challenged and a new con-

ception of public space and of the public itself was affirmed,as the museum experimented with

the discursive dimensions of critique, and with the material production of public and networks

in the space of the museum itself. On the other hand, examining the critique of the modern

citizen in the second part of Chapter 6, I focused on the analysis of theencierros(the lock-in

of churches in Barcelona in 2001). In the crisis of the relationship between civil and the polit-

ical society, analysed in theencierros,the appropriation of space and voice by the un/governed

affirmed the encounter among differences as a political force not longer built on the fixed reduc-

tion of outsiders to an internal position of subalternity, but on the affirmation of translation and

composition as practices for organising struggles.

Here, I argued that this challenged to the concept ofpublic and identity defined the ground

for experimenting with the creation of alternative ways of organising social life vianetworking,

compositionandtranslation.

Taking these themes forward, in Chapter 7, I examined the practices of appropriation and

inhabitation against civist governmentality, analysing the right to the city as a collective practice

striving to produce a new world in common via the assembling of practices, concepts and agents.

Moving beyond the experiments of the late 1990s, in the 2000sthe politics of life against

civismogenerated an instituent assembling of alternative modes ofsocial subjectivation, via the

appropriation and the inhabitation of urban life. In this sense, in Chapter 7 I examined first, how

social movements in 2003-2004 emerged as a space to territorialise the ethical interpellation

of global movements in the concrete politics of the city. Second I focused on how, in 2004,

the appeal for a good life was addressed through the responsibility of producing alternatives

of social organisation within the precarisation of urban life. Finally, I examined the campaign

against the civist governmentality to look at how the composition of different streams and modes
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of enunciations allowed alliances to emerge from difference, fragility and trust to produce alter-

subjectivities in urban space.

Thus, I argued that theprefigurativeandperformativedimensions of the struggles for the

right to the city composed an instituent expression for a radical assemblage of politics on the

streets of Barcelona, the aim of which was to produce life-worlds of autonomous democracyin

the productive organisation of urban life.

The empirical part of the thesis has sought toadjectivisethe right to the city according to a set

of practices and concepts that constituted these strugglesover the last thirty years. I have looked

therefore for attributes, specifications and problems thatallowed me to deal with the definition

of ‘the right to the city’ in innovative terms. And I have proposed destituent, constituent and

instituent as possible prisms to cluster the transversaltagsemerging through my analysis; with

these three dimensions allowing me to think and interpret the struggles for the right to the city not

as an ideological framework to explain social movements, but as a diffused factory in permanent

production: a social factory that by producing concepts andpractices continually strives towards

the destitution of the normative subjectivation and the dominance of urban neoliberalism and to

institute and constitute the right to the city as ‘renewed right to urban life’.

In summary then, the thesis has made three key contributions. First I have aimed to loc-

ate the struggle for the right to the city in a broader analytical debate about the dis-symmetric

dynamics of social production. In the dialectic between theproduction and the management

of society, between cooperation and control, between insurgencies and governmentalities, urban

space emerges as a significant place to look at the material assembling of the biopolitics of urban

production as politics of emancipation against abstraction in the organisation of urban life.

Second, by adopting a problem-posing and militant approachto research, I have investigated

and questioned the production of concepts and practices by social movements; recomposing a

genealogy of the militant understanding of research and theproduction of knowledge that have

allowed me to pose questions about the practices of researchand the relationship between the

production of knowledge and the becoming of social movements. This is, I think, a particularly

relevant issue in the contemporary crisis of modern institutions, such as universities, museums,

institutional politics or political parties.

Third, my analysis has depicted a set of pieces that assembled the machine for the struggle

for the right to the city over the last thirty years. I clustered these pieces into different prisms,

each of them referring to a different dimension: constituent, destituent, instituent. I used each

case to propose a diagram of the right to the city not as a linear evolution but as a complex ma-

chine of production. This diagrammatic approach has allowed me to stress the problems in the

emergence of expressive politics, that lies beyond the crisis of representative politics. Hetero-
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geneity, difference, production, metamorphoses, instituent, invasion, public, identity, network,

composition, translation, prefiguration, performance, autonomy are the transversal tags I have

proposed to engage with the struggles for the right to the city. However, the distinction between

these terms and these dynamics has to be considered as dictated by the need to exemplify and

discern processes that are in reality permanently tangled-up. Indeed, at the end of this exer-

cise of separation, it is crucial to affirm here the ‘consubstantial’ interaction of these acts - of

constituting, destituting and instituting - in crafting the political happening of social life, and in

assembling the becoming of politics on the streets.

In order to respond to the research question I posed at the beginning of this thesis, it is useful

to look at this syncretism among the constituent, destituent and instituent dimensions, as well

as among practices and concepts in the struggles for the right to the city, as the ground from

which to analyse the social practice of urban space in the 15Mmobilisations. In theplazas

tomadas, in the occupied squares, the singular and transversal composition of urban memories

that produces social mobilisation in Barcelona today can help us to engage and participate in

the discontinuous and powerful production of insurgenciesthat link Tahrir, Puerta del Sol, Plaça

Catalunya, Zuccotti Park.

This is possible, I argue, if we recognise the primacy of the ‘ways of doing’ rather than of

the ‘logic of ideas’. This is the point of departure to understand the right to the city not as an

independent issue but as a material and conceptual bridgingbetween the struggles for the right

of labour and citizenship in urban production. The right to the city links the struggles around

statuses with the struggles on production, proposing practices and concepts to access the social

wealth of urban life as concrete alliance between these two fields. This primacy ofthe ways of

doing of struggles however should not be understood as the dominance of the ‘power of tech-

nologies’ - atechnocracy- over the ‘logic of ideas’ -ideology- but as the need to problematise

the relation between ideas and ways of doing when analysing social struggles. Indeed, it is

necessary to integrate the analysis of the production of concepts with the material assembling

of politics; since the struggles for the right to the cityproduced(andare producing) concepts

and practices against exploitation in the urbanoeuvre. The struggles for the right to the city

in other words affirm a technological approach to contemporary politics, ‘beyond’ the ideolo-

gical rigidity of traditional revolutionary politics, and‘against’ the technocratic governance of

contemporary austerity. A politics of tension, conflict andrupture.

I hope my attempt in this thesis has been fruitful in affirminga practice of empowering for

us, the un/governed, the immanent strangers and the internal outsiders. And I hope that, by

composing streams of analysis and material experiences in the analysis of the dialectic between

governmentality and insurgencies, I have contributed to the struggles forassembling politics on

the streetsas autonomous forms of social organisation and alter-subjectivation in urban life. To
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conclude, a Pierre-Menardian stroll (Borges, 1964) through the invisible city of Octavia can give

us an embodied and less intellectualised imagination for a possible end to this story.

Suspended over the abyss, the life of Octavia’s inhabitantsis less uncertain than in

other cities. They know the net will not last forever. (Calvino, 1997, 61)



Appendix - List of Videos

V.1 Som un barri digne,Battle et al. (2012)

V.2 Sombras Xinas, Garcia et al. (2012)

V.3 Numax Presenta..., Jorda (1979)

V.4 Ocaña’sRetrat Intermitent, Pons (1978)

V.5 Huelga General in Barcelona’s petrol stations - CNT AIT 1977, Video-Nou (1977)

V.6 Okupa, cronica de una lucha social, Royo and Ferre (2005)

V.7 New Kids On the Black Blocks, The Video, New Kids on the Black Blocks (2002)

V.8 Cuestionario sobre la nueva ordenanza civica, Voluntarios contra el Civismo (2006b)

V.9 El botellón, Taller contra la Violencia Inmobiliaria y Urbana (2006a)

V.10 Cus cus, Video Metropolis (2006)
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